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I. ThE !MPORTAN( OF ThE S1JBJEC

Most of those who look into this book are apt to fall into one of three

groupings.

1. People who are convinced that the Old Testament is a true revelation

from God, consider that its first five books were written by Moses, and see

little point in learning about the theories of the "Higher Criticism" regarding

the 3, B, D and P documents.

2. Those who believe that scholarship has proven that the first books of

the Bible c into existence through the combining of documents J, E, D and P,

and think that the matter is so definitely proven that there is little point in

examining arguments against it.

3. Those who do not know anything about the matter..

It is the conviction of the present writer that he has a considerable

amount of material to present that should be of great interest and importance

for each of these three classes of people. I would like, therefore, to present

reasons why each group ought to be interested in learning about this subject.

First, I would like to discuss the matter from the viewpoint of those who

see no reason why they should bother about the theories of the "Higher

Criticism.' Such persons are doubtless unaware of the tremendous dissemination

that is being given to these theories in recent years. Seventy-five years ago

the Higher Criticism" was practically unknown except for the studies of a few

scholars. During the succeeding years, however, the teaching has been spread

more and more widely until today is a force that must be reckoned with by

anyone who deals with the Bible. If a person himself is not interested he is

sure to have contact with others who are interested, and with whom it is
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The Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol. 4., p. 494 (1908)

"However, the conservatives complain that the critics arbitrarily rule

f" out as interpolations or late comments passages which are unfavorable
to their hypotheeBe. The advocates of tradition also charge the
opposite school with being swayed by purely subjective fancies, and. in
the case of the more advanced criticism, by philosophico-religious
prejudices. Moreover, they assert that such a piece-meal formation of
a book by successive strata, as is alleged for many parts of the O.T.
is without analogy in the history of literature."

-- by Geo. J. Reid, S.TL., Prof. of Sacred
Scripture and Hebrew, The St. Paul
Seminary, St. Paul, Minnesota.
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Theory a Relic of By-one Era 3.01-I

See 3.31. Altick, Richard D, The Art of Literp.ry Research p. V1,lR2 ; pp. 63-u

See 3.'+1 Chadwick, The Giowth of Liteiure, Vol. I, p. 179
Reaction against mythologicLl interpretation of heroic stories

See 5.7 Wright, G. Ernest, The Old Tstament Ainst Its Environment (1950)
pp. 15, 61

See 6.5 Deue1, Leo, Testaments of Time (1.965), p. 223 WelTheusen's arguments
lost ground with appearance of Tel' PT Amarna tablets

See 3.21 Wefl.ek, Rene, Concepts of Criticism, (1963) P-'37
"Fifty and sixty years ago the concept of evolution a.ominatM literary
history; today, at least in the West, it seems to have disappeared almost
completely. Histories of literature and of literary genres are being
written without any allusions to the problem and apparently with no
awareness of it. p.37
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"In Europe, especially since the first Iorl.a War, there has been a
revolt against the methods of literary study as practiced in the second
half of the nineteenth century . . .

See 3.51 Chambers, R.W., llncononerable Mind
Beow'ilf pp.63-u "Half a dozen motor-bikes cannot be combined to make a
Piers Plowman p. 109, 169 ./Rolls-Royce car."
Shakespeare p. 21.6
Beowulf, p. 62 (separate sheet) "But most students have long ago abandone
the attempt, and. have come to agree that 'thr' Christian elements are,
almost without exception, so deeply ingrained in the very fabric of the
poem that they cannot he explained away as the work of a reviser or later
interpolator.

See 3.51 Ker, . P.,Epic and Romance on Méd.ieva Tirature re Beowulf

See 3.51 Chambers, R.W., Beowulf

see 3.61 Drekmeier, Kingship an Community in Early India On Mahabharata (Hopkins)

See 3.31 Geden, Alfred S., Outlines of Intro to the Heb.__Bible 1909

See 3.31. Homer A Collection of Critical Essays ed. by Geo. Steiner. "In the'
.ate nineteenth century. dismemberment was all the rage . . . Today, the
wheel has come full turn." (p.2)

See 3.39 A Companion to Homer, edited by Wace and Stubb1ns p.263

3.141 Jaeger, Werner, Paldeja the Ideals of Greek Culture p. 14.21 on the
tendency to abandon analysis of the Homeric poems

See 3.31 Guerarcj, Albert, Preface to World Literature , pp. 72-3
See 3.i+1 Scott, John A., The Unity of Homer

3z/ Literary Scholarship Is Aims and. thods by N. Foerster, 3. C. McGaiUarth
Rene Wellek, Austin Warren, W. L. Schramm (1941)

/7. #4'ooke, 5 h< A, //ii'' 2 os(j 13 c
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Theory a Relic of a By-gone era 3.01-2-

See 3.41 Davidson, j. A., "The Homeric Question" p. 27 in A Companion to

Homer ed. by Wace and Stubbings, 1962

See Starr, Chester G., The Origins of Greek Civilization llOO-6OB.C 1961

See 3.81 Hyman, Stanley Edgar, The Armed Vision

See 3.21 Biblical and Other Studies , chapter "The ise of the Tiberian Bible
Text" by M. H. Goshen-Gostein
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page 3 Theory of idteiature, liene -6ellek and Austin Z.

59 uestiona of authenticity and attribution may be even more iportant, and their
1ution may require elnboxute stylistic and historici invet.utJ.cn5.26

26 Cues Dawson, 1tAutc:enticity and attribution of ritten hatter," nlish
Institute Annual, 1942, ew York, 1943, pp. 77-100; 3. E. Bentley, "Authen
ticity and Attiibution of the Jacobean and Caroline Jrama, itiä., pp.
101-118; of. E. H. C. Oliphant, "Problems of Authorship in Elizabethan
Dramatic Literature," bodern hi1o VIII (1911), pp. 411-59.

ne are certain of the autiorship of most works in modem literature. ut there is a
iare xamk pseudonymous and anonymous literature ;hich sometimes yields its secret, even
if that secret 18 nothin else than a name unassocia.ted with any biographical information
and hence no nore illiminating than the pseud.nvm ox anon itsè1

60 ç .
p. 59, Recently, J. l. Robertson 1as been the lost outstsndng proponent of the "die-Y.9
integmation of Shakespeare," a view which would leave Shakespeare with little more than
the authorship of a few scenes in the beet-known plays. Accordin to this school of
thouht, even Jiua Caesar and Th are supposed to be nothing but a 3,
hotchpotch of passages by ar1owe, Greene, £eele, Kyd, and several other playwrights of
the time.28 Robertson's method consists largely in tracing little verbal tags, discovering
inconsistencies and literary parallels. The method is extremely uncertain and ilifu1.
It seems.4ased on a false assumption and a vicious circle: we know what is Shakespeare's

(. work from certain contemporary testimony (the inclusion in the Folio, the entries under
his name in the Stationer's Register, etc.); but Robertson, by an arbitrary act of aesthetic
judgment, selects only certain purple passages as Shakespeare's and denies his authorship
of anything that falls below that standard or that shows similarities to the practice of

Jotemporary dramatists. Yet there is no reason why Shakespeare could not have written
pony or carelessly or why he could not have written in various styles imitating his 3,

1ontemporanies. On the other hand, the older premise that every word in the Folio is
Shakespeare'a cannot be upheld in its entirety.

p. 60 No wholly definitive conclusion can be reached on some of these points, since
Elizabethan drama was a communal art in which close collaboration was a very real practice.
The individual authors were frequently scarcely differentiable by their styles. Two
authors might well themselves have been unable to distinguish between their shares.

3j
[fi Collaboration sometimes poses almost hopeless tasks to the literary detective.29 Even in

the case of Beaumont and Fletcher, in which we have the advantage of having work definitely
JJ only by Fletcher4t itxxwwxk written after the death of Beaumont, the division between

their shares is not established beyond controversy; and the case is completely lost with
TgM/ which has been assigned t20ebster, Tourneur, Middleton, and

Marston alternatively or in various combinations/

G. udfl7 Yule, e atietica1 Study of 1itey Vocabu1a.ij Cambridge, 1944 - has used
very complex mathematical methods to study the vocabulary of writers like Thomas a Kempis
in order to establish the common authorship of several manuscripts. Stylistic methods,
if patiently developed, can supply evidence which, though falling short of complete cer-
tainty, makes identification highly probable. 3.3j-/9-
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Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature (1942, 1949)

"Recently, J. M. Robertson has been the most outstanding proponent of the 'disintegration

of Shakespeare,' a view which would leave Shakespeare with little more than the author

ship of a few scenes in the best-known plays. According to this school of tIx)ught, even

3ulius Caesar and The Merchant of Venice are supposed to be nothing but a hotchpotch of

passages by Marlowe, Greene, Peele, Kyd, and several other playwrights of the time.

Robertson's method consists largely in tracing little verbal tags, discovering inconsist

encies and literary parallels. The method is extremely uncertain and willful. It seems

based on a false assumption and a vicious circle: we know what is Shakespeare's work
certain

fray contemporary testimony (the inclusion in the Folio, the entries under his name in

the Stationer's Register, etc.); but Robertson, by an arbitrary act of aesthetic judgment,

aelects only certain purple passages as Shakespeare's and denies his authorship of

anything that falls below that standard or that shows similarities to the practice of

contemporary dramatists. Yet there is no reason why Shakespeare could not have written

poorly or carelessly or why he could not have written in various styles imitating his

contemporaries. On the other hand, the older premise that every word in the Folio is

Shakespeare's cannot be upheld in its entirety.

"No wholly definitive conclusion can be reached on some of these points, since

Elizabethan drama was a communal art in which close collaboration was a very real

practice. The individual authors were frequently scarcely differentiable by their styles.

Two authors might well themselves have been unable to distinguish between their shares.

Collaboration sometimes poses almost hopeless tasks to the literary detective. Even in

the case of Beaumont and Fletcher, in which we have the advantage of having work

definitely only by Fletcher written after the death of Beaumont, the division between

'\ their shares is not established beyond controversy; and the case is completely lost with

The Revenger's Trage4y, which has been sigried to Webster, Tourneur, Middleton, and

Marston alternatively or in various combinations." (pages 59 and 60)







E.4ry Crjf 1:1750-2.950 T}', L.r E1ht..nth Cøntnry, Rø'i.,P.Jcof orv
IF ri1vrr1ty Pre , 1955

Page 27

Literature was increasingly studied in the context of its environment. Individtiity

cannot be comprehended and described except in the context of or in contrast to some

environment. In the 17th century more and more attention was paid to the climatic and

geographical conditions o literature, and increasingly literature was seen in terms

of social conditions and intellectual atmosphere. People began to discuss the influ

ence of social stability, peace and war, liberty, and despotism on literature. The

concept of a national character as a determining factor in literary creation was

slowly taking shape.

Pic!e 38




iost of Voltaire's principles can thus he studied only in his concrete pronouncements,

but these are furti.mately so numerous and cover so many authors that a general view

emerges with astonishing consistency. Voltaire adheres to the classical tradition of

decorum, hiensance, convenance. "Perfection consists in knowing how to adjust one's

style to the matter one treats. ' Style, form, way of expression are always decisive

for critical judgment. 'As far as making the passions speak, all men have almost the

same ideas; but the way of expressing them distinguishes the man of wit from the man who

has none."29 Voltaire restates the ancient doctrine of thetbree1evels of style: each

suiject has its level, ;natural," "tempered," or elevated.

Pages 124-125

The enTphasis on environment became especially significant when the "manners" which

determine a work of art were analyzed in detail. At first the most remote explanation

was the most widely favored. Sir William Temple's theory about the connection between

the variable English weather and the odd humor of Englishme.S was one of the earliest

instances of the explanation of literature by climatic conditions. Later the older idea

that poetry- -especially highly imaginative poetry- -flourished best in the South received
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Excerpts from: A History of Modem Criticism: 1750-1950 Wellek (2)

a tUIë Shock from the "discovery"' of the northerner Ossian. Gray admitted that "imagi-

nation dwelt many hundred years ago in all her pomp on the cold and barren mountains of

Scotland' and thus could not he the result of heat.66 But l-iLmIe and Kames became quite

skeptical of the whole business of explaining poetry by climatic conditions.67

The climate theory becomes much more acceptable when it is reinterpreted to include

geographical conditions. Tishop Lowth' s Do sacra ppesi Hebraeorum tried to explain the

particular character of Hebrew poetry by the influence of the surrounding objects of

nature: he traces Palestinian landscape in the imagery of the Bible. Rohert Wood

traveled. in the "ear Fast and, in An Essay on the Original Genius and Writings of

Honor (17G'), studied the topography of the site of Troy, concluding that Homer was

'the most constant and faithful oopier after nature.
68

Page 126

- What is most striking to a modern ohsr".r is the complete confusion a1oiit the states

of society 5-,imposed to be primitive. The early stages of Greek civilization, the

society depicted in the Old Testament, contemporary Arabian society, the feudal Middle \

Ages, and the dim time in which Ossian was supposed to have lived are all considered

the same. This sociological simplification is matched by the crudity of the 18th

century dichotomy between natural poetry and art poetry. This contrast dates back to

the Renaissance, but only in the 18th century was natural poetry identified with a

universal folh poetry in which everything which deviates frc the Latin-French

tradition was ltznped together: the Bible, Homer, Ossian, the Welsh bards, the few

Lapland and Indian songs Iciown at the time, the Scottish ballads, and even chiylric

romances. Thomas Percy seems to have been the first to entertain the explicit

conception of primitive poetry as a whole. He planned a collection ... His

translations fñi the rhinese and from Runic poetry, his raraphrase of the Song of
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Thccerts. A History of Modern Criticism: 1750-1950 Wellek (3)

Songs as a "sample of Hebrew poetry,' his Rellcpies of Ancient. Fnglish Poetry (176S)

which contains not only ballads but many Elizabethan lyrics and scenes from Shakespeare,

his speciments of TMoorish? romances, his transcriptions of chivalric romances, and the

planned edition of Surrey
74 __ all point to this conception of a substantial identity of

primitive poetry.

Page 132

In a different situation and in different terms we are apt to share this compromise

today. Our historicism, which countenances the most diverse kinds of art, from

p'iistoric cave paintings to Picasso, fnTi Homer to Eliot, from plain chan tore,

Stravinsky, is an a11-ethracirg eclecticism. It has the sane implications of

steTity which we feel in the antiquarian critics of the 18th century. Today they

rightly elicit great sympathy and interest, fortbey represent the beginnings of an

attitude which seems to have become almost universal in the academic world of our time.

Page 182

Besides, Herder constantly rewrote what he had written: the second edition of the

Fragiente differs profoundly from the first, and materials are often moved from one

book to another. The exclamatory style, the shifting terminology, the fragmentariness

of the arguments, the constant oscillation and flitting from one topic to another are /

extremely iiitating and justify Saintsbury's charge of "fearful wooliness,"44 but

they do not justify a neglect of Herder.

dOMW



Excerpts fran: A History of ModemCriticism: 1750-1950 Wellek

Page 197

He has been considered a forerunner of Tame in his stress on milieu. There is in

Herder much about climate (hot, cold, and temperate) landscape, race (nations),

customs, and even political conditins such as Athenian democracy in their relations

to literature. One of his prize essays, called flber die Wirkung der Dichtkunst auf

die Sitten der Volker in alien und neuen Zeiten (1778), is a survey of the history

of literature with stress on its educative arid civilizing function. But Herder

rarely analyzes the enthoienta1 factors and never brings them into close relation

ship with the actual literature. He constantly argues in a circle: i.e., he

explains a work of literature by history and then utilizes the work to throw light

on history. In the case of Ossian, for instance, since there exist no early docu

ments about ancient Scottish history, Herder derived all the information about Asocial

setting from the poems, and that was extremely vague and baffi ir.g. He uses such

criteria as climate and landscape very loosely, and even the racial point of view

amounts to little more than the old contrast between North and South, the Germanic

and the Latin nations. In a paper on Homer and Ossian, Herder tries to derive the

poetic differences between the two from differences in climate and national stock?0
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page 15
I ! In sum, what is generally >rotosed as a solution to the enie of Job

substitutes an even greater mystery.- The e.sswption is made that a conlo
meration of separate documents, unrelated and at ti ven oosed to one
anothcr, were ei5 r haphaza'U.l; or deliberately maniou te,d to produce a
masterpiece.

This tendeflcy to atomize the boch 1ois to th "age of anaysis in
biblical Ii hip. It reched. its apogee in the years bfore World War I
in the Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch, particularly in th Locumntary
Hypothesis of the Graf-Wellhausen school.

page l6
In the perioJ. followi World War I a marked. shift 01 emphasis and. approach

took ace in the field of biblical aihoarship.This shift was induced by a
va:'i c factors, not th least of which was a reaction sgaint the hyper
critical analysis o1sources ;''ich hao. previously been carriL to ertrenea.

p.
he process by which the vario'istraditions ani nLiviOual cues were

combined ano. ultimately united in the live Books of Moses was hi4ly complex
and may never be reconstructed in all its details. JnLcubtad.ly, the creation

' cf the, Torah tool: place at an earlier perii aim was less complicated than the
Higher Criticism of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries maintained.
Recent scholarship now recognizes that the concept of "the Torah of Moses" is not
a figment of the iiagination and surly not a "pious fraud" perpetrated by later
ciibes. Contemporary rsearch makes it increasing'-1-7 clear that thrre is a

central ana. significant core of Mosaic material in the Penteuch, even though it
difficult tc roach a consensus as to its exact etent and contents.

p. 73
It is characteristic of Semitic literary that the writer keeps his

traditional sources intact, even i! there are obvious discreic1es btween them.
Thus, where modern practice wou relegate to a footnote one or another of two
contradictory sources, Hebrew and ArLb wri.ters did not hesitate to retain the

" variants cheek by jowl in the main rarrtive, withcut attempting to harmonize
all the detls. Instances of this literary procedure are common in oricnta]. __
Literature. - 11

Footnote 42, p. 326 Thus, in the narrative of th prophet BalaaR (Nuts.
chaps. 2_2LI.), he is granted permission by God before he leaves home (22.20) to
answer the call of Balak. On his way, however, his life is threatened. by invts

H
ible anel with a sword. (223l). His life is sved by the prescience of his ass,
and. only aft 'e angel is revealed to him is he granted permission to proceed.
It is clear tht to variant traditions (differing over when the divine permission
aas ¬ranted) have been placed in succession

In the Book of Samuel, David comes to the attenton of F:tng Saul and is '
brought to court because of his skill with the' harp, which relieves S-oil's melan.1y
(1 ain.l6.22). In the very next cha:jter, however, after David says Goliath,
neither the king nor Abner, his general, recognize the laJ.(l Sam,l7.5ff.), and:
only therufter is D:,,-,.-id thken to the royal court. In the Arab chronicle Kitab
CaPan in 1-ha life story of a poet named ais, the author informs us that be

cause Kais contracted a marriage opposed by his parents he never sew them aIn.
The very risxt line reads, "then Tais visited his parents."

- ---'-- I
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Gordis, Robert, The Book of (o. and Man (Chicago: The University of Chicago
.rISO) 1965




page lOb
Eefore embarking on a detailed investiation of the evidence, we may note

the gro'in disfavor In which the atomization of ancient literary documents is
viewed by contemporary scholarship. Increasingly, the stuy of ancient
literatures, like tLt of the Homeric epics has eii focusing attention en the
unity and ieaning of the whole work rather than upon the disparity the
con:tituent elements. That the Indiscriminate (and even accidental) lumping
together of scattered literary fragments by an obtuse redactor, who often did
not understand the material he ;as ring with, could produce a masterpiece
thnt naive fait'. of nineteenth-century iterary critics is no longer widely
shared today.

It is s.lf-cvident that this change of intellectual climate will, of itself,
not sfce to reverse the view cf the tnauthenticity of thr' Elihu chapters,
still widely hel among scholars. The impressive arguments in favor of this
position need to be analyzed and. evaluated.

Footnote 7, age 33. Se the trenchant cbsprvatior of E. . P. Kitto,
The Greeks (arrnondeworth, 1951), p. 63 . . . .

A similar change has taken place in the study of Dante's Divine Comedy.
o Marc Slcnim points out: "Critics in the 19th century saw the work as corncsed

of ä.ualisms . . . The ame critics either rejected Dante, the faithful son of the
church, and extolled the great Lreator of images and characters - or t"e other
way around. . . Modern critics and. scholars reject the theory of antinoies in

91
the 'Comrnedia' and. speak of its structural unity and harrcnious proportions re-
flecting the perfect intc'ration o its varied components." ("The Miracle of
Dante,' n the New York Tires Book Review Aug. 29, 1965, p.6.)

page 107 tt . 7
ith reard to t"e argument concern!ng language, should. be noted that the

al1eçed variations e relative rather than abeoThte.flThis is tue of the divine
names, the pronouns, anu the precsiticna'. forms, ell of which occur thrcnghout
the book. Any literary compositon, particularly a shnrt ne, may turn up words
1ackng in another composition by the same author. The fact that Elihu cites
arunients from the preceding spehes, far from being an argument against his
uthnticity is a point in his favor.

page 110
Pinal1, Pfeiffer begins with the critical assumption, frequently :iiade in

the paste that heterodcx ideas were subjected to extensive interpo1atio .c make
them palatable to the orthodox. This once-popular assumption is highly question
able. As we have demonstrated e'sewhere, this hyothesis is both nnesse and
erroneous with regard to the Book of Ecclesiastes. In ancient times, a .¬r more
effective device was available for countering unorthodox doctrine: since muscritS
of any given work were few, it was easy to suppress the material compictely. If
copies of the book in question were consigned to the Genizah the storehouse of
abandoned d.ocuuerts, the ork would be withdrawn frcr' circulation and. ths con
dex±ined to oblivion.

r
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orie brt, The Book of Clod au M (Chicago: Ttc TTniversi of Chicago Press)
1965

r page 110
Virtually all the.-,apocryphal and pseudepigrap'ical works of the Secnd 4

Temple ;eriod, whicL were originally written in Hebrew or Aramaic, emanated
from groups which differed in greater or 1eeer degree with normative or pharisaic
Judaism in doctrine, practice., or both. The leaders of the dcminaut group in
Judaim subjected these books, not to critical interpolaticn, but o total neglect.
As a result the originals were lost and only traislittons into Greek, Latin, Syriac,
Ethiopic, and other 1aiguges lave survived. These veroions were safeguarded., not
by the Synoge, but by the Church, which found hem congenial to it outlook end
useful In its work.

That anci:'t readers wuld employ large-scale interpolations to counter the
main thrust cf literary works to which they were opposed is a theory of dbtful
validity ad should be invoked only as a last resort.

page 110-111
Th itor: of literature can poInt to many instances in which a wrer's

stle grows inceasIngly complex and difficult with advancingg year,.. A
classic exorple is afforded b; 'cespeare's Tempest and by other plays o his last
period. The later poems of WiiIam Butler Teats, and Jams Joyce's last novel,
Pinnegans Wake on which the novelist worked twenty years, reveal the same trait.

page ill
An even more Instructive parallel is Goethe's 'aust The Urfaut goes

back t' t1e poet's Stu.rm und Drag period, the third decade of his life; the
irt part of Faust did not appear until more than thirty vears later, .n 1808;
a&. the second part was completes. shortly before his death in 1832. in the sixty
year gesat1on cerlod of the work, cncepticn of his theme and of the charH
aters, a4 well as his poetic style and vocabulary, underwent a profound trans
forn'&tion. Every reader oties at once the chang fro the epigrammatic style
of Part I to the tuolved, complicated, mode of expression charactoristic of Part II.
The radical differences in subject mntter are summarIe by 3. G. Robertson in
those The Secnd Part is far removed from the ikp-r-esive realism the
Urfaust or even the classicism of the First Part. It is a phantasioagory; a drama,
the actors in which are not cre-nres of flesh and blood but shadowa in an unreal
wcrld. of allegory. The lover ci' Gretchen had, as far as poetic ccntinuit: is
concrned, disappeared wit" the close of th first art. In the secun1 fart, it i
virt'lly a new Yau- who, accompanied by a new Tephistophe1es, goes out into a
:orld that is not ours. Yet bh1nd the elusive all9cre . . . there lies a philos
ophy of life, ripe wscm born of experience, such as no other modern
European poet hr-is givertis. 3

Footnote 23, page 335. Encyclopedia Britannica (14th ed.), X,L1.73b.

page 123
Many critics have sought to delete the sections on Bohemot and Leviathan.

9
Several- arguments concerning style have been adduced in this connection, some
readers maintaining that the second speech is inferior to the first as literature.
This is a highly subjective point of view which I do not share.

There is, however, no reason for assuming that the poet would monoton-
ously employ a single rhetorical form throughout four long chapters (chaps. 3R_L1l).On the contrary, as a gifted poet he would be far more likely to vary his style.
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Cordis, Robert, The Book of God and Man (Chicago: The TTnivrsity of Chicago press) 1965

rage 157
The profundity of Job is matched by its literary greatness. The author

is generally included among the half-dozen transcendent literary geniuses of
all time, along with Homer, the Greek dramatists, Dante, Shekesoeare, nd Goethe.

page 159
Each reading discloses new beauties in Job, even if the book is reth in a

1ania other than Hebrew. The wonder is th!,t so much has been successfully cap
tured in translation, pcrticularly in the magnificent Ying James Version. The
reasons for its success are several. The Committee of Translators of 1611 possessed
native literary gifts of the highest order and an ear for the cadence and sound
of words seccnd to none. Moreover, it was their good fortune to live at the flood
tide of the Elizabethan era, when English possessed a richness and plasticity never
attained before or since. Finally, the translators made themselves willing
captives of the Hebrew oriina1, even when it meant creating new English idioms
out of 3ern:.tic turns of phrass. These ultimately became integral to the
English language because of the wy held by the Authorized Version over the
Engli sh-speaing peoples.




page 169
One of the most cammon oroblems confronting readers of the Bible is the

occurrence of passages that appear out o± place in the context, either in mood. or
in thought. The ideas expounded may seem irrelevant and even contradictory to the
theme of the passage in which they are imbedded; or the emotion expresse may seem
radically different from the spirit of the surrounding verses. To meet this
difficulty scholars have adopted three basic procedures. In some instances they
have reanged the text, placing the offending passages in whit the:- regard as a
more "logical order." In other cases they hove analyzed or atomized the literary
document, on the theory that the present text is a collection of originally inde
pendent .ritings put together none too skillfully by one or more editors. Finally
and most frequently, they delete sticks, verses, and even entire sections of the
received text on the ground that they are later, unauthentic additions. Often the
additional assumption is made that these alleged interpolal-ions wer added by
readers nd scribes oposed to the views of the original writers, which they sought
to counteract by these insertions into the text.

pa 169-170
During the he'd.ay of biblical hypercri+icism, and even today, scholars rarely

stopped to note that these radical solutions were almost completely subjective and
arbitrary and. therefore methodologically unsound.. Underlying them all was a basic
error - the failure to recognize the wide disparity On time, space, and. culture
pattern between the modern Western rind and that of an ancien*riental poet.. The
canons of logic and aesthetics congenial to a modern Western writer cannot be

I mechanically applied to a literary composition of the anciant East.

Page 170
To force the biblical writer into the Procrustean bed. of Western logic and

aesthetics is to maim him beyond recognition. To "reconstructs' the text to si,it
alien conceptions of proper logical sequence and seemly emotional expression is to
distort the work beyond recovery. Humility is more than a moral virtue; it is
indispensable tc the genuine scientific spirit. The exegete must seek to follow
the lead of the author, to :penetrate to his spirit and to do justice to the text
before him, not to revise and. improve upon it. 'I

These a priori objections to the widespread use of transpositions, divisions,
or deletions of the accepted text are supported. by the fact that there is no

objective evidence in favor of these drastic manipulations of the text.
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GorcLis, Robert, The Book of Clod and Man (Chicago: The Univarsity of Chicago press) 1965
page 170

The extant Hebrew manuscripts and the Ancient Versions, incluaing the Septuagint,
the oldest witness, nearly always reproduce the contents and order of our received
text, including the allegedly interpolated passages.

page 170
Eau.a'ly unsatisfactory is the proposed explanation that later readers were

opT)osed to the contents of the original text and. therefore added their contradictory
views in rebuttal. The question of why readers should have ten the trouble to add
so much aiitional material, when

page 171
a far easier procedure was available to them, was not raised, let alone answered.
All that was necessary was to destroy the 'anuscrpt or consign it to some Genizah
or storage room of discarded texts, and. thus effectively remove it from circulation.
A striking case in. point is afforded by the entire corpus of apocryphal literature,
which was not admitted to the canon of Hebrew serirtures because of legal, doctrinal,
or other divergences from normative Judaism. As a result, the Hebrew originals of book
like Jubilees, the Maccabees, Judith, Tobit, and many other works of cuality and
importance, disappeared. Only translations of these books ware preserved, and then
only because of the interest manifested by the early Church.

Moreover, the sheer extent of these alleged "additions" should have raised
serious doubts about their deletion. Thus in the case of Ecclesiastea, Jastrow finds
over 120 interpolations in a book of 222 verses. Barton, less extreme, claims that
a pious glossator is responsible for 15 important additions and that a "Wisdom"
interpolator is the author of 30 more (in addition to many other, lesser changes.
Volz eliminates an equal number of passages, which do not, however, coincide with
Barton's. The "analysis of sources" was applied by Siegfried to Ecciesiastes.
HT e finds nine district major sources for this small book and assigns each verse, with

r
enviable omniscience, to its author. Eissfeldt protests vigorously against this
assumption of composite authorship and assumes only nine pius additions in the body
of the book. However, he saves the authenticity of the text only by assuming that
Koheleth contains no clear-cut, integrated philosophy, but consists merely of a series
of rambling reflections that often contradict one another. "

In wielding the seapel with such confidence, scholars did not always stop to
notice the framents left b'hind after the surgical process was completed. Thus in
Job, chapter 12, which contains 25 verses, grill and Siegfried eliminate 22 verses,
Driver and. Gray delete nine, Jastrow omits 12, in whole orn part, while Vol retains
only five verses of the total?'. "

pa 172
Over two decades ago, my researches in Widto literature, and Ecelesiastes in

particular, led me to reject this -orodedure of wholesale deletion, not only because it
does violence to the integrity of the biblical text, but also because it destroys
the content and timbre of the book. It is gratifying to note that the formerly wide
sreac theory of inter'olation by uncomprehending or reauters is losing ground f
increasingly amcng contemporary scholars. 8 Thus Ape Banten observes: "The separ
tion of sources is sometiis driven to a carIcaure, as in Ecciesiastes and Job.
The British pun the Pentateuch Mosaic or a mosaic? is not only characteristic for
the sentiment among opponents of literary criticism, but also among the younger
ga'eration of scholars as a whole."9 -

Footnote 9, page 348. A.Bentzen, Introduction to the O.T. I, 13(19L8)

r



An Outline of the History of Christian Thought Since Kant Edward. Caldwefl
London: Duckworth & Co., 1912.

p. 3,1. One Of these principles is, for example, that of dealing in true

critical fashion with problems of history and literature. Long before the end

of the age of rationalism, this principle had been applied to literature and.

history, other than those called sacred. This thorough-going application of

this scientific method to the literatures and, history of the Old. and New

Testaments is almost wholly an achievement of the nineteenth century. It

has completely altered the view of revelation and. inspiration. The altered

view of the nature of the documents of revelation has had immeasurable consequences

for dogma.

fri
p. 12, 13 We shall have then, sedondjy, to note the historical and critical

movement. It is the effort to apply consistently and without fear the maxims

of historical and literary criticism to the documents of the Old and New

Testaments.



Peerlkamp, Petrus Hofman




(1786-1865) Encyclopedia Britinnica, 11th ed

Founder of the subjective method of textual criticism, which consisted in rejecting
g

in a classical scholar whatever failed to cane up to the standard of what that

author, in the critics opinion, ought to have written. His ingenuity in this

direction, in which he went much farther than Bentley, was chiefly exercised

on the Odes of Horace (the greater part of which he declared spurious), and the

Aeneid of Virgil. He also edited the Ars poetica and Satires of Horace, the

Agricola of Tacitus, the romance of Xenophon of Ephesus, and was the author of

a history of the Latin poets of the Netherlands.








Charles Dreamier, Kingship and Commity in Early India Stanford University Press, 196

(Page 132)

"Hopkins many years ago concluded that the original narrative core of the epic

is impossible to isolate front the later mythical and moralistic accretions, and few

present-day students of the Mahabharata would question this judgment."
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Literary Criticism

Robert Lowth in Encyc&opedia BritanIca, 11th ed., , Vol. 17, p" 7P,79,

his Pra&!ection.s translated in l77 by G. Gregory as Lectures on the

Sacred Poet7y of the Hebrews exercised a great influence both in England

and on th continent."Their chief inportance lay in the idea of looking

at the sRcre. poetry as poety, and examining it by the ordinary

standards of literary criticism.








Rene WEllek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature (1942, 1949)




ti

* the work of Dover Wilson more legitimately belongs to 'higher criticism.'

"Wilson makes very large claims for the method: 'We can at times creep into the

compositor's skin and catch glimpses of the MS through his eyes. The door of Shakes-

peare's workshop stands ajar.' No doubt, the 'bibliographers' have thrown some light

on the composition of Elizabethan plays and have suggested, and possibly proved, many

traces of revision and alteration. But many of Dover Wilson's hypotheses seem

fanciful constructions for which evidence seems very slight or even completely lacking.

Thus, Doter Wilson has constructed the genesis of The Tempest He claims that the

long exposition scene points to the existence of an earlier version in which the

pre-history of plot has been told as a loosely constructed drama in the style of

The Winter's Tale But the slight inconsistencies and irregularities in line arrange

ment, etc., cannot yield even presumptive evidence for such farfetched and needless

fancies." (page 55)

/
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801 Literary Scholarship Its Aims and methods by Norman Foereter, John 0. McGalliar&,

L712 Rene Wellek, Austin Warren, wilbur L. Schramm. Chapel Hill, The University of
North Carolina Press. 1941

Chapter 1, "The Study of Letters" by Norman Foerster. pp 9

p. 9 " . . " Meanwhile F. A. o1f assured the development of a new Hellenism,
If Bentley had founded historical philolpgy, it was the author of the Prolegomena
to Homer who now established the scientific1/4type of scholarship represented by
the term Altertuu,swissenschaft thanks t'the nineteenth century became 'a second
Renaissance of Greek studies, destined perhaps to be as important as the first."
(R. W. Livingetone, Greek Ideals and Modern Life 1935, p. 2)

"The great age of science had now arrived, an age of exploration of the natural
and human past by geology and paleontology, an age dominated by the idea of change

-1 through evolution, an age of realistic and naturalistic philosophy and literature,
of methodical and meticulous objectivity in the historical study of literature and
its backgrounds. In the 1860's came the brilliant effort of Tame to apply
naturalistic concepts and scientific methods to a national literature. His Flistoire
de la litterature anglaise opens with the words, "History has been transformed,
within a-hundred years in Germany, within sixty years in France, and that by the
study of their literatures" as transcripts of past states of feeling and thought.
Literary works were to be regarded as documents, bymeane of which the scholar
could reconstruct the mental structure of an author and establish the causal
relationships thet explain literary phenomena, literary phenomena being essentially
like natural phenomena. Making similarly dangerous assumptions, Brunetiere, in
L'Evolution des genres dane l'histoire de la litterature attempted to apply*, he
phenomena of literature a formal classification based o n the Darwinian theory.
Whatever their Shortcomings, it is worthy of note that men like Tame and Erunetiere

r
were cast in a larger mould than most of the cautious and tireless specialists
who followed them.

p. 11 lI " " " There was need of the exacting discipline which Germany had for
mulated and exemplified, and which at length attained its American culmination
in the early twentieth century under the inspiring leadership of such men as
Gildersleeve, and Grandgent, and Hohifeld, and Manly, and Kittredge.

"By the second quarter of the new century the triumph of scientific literary
scholrrship in America was impressive. But with triumph caue a flagging of excitement,
a loss of vision, a tendency to mechanical expertness, a sense of diminishing rewards,
even though these symptoms of inadequacy were disguised by the opening up to scholarly
exploration the most recent periods of literary history. No serious efforts were
made to alter or enlarge the pattern of what was more and more called reserach
While European scholarship was seeking to renew its vitality by fresh purposes and
methods, American scholarship persistently confined iteeAf to the accumulation of
Materialien for the description of historical phenomena.

-3.01

p. 219 91n Germany, the nineteenth-century pattern had gone out of favor
in the first decade of the twentieth century. After the positivistic school
represented by Scherer came the geisteswissenschaftliche school associated
especially with Dilthey; Das Erlehnie und die Dichtung 1906 , marks the
change of approach. This reversal of emphasis from the analytical to the
synthetic was not repeated in American scholarship. - Certain attempts at
renewal of vitality in other European countries are indicated by Rene ieli.ek
in Chapter III



CUADERNA VIA
the energy and the con,naiid of languages 16-syll,ibhi (its
to enable him to read them. \\ c must one stanza with a single r1i5iiie. 11t-LT ta
necessarily base our judgment upon what a caesura in the middle of each line.
we know and what we can reasonably hope E.\l.W.
to know. Our philosophy is what life has
taught us; our principles of literature are Cycles, Literary, a group of pine' ii
those that our literary experience has other compositions round a central theme,
taught us. We cannot expect to establish hero, family, object or event. It is an
a code of literary laws for others; we ought extension of the term 'epic cycle (o7ronic
not to hope that others will make a code icc'nuioc), first used by the Alexandrine
of literary laws for us. Our worth as grammarian, with reference, it is now
literary critics largely depends upon our thought, to a large group of epic poems
ability to free our minds from cant, which by the 8th century B.C. had grown
obsolete psychology, unexamined contra- round the battle for Troy' (q.%,.). It corn
dictions, docile acceptance of fashion and prised: the it lost books called by the
insolent defiance of fashion, words mas- mysterious name of Cypria and relating the
querading as ideas and metaphors antecedents of the Trojan war; the 24
masquerading as thoughts, a sense of books of the Iliad; the ii lost hooks of the
superiority to the past and a sense of the Little Iliad ('lAmar ucpd) which carried the
inferiority of the present. U these are our story to the destruction of Trov, incorpor
aims, the absence of definable 'standards' ating the lost .-lrnazona, .eEthzopis and
(whether ethical or aesthetic) becomes less I!iuperns; finally the A'ostoi (Returning of
disturbing. Each of us can have in- the Heroes) of which only the 24 books of
creasing confidence in his own standards the Odyssey remain, whilst the sequel, the
because they are related to his expanding Telegonma, relating the adventures of

j literary experience. This is very far from Tckgonos, son of Odysseus and Ciice, is
a naïve acceptance of subjective or lost. The individual epics were in some
relativistic or casually impressionistic cases originall' 'short' (or ballads); they
judgments. On the contrary it accepts the were expanded and merged with others of
principles of literary criticism as, though var.tng length to t,imi an epic cycle
time-bound and error-bound, the object of probably long before the time of Pisis
eager and anxious exploration by all who tratus and Solon, to whom the Alcxan
delight in literature. drines attributed the rearrangement.
Gstg: G. Saintsbury, .4 History The origins of the literary (particularly

Crmt&cisni and Literary Taste in Europe ( vols, epic) cycle are to be found in the narrative
1900-04; a pioneer work, somcsshat erratic technique of the Greek rhapsode. It was-. judgment, but still of great value); J. ',V. H. at the courts of rulers, at banquets in theAtkins, Literary Criticism in Antiquity (a vols, presence ofassembled warriors, that he was_- 1934); English Literary Criticism: The .!edieval called upon. His starting point had to be




Phase (0343), . . . The Renascence (1947), an event or a hero known to his hearers'17th and 18th Centuries (1951; careful he needed to be able to relate what had
but rather weak in dealing with ideas); happened before or after the known event,accounts of the critical writings of the.14 periods,
E. F:. Sikes, 3/ic Creek View of Psetry (193 i); orapreviously unknown exploit of a known
C. S. lialdisin, ,Uedieral Rhetoric and Poetic hero.
to 1400 (1928); J. E. Spingarn, A History of Many civilizations produced cycles ofLiterary Criticism in the Renaissance (1899); much the same kind. Scholars nowG. Tillotson, Criticism and the 19th Century generally assume that the Old Testament(ii ).-LITEHABY Titroy: IL Vellek andA. Warren, Theory of Literature (194,) a stories up to the monarchy were originally
survey of all the problems, with saluabhi' separate; they were drawn together later
(,ihhmo. .-COLLECTIONS: C. Saintsburv, into cycles (tlie cycle of the \'ahvist, of theS Criti. m (1903); W. Allen, Writers on Writing Elolsist, and the so-called l'riestly Code(1948); C. G. Smith, F/gasket/ian Critical which appears as a more or less homoE,sa) 5 (2 vrsls, 1904); J. E. Spingaro, Critical geneous story), which influenced oneEssays 51/ the 17th (eimtury ( s-,,ls, loos-o,)); another without ever becoming completely"- E. Ii J',nrs, English ('Utica! Lssa3s: jth, ,;t/i fused. Grouped tales, such as those of theand, 'i/i Centuries, and i th Century (a vuls, Moses cycle, tisemsels cs contain some1922, is,i(s); R. \V. Stahiman, ('ritiq.srs and1SSSSI) s in ('rilicism 1920-4,5 (1949; valuable, small and some larger units the main
including some important American work). theme of the M,isaic cycle (the departureSee also TAM. 'i's. from Egypt and the conquest of Palestine)d




Cuaderna Via, also called i/ester
tima even be a late addition to the separatee stories (of the Jews in the wilderness of('lerecla. Spanish metre, conihnimng 4 Kadesh, of the promises made t,i the

*







11391 CYCLES, LITERARY
patriarchs, of the revelation on Sinai). Cuchulainn, Conab (,rnach and l'ergus

___Furthcraddttions mere ness and indepen- mac Ri,ich again t \ I II, king 1 Lot
dent stories: the infancy oTI ws he n2ughl-- -assd---qt*ee.ss_l.Ld Ins ole; and
plagues, the episodes of the conquest, the the tales dealing with king C'irniac mac
worship of Baal amongst the Israelites. Airt, Finn mac Cumaill and his son Oissin
The various stones were interlocked as the (Osskm) and their retinue. There is a
stories of the Pentateuch, their central cycle about king Eoehaid Mitgmedon and
theme being God's furtherance of his his family; and many more. Welsh litera
chosen people Israel. This whole process ture does not lack cycles; the most famous,
began during the period of oral tradition, however-the Arthurian cycle of the
In the same way there arose a cycle dealing Mubinogion (q.v.)-was probably first
with Abraham and Lot, with which the formed in the brilliant, imaginative history
cycles of Jacob and Esau, and of Joseph (c. 1135) of Geoffrey of Monmouth and
and his brethren, became associated: all given its highest literary expression in the
came to he linked in major cycles. In a courtly romances of Chrétien de l'royea.restricted sense the four versions of the The influence ofother cycles on at least the
Gospel, the Acts of the Apostles and the French literary versions of the Arthurian
apocryphal books may also be considered a stories (q.v.) is clear: these are the native
literary cycle. So it is too with the tales of French romances on themes from classical
Buddha: the older tales collected under the antiquity (Roman de Thibes, Roman de
name Himadna, the younger tales of the Troie and Roman d'Endas) and cycles
Labia Uistnra, and particularly the Ma/id- centring around Charlemagne, both of
Casio which includes beside Buddha which groups, like the Arthurian romances,
legends manyjdtakus (devout and didactic spread from France to other European
tales); add the more recent Z'daiidyd,ia- literature. The central theme of the
idtras and finally the Svayamba!IPurdna (in Charlemagne cycle (q.v.) is the battle
dialogue form; this work is Brahman in fought by the emperor and his paladins
spirit). The Avaddnas again are tales both against the whole of heathendom. This
about Buddha and about great rulers, chief imperial cycle gave rise in the zzth century
amongst whom is the 'Buddhist Constan- to imitations: to the various feudal (or
tine', emperor Aéoka (273-232 B.C.). vassal) cycles, ofwhich theepics concerning
Many Christian lives of saints, such as the Guillaume d'Orange and his nephews,
Little Flowers 'fSt Francis, show a similar who distinguished themselves in combat
cyclical arrangement, with the internal and external enemies of

Indian epics too, both the Rdmdyana *sd the empire, are the most distinguished.more particularly the ,%i'a/idbhdrdta (qq.v.), The heroic enterprises of warrior
were probably originally short epics communities-ranging from the clan to
cyclically arranged. The former preserves the national or religious community-are
the appearance of a uniform work, despite the central theme in the epic cycles of
its many more or less independent classical antiquity and of Irish and French
episodes and intercalated legends, but the literature. In the Arthurian cycles the
monumental Ma/zdbhdrdta is a loose individual hero comes to the fore, whilst
agglomeration of stories and events about the community to which he belongs, the
the struggle of B/id ráta's descendants. Round Table, is not warlike: it is the point
Though the later 'literary' epic of of departure as well as the final goal to
Kglidãsa and his successors harks back to which the individual hero returns as a
the two great epics and draws on their perfect knight after a series of adventures.
themes and stories, it does not form a cycle Germanic epic cycles hold an intermediate
with them : the relationship approximates position. In IValthartus (the Latin variant
rather to that between the Roman literary of the Anglo-Saxon Waldere) and the
epic of Virgil, Statius, Lucan and the epic Hildebrandshed the exploit of the hero
cycle of the Greeks. seems to be either a central or a peripheral

'l'here are cycles of tales in early Japan- episode in some more general enterprise.
ese literature, known to us, however, merely Such too appears to be the position of
through the artificially historical versions the hero in Burgundian, Ostrogothic and
in the Kojiki and .Vi/iongi (qq.v.) of the 8th Frankish cycles which are partly preserved
century S.D., when the compilers forced in the Old Norse Edda (a cycle), and in the
the myths into a uniform mould, later epics (which were developed under
Old Irish epic poetry shows typical the influence of the courtly romance):

CClic,il structure. There are two main Nthelungenlied and ll.'olfdietrtch. To ex
central thmiines: the struggle of king plain the origin of these longer epics we
Chiinh,,b,,r 'f Ulster and his heroes must take into consideration the possibility



Hillwa, Tyru, i cc'1ct1u-x Lu fleze'reh So concL edition. (Houdton Miff'in Oo.:
Boston) 1964, 1956 TTyrus ilwy - (.olorao State Colie)

p. 102 Some years ago a German literar:r scholar tried. inenious1,i to prcve that

John Milton, the great English poet, 1I borrowed some of his ideas ---id language from

an earlier writer. He attempted this by showing that certain 1dentic1 words could be

found in paragraphs chosen from the works of the two authors, and. he proposed the

principle of comparing "word clusters" in the writings of two different literery men to

discover whether one i-tad borrowed from the other. This principle, however, has been

rejected. by modern scholars because it conflicts with a known fact in literature; namel

that two authors writing about the sine subject are very likely to lymany of the

same words in descrIini it. Phus,critical interpretation with conclusions based. upon

the rejected principle of "word clusters" would today be regarded as fallacious and

unacceptable.
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Hiliway, Tyrus, Introduction to Research (Houghton Mifflin Company: Boston) 1964, 1956
(Second edition)

p. 121 During the eighteenth century Laniarck proposed the theory of "the true in

heritance of acquired characteristics" to explain how new species may be formed in

biological evolution. He contended that an organism which has been changed by its

environment may transmit the change to its offspring. According to this belief, it

should be possible to produce a race of short-tailed dogs by cutting off the tails of

one generation of the species. The theory, widely accepted in its day, was challenged \

in 1883 by Weismann and is no longer credited by modern biologists anywhere except in

the Soviet Union.

At the beginning of the twentieth century De Vries advanced the "mutation theory"

to account for the changes which occur from time to time in various species. He con

tended that such changes are taking place constantly in the world of nature through a

kind of spontaneous mutation. If the change proves advantageous to the individual

organism, it helps the organism to survive and is passed along to the offspring. If dis

advantageous, it is likely to disappear through the process of natural selection.

According to the De Vries theory, a change of this type takes place within the organism

and 18 not caused by outside factors, as Lamarck supposed.

Yet Lamarck's ideas now generally have been discarded, and those of De Vries

require much more evidence before scientists of the present day will consider them as

firmly established.

p. 123 A few years ago a well-known literary scholar advanced the hypothesis in a

biographical study that the rather disagreeable and proud hero of Hawthorne's tale,

"than Brand," was intended as a portrait of Hawthorne's friend and neighbor, Herman

Melville. The scholar based this hypothesis upon his analysis of Melville's person
p.124

\
fality and upon the fact that "Etha* Brand" was published not long after Hawthorne

r
nd Melville met. But other scholars quickly pointed out an essential bit of evidence

r' Which the hypothesis had overlooked. In Hawthorne's notebooks there appeared a plan for

the tale of "Ethan Brand" which had been written down long before Hawthorne knew Melville,

and thus the author of Noby-Dick hardly could have served as the model for its chief

character. This hypothesis clearly was proved wrong.
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Hillway. Tyrus. Introduction to Research (Houghton Nifflin Co.: Boston) 1964, 1956
(Second editions)

p. l Ideas and phrases (as well as contemporaneous references) easily comprehended

by the people of one century may be unintelligible to those of the next. In Chaucer's

day - to give one illustration - such terms as twenty, fifty and similar round numbers

were apparently used freely to indicate merely a large number. Thus, when Chaucer

spoi<e of owning "twenty books" we can interpret this to mean not that he had made an

exact count but that he owned a substantial library. Today we still use a term like

a thousand and one when we wish to represent a large but indeterminate number.

p. 158 Because it seems unreasonable that one with little formal education could be

come Eigland's greatest literary figure, some scholars believe that Francis Bacon

or Christopher Marlowe or some other university-educated person must have written the

Shakespearean plays. The evidence adduced, however, is chiefly negative. As one of

the most prominent recent editors of Sh'akespeare points out, in each case "the

arguer has constructed a thesis or hypothesis, and has gone out and searched for matter

which can be reconciled with that hypothesis. His whole case is thus built up within

itself. Such argruments have no controls, and, as Bacon says, the fact that a system

of thought is consistent with itself is no proof of the truth of that system. A true

hypothesis is one supported by proof independent of the presuppositions of that hy

pothesis

Footnote Hardin Craig, An Interpretation of Shakespeare (New York: The Dryden
Press, 19)48), pp.
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Emil Kraeling, THE OLD TESTAMENT SINCE TIT REFORMATION, 1955

Page 89

'Orthodox hiblicism was deeply entrenched once more and it seemed unlikely that

biblical criticism of the sort being carried on in Germany could find admission

there. But it was overlooked that biblical criticism had arisen on the continent

in emulation of the critical method developed in the study of the Greek and Roman

classics. Homeric criticism found a hearing in England and thus paved the way

for the application of similar principles to the biblical literature. A series

of incidents now occurred which, through the publicity they received, helped to

jPh bring about a change.!







3.02

Wellhau.sen's Views Preserved Mainly Unchanged Today

See 4.1 Wellhausen Theory Suhstantial'y h'1d today

coo



3.1/-I
Skepticism

,
The History of The Hiier Criticism of the New Testament Henry S. Nash.

New York, 1900

p. 79 Schl.iermacher, when a more boy in his twelfth year, was tortured by

the suspicion that all the ancient records, both sacred and profane, might turn

out to be forgeries.2 Historic doubt was widespread.

Footnote
2

Life (tr. by Rowan), , p. L" "My twelfth year . . . I con
ceived the idea that all the ancient authors, and At', them the whole of ancient
history, were suppositittous." Cf. Descartes' resolution to begin his mental
life b: doubting everything.

Historic oubt mad.. Ni.ouitr possiol..

Footnote It is something better than a more coincidence that the ?i
p. 80 edition of De Beaufort's Dies sur l'inc.rtitude des cin premiers sicles

l'histoire romaine !ear.d in 1750, nearly synchronous with the beginring
of Semler's Bible-work. This referenc. is taken from Puchta, Institutionen
(6e Auf., 1865), I, p. 101, n. Flint, Phil of H., pp. 53-'61. Beaufort's
Dissertation sugeets Niebuhr, although widely different in spirit; it in
dicates the fact that the mind of estern Europe had .:otered. a
climate. The first parts of Niebuhr'e Roman History issued in 1P11-l12.
If the term hIepoch_mkingI had not been rendered useless by overuse, we
should cal'. it "epoch-making" in the fullest sense. S.. Stanley's Life L JiArnold for the prof.tgpreseion it made.

p. 80 The consciousness or ats stanoing outside all existing knowledge and

casting suspicion upn the established framework of knowledge, was its chief

characteristic Li. a. of the IPO, Century]

It 'was ii this century that criticism was born.

See 3.01 Peelkamp, Petrus Hofoan (l786-l65) Encyci. Brit., 11th ed.

Se 3.31 Myres, John L., Homer and His Critics Wolf's 4beory, Lachriann,
i'a'iowitz
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eiThaus*n1s Prp1.p*en p. )3.

1n* the patriarchal narratives it is Impossible to obtain any

historical information with re'ard to the Patriarchs. We can only

learn something ambont the t1. in which the stories about them

were first told by the Israelite people. This late period, with .11.

Its essential, and superficial. characteristics was unint.nttally

projected backward into hoary antiquity and is reflected there like a

transftwed. mirage.* (Cited by 3. P. Ire., IQ IM. Jan., 1957, p.32)







338 HOMER

and greatest epics in any European language, the all these theories tend to lose sight of the fIliad and the Odyssey. Nothing whatever is known that Homer did not live in a primitive commurii1of his life, save that his technical skill shows that but in one that still retained memories of tihe was a professional poet; and certain linguistic brilliant Mycenaean civilization and, furthermore,and other evidences point to his having composed was on the fringes of, and in at least occasionalin lonia, not in Greece proper. His surviving contact with, great cultures-Oriental and Egv,.biographies are mere collections of folklore, tian_given to the composition of long and elahccenturies later than any possible date for him, rate poems and other works and to their preserva.and are of no historical value whatever. Even the tion in writing.
meaning of his name (Greek names regularly The only problem which is really alive todayhave a meaning) is unknown; its identity in sound is the old one (it goes back to the Alexandrianwith the word for hostage probably is accidental, critics) of whether Homer-meaning by that theThe tradition that he was blind comes from one author of the Iliad-also composed the Odysseyof the Hymns which, along with various other Though differences in language and tone do exist,works, were attributed to him in antiquity but it cannot be said that the arguments for separate'now, on the basis of evidence collected by the best authorship are cogent, for these may be reason.critics, ancient and modern, are known to be ably accounted for by the difference in subject:later. In one of these, the Hymn to Apollo, the the Iliad describes an important episode in a longauthor bids the singers tell anyone asking who war, and the Odyssey the adventures of a mantheir best poet is that he is "a blind man, and trying, under great difficulties, to return homedwells in craggy Chios." This assertion of blind- being mostly concerned with conditions of peace,ness is contradicted by the many instances of keen or at least not with open and regular warfare.




visual observation in the epics. His date is van- All this does not mean that the poems haveously estimated, the arguments being based on come down to us precisely as Homer composedprobabilities rather than certainties; the most them. Apart from modernizations of languagereasonable datings put him not earlier than the here and there, certain passages, mostly quite10th nor later than the 8th century s.c. short, may be additions made by reciters for one" For a long while, especially from 1795, when reason or another. Nor does it mean that HomerFriedrich August Wolf (1759-1824, q.v.) pub- made no use of, or did not quote from, earlier" lished his Prolegomena ad Homerum, it was held poems that are lost to us. On the contrary, his
by many excellent and industrious scholars that frequent use of stock epithets, recurrent descripthe epics as we have them could not have been tions of natural phenomena, such as sunrise, for
composed by one man (the theory still survives mulas introducing a speech, and the like, make it
in places, especially in Continental Europe). The clear that he inherited not only a vocabulary but
fundamental reasons for it were advanced by a supply of ready-made metrical tags which he
Wolf, who stated (1) that writing was unknown had no hesitation in using whenever it suited him:to the Greeks of "Homer's" day and (2) that probably his hearers would have been surprisedwithout writing no one could compose such long and disappointed if he had not done so.works. Both these propositions are now known to The high poetical quality of his work is
be false. Therefore, the arguments based con- vouched for by the censensus of the best literary
sciously or unconsciously on them are futile, criticism, ancient and modern. See also ILIAD;
Writing of a kind was known at least to some ODYSSEY.
Greeks centuries before any likely date for Bibliography-The writings on Homer literally fillHomer, and professional poets in illiterate so- whole libraries. For a summary, of the controversy on
cieties are capable of remembering a prodigious _47amount of poetry, their own or another s. The (London 1951), and works cited there; a fuller list is in
search for the shorter poems supposedly put to- John A. Nairn, Classical Hand-list, 3d ed., pp. 34-3
gether to make the epics led to curious analyses (Oxf9r




ally Aristotle,lS Forpancient literary criticism, consult
of the epics and the supposed discovery of all "Longinus," On the Sublime. For modern literary critmanner of inconsistencies, "later" additions, and icism, consult Matthew Arnold, On Translating Homer,
so on, as well as to the finding of something that 2 vols. (London 1861-62; reprinted, I vol., London 1905).
is really there: older and newer forms of words. HERBERT J. Rose.
These, however, are distributed fairly evenly Emeritus Professor of Greek, United College of
throughout the poems and fail entirely to coincide St. Salvator and St. Leonard, St. Andrews,
with the "earlier" and "later" portions. The in- Scotland.
consistencies are few and slight, and very few
of the supposed additions still appear to be such HOMER, Louise (nee Louise Dilworth
when the structure of the poems as wholes and Beatty), American operatic contralto: b. Pitts
the ancient manner of telling a long story are burgh, Pa., April 30, 1871; d. Winter Park, Fla.,
duly considered. The assembling of the supposed May 6, 1947. Educated in Minneapolis and West
shorter pieces was commonly ascribed to Pisis- Chester, Pa., she went to Boston in 1894 to study
tratus (d. 527 B.c.), tyrant of Athens, on late voice with William L. Whitney and theory with
and slender evidence. The truth seems to be that, Sidney Homer (q.v.), whom she married in 1895.
in his time, regulations were made for the public In the following year, she accompanied her hu
recital of the poems in their proper order, not of band to Paris, where, after two years of study,
random selections made by the reciters to suit she made her first appearance at a concert under
their own tastes or capabilities, the baton of Vincent d'Indy. In 1898 she made

A modification of the ballad theory, as it her operatic debut as Leonora in La fovorsto at
may be called, was upheld by the historian George Vichy. From 1900 to 1919, she sang with the
Grote (1794-1871) among others. This was to Metropolitan Opera Company in New York City.
the effect that the Iliad grew out of successive ad- and for three seasons thereafter with the Chicago
ditions, by unknown hands, to a shorter epic, about Civic Opera Company. She was noted for the
half the length of the poem as we have it. This beauty and purity of her voice, her mastery and
too, is backed by no really cogent arguments; anti breadth of style, and the dignity. of her artistry.
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CUADERNA VEA [1381
the energy and the ,si md of languages i 4-55 liable lines (occasional lv i 6-ss liable) in
to enable hiiii to read them. \Ve must one stanza with a single rhyme. There is
necessarily base our judgment upon what a caesura in the middle of each line.
we know and what we can reasonably hope E.M.W.
to know. Our philosophy is ss hat life has
taught us; our principles of literature are Cycles, Literary, a group of pisenls it
those that our literary experience has other compositions round a central theme,
taught us. We cannot expect to establish hero, family, object or event. It is an
acode of literary laws for others; we ought extension of the term 'epic cycle' (rnc
not to hope that others will make a code voAoc), first used by the Alexandrine
of literary laws for us. Our worth as grammarian, with reference, it is now
literary critics largely depends upon our thought, to a large group of epic poems
ability to free our minds from cant, which by the 8th century tic, had grown
obsolete psychology, unexamined contra- round the battle for Troy (q.v.). It com
dictions, docile acceptance of fashion and prised; the ii lost books called by the
insolent defiance of fashion, words mas- mysterious name ofCvpria and relating the
querading as ideas and metaphors antecedents of the Trojan war; the 24
masquerading as thoughts, a sense of hooks ofthe Iliad; the it lost hooks ofthe
superiority to the past and a sense of the Little Iliad ('I,\idc 1sixpd) which carried the
inferiority of the present. If these are our story to the destruction of Troy, Incorpor
aims, the absence of definable 'standards' ating the lost Aniazona, JEthmopis and
(whether ethical or aesthetic) becomes less Iliupersis; finally the Xs,stui (Returning of
disturbing. Each of us can have in- the heroes) of which only the 24 books of
creasing confidence in his own standards the Odyssey remain, whilst the sequel, the
because they are related to his expanding Telegonia, relating the adventures of
literary' experience. This is very far from Tulegonos, son of Od'msseus and Circe, is
a naïve acceptance of subjective or lost. The individual epics were in some
relativistic or casually impressionistic cases originally 'short' (or ballads); they
judgments. On the contrary it accepts the were expanded and merged with others of
principles of literary criticism as, though varying length to f,,rni an epic cycle--
time-bound and error-bound, the object of probably long before the time of Pisic
eager and anxious exploration by all who iratus and 'solon, to whom the Alexan
delight in literature. drines attributed the rearrangement.




G. Sasntsbury, .4 History The origins of the literary (particularly
Criticism and Literary Taste in Europe ( vols, epic) cycle are to be found in the narrative
i9OO4; a pioneer work, somewhat erratic in technique of the Greek rhapsode. It was
judgment, but still of great salue); J. Ii. at the courts of rulers, at banquets in the
Atkins, Literary Criticism in Antiquity (a vols, presence of assembled warriors, that he was
i34); English Literary Criticism: The .tlediesal called upon. His starting point had to bePhase (ii)43), . . . The Renascence (1947), an event or a hero known to his hearers" . , . 17th and 18th Centuries (195i; careful he needed to be able to relate what had"' accounts of the critical writings of the periods,' .4 but rather weak in dealing with ideas); happened before or after the known event,
E. E. Sikrs, The Greek View s/Poetry (1931); or a previously unknosvn exploit ofa known
C. S. Baldwin, .Uedietul Rhetoric and Poetic hero.
to ioo (i9a8); J. li. Spingarn, A History of Many civilizations produced cycles of
Literary Criticism in the Renaissance (ito)) ; much the same kind. Scholars now

s G. 'I'ullot.on, Criticism and the 19th ('enfsmrv generally assume that the Old Testamenti 95 i).Lt itS iii's liiF(5RY R. \Vshlrk andA. Warren, i'h,,,,s (if Literature (194') a stories up to the monarchy were originally
ssrvey of all the problems, with valuable separate; the',' were drawn together later
l,ihhio I -Ciii LEC TION5 G Sa,ntsh,urv Loci into cycles (the cycle of the Yahyist, of the

'In,' (1903) \V. Allen, It,,!, ri sin lf'rtting El,ihist, and the so-called Priestly Code
(1948); G. G. Smith, Elizabethan Critical which appears as a more or less honto-
Eisa) s (a vi,ls, i904), J. V. Spingarn, Critical geneous story), which influenced one
assays if the 17th ('css!u, (3 \o Is, J5508-i9); another ss ithiout ever becoming completelyI-:. I>. English C,iso il Lss 5: 15th, i 7th fused. Grouped tales, such as tissue ut the- and ,'Sth(e,sturiss, and ".ss1th (en!sic) (a sssls, Misses cycle, titeinsels es contain somei'szz. 1-)16); R. \V. StaIlss-sn, ('ritiqus's and'o, Essays is Criticism 1720-45 (1949; v,uhuatsls', small amid sssmtse larger units', time main
including some important .'.rnrrmcan work). theme of the Msssaic cycle (the departure
rr also TAM. l's from Egypt and the conquest of Palestine)
Cuaderna Via, also sailed iIestC, d

tiia even be a late addition to the separatee stories (of the lews in the wilderness ofS lereci,m. -Spanish metre, combining Kadrsh, of the promises niade to the
Os
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,-CYCLES, LITERARY

patriarchs, of the revelation on Sinai). Cuctiii bonn C ni I t. ci I rcus
Further additions were new and indepun- mac Roich ag.s rir Addl. kr 'I ( in
dent storieS the infancy of Moses, the naught, and queen \i led Ins Si iti arid
plagues, the epi nIcs if the conquest, the the tales dealing. ss rh king C nii.ti iliac
worship of Bail amongst the Israelites. Airt, Finn mac ('umaihl and his son ()issin
The various stories siere oiteriocktt as the (Ossian) arid their retinue. There is a
stories of the l'entatcuch. their central cycle about kiiig l'.ochatd Mugmedon and
theme being God's furtherance of his his family; and mans more. Welsh litera
chosen people Israel. This whole process ture does not lack cycles; the most famous,
began during the period of oral tradition, however -the Arthurian cycle of the
in the same way there arose a cycle dealing ?tlitbinugwn (q.v.)-was probably first
with Abraham and Lot, with which the formed in the brilliant, imaginative history
cycles of Jacob and Esau, and of Joseph (c. 1135) of Geoffrey of Monmouth and
and his brethren, became associated all given its highest literary expression in the
came to be linked in major cycles. In a courtly romances of Chrétien de Troyes.
restricted sense the four versions of the The influence ofother cycles on at least the
Gospel, the Acts of the Apostles and the French literary versions of the Arthurian
apocryphal looks may also be considered a stories (q.v.) is clear: these are the native
literary cycle. So it is too with the tales of French romances on themes from classical
Buddha: the older tales collected under the antiquity (Roman de Thebes, Roman de
name Hi,najdna, the younger tales of the Troie and Roman d'Endas) and cycles
Lhtia Visions, and particularly the Ma/id- centring around Charlemagne, both of
t'aslu which includes beside Buddha which groups, like the Arthurian romances,
legends inany]dtakas (devout and didactic spread from France to other European
tales); add the more recent Ma/ia&w- literature. The central theme of the
sâiras and finally the Svayaniball Purdna (in Charlemagne cycle (q.v.) is the battle
dialogue form; this work is Brahman in fought by the emperor and his paladins
spirit). The Ataddniss again are tiles both against the whole of heathendom. This
about Buddha and about great rulers, chief imperial cycle gave rise in the 12th century
amongst whom is the Buddhist Constan- to imitations: to the various feudal (or
tine', emperor Aéoka (273-232 B.c.). vassal) cycles, ofwhichthe epics concerning
Many Christian lives of saints, such as the Guihlaume d'Orange and his nephews,
Lit/I, Flint, ci fSt Francis, show a similar who distinguished themselves in combat
cyclical arrangement. with the internal and external enemies of
Indian epics too, boththe Rdmdyana .thd the empire, are the most distinguished.

more particularly the Ma/zdbhdrd/a (qq.v.), The heroic enterprises of warrior
were probably originally short epics communities-ranging from the clan to
cyclically arranged. The former preserves the national or religious community-are
the appearance of a uniform work, despite the central theme in the epic cycles of
its many more or less independent classical antiquity and of Irish and French
episodes and intercalated legends, but the literature. In the Arthurian cycles the
monumental Ma/idbhdrdtu is a loose individual hero comes to the fore, whilst
agglomeration of stories and events about the community to which he belongs, the
the struggle of Bhdrdta's descendants. Round 'I'able, is not warlike: it is the point
Though the later 'literary' epic of of departure as well as the final goal to
Kãlidisa and his successors harks hack to which the individual hero returns as a
the two great epics and draws on their perfect knight after a series of adventures.
themes and stories, it dues not form a cycle Germanic epic cycles hold an intermediate
with them:.the relationship approximates position. In Il/alt/ianus (the Latin variant
rather to that between the Roman literary of the Anglo-Saxon II aldei'e) and the
epic of Virgil, Statius, l.ucan and the epic Hildebranished the exploit of the hero
cycle of the Greeks. seems to be either a central or a peripheral
There are cycles of tales in early Japan- episode in some more general enterprise.

ese literature, knownto us, however, merely Such toil appears to be the position of
through the artificially historical versions the hero in Burgundian. Ostrogothic and
in the Kojiki and Vi/wngi (qq.v.) ofthe 8th Franktsh cycles which are partly preserved
century an., when the compilers forced in the Old Norse Edda (a cycle), and in the
the myths into a uniform mould, later epics (which were developed under
Old Irish epic poetry shows typical the influence of the courtly romance):

cyclical structure. There are two main ,\'ihcluni,'enlied and bl'olfdii tridi. To ex
central th,.ines: the struggle of king plain the origin of these longer epics we
Choni-h,b,ir ,if Ulster and his heroes must take into consideration the possibility



Wellhausen , History of Israel

On the "unhistoric" character of Abraham, Moses, etc.

p. 7 In regard to P, Welihausen writes: It is historical only in
form; the history serves merely as a framework on which to arrange the
legislative material, or as a mask to disguise it.

p. iLii In the Jehovistic legislation there is no word of priests
(Exod. 2O-23,3L)

p. 313 The original dwelling-place of the Terahites is, according
to Q, not the Mesopotamian Haran(Carrhae), as is JE(l2.l; 24-4), but Ur
Casdim, which can only mean Ur of the Chaldees. From there Terah, the father
of Abraham, Nahor, and Haran, is said to have emigrated with Abraham and Lot,
the son of Haran, who was already dead. If this was so, Nahor must have stayed
at Ur Casdim, and Haran must have died there. But neither of these assumptions
is consistent with the indications of the narrative. The different aspirates
notwithstanding, it is scarcely allowable to separate the man Haran from the
town Haran and to make him die elsewhere. It is equally impossible to regard
Ur in Chaldaea as the residence of Nahor, whether the grandfather or the
grandson of the same name matters nothing; for it is obviously not without
relation to real facts that the place, tihich in any case must be in Syria,
where the Nahorides Laban and Rebecca dwell, is called in J the town of Nahor,
and in E Haran. Even in Q though Nahor stays in Ur, Laban and Rebecca do not
live in Chaldaea, but in Padan Aram, i.e., in Mesopotamian Syria. What helps
tp sjpw tjat Ur Casdim does not belong to the original form of the tradition,
is that even in Serug the father of Nahor, we are far away from Babylon towards
tje West. Serug is the name of a district which borders Haran on the North;
how can the son of Serug all at once leap bac1 to Ur Casdim?

If
// p.318-19 It is true, we,attain no historical knowledge of the patriarchs
// but only of the time when the tories about them arose in the Israelite people
(I this later age is here unconsciously projected, in its inner and its outward

features, into hoar antiquity, and is reflected there like a glorified thirage.).

p. 320 In the patriarchal legend, however, the ethnographic element is 1
always predominant. Abraham alone is certainly not the name of a people like
Isaac and Lot: he is somewhat difficult to interpret. That is not to say that
in such a connection as this we may regard him as a historical person; he
might with more likelihood be regarded as a free creation of unconscious art. fl
is perhaps the youngest figure in the company, and it was probably at a compara
tively late period that he was put before his son Isaac. /

p. 345 As from the literary point of view, so also from the historical,
the Moses of the flehovist appears more original than the Moses of the Priestly
Code. To prove this is, it is true, the aim of the entire present work: . .

p. 347 In the Priestly Code, the work of Moses lies before us clearly
defined and rounded off; one living a thousand years after knows it as well as
one who saw it with his eyes. It is detached from its originator and from his
age: lifeless itself, it has driven the life out of Moses and out of the peoplE
nay, out of the very Deity. This recipitat Qf 1stp'y apprig as law at
the beginning of the history, stilles and kills tne nioryiseii.
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Wellhausen, History of Israel

p. 350 It is less easy to account on the theory of pure fiction for the
numerous names sometimes arranged together like a catalogue than for reported
circumstances and numbers. There can certainly be no doubt that the fortfy
places which are mentioned in the list of encampments in the wanderings
really existed in the region the Israelites are reported to have traversed.
But he who is satisfied with this as evidence that we have before us here a
historical document of primitive antiquity, will never be disturbed by
criticism. Was it such a difficult matter to find out forty definit
stations in the wilderness for the fortyears of the wanderings? Even if the
elements of the composition are not fictitious, that is far from proving the
composition itself to be authentic. And in the dase of lists of the names
of persons, the elements are often of an extremely doubtful nature; and here
it is well to keep in view the principle of Vatke . . . that no confidence
is to be placed in subjects devoid of predicates, and that persons are not
to be taken for real who have nothing to do.

p.L6 Moses certainly organised no formal state, endowed with specific
holiness, upon the basis of the proposition "Jehovah is the God of Israel;"
or, at all events, if he did so, the fact had not in the slightest degree
any practical consequence or historical significance. The old patriarchal
system of families and clans continued as before to be the ordinary constitutior
if one can apply such a word as constitution at all to an unorganised con
glomeration of homogeneous elements.

Historicism -- writings as merely expresing the spirit of the age

p. 30 Thus the law now under consideration is in harmony with the custom
and usage of the first historical period, has its root therein, and gives
sanction to it.

p. l And therefore the latter code is a growth of the soil that has been
prepared by means of the former.

p. 338 In the Jehovist the present age everywhere shines through, he in no way
conceals his own age; we are told that Babylon is the great world-city, that
the Assyrian Empire is in existence, with the cities of Niniveh and Calah and
Resen; that the Canaanites had once dwelt in Palestine, but had long been ab
sorbed in the Israelites. The writer of the Priestly Code is very careful not1 j
to do anything like this.

p.)47 It was natural enough that the Hebrews should also appropriate the
divinity worshipped by the Canaanite peasants as the giver of their corn,
wine, and oil, the Baa. zhom the Greeks identified with Dionysus. The apostasy
to Baal, on the part of the first generation which had quitted the wilderness
and adopted a settled agricultural life, is attested alike by historical and
prophetical tradition. Doubtless Baal, as the god of the land of Canaan, and
Jehovah, as the God of the nation of Israel, were in the first instance co
ordinated. But it was not to be expected that the divinity of the land should
permanently be different from the God of the dominant people.
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Weflhausen, History of Israel

p. 29 It may be taken for granted that in some way or ther these have
their roots in history, and do not merely hang in the air, quite away from
or above the solid ground of actuality.

p. 3 It is the basis and indispensable foundation, without which all
else would merely float in the air: first must the seat of the Divine Presence
on earth be given before the sacred community can come into life add the
cultus into force.

p. 39 Tus (so to speak) it holds itself up in the air by its own waistband.

p. 167 For the position of the Levites is the Achilles heel of the
Priestly Code.
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Wellhausen on Abraham

History of Israel p. 320

Abraham alone is certainly not the name of a people like Isaac an Lot

he is somewhat difficult to interpret. That is not to say that in such a

connection as this we may regard him as a historical, person; he might with

more likelihood be regarded as a free creation of unconscious art. Re

/
is perhaps the youngest figure in the company, and it was probably at a

comparatively late period that he was pit before his son Isaac.

Wellhausen on The Tabernacle

T1-,e temple, the focus to which the worship was concentrated, and which

in reality was not built until Solomon's time, is by this document[P garded as

so indispensable, even for the troubled days of the wanderings before the settle

ment, that it is made portable, and in the form of a tabernale set up in the very

/ beirining of things. For the truth is , that the tabernacle is the copy, not the

/ prototype, of the temple at Jerusalem.

r.
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See 17 Erosion of Wel1hiseni9m

Stalker, D. B. G., Peace's Commentary, p. 208
Harrelsci, 1., pp. 93,96,97, 3]. ,90

Welihausen, Hist. of Israel,p. 39, 331?

Stalker, "Exodus" in Pct~~!~els, p. 233

Ab'oa, Ryinonci, 9PrjPst3 Levis', I:itp t)ict Ô

Aibright, W. F., File XI-12

Hooke,..$.H., in Peake's Corn. p. 169

Cross, Prank 14., "The Priestly Tabernacle" in The Biblical Archaeologist

aufth*rn1..reieZkel, The Re1ion of jjr
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F. Aibright, New Horizons in Biblical Research 01W, London, 1966

Page 13

"The Mosaic period also has been considerably illuminated by archaeology. Of

course, no reference to Moses has been found in any excavated document; it would

be extremely suip rising if one ever were found. Only a tiny proportion of all

the important Egyptians and Semites living in Egypt during the thirteenth century

B.C. are mentioned in any documentary source. And Moses is particularly unlikely

to be mentioned, because his importance is not related in any w' to Egypt but

solely to the future I,1. He was the founder of Israel, including its religion,

law, culture, statehood. Israel had to have a founder. Nowhere in history is

there an example of such unique institutions growing up out. of nothing by a

process that cannot be defined, because of supposed lack of documentary

attestation."

Se also 3.31. Ihid pp. l4,1.5

\

'\







P. 'hripht, Nw Horhons in Biblical 1eseArch, CTP, London, 1.966

p. 18 Footnote 1: Thorlief Bomnn Hebrew Thjit Copared with Greek London,

1960.

p. 21

"Benjamin Lee Whorf was a brilliant American engineer who wrote on a wide range

of subjects. In particular he published a series of articles on linguistic

psychology which soon became classics. His ideas were in fact highly original, and

convinced many. However, they were almost entirely wrong.'

p. 23-4

'We must look more closely at this primitive logic. The man of the ancient Near /

East developed a rigorously logical approach to many everyday occupations, to

ordinary law and social practice, as well as to the arts and crafts. Thousands of

years ago man had already invented innunerable devices and gadgets, processes and

uses of materials- -many of which were subsequently lost and often remain so today.

J
Others have been rediscovered after decades of effort on the part of modem tech

nicians. Many chemists, cormnists, and archaeologists have spent a large part of

their lives trying to make Attic black-figured or red-figured glaze. Only now are

we ginnlng to rediscover some of the inventions of ancient men

p. 27 Pootnote 1

"See especially a discussion of the factors involved in the Greek intellectual

revolution in my forthcoming rience on the Road to Reason, to be published

by McGraw-Hill."
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Page 9

"The rest of Genesis contains traditions of historical character, though still

of course going back to oral tradition. The significance of the latter is that

oral material takes on certain fixed forms designed to ensure the preservation of

features which might otherwise drop out. There were also aids to memory which

were interspersed through oral compositions to draw attention to the meaningful

content of words and names, and to associate a given tradition with the correct

persons and places; such nutemjjds cal1ed aetio1oica1.

Page 11 - Footnote 1

"On the early patriarchal age, cf. especially Bulletin of the American Schools

of Oriental Research 163 (1961), pp. 36-54, and also the writer's The Biblical

Period from Abraham to Ezra Harper Torch Book (New York, 1963), pp. 1 ff. There

will be further material in the author's forthcoming Jordan Lectures (University

of London) for 1965 (Canaan Phoenicia and Israel to be published by McGraw-Hill.

Recent attempts to telescope the patriarchal and Mosaic periods, dating Abraham

about 1400 and the Exodus about 1200, are quite unnecessary. Ancient and modern

Arab genealogies, together with similar examples from Rhodesia, Hawaii, as well

as from many other places, usually start with the putative ancestors of the clan.

After several generations there are long gaps, followed by the latest ten genera

tions or so--the generations in between are omitted without explanation.

Historical analogy suggests that the same may be true of the Biblical genealogies,

and that in fact, as all our other evidence indicates, there was an interval of

several centuries between the earliest patriarchal period and the time of ?kses."







3iblical Cticr Stuoies edit& by Alexander Altmann (Hrvard Jniversit:r Press

Cambridge, iass., )1963

"Hebrew Origins iii. the Light o±' Recent Discovery"
by Cyrus H. Gordon

p. 14. There is a relationship between the patriarchal ,arratives and. the Conquest,

for the Conquest is justified as the filfillent of the Divine Promise to the

j'atIers, and. in keeping with the treaties and land. ourchases contracted. by the

Fathers in Genesis. The Conquest thus corresponds to the Return of the }leraclids

in Greek tradition. This might suggest that the patriarchal narratives are the

fictional creation of a later age - a view that still has adherents. If we judge

the case by the tendentious elements in the Genesis narratives, this view might

seem reasonable enough. But the intrnal evidence of the Genesis text is con

firmed. by cuneiform documents at so many points, and. along so many different lines,

that we are obliged to consider the patriarchal narratives as an authentic reflex

of the second millennium, specifically of the fourteenth arid, thirteenth centuries,

for the reasons given below.

p. 5 If the study of antiquity teaches us anything, it is to avoid. the assumption

of "dark- ages" during which nothing hapLened. Such dark ages sooner or later vanish

like mirage.

p. 6 The Institixtins of the patriarchal narratives are not an invention o later

Israelite authors, but have been transmitted accurately from the Amarna Age. If

they had been invented by later authors, they would reflect later Hebrew law and.

custom.

p. 9 Of more direct value for the study of the Patriarchs are the administrative

iLl.
texts from Ugarit that nention merchants supplied with troops. abraham with his

three hundred and eighteen warriors (Genesis i1+.lL) is not fanciful embroidery; the

incident was rather typic of ''is times in Canaan, as we learn from the most

prosaic kind, of document; administrative records.







Biblical aao Ctier Studies edited b:r jlexaaˆr Altmann(Herv'a. Tjniversity Press,
Cmbrie, pass.) 1963

"Hebrew Oriina in the Light of Recent Discovery
by Cyrus H. Gord.on

p.].O In spite of the evidnce, t'e presence of the riding came! in the Genesis

17
narratives .1-,as been branded anachronistic by maiiy Biblical scholars, who disregard

te Walters Art Gallery seal and also the mention of food f camels in the Alalth

tolets of t}e Mri
18

Camels that ore fed can only be domesticated. So, far

from being an anachronism, the mention of domesticated cels in the patriarchal

narratives is supLorted by a contemporary seal and textually in the still earlier

Man A.

e patriarchal narratives deal with a world that we now know to have been

highly literate. Canaan of the Amarna Age was the hub of a sophisticated, interna

tional order. Abrahamis travels sum up the spirit of the ae. He started out-in

Aram-ITaliaraim, traveled, to anann, visited Egypt, bought real estate from Hittites,

had dealings with Philistines, contracted military alliances with Amorltes, and

waged war against a coalition of kings who came from as far off as Elam. It is

surprising in retrospect that the Patrthrchs could ever have been considered Un

soihisticated nomadic sheikhs. Canaanite literacy during the Amarne. Age is best

exerTolified by Ugarit, which has yielded inscriptions in many languages and

scripts. One school text is a vocabulary in which words are given in Sumerian,

Akkadian, and. urrian as wel' as in the native Ugaritic. A school system which

trains students to correlate four lan.iages belonging to three unrelated families,

and recorded in two totally different scripts, can hardly be a function of primitive

or provi'tcial society.

17. Por.a recent, albeit brief, discussion of the date of the domestication of
the camel, see Sabatino Moscati, Rivista degli Studi Orientali 35:116(1960)

18. No. 269:59, published in D. S. Women, The Alalh Tablets (London:
British Institute of Archaalor at Ankara, 1953); cf. A. Goetze, "emarks on the
Ration Lists from Alalch, VII,u Journal of Cuneiform Studies 13:3L4_38 (1959).







Bilic& a-:-c. Cther Stnciieo edited. b Alexander Altrcann(Harvard TT1ive9jt Press,
Cernbride, iss.)l963

"ebrew On ins -n the L ht of Recent Discovery'
by Cyrus . Gordon

p. 13 In discussing Hebrew orins in the 1iht of recent discovery, we have coil

tant1y kept in mind the tent thnt records the mainstream of the tradition. One

might object th a tradition need have 1ittle if any historical basis. But in

the case of the Bible and indeed, of Homeric epic, too - modern discovery makes it

cuite clear that the milieu is genuine, not invented, There is reason to believe

that the lives of the Patriarchs fit into a historic framework which may be con

firmed by future discoveries -ore specificalThr than is now pcssib1e. After re

viewing the evidence from uzu, tlgarit, and. Fattuses, can we despair of (d5cOVerin

historic texts mentioning ae or more of the nine kings in Genesis 14? Cuneiform

texts of the Hittite enclave arouni Hebron may be awaiting the spede.

We cannot predict that Abraham's deed for t-'e purchase of the real estate in

Genesis 23 will be found on a clay tablet. But we can say that such a tablet was

the normal medium for recordi1ic such transactions in milieu. Abimelech,

p.l Hing of erar, wit,i whom Abram and Isaac had dealings, prohabl presided over a

literate court whose records nay some day be found.
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Biblical and Other Studies edited by Alexander Altmann(Hrvcrd TTnivrsitr Press,
Gridge, Mass.) 1963.

"Hebrew Oriins in th L1Pht of T'ecent Discovery"
by Cyrus H. (ordon

p. 3 Footnote 3. For a statrnent of some of the pros and cons, see Martin Noth,
The History of Israel nd En.ish ed. (Lundon: Adam Charles Black, 1960), pp.
l23_12L.. Cf. also G. Ernest Wripht, "Modern Issues in Biblical Studies: History and
the Patriarchs, 11 reprinted from The Expository Times (July 1960), pp.3-7.

p. 5. ootnote 5. See my New Forizons in Cid Testament Literature (Ventnor, TJ"
Publishers, 1960), p.13, for th5s and. for some other chronoloical data that are
not repeated here.

p.6 Footnote 6. For a ccmprehenslve account with documentation, see -my "Biblical
Customs and the Iuzu Tablets," Biblical Archaeologist 3:1-12(February l9L0).

p. 9 In the .marna Are, a composition that, enJoyed popuThrity in th outposts
of the cuneiform world was th Epic of the JIng of Battle, de lin with the theme
of, merchants abroad, receiving military aid. from their king. 13

Footnote 13. The most accessible publication of this text is S. A. B.
!ercer, The Tell el-Amarna Tablets II(Toronto: Macmillan, 1939). POB-815.

p.3 Footnote 1. We may term Hebrew history prior to the es+~ablish"nt of the United
Monarchy as the "Heroic A,-,P, " characterized by -ovemnt, dislocation, and instability
Such conit5on tend to evoke p. heroic l5.t'rature, and the Hebrew records describing
the Heroic Age reflect a stron epic component. For such en-al considerations I
refer the reader to my Th World of the Old Testament (Ga"den City, N. Y.: Doubledr,
1958). 11
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Albriçht, W. F., frhaeo1o Historical Analogy erlr 3iblical Trditin Louisiana
State University Press: Eaton Rouge) 1966

p. 11 As early as the 1830's and 1840's, Egyptology became an organized discipline, and

during the next three decades, Assyriology rapidly caught uo with it and even outstripped
p. 12

it in significance for biblical research./ By the 1930's our new knowledge of the

ancient Near East, iritrix of the Bible, had become so trecise and extensive that it began

to revolutioni7e biblical research.

p. ] As recently as 1925 tire was almost no light which archaeology in the narrow sense

could throw directly on the Old Tests otnt.

V. 13 Accordingly, I shall use the term "biblical archaeology" here to refer to all 3b1e

Lands - from India to Spain, and from southern Russia to South Arabia - and to the whole

history of those lands from about 10,030 B.C., or even earlier, to the nresent time.

o. 15 From the 1870's through the 1893's a brilliant German Semitist, Julius We1lhusen,

r
applied the Hegeian dialectic to biblical history. He tried, by me'ns of Hegelian

analogy with ore-Islamic and Islamic Lrabia, to build a system for the development of

1srel's history, religion, and literature which would fit his critical analysis.

p. 15 (( Aibright says that both the view of the conservatives that the Hebrew Pentateuch

went back with virtually no change to the time of Moses, c. 1430 B.C., the date given by

these conservatives, and the liberal view that the text was edited and. transformed into its

present written form nearly 1000 years after Moses., c. 503 B.C., are views that have been

found to be equally wrong.))

p. 16 The Wellhuasen structure, which divided the Pentateuch into a number of different

documents and even attempted to split single verses among three or more different sources,

has roved to he art exaggerated system against which many nrotests have been leveled. His

torians of law, for example, have been shocked at the arbitrary treatment of teril

by men who had never been trained as lawyers or as students of the history of law and legal

processes.



Aibright, N.F., haeo1o , Historic,, Ara1r a ear]y Eiblical Tradition(Leuisiana
State University Press: 3aton Rouge) 1966

p. 17 H. Parrot, curator of estern Asiatic remains at the Louvre, while excavating at

Marl, wrote me once that he had not yet found any direct evidence of braham himself - but

.lmost. I think I can now Trove that Abraham nourished in the late nineteenth century,

i.e., in the century before the Marl tablets. (( Aibright says we have at least 25,000

tablets from both Marl and Nu7i, dating from the 18 and 15th-14th centuries B.C.,

respectively and these have thrown a flood of light cii Patriarchal backgrounds))

p. 18 It is difficult today to imaine the bewilderment of old Testannt scholars when the

first renorts on the Amarne letters hegcn to apoear at the end of the eighties. Julius

e11hausen solved the nroblem by never referring to them. As late as 1932 a standard two

volume history of Israel appeared in int with scarcely a trace of having been influenced

by the Jmarna finds. Here then there has been a lag of about half a century.

p. 18-19 (( Jlbright says that th3 excavations of' JJgarit(Ras Shamra), begun in 1929 by

C.'.&. Schaeffer and still continuing, illuminate the oreviouslv little-1own civili7ation
r




of Canaan and the Canaanite alphobc't texts discovered there have enabled linguists to re

construct the forgotten grammar and verse style of nrc-Mosaic times.

20 (( Scrolls from umran dating from the early 3rd cent. B.C., to the sixties of the

first cent. i.fl. Contain all of Isaiah, substantial rrts of Lev., I end II Sam, PsaLmc,

'lab, etc. Contain many thousends of fragments from virtudly all the other books of the

O.T. In all we haveragments of some 150 biblical manuscrits, at a conservative stimate.

verage c. 1000 years older than any Heb. biblical text of more than a few lines knwn to

exist anywhere in 1947.))

/ p.22 The stories of the Patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jecob, are told in the Book of

Genesis, and date in their extant, writtei' from to the tent h-seventFcenturis B.C.
o. 45

t. 44 In the absence of clear-cut differences in wording and / structured formul

it is impossible to classify literary sources on the basis of content alone. (( In

context ?lh±ight is reconstructing Samuel's role in history))
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p. 31 In the first place, tnere is a whole series of settlements of tne period,

with the same type of house construction and the same indications of seasonal

planting, along the old caravan routes in north-central Sinai. Rotnenberg, Aharoni,

and. others found. Middle Bronze I pottery even in the heart of this arid desert along

the main caravan routes to Egypt. 4o other pottery at all from any period was found

only pottery of the middle twentieth-nineteenth century B. C! ; How can this

strange situation be explained?

When Beno Rothenberg's book Wilderness God appeared in 1951, describing

his explorations in Sinai witn illustrations of the pottery and. with descriptions

and Plans of the sites where it was found, I realized that the anW1a1ous situation

could be explained only by donkey caravan trade. Desert donkeys need water every

two or three days, whereas unspoiled desert camels can last a week or longer with

out water.

p. 1+]. Albrigflt has this footnote:

See also my forthcoming volume of Jordan Lectures On Canaan,
Phoenicia and Israel, Chapter II.

p. 2 My point of view was first presented as the (oldenson Lecture for 1961,entitled Samuel the Beginning of the Prophetic Movement (Cincinnati, 1951).It was not until early tne same year that I read William Sargant's brilliantDook, The Battle for the Mind (J.ew York, 1957) in its 1961 Penguin editionz

e
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p. L Modern scholars, beginning especially with Julius Weilbausen, nave tried to

distribute the narratives of Samuel among different documentary sources, In Gene

sis this can be done to a certain extent, thanks to the two divine names, Yahweh and

.lOh1me However, in the Book of Samuel there are no such concrete criteria of form,

so that scholars who try to use tne divergent traditions about Samuel's role as a

means of differentiating documentary sources are soon reduced to speculation. In
p. 45

the absence of clear-cut differences in wording and / structured formulas, it is

impossible to classify literary sources on the basis of content alone

p. 45 The analysis of the Hebrew recensions of I and II Samuel by Frank M. Cro ,

Jr., as they appear among the sheepskin fragments of Cave IV at qumran, is at last

proviiing us with a textual basis for tne study of Samuel's career.2 . . . In otner

words, the original text of Samuel was longer than any derived recensions, and

naturally longer than all modern translations. Where tne Greek and Hebrew differ,

most apparent recensional variants were already found in the earlier text. Since

we find similar indications of a fuller original text in Genesis, Exodus, Mmbers,

Deuteronomy, Joshua, and. Judges, we may be sure that all these books snare in the

tendency to r educe the original text through copyists' errors, instead of expanding

it by editorial glosses. Therefore, it is impossible to carry out any of those
p.46

close analyses / of the Hebrew text which became so popular in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries. The text of the Hebrew Bible was not fixed at such

an early date as supposed by most critical scholars, a fact which means that the

Massoretic text cannot be used, as a basis for the kind. of analysis which sometimes

divided a single verse among three different sources.

2 See F. M. Cross, Jr., The Ancient Library of =ran ,and Modern Biblical Study
(hew York, 1958), especially pages 31 ff. and 133 if,

r
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p" 46 The text of the Hebrew Bible was not fired at such an early date as

supposed by most critical, scholars, a fact which means that the Masoretic text

cannot be used a a basis for the kind of analysis which sometimes divided a

single verse among three different sources.

Just what this means in terms of textual criticism is easy to see. Most

losses are the result of the repetitive style of oral transmission, where we have

statements as to what will occur or instructions about what is to be done, followed

by narratives in which the events are narrated as having happened or the instructions/'
/

are said to have been carried out in detail. In Canaanite (Ugaritic) prospective

and narrative epic texts we nave similar scribal omissions, which must be restored

to their places in both doublets in order to understand the text. In most cases,

both in the epics and the Bible, scribal omissions are caused by remembering

parallels and omitting words because the scribe was under the impression that he

had already written sometning whicn ne had, in face, only remembered.

p" 48 Footnote # 4
Thanks to the Hebrew text of Ben Sira (iicclesiasticus), discovered by S.

Schechter in the Cairo Genizab, and published since 1597, we now have the text
of this book in its original form. That the Hebrew of the Uenizah is indeed original
and not a retranslation into hebrew in medieval times, has been proved by Y. Y&difl'
discovery of a manuscript of the book in his excavation of Masada (found in 1954,
published in 1965). This manuscript had. been written in the early first century
B.C., a century or so after the first composition of the book!

p. 49 In the second place, was Samuel judge of all Israel or only a little-own

diviner? We actually have good reason to think tht he wa,s both judge and a man of

the charismatic gifts associated in Israel with divining. As patron of the ecstatic

proihets, to whom I shall turn later, he was a member of their circle, whicn was

intimately bound up with such charismotic functions as divintion. When he is

called r'eh or "seer" it does not mean that he was a diviner in the Babylonian

or even in the Canaaflite sense. In other words, he was not like Balaam, a pro

fessional diviner with long training in the complicated "sciences" of divination.
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p. 49 (conttd) Instead, he was associated with the nozim who gave oracles through

visions, or in some other simple way accepted by the Israelites. As we have said,

he was closely connected with the ecstatic prophets, who were also oracular diviners.

Furthermore, he was "a man of God," a prophet (a nbt, wriicn means, a8 we know now,

"one called to vocation").5

Footnote 5. Both in Old Babylon and in early northwest Semitic - the
linguistic group to wnicn the Patriarchs belonged - we find the same verb so
used of "calling," "nxnina," and "giving of a commission (to a man by- I

A -.
god)." ib1 does not meal "speaker, for Moses was flaOi1\OUt not a speaker
(in wnicn capacity Aaron took his place). The nabi was specially called by
Uod; he was not necessarily a prophet or diviner.

p. 50
Footnote 6 In 1922 and 1933 I directed the excavation of the Philistine
fortress at ibean (Tell el ml) from the late eleventh century B.C., and
M. Dothan has recently cleared the site of a fortress of the same type
at Kadesn Barnea. Other such fortresses seem to be known.

p. 51 Finally, what was the attitude of Samuel toward the monarchy? In retrospect

it seems strange that no one has quite recognized the actual situation. Titularies

were very important in antiquity, just as they are in some countries today. In those

days titles meant more than they do today even in title-minded countries, because
now

people/are a little freer from the tyranny of words than were most people of the

ancient bear ast. It is therefore important to note that SauL, the first king of

Israel - using the usual ng'isn designation - Was, according to tut,, formula used
p. 52

three times in 1 Samuel,/ anointed not as or king, but as In other

words, he was not anointed as king at all. David is explicitly said to have been

anointed four times as gtd but he is never said to have been anointed as melek,

although the term is elsewhere applied to him. We are told in one passage that

Solomon was anointed as ngid But the term melek early became conventional in

the southern kingdom, which had become an hereditary monarchy. However, the

q1I1 northern kingdom remained a quasi-elective monarchy much of the time on a tradi-

tionally charismatic basis, as has often been pointed out, and the official term

ngld continued there at least until the time of Baasha.
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p. 52 (cont 'j) The word ngid meant "military leader." Scholars have forgotten

that in Aramaic dialects of post-Christian times the cognate words nee, dA and

ngd. both meant "leader, commander." In one of the Aramaic treaties from

Sefireh in northern Syria, dating from the middle of the eighth century B.C., the

king of Arpad mentions successively, 'tone of my sons (bny), one of my commanders
or

&&y),/one of my officials (Qy)," so it is quite clear that the term had the same

meaning as in later Aramaic dialects. Ieverthe1ess, even such a great scholar a

Albrecht Alt tried to explain the term differently. Others have also offered

various explanations, such as 0a person who announces," Hebrew higgid,"to announce."

Here I should simply observe that quite unnecessary confusion is introduced by

trying to explain words by etymology instead of from actual usage.

p. 62 Only sung or chanted poetry can survive the vicissitudes of oral trans

mission. Whether we turn to Greece or Rome; to ancient Arabia, Canaan, Egypt, or

Babylonia; to early Romance, Germanic, Slavic, Indian or Chinese literatures, we

find that poetry came first, with only apparent exceptions. Israel would accordingly

be tne only known exception in the old World, which would be hard to believe for

anyone not impervious to ratiDnal arguments. And yet, of course, we cannot prove

a case like this by a single historical model, even though the model may seem to be

valid in all comparable cases.

Fortunately, there is entirely independent evidence. As a result of the dis

coveries at Has Shamra (Ugarit), we know the immediate background of early Hebrew

poetic language and style (see above, Chapter I). And it is precisely the Mosaic

and early post-Mosaic poems of the Bible that almost invariably exhibit style and

grammar approaching most closely to corresponding characteristics of such Canasnite

mythological poems as "Baal," Ijqht (Danel), "Keret," etc., all of which were
p. 63

first put into writing not later than the fourteenth 1' century B.C. In the Song

of Mirian (Exodus 15), which describes the Exodus in the early thirteenth century

B.C., we find, the closest resemblances in style and language. It is quite impossible
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p. 63 (cont'd) to maintain seriously today that the Song of Miriam is post

exilic or even post-Solomonic. Employing sequence dating, we may proceed from

Canaanite to the earliest Israelite style of the thirteenth century, then to the

manner of the twelfth and eleventh centuries and finally to the style of the tenth-

12
eighth centuries.

The chronoloical shift reminds one of the changing poetic styles of early

Rome, or of Anglo-Saxon literature, which develops from Beowulf to Chaucer with a

changing style which makes it possible to date poems within comparatively short

periods by style and language alone. So there is confirmation of the historical

analogy by the convergence of stylistic criteria and content of the poems.

Footnote 12 For a detailed account see Chapter I of my Jordan Lectures on
Canaan, Phoenicia and Israel.

p.28. Gerar was a city at the northern edge of the desert southeast of Gaza,

and is identified with modern Tell Abu Hureirah, which contains the remains of a

town that covered a considerable area, whose floruit dates precisely to the

period between 2000 and 1500 B.6. ; the only possible explanation for such a

large city at this location is that it served S a caravan base at the northern

edge of the desert.

p. 51+ Footnote 8. Following the lead of Albrecht Alt and especially of his pupil
Martin Noth, most scholars now term Israel an amphictyonic confederation, using the
Greek word pmphictronip applied to tribes or towns that belonged to a league formed
around a central sanctuary. There were many of these leagues in Greece, western
Asia Minor, and Italy; they formed a remarkably close historical analogy to the
amphictyonic confederation of Israel. According to the Welihausen point of view,
there was no central sanctuary before post-exilic times, when the Temple in
Jerusalem became the only sanctuary accepted by true Jews. Yet there were many
such central sanctuaries in the ancient Neat East, and it would be rather strange if
early Israel were an exception. Not only were there central sanctuaries, but there
were also high priests all over the Near East, again unknown to Wellhausen.

p. 56 Footnote 10 s emphasized by 0. Eissfeldt; see his Einletung in das g
Testament (Tubingen, 1956), 271 f.,
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p. 58 Today we have a much clearer neuro-psychological understanding of this

phenomenon, such as is presented in the illuminating analysis by William arant

in Battle for the Mind Being himself an eminent neuropsychologist, completely

opposed to Freudian and other forms of mythopoeic psychoanalysis as well. a to

the 'anlyticl psychology" of C.. Jung, he is able to examine their methods, as

wet]. as the methods of brainwashing successfully employed by Communists. For our

purpose the most instructive part of the book is its survey of the history of revival

movements among Protestant bodies, and the technique of individual conversion.

Being himself a Wesleyan Methodist, Sarant is in sympathy with what he calls the
p. 59

spiritual capital" built up / by early ecstatic religious movements. And here

again I went to illustrate the application of historical analogy.

p. 61 In 1958 Otto Eissfeldt published a monograph in which he contended that the

11
majestice poem in Deuteronomy 32 does back to Samuel's time. At first I was not

unnaturally skeptical. In my book From the Stone to Christianity(1940) I had

held. to the usual critical date in the seventh century B.C., though in later editions

(1946 on) I changed the date of the poem to the tenth century. But after reconsider

ing the evolution of poetic style in early Israel, I came to the conclusion that

Eissfeld.t is correct about the date. On the other hand I Cannot agree with his

idea that the religion of Samuel was semi-pagan. The exact opposite must be true

that Samuel's religion was ultra-monotheistic, like Deuteronomy 32.

0. Eissfeldt; see his Einleitung indps Alte TestpmentjTubingen,1956)
271 1.







3.i-i
Early use of Lists

Williams, R. J.(professor of Near Eastern Studies, University College, University
of Toronto), "Inscriptions ".Intepetes Dictionary of the e(Abingdon, 1962)
Vol. 2, pp. 706-712

p. 707 Egyptian
Much. important information may be derived from the topographical lists,
cataloguing the conquests of Thut-mose III (ca. 1k90-31436) of the Eighteenth
Dynasty, inscribed in the temple of .Amon at arnak. Together with his
"Annals" recorded on the same building, these lists serve to document the
history of the Palestinian city-states such as Megiddo, Gezer, Taanach,
Aja1on, etc. during the expansion of the Egyptian Empire.

p. 708 Suineri an and. Akkadi an
The Sumerian. King List, compiled ca. 2065, records the reignsco the earliest
rulers in Mesopotamia arid, indicates that the. line was interrupted by a
memorable The eight antediluvian kings are given reigns totaling
2141,000 years (the last ruling l8,600). A late form of the list preserved
by Berossus (281-261) enumerates ten such kings, with a total of 432,000
years. Such astronomical figures recall the CT record of the longevity
of the ten patriarchs from Adam to Noah(Gen.5).
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Buck, Harry M., Peonle of the Lord (The Macmillan Co., New York) 1966

p. 125 The source separation between J and E is complex in Exodus. E gives pro

minence to loses, while priest1 editors play up the role of Aaron, the prototy of

the priest. Nowhere does the Book of Exodus claim Mosaic authorship. It is, instead,

the skillful redaction of 1ivin tradition, a compendium of Israel's sacred heritage.

'2 Even its component parts., such as J and E, are not separate documents but the later

literary transmission of older memories*

p. 127 Although the historicitr of Moses a the Exodus cannot be doubted, their

actuality is difficult to recontruct.

p. 131 The first nineteen chapters f the Book of Exodus are saga rather than hist'y.

Of course, the narrative preserves some facts, but faith ha transformed the record into

the reality itself, preserving he sense of wonder and amazement that ttended the

actual journey out of Egypt.

p. 138 The Moses of history is different, and more difficult to reconstruct. In the

final analysis, we have no access to him, because aithought it would be foolish to deny

his existence, it is equally fallacious to assume tht anything oreserved about him is

oojectively historical.. All oldr memories heve been washed out by richer tradition.

Tent and. Tabernacle

p. 141 This tent (Heb. 'ohel mo'edh)is not the same as the priestly conception of the

tabe nacle (Heb. misbkan) although the hing James Version fails to dist nguish between

the two. This tent is the private oracle olace for Moses. It is the tent where YHWH

"used to speak to Moses face to face, as a man speaks to his friend" (Exod. 33.11). The

tabernacle is the priestly retrojection of oloinon's Temple as a oorteble cathedral in

the wilderness. The ark, also supposed by later editors to be a oart of the wilderness

worship of Israel, emphasized the nearness of God; the tent, pitched outside the camp

and accessible only to Moses, God's transcendence.

ell
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Aibright, W. F., New Horizons in Biblical Research (Lciidon: Oxford) 1966

p.39

"The best known representatives of the two positions today are perhaps Rudolf

Bultmann, 1 who emphasizes the Greek elements at the expense of the Jewish, and

Frederick Grant,2 who insists on the Jewishness of the New Testament."

1. "The best all-round picture of Bultmann'sthought in this connexion is to be

found in his Theology of the New Testament London, 1952

2. Cf. F. C. Grant, The Gospels New York, 1959

p. 41 Footnote 1

"Jean Doresse, The Secret Books of the Egyptian Gnostics New York, 1960

p. 42

"New Testament studies of the late 1940's and of subsequent years among the

followers of Bultmann, like the critical views of twenty, thirty, and forty years

ago, have been characterized by evolutionary historicism. This scheme spreads

the New Testament books over a period of eighty to one hundred years, very roughly

between 50 and 150 A. D., depending on the scholar and the amount of up-to-date

evidence that he will accept. Within such a period there is plenty of room for

the development of ideas, but it proceeds according to an arbitrary, unilinear

system of evolution."

p.45

"An important new Aramaic targum of the Pentateuch has come to light in the

Vatican Library, more recent than some of the Aramaic translations of the Bible

among the Dead Sea Scrolls, but two or three centuries older than any previously




/ L-
known targun. In it the "Word' of God appears as a surrogate for the name of God,/ 'I

Yahweh."
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Historicism
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See 3.01 Foerster, Norman, Literary Scholarship Its Aims and Wthods

3.91 Types of criticism
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W. P. Albright, New Hbrizons in Biblical Research, OUP, London, 1966

p. 31

The ompirical logic of the Hebrew Bible also appears in Israel's religion.

In T.ronze Ago 'alestine and Syria there was a continual fluctuation of sex,

function, and identity among the gods, as we know from the rich literature now

at our disposal. The principle of contradiction is flouted at every turn. It

is quite inappropriate to ask how did the God of nature become the God of

ethics in Israel?- -because the god of nature was also lord of ethics from

remote pro-Israelite tines. In Assyria and Babylonia the sun-god was also

patron of justice, and there was a similar relation in the case of all high

gods. Proto - logical polytheisms did not make a logical distinction beten

nature and ethics.

PIL







P09 TAterary History and. Literary Criticism A"TA of the Ninth Congress
InPp International Federation for Modern Laniage & Literature, Ion Edel,
9th Editor. Kennth ?cKe, and. illiam M. gibson, Co-editors, New York University
1963 Press, 1965

Literary History and Literary Criticism by Douglas Bush, Harvard University

p. 3 To speak roughly, from about lPO to about 1916 there was virtually a sin.e
movement in literary scholarship, that is the writing of literary history
according, to the genetic method, a method derived from European science ana the
literary stree on milieu. This meant the tracing of literary sources and
literary influences, and during most of this long period. the material was pre
dominantly medieval literature, which lent itself most readily to such in
vestigations and which had such illustrious European explorers as (aston Paris.
The aim and method, however, were extended over later literature as well, and
continued to flourish through the 1.9301s, after rival aims and. methods had
appeared. The total result, whether in rounded works or small fraents, was
a learned, comprehensive, and solidly defailed body of literary history from
which we have all profited. Its chief shortcoming was that its historical
preoccupations s1ihted criticism and critical values, so that it remained
largely an eternal record of purely literary relationships. On. book which
may be called at once a culminaticn and a distinguished exception was John
Livingston Lowes's The Road to Xanadu (1927).

While this useful if limited approach to literature is still practiced to
some degree (and in recent years has been rehabilitated by a more ctitical
historicism), it gave way to a succession of movements which souEht to et

rhI closer to the inner sienificance and artistic value of literature.

p.4, 5 Some other approac'es to literature may be mentioned . . . They range from
a mainly social view . . . o fhm aims and, scientific methods of technical
biblio'aphy . .. . . . Anothr and less scientific approach has come
from t'e psycholor of Freud and. others. . . . Then there is the neo
Aristotlian school, centered in the University of Chicago, which has put criti
cal emphasis on structure . . . .There are th. structural linguists, who have
bcore a considerable army, but whose work I am not qualified to assess. .
To add a last topic to ths overdrowded paragraph, from the New Critics onward
there has been an inclination to deny bicEraphy a plac in or near criticism

p. 5 In this country perhaps the most fashionable critical mode of the past
decade or more has been the myth-and-symbol doctrine. Like the New Criticism,
it began in Englana hut has flourished chiefly in America. It may be said to
have started with Maud Bodkin's Archetypal Patterns in Poetry (l93); its
authoritative bible is the fresh. acute, learned, and lively Anatomy of
Criticism ('957) by Northrop Frye.

p. 10 Since criticism is not a science and cannot b na.e one by any amount of
theorizing .
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Aibright, /. F., H.istor Archaeology and Christian Humonism (McGraw-Hill Book
Company: New York) 1959

p. 139 Since 1921 there have been increasingly frequent attempts to shake

off the yoke of a rigid VJellhausenism, but it cannot be said that any has succeeded,

though there have been numerous partial successes and many correct observations.

However, voices are more and more often heard decrying the artificiality of most
p. 140

modern / theories of the religious evolution of Israel. The inioortant and in

fluential school of Alhrecht Alt bas performed exceedingly valuable services for

Israelite history as a whole, but it is clear that it is weak in the sphere of

religious history. The crisis of religious faith in Central Europe which heralded

tne victory of National Socialism in Germany, brought with it a violent repction

against historicism (Historismus in all its manifestations, a reaction almost

as pronounced among foes o the movement as among its friends. The Swiss scholar,
/

alter Jichrodt, expresses my own conviction in emphatic words: "It is high time

that the tyranny of historicism in Gid Testament studies was broken and the proper

approach to our task rediscovered. This is no new Droblem, certainly, but it is

one that needs to be solved anew in every epoch of knowledge - the problem of

how to understand the realm of Old Testament belief in its structural unity."
22

22 W. Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament Vol. I, trans. J. Beker,
1961, p. 31 (first published in 1933), with underlining omitted.
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801 The Critical Ivioment Essays on the Nature of Literature Pub, by Faber
T482ce and Faber, London. The Tines Pubi Co. Ltd., 196, 1964

"Some Principles of Criticism", Rene velleck

p. k In several o$y theoretical papers, recently collected as
Concepts of Criticism (Yale University reaa, i6), 1 have tried to
re-examine the main historiographical tools of the literary scholar:
the concept of evolution, which seems to have disappeared from recent )
practice completely; the concept of period, which " .

4 Thus, we ought not to succumb to the lure of 'historicism' whichV "I
spread from Germany and nowadays is still the almost official creed of
many eminent scholars. 'Historicism' of this kind is only relativie
arid scepticism, an abdication before the tasK of criticism as judgzthit. ,.-

(
The view that we must judge merely by the criteria of the p&at, that
there is an unending nultiplicity of irreconcilable standards - not only
the poetry of Pope and the poetiy of .iardsworth, but every poet's die
tinet and unique value - would, if, carried through consistently, lead
to an end of all literary appreciation, to complete anarchy, to the
victory of the old vicious maxim, De gustibus non eat disputandum








Fl storici em

.ncyc1op.dIa Britannica, 1956 Edition, Vol. 20, p. 59 In article "Scepticism"
under heading "The 19th Century"

The Reign of Law
Psycho logi em

* Ristoriciem
Pragmatism

States that historicism is sometimes treated. as if it were identical with
naturalism. "The underlying assumptions are too plain to require comment."
It . " . in its sceptical drift, historicism . . . implies that . " . all
opinions . . . can be shown to have been bemused by hopeless diversity of
judgment. In particular, thinkers who profess to decide fundamentals exhibit

irremediable contraclictionz. It is gbeul'd, therefore, to claim that ultimates
are capable of settlement. This view involves a negative dogma, by denying the
possibility of progressive insight - hypothesis can never rise to th.r77. The
proc.s f phenomena, each member its own witness, hides aught that may lie
behind.
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CRITICISM (130]
or not the rules of Aristotle' were significance we give to such words and
exemplified in at. laelanazs of humility phrases as 'imagination' and imaginative
towards the great classical achier etnents powers', artistic creation' and creative
were somewhat diminished as the (jreco- Writer
Roman civilization ceased to he the only IstAcic'rtmc AND Cat \TtoN.-That art
great culture that was known. From an imitation of nature was an idea that
Chins to Peru information about latera- had for long a dominant influence upon thetures laa'caanc as aihafite in l'.nglaisa( ( ;rv way literature was anal sed and justifiedtranslated from Icelandic and \\ elsh: Aristotle's notion of mirnesis hardly iii
Percy offered poetry front Greenland, eludes any activity of the imagination,Lapland arid South America; and William which for him was only a weak kind ofones began to maine available the treasures sensation or perception, such as is inof oriental poetry. Vi hen Gray wrote his volvcd in remembering or anticipating.ode The Progress of Poesy (pub. 1757) he Even for Longinus, the most imaginatisc
envisaged the Muse as holding sway of Greek critics, phantasia is no more than
practically from pole to pole, vividness of representation', which makesThe wider and deeper knowledge which you feel as if you were seeing or hearingbecame available in the t8th century what the poet describes. In the Renais
applied equally to English literature. saner, owing to the high reputation of
The beginnings of serious literary history Aristotle as a literary critic, 'imitation' wasbecame possible, hated upon newly the normal description of the poeticpublished texts of the older writers and activity. The poet's relation to the
upon manuscript material investigated in external world was summarized an Rain
libraries. Older English literature was sards declaration that the poet should
studied not merely in an antiquarian 'imitate, invent and represent the thingsspirit but with increasing understanding which are, or which can be, or which theof the principles on which it was written ancients believed to be, true'. Thisand with sympathy and enthusiasm for the obviously gises little indication of the'manners' of former times. This wider modern idea of the poet's 'creativeness.
experience of diverse literatures did not But there were a few heretics who were
always decrease respect and admiration for prepared to maintain that only God and
Greekand Latin literature. But inevitably the poet deserted the name of creator.
the actual experience of quite different Sir Philip Sidney in An Apology far Poetry
literatures, which were obviously good, made a tentative claim for the poet as amade people lesswilling to accept principles creator in a fuller sense than could be givenof criticism based solely upon Greek and he supposed) to any other intellectual
Latin. The conclusion was simple: since activity. The historian, the lawyer, themankind was not always the same, created logician and the rest are dependent upononce and for all in a definite mould, then nature for their materials.the principles of literature could not be
expected to be always the same The 0 the t , dad b

gt
at tiait

'rules' could not he discovered once and dh gaw it else into another Nanire,for all. ban ii age must endeavour to ,n making ihines rather brier than Nature
establish its own rules. Each age must br,nhoOh,ar. qae rates", forms iaaah as ear
write as it can. It can only write as it "° iflNature
must. We have become thoroughly familiar withThe historical method has defects when the idea that an imaginative writer is
applied to the criticism of literature. It 'creating a world'; so familiar indeed,sr,inetlmes sharks the problem of value or that we easily overlook the implic.atiats (it
fallaciously assumes that u hat is historic- the great change from the modest Greek
ally important is aesthetically valuable, it notion of 'imitation' or representation.sometimes awards high praise to what is The phrase 'creative writer' carried with it
historu II explicable or rcpresc'ntnitir e or ideas which weir' at first S cry difficult to
expresa' e ; and helittli's the idiot ncratic formulate or to apprehend. But this
writer who doss not seem to express the beginning of a new philosophical anierpresignificant currents of ft-sting an his age. titian of the piaeic creatiseness is theon the rather hand it sometimes elevates background to Shakespeare's remarkableida'ss ncr.o i,iolas duality or aarigiiiaiitv) as comments upon the port:tarts' S rOle. )',.t there is no doubt as a,Iuaganaiicn (radar, 1.,,that a ense of history is one of the dornin- The tories f t}-k, aa,aLiaoo n, abe poei's insoat nde.a at. he modern criticism 0 'rue,,, fluent n '(tapes. and gives in airy nothingiii rat i , ii ad linked with at is the special a, mat h.h,oaon and a tarn
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The notion of the imagination as the The new philosophical ideas which

prime literary activity was, however, little sere becoming current in the later i.lth
developed in the 17th century. To century %% ere much more it uu rid k than
suppose that the human mind could create were Locke's to an acceptance ,t the
anything as entirely antithetical to the imagination as a legitimate, reputable and
mental philosophy of I lobbes and of valuable faculty. Kant made the human
Locke. For l-lohbes 'there is no con- mind active, instead of passi',e, in the
ceprion in a man's mind, which hath not reception of impressions front the external
at first, totally or by parts, been begotten world. He saw that, although the contents
upon the organs of sense' (Leviathan 1. i). of our consciousness are ultimately derivedFor Locke the mind was passively from the sense-impressions we have
receptive; and he belittled imagination, or received, yet the matter of thinking is
fancy, as likely to interfere dangerously intrinsic to the mind. The forms of spacewith thepurely rational activity. The mind and time and the principles of conceptualof the iil'f.tnt (he supposed) is a sheet of order (which he called the 'categories')white paper upon which experience writes; have their origin within the mind. The
and however complex the ideas a mind function of the categories is to bring
might conceive, they were derived wholly order and synthesis to the stuff of experifrom combining simple ideas derived from ence. From this point of view the under
experience. This was not a favourable standing gives form to what comes to it
background for any notion of the imagina. from the senses. The understanding (intion as an important human faculty; and this sense) 'makes' nature, because the
Locke's point of view, in spite of some categories are universal principles implicitprotests, had a tyrannical influence upon in all our thinking. Thus the mind was
literary theory for many years. Addison, back at the centre of the universe; andin his papers on the imagination in The Kantjustifiably described hisphilosophical
Spectator (nos. 411-21), supposed the achievement as a kind of Copernicanimaginative power to be that of calling up revolution.into the memory images of what had been The impetus given by this new attitudeobserved. The primary tests of what was of the creativeness of the human mind was
produced by the imaginative faculty was deeply felt by the literary critics oftruth to experience or observation. Germany in the later 18th and early igthImagery derived from (for example) the centuries; and in England it is well seensense of sight was only valid so far as it was in Wordsworth. Coleridge, Dc Quincayvisually adequate and consistent. From and Shelley. Wordsworth's preface tothis point of view such lines as Shake- Lyrical Ballads (i8oo), althoughbestknownspeare's for his discussion of the language of poetry,
Oh, boss shall sunsmer'i honey breath hold out lain fact largely concerned with the nature
Against the ssracktuh siege of battering ot the poetic mind and its characteristickind of consciousness. Coleridge's Biowere intolerable. Johnson in the i oth graphia Liieraria (1817) has had a profoundchapter of Rasselas assumed that all the influence on subsequent literary criticism;experience a poet required was to be and whatever its weaknesses may be, thatderived from the external world. It is not book will always represent the invigoratingeven suggested that he should 'look in his spectacle of a great mind, possessed of theheart and write'. highest poetical gifts and no meanBut the i8th century gradually became philosophical ones, dealing with the greatdissatisfied with this notion. Burke in his problems of literature, often floundering,Jnqwrv into ... the Sublime and Beautiful sometimes wrong. but brilliant and stimu-(1756) rejected the notion that language is lating. To Wordsworth the imaginationnecessarily based upon visual or any other was a 'power so-called through sad inexperience. If language does not imitate competence of human speech', and henature, then poetry, which is constructed discussed rather clumsily and enigmaticallyfrom language, cannot he regarded merely the nature of 'the vision and the facultyas

imitate
imitative art. The poet does not divine'. But Coleridge endeavoured toimitate nature; he provides a kind of give some kind of philosophical definitionsubstitution for it. This was important to the Imagination and the Fancy, usingnot because it was really an advance in them as technical terms. The Imaginaliterary theory, but because it helped to lion proper is the higher faculty, thedisentangle criticism from the difficulties esemplastk (i.e. 'moulding into a unite')which are inherent in any theory that and image-creating faculty, which worksliterature is an imitation of life, the product', (If rant Into something more
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may he, as if we were ilssavs on a voYage modes of our assareness ut the universe
of discovery, in search of new knosskdge, around us and of our human lot. An
new beauty, new enlightenment, new essential part of our intuition

consciousness
a poem

intensity of experience. This day, this or other work of art is a consciousness of
hour, this moment is life. Unless we fill purpose in its very existence; a human
it with something it is lost. Literature being made it in order to provoke certain
helps us to maintain a keen self-controlled definite responses from us, precisely what
alertness of mind, a responsible conscious- we experience, in fact, as we read the poem.
ness, an unceasing intellectual and sen- There is a special and peculiar relation of
suous vigilance, by which we can fill time sympathy with the maker of the work of
to the brim and enrich life, not waste it nor art. The critic is something more than
avoid it. Books are to be valued and the connoisseur of beautiful appearances'
assessed in so far as they fulfil this aim, that the aesthetes had supposed him to be.

These are, so far as they go, lucid On these principles Croce denies our
principles of literary selection, and they are having any aesthetic reactions to natural
in fact clearly behind the personal and objects. Our response to a 'beautiful'
practical assessments we all make as sunset is different in kind from our
readers of books-unless we are reading response to a 'beautiful' work of art.
merely to while away the time, to pass an Croce associated his theory of an autOnO
examination or to imitate or surpass the nious aesthetic activity with a re-interpre
culture of our acquaintances. But some tatlon of the historical ideas of his great
of Pater's immediate disciples lacked his Neapolitan predecessor Vico; and a good
scrupulous and intellectual interpretation deal of this combination has become
of his ideas and some of the notorious absorbed, partly directly and partly by
critical extravagances of the Nineties were ways which defy analysis, into the critical
unfairly fathered upon Pater. Oscar consciousness of the zoth century. When
Wilde's witty preface to The Picture of a critic is endeavouring to judge and
Doriaii Gray is a kind of caricature of the interpret a work of literature, he can only
critical contribution of the aesthetic resolve those particular problems which it
movement: presents to him in his own time, how

The artist j the creator of beautiful ever great a critic's erudition may be in
The critic is he snho can translate into another (for example) the history and thought ofthe
manner or new m.irri.I his impressions of Elizabethan period, he can never become




beautiful things ... Noart,ethasethiralavmpathics . an Elizabethan reader of Shakespeare; inAnethical sympatt in soartist an unpardonabi smannerism of style All a" is quite useless. pite of the vanity of scholarship he can
never really get away from the charac-

This exaggeration of Pater's kind of teristic ways of thinking and feeling in the
sensibility and the degeneration of his faith zoth century and extricate himself from
in the civilizing influence of 'the love of art its own problems and its inevitably
for its own sake' into the illogical catch- prejudiced attitudes. But it is also
phrase 'art for art's sake' has perhaps obvious that every really great work of
discredited impressionistic criticism. Yet literature rises superior to the limitations
much of the best criticism of the 20th of each age which inherits it; and therefore
century has been deeply influenced by the every great work of literature is an in
increase of sensitivity and alertness which exhaustible subject for criticism. Judg
it brought about. ments and interpretations can never be
The theories of Benedetto Croce were final. Even the greatest critic can only

an advance from the aesthetic movement judge and interpret in a way that is
and in some respects a philosophical appropriate and inevitable in his own age;
clarification of the inheritance. For Croce and what he says would not have been
art is not self-expression but effective intelligible to any previous age, nor will it
communication; our reaction to a work of be sufficient for any future age. We are
art is a kind of contemplation (Croce uses behaving absurdly if we are contemptuousthe word 'intuition' here in a technical of Pope's estimate of Shakespeare, persense, rather unfortunately perhaps, as it is plexed b' Johnson's treatment of the
liable to misunderstanding). It is an 'metaphysical poets', or scornful at
autonomous activity; that is to say, it Matthew Arnold's description of Dryderiexists in its own right, and we are not to and Pope as classics of our prose'. We
seek for expl.iii.iiionS ,,f its workings in must exercise the same kind of imaginativeterms if her human faculties (reason, sympathy in dealing ssoh the literaryemotion ,-Ts It Is a rno,Ic,'f knoss urg, criticism of the past as we do with the
comparable i,' but distinct from, other literature (if the past.
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Twio'riErI1-cF.rTtnY METHODS AND explanation But on the whole the
SOLUTIONS-In the past, theories of psychiatrical approach to literature, like
literature have often been deduced front the purely historical, ignores or Norse
contemporary views of the nature of the still) disguises considerations of value.
human mind. The i8th century saw The poem is a problem from which is
several treatises on literary criticism based sought evidence of the poet's state of mind
upon the 'mental philosophy'of Locke and or of his private history. It may be a
David Hartley. The extensive and excit- concealed svish-fulfilment; it may be the
ing advances in psychology in the 20th release of a repression or otherwise

- century have had a notable influence on represent some disguised aspect or impulse
literary criticism. But the severe dis- of his mind. This kind of treatment of
advantage under which such criticism literature must be regarded as biographical
labours is that when the psychological rather than critical; and like other in
theories have gone the way ofthe snows of vestigations into the lives of authors is
yesteryear, the literary criticism derived valuable in a varying degree in each case.
from them becomes obsolete, naive or Psycho-analytical discussions of the charac
unintelligible. Time has dealt badly with ters created by dramatists and novelists
such serious works as Henry Home's have been less rewarding. There is an
Elements of Criticism (I762), Archibald inherent fallacy (we suppose) in treating
Alison's Essays on the Nature and Principles an author's creations as if they were real
of Taste (t790) and E. S. Dallas's The Gay human beings, with a history outside the
Science (i86); and even I. A. Richards's play or the novel; this is difficult to prove
valuable and influential book, Principles of logically, and it may be conjectured that
Literary Criticism(1924),isbeginninginfuturecriticswillhavesomethingfurther
some patches to wear badly. Such are the to say on this very difficult problem.
dangers of the use of psychology in literary Biographical information has for long
criticism. Nevertheless the theory that been regarded as a useful companion to
poetry has a kind of therapeutic value for literary criticism, and in many admirable
the reader has been skilfully argued in the books the two are closely interwoven. Yet
zoth century; perhaps it has seemed more it is not always easy to assess the ixnpor
convincing than the older idea of poetry as tance of the author's life in ourjudgmentof
a civilizing influence. It would of course his work. Facts of biography and environ
be difficult to suppose that any important ment unquestionably sometimes succeed in
external impression can be without effect illuminating and freshening our imprea
on our personality; and for some readers sions from a work of literature; and in
experiences from literature are important, enormous amount of research is devoted to
intense and stimulating. It has been the accumulation of such facts, which axe
claimed that the effect of 'genuine' poetry assumed to be in some way relevant to
is to reduce the chaos of the mind, to literary judgment. The relation of a
organize its attitudes, to resolve its con- writer to the world in which he finds him
flicts and (without, of course, giving us any self seems to be of varying importance to
positive instructions how to behave our- his work. It seems impossible to estab
selves) to leave us altogether healthier and lish general laws to decide what informa
saner than we were before. It is perhaps tion about a writer and his environment to
comforting to those who love literature to necessary for a full understanding, interpre
be thus told how advantageous and tation andjudgment of one of his writings.
salutary it is. Many of us, however, Anything may be of importance; much
remain sceptical. obviously is not. Where are we to draw
The 20th-century interest in psychiatry the line, approving what is on one side as

has likes se led to a good deal of discussion significant fact, and dismissing what is on
of great artists and writers as 'cases', the other as the product of mere anti
Personalities as different as Leonardo da quarian curiosity? Presumably it is of no
Vinci and Lewis Carroll have been sub- importance to criticism that the exact day
jected to clinical analysis. Their work of Shakespeare's birth is unknown. It
provides the evidence from which their seems, however, to be of some significance
mental condition may be diagnosed. It to know that Pope had a crooked spine,
was an old opinion that 'great wits are Carlyle a bad digestion, and Wordsworth
sure to madness near allied'; and the anillegitimatedaughter bYaFrenchwoman.
abnormalities of temperament and conduct Detailed attention during the last half
exhibited by some men of letters, like other century to the theatrical conditions and to
aspects of their personalities, find some the methods of book-production ofShake
reflection in their work and demand speare's time has profoundly affected the
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stage. In his Discoveries Ben Jonson gave Dryden's critical writings "ere a truea rigorous account of his classicizing point complement to his creative. Whateverof view; although many of the details in the kind of poetry or drama he was writing,that work were borrowed from foreign he sought to explain the principles of itscritics, Jonson's personality gave unity to excellence as he wrote, lie cheerfullyhis somewhat disconnected observations abandoned ideas when he found they wereon poetry, on contemporary men of letters no longer tenable or relevant; accordinglyand on their works. Jonson had a great a good deal of inconsistency can be found
reputation in the 17th century, not only in his statements at various times. Hisas a dramatist but also as a man of letters taste matured, not merely hardened. His
and a scholar. To us he seems to anticipate critical essays are themselves good writing.the more rigid views on the imitation ofthe They are works of art in their own right.classics which were current later in the TilE HISTORICAL APPROACH-The criti
century. This 'neo-classical' attitude, cism of literature in each generation has a
although it goes back to Italian precedents, context in the more or less vague ideas
was disseminated throughout Europe by which at that time exist regarding the
the increasing prestige of France after the large problems of human life, man's place
middle of the century. The Discours of in the universe, the scope of his mind, his
Pierre Corneille and Boilesu's L'art political and religious duties and aspira
poétique (1673), which crystallized these lions, his moral prejudices and other half
and were reinforced by Rapin, Dacier, Le on himself and his fellow human beings.
Bossu and others. This is true of the zoth century as much
The achievement of Dryden in England as of former ages. A widespread idea




tendencies in taste, made a deep impression formed and inadequately examined views

as a literary critic was so great that he has amongst intelligent people in the later
commonly been regarded as 'the father of 17th and most of the i8th century was that
English criticism'. Although he was well mankind (or, at any rate, western Europe)
aware of what was going on in France and was becomingmore enlightened, less under
was prepared to argue the French point of the influence of traditional superstitions,
view, Dryden never capitulated to French less bewildered by ignorance of the
influence. Boileau looked back with workings of the universe, less credulous of
contempt on most French literature before the caprices of a Deity. The wonderful
his own time; but Dryden felt behind him discoveries of natural philosophy' (what
the solid achievement of Ben Jonson, we call science) were revealing that in the
Shakespeare and other Elizabethan and universe order reigned and that the prin

" Jacobean writers. They had achieved a ciples of this order were intelligible to man.
literary success, especially in the drama, The literary criticism of the later 17th
based on principles quite different from and the 18th century, although in part it
those approved and expounded by the represented a natural development from
Frenchmen. This gave Dryden, in his renaissance theorizing, was firmly based

*' exploration of the principles of good upon this assumption that the world,
writing, a certain confidence and largeness mankind and the mind of man were openH of mind which contrasts favourably with to rational exploration. The 'laws of
the more emphatic and exclusive point of nature' were being discovered; and it was
view of the French critics. The prefaces, expected that, by the application of the
dedications, prologues and epilogues, human intelligence to any aspect of man's
which Dryden appended to his plays, experience, the laws of its existence could
poems and other writings, are a remarkable be ascertained. All valid rational in
and progressive revelation of a critical vestigations of these laws would come to
mind, almost free from the didacticism of identical conclusions. The principles of
earlier English critics. Dryden lived by literature were to be explored in the same
his pen; and literature seems to have been spirit as the laws of the physical universe.
the dominating interest of his life. A They were to be 'discover'd, not deviz'd'.
genuine zest for good writing gave him an The laws of nature with special reference
independence of judgment, which earns to literature (what Pope called 'nature
our respect and made him admire some methodiz'd') were the rules of literary
authors not fashionable in his time. His criticism.
preference of Chaucer to Ovid must have When nowadays we read of the 'rules'
seemed startling to his contemporaries; of literature, we have the impression of a
and his discriminating praises of Shake- kind of policeman directing poets the way
speare set the tone of criticism of that poet they should go; or perhaps we think of the
and dramatist fur abut a ceiiiury issuing of some admonitory directive to
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recalcitrant writers from the headquarters inventions. We realize that it would be
of a political party (shat Shakespeare easy to explain to Dr Johnson our tele
called 'art made tongue-tied by authority'), phone system; but it would be almost
But this is unfair. The 'rules' were impossible to get him to understand our
,,ought in the same sceptical and intelligent morals.
spirit as was manifested by Descartes, The notion that the history of literature
Locke and Newton in their study of the and the arts reflects inward changes of
human mind and the physical universe, mentality has become a deeply rooted
The best criticism both in France and habit ofthe modern mind. We know that
England was a genuine exploration of the we are under the sway of both continuity
essential nature of literature. It was a and change, inextricable tradition and
hopeful search for absolute standards of irresistible transformation. Eachage is an
judgment. age that is dying and one that is coming to
From e modem point of view, the birth. We recognize that the methods

fallacy in this demand for unalterable laws and principles of literature in one age are
or rules of literature is that it was entirely not necessarily applicable to another age
unhistorical. It was based upon the and are unlikely to be so, because the
assumption that mankind has always been mentality of people will have changed.
approximately the same. The laws of Therefore the literary opinions of Aristotle
gravitation undoubtedly applied equally or Horace, however valuable for the
in the time ofHomer and the time of Pope. interpretation of Greek and Latin liters
it was likewise commonly assumed that the ture, are essentially only relevant to that
'rules' of tragedy (if they could once be literature and not necessarily applicable to
discovered) applied equally in the time of what is written in another age by another
Sophocles and in the time of Shakespeare people. 'Historicism' (as it has come to
or Corneille. Pope in An Essay on be called) was one of the great revolutioca
Criticism (i7ti) gave this advice to the of European thought. Later in the i8th
critic century Herder explicitly expounded the




First follow Nature, and your judgment frame notion that one can write a history of
By her just standard, which is still the woe; culture: that art, literature etc. areUnerring NATURE, stilt divinely bright, evolved by a kind of natural process,One clear, unchang d, and universal light.




which determines the expression of the
The history of literary criticism in the x 8th intellectual and emotional life of a people.
century and the major changes of literary Thus nowadays a great deal of critical
theory which took place illustrate the ingenuity is expended upon establishing
gradual breakdown of this point of view, the relation between aoth.centuryliters-Thegreat pioneer of the historical ap- ture and the age which is producing it. It
proach to literature sas G. B. Vico (t 1744)- is a common assumption that an age of
Beginning by a devotion to legal studies, anxiety will produce a troubled literature.
Vico sought for absolute principles of Dilemmas of conscience, dissatisfactions,
justice and law; and observing that there great social changes will all find their
were many varying codes of legislation in reflection and expression in modernexistence, both past and present, came to literature; and moreover it is right andthe conclusion that the differences were proper that they should. Modern poetsnot due merely to differences of nation- are generally expected to be in some subtle
ality but to the characteristic ways of way the spokesmen of their age. It is
thinking and feeling in each age. Histori- enough to express the dilemmas and
cal changes in law were due to historical frustrations of modem life. The writer is
changes in man's way of thinking and not necessarily expected to contribute to
feeling; and (Vico proceeded) literature the solution or cure.
differed in each age for the same reason, The steady growth of the historical
From Vico has derived that historical approach greatly weakened the hold of the

method which has come to be svstcnsa- 'rules' (based on Greek and Roman
tically applied to the development of all precedent) upon ways of thinking shout
human ideas, institutions, and activities, literature and about principles ofjudgment,Reason and nature are not immutable and and was reinforced by a remarkableone, and apparent in all ages. The in- expansion in knowledge of literatures and
grained habits of thought, characteristic of arts which had no connexions whatevereach age, are the result of long historical with the Greek or Roman tradition and
development, and these distinguish one age were nevertheless respectable oradmirable,from another even more decidedly than When a Chinese tragedy appeared in
changes due to such things as mechanical Europe it was eagerly discussed whether
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. 237 We find in many critical and historical books such affirmations as the
ell




following: "The first epics took shape from the scattered work of various un

known poets. Through accretion fhe-e early episodes were gradually molded into

a unified whole and an ordered sequence." This takes for granted the theory of

"Unconscious growth,' which we have already had. the opportunity to challenge. We /

admit easily enough that no epic ever sp*ang full-armed from the brains of a single

poet, with its whole universe of heroes, events, mythology and traditions. Homer

aid. not create the Homeric world .x nihilo Every work of art has its roots in

the deep humus of reality. But this does not prove that, at the crucial moment,

an act of deliberate artistic creation was not indispensable.

We may some day have a definitive !nasterpice about Lincoln - whether it be (

called epic, history or biographical romance is not relevant to our present argo

ment. This supreme Lincoln will have been prepared by innumerable half-successful

works, interwoven with Lincoln folklore; but it will certainly hot be an automatic

agglutination of sayings, anecdotes, d.etathsd. poems, chapters from earlier histor

ians. A Lincoln hodg.-podge will never turn thf its own ac.ord into a Linoãln saga*

In the sane way, no process of accretion could. account for the grand. unity of

theme, development, character, spirit and style which we find in Homer. We might

as well imagine that the Parthenon results fom the chance conglomeration of ru

cabins in the curse of centuries.

The hypothesis of "gradual moulding" may apply to the rank and truly jungle

like Hindu epic, the Mahabharata in the huge and loose mass of which incongruous

fragments may easily be dlsc'rned. It fails to apply to the Iliad to the Oayssey,

to the Song of Roland to the Poema de Mb Cid., in which conecicus artistic unity

is manifest. In other cases, genesis the Ramayana the 1ibelungenli.d even

Beowuif, several interpretations a-e pos3ible. There are discrepancies and even

contradictions which prove that, in their present form, these epics are not the

finished and. unified. prod.uc4 of a single author. But they are far removed from
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p. 238 chaos. They give the impression, not of spontaneous growth, but of definite

and mixed authorship. To resume our comparison: they are not, like an old

world village, a mere co'iglomration cf huts; t1er not, like the Parthenon,

(V




St. Paul's in London, the working out of a single design, definite in structure,

refined in every detail with the utmost degree of consciousness; they resemble

rather a palace like the chateau of Blois, or like the Louvre, a church like St.

John the Divine in New York, revealing the hand. of successive architects. We

have the literary equivalent of this in the medieval allegory, the Romance of

the Rose began by GuiUaume of Lorris, completed by Joan Clopinel, of Meung;

or in the Holy Grail story, Pirceval which Chrti.n of Troyes left unfinished,

f
and which was continued, by three other poets. These composite monuments in stone

or words grew indeed; they never reached the point of complete subordination to

a single, final plan; but at no moment was the growth unconscous.1
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Biblical and Other Studies edited bA1exander Altmann (Cambridge: Harvard

frh
University reaa) 1963.

Chapter entitled "The Rise of the Tiberian Bible Text" by N. H. Goshen-Gottetein
pp. 79-122.

p.89 In order to introduce our point, we may start by looking back at the history

of the so-called "Higher Bible Criticism" since Kahie's early days. The theory of

evolution was still all-prevading, and it was the aim of

PESO
scho1s, at least unconsciously, always to detect the line of development.

Different phenomena were conceived of as stages in a developmental sequence; the

question was only: which preceded which and why.8

Whatver our attitude to vonie extreme contentions of the so-called "oral

tradition" school, there is no doubt that during the past quarter of a century

it has made scholars aware again of the power of "oral tradition" in Near Eastern

cultures. Furthermore, we are much more willing today to acknowledge the existance

f
of traditions side by side, and do not telescpe them by force into an evolutional

chain.

20. The discussion of all the details of Kahie's theories on the Tiberian Bible

text must be left for Nosah ha-Niqr. For the moment, I would suggest that it is

precisely by practically negating the role of oral traditon and by forcing the

facts into a developmental Procrustean bed, that Kahle was able to build his

hypothesis. Since the Tiberian forms are different 3 from those of other traditions

they are more recent,)40 and since the Hebrew language had long become extinct, the

Tiberian Bible text is really no true tradition at ail) It is the invention of /

the Tiberian Masoretes. They

p. 91 invented, "restituted," and changed arbitrarily (see below, Note L19). Their

model was horribile dictu no one else bu the Qoran readers!2

21. It is not n fault if this sounds like a caricature of critical method (see

911
Note ti1). In my submission Kahie's theory does not merely start from outdated ideas.3

It is contrary to sound historical criticism. It postulates a textual situation

unparalleled in the history of philology, and turns into reckless deceivers generations
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Biblical and Other Studies edited by Alexander Altmann (Cambridge: Harvard University
r Press) 1963

The Rise of the Tiberian Bible Text", by M. H. Goshen-Gottatein

p.9l(cont'd) of Nasoretic scholars who spent their lives to safeguard the "correct

tradition" of the Bible, to the very best of their ability. Even were we to

possess what looks like a perfect proof, not just

p. 92 theories, that the Tiberian Masoretes did what Kahle attributes to them

and what has entered since into most handbooks - we should rather disbelieve our

"proofs."

38
p. 90For the general attitude involved see my Text and Language, pp. iS? ff.

39. See above, Note 7. Kahle, whose revolutionary stressing (since 1902!)Øf

npn-Tiberian traditions has made others aware of the problems of dialect traditions
in the Transmission of Hebrew, apparently never seriously considered the possibility
of a plurality of traditions - none of which is necessarily pre se inferior to any
other - side by side with what may all the time have been the mainstream of tradition.
For the present writer this way of explaining facts is an attitude basic both to
his viewing the Masoretic consonantal. text visa-vis the Bible Ver1ons, the Dead
Sea Scrolls, vairiants in R,binic literature, and so on, and to his estimation of
the Tiberian Bible text vis--vis other reading traditions. .

p. 91 ZU. . . . . In order to prevent any misunderstanding, I should add that becoming
aware of the non-Tiberian traitions is of vita], importance for understanding the
history of Hebrew (see above,36), but they should not make us turn history upside
down. Understanding a problem in historic-comparative linguistics and explaining the
history of the Bible text are not necessarily the same thing. Especially with regard
to the latter problem Kahie has overplayed his hand and has, besides, ignored any
statement to the contrary by specialists.

1414. . . . Statements like those quoted there are painfully reminiscent of what
Paul 1. de Lagarde in his weak moments had to say about the "Jewish Masoretes."

p.92 It gives some food for thought that the type of Bible criticism prejudiced by
evolutionary theory.has ended, both in the "Higher" and the "lower" field, by
practically turning our only witnesses into deceivers, even if it was only p fraus
Usurping the attribute "critical" for these theories becomes, of course, a ii1rhty
weapon against all "uncritical" dissenters. Cf below, Notes 89 and 96 andff33 and 147.

r
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prescribes erythromycin, will have to be home a few days. "Who
willI get toy with her?" Hilda says; "I can't miss work again?'
She makes three telephone calls, finds a woman to come the next NEW BOOKS IN REVIEW
day.

In bed finally, lights out, Hilda is unhappy, tearful. "This ON THE HISTORY OF LITERARY CRITICISM
is no way to live," she says; "I'm so rushed. This morning I was A I'JW OF Mouujq lThO 1960: Vet. UL T Ass i I JssIU s.d
impatient, rough with Anneli. Felt bad about it all day, couldn't Va. IV. Tha LAm NuoL!UNTX CUaTUSY. b Raa Wuai&, Y.k ?s
concentrate. I hurried to buy food, conic home, cook, Annehs A wtjoa problem in writing a history of literary criticism is I
sick, you're out late drinking I don't know who with and what one is writing about, for literary criticism can mean various
this is no way to live. I just hate it. I want to have some fun in things. Professor Wellek is unmistakably clear about what he takes
life;" "Things will get better," Edward says; "maybe we can it to mean in his magisterial five-volume work. A History of Modsns
go away." 'That's what u always say," Hilda says; "it's not Criticism, 1750-1950, of which the present two closely related vol.
enough. I want something more. I want to be happy." "What's mm are the third and fourth in number and also the third and
the matter, baby?" "I don'tknow" Hilda says; "nothing. Every. fourth to appear. Literary criticism for him does not mean some
thing. We have a good working relationship, and I mean work. thing incidental or adventitious to literature Quite the contrary.
tug, could go on like this for years, till we drop-get up, go It a normal and necessary outgrowth and adjunct of literature,
work, do the job, then home, stove, housework, bed, sleep-but

vital, serious, dcmandzn& and in a sense cnImmting Literary
something's missing. You don't talk to me any more don't really

criticism for Wellek has as its central task "the definition and de
look atme, seem to be listening for something else." He pets bet, theory" (III, riB). it as "an intellectual discipline, abaath of

scription of the nature of poetry and literature-poe~ litersay
strokes her hair, shoulders, back. a rational pursuit" (Iv. 466). It "aims at a themy ofHe lies awake after she is asleep, and when at last he too sleeps at a formulation of criteria, and standards of desorlpdos.
something soon disturbs him. Something moving. What is it? classification, interpretation, and finally judgment" (Iv, 466). But
He wakes, opens has eyes. The room is dark, outside a sound of if it is the ultimate arbiter, to which all literature is inevitably subwind in trees, the cry of distant foghorns-unnninm-unb. ject it does not exercise its judgment entirely from outside literaryHilda is snuggled against him, her breathing deep. Whisky sighs works themselves. Literary theory can thrive "only in contact With
from the hallway rug. Edward closes his eyes, is at the threshold works of art, which initially at least demand sensitivity, enjoyment,
oil a deep sleep when be feels it again: a slow movement-un and involvement" (IV, 466). Thus literary theory (and, presumably
hurried; unhurriable. A door. That's it. The door in which criticism itself, a fortiors) "will remain a humanistic discipline cow
he saw his reflection that afternoon as a stranger. Somewhere in- Cerned with value which will remain, also, value for oneself' (IV,
side him a door is swinging open, the noiseless movement coin- 466).
ing now to end; the dooris open; there's nothing there. Although this is not the only current understanding of literary

criticism, it is certainly a legitimate and meaningful understanding.It is also an ambitious understanding. The sweep of the concept on
which Mr. Wellek settles calls for all the massive erudition, the
Powers of reflection and of discrimination, and the interpretive and

- - synthesizing insights with which he is so eminently equipped. It
Calls, moreover, for his enviable command of languages, for, while
itmay still be possible to study a national literature fruitfully along
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fairly restricted national lines, any adequate study of criticism under. But Weitek is never merely negative. For every writer he con
stood as he understands it in the period here covered demands the siders he has ample store of the sympathy requisite for true under.
simultaneous treatment of literary criticism in France, Italy, England standing. If he finds no critic beyond all censure, he also finds even
and Scotland, the United States, Germany, and Russia. This Weitek in the very worst at least some little point worth commendation.
masterfully provides as he ranges through the vast network of nine- Macaulay is intolerant, cocksure, and shallow, a loquacious Phil,
teenth-century criticism from Sainte-Beuve, Carlyle, Poe, Heine, and tine, but he shows at least expository skill. Even Saintsbury, dilet
Belinsky through Baizac, Flaubert, Tame, De Sanctis, Arnold, Wait tante, prejudiced, a chatterbox, haphazard, and often simply con.
Whitman, James Russell Lowell, Baudelaire, Chernyshevsky and fused, has to his credit that he defended baroque when others
Tolstoy to Nietzsche, Pater, Mallarmé, and Diithey-to name only a rejected it out of hand. Shaw was narrow, complacent, and shallow,
selection from among those he deals with. insensitive to man's inner life, but he functioned as a useful literary

Weitek's undertaking is made the more difficult by the fact that policeman.
many-perhaps most-of the authors he has to treat do not always Weitek reserves his greatest praise for Francesco Dc Sancth, a attic
address themselves directly to the questions which he considers who is still virtually unknown outside Italy. Dc Sanctis "fuse, 1k
properly critical or, if they do, do so with ulterior motives and less gelian history with romantic dialectic aesthetics and translates thea
than dear vision. Consequently each critic must himself be worked both into a new context in which the metaphysics are dropped and
over critically by Mr. Wehlek to be given his proper place in this the new positive and realist spirit has been assimilated" (W, 124)
history. Sainte-Beuve is found to be rather distracted by biography i Sanctis' History of Italian Literature Wellek finds "the hflàt
and psychology, although his sixty volumes of criticism 'in the wide history of any literature ever written." It combines a broad h1moad
sense of the term" make him in a true sense the critic of the mid- scheme with close criticism and analysis of particular texts and
nineteenth century. Tame fails to allow for the autonomy of the generates i in close association with literary practice.
individual work of literature; his forte is interpretation of the au- This happy combination of particularity and generalization, in an
thor's own personal world, and his view of literary development is atmosphere of trust and serenity such as he attributes with obvious
too deterministic. So is the view of Brunetiére, who fits literature to sympathy to Henry James, marks Wellek's own thought in thesi
the concept of biological evolution. Weliek is particularly telling two volumes, as elsewhere. Wellek', own critical theory.-for the
in his confutation of the recurrent cultural recapitulation theory, historian of criticism must seemingly share with the critics than
which interprets "movements" or whole cultures as though each were selves the task of generating a theory-has been set forth in bb
an individual human being, who is born, matures, ages, and dies, and earlier Theory of Literature, written with Austin Warren. We read
he suggests that this popular but queasy and even meaningless in Theory of Literature that literature is distinguished by "organiza.
analogizing extends beyond literary criticism to the work of Mara, tion, personal expression, realization and exploitation of the me.
Spengler, and Toynbee, as indeed it does. Anatole France and dium, lack of practical purpose, and, of course, fictionality," but
Lemaitre overcorrect Tame and Brunetière: in their retreat from that none of these features alone (or any other designable feature)
scientism, they interpret literature too impressionistically. The is satisfactorily characteristic of literature since "a literary work of
Dane Georg Brandes and the Russian radical critics reduce literature art is not a simple object but rather a highly complex organization
to political ideology and make it unjustifiably didactic and moral of a stratified character with multiple meanings and relationship

"
John Stuart Mill wants the poet to become a philosopher, and Ar Wellek's theory of literature does not admit of very succinct or in
nold's concept of criticism tends to narrow the concept of beauty deed of any altogether complete statement, for its full details are
to the ethical. Symbolism, particularly in Mallarmé, seems to re- still being worked out. In parallel fashion, the present two volumes
duce poetry and language itself to a kind of magic. Dilthey is often take criticism itself to be an inchoate something, an "essentially con.
clumsy, obscure, and fuzzy rather than intriguingly 'dark." And tested concept," one which exists by being debated, and debated n
so with scores of others. Connection with the social, political, philosophical, and theological
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But Wellek is never merely negative. For every writer he con
siders he has ample store of the sympathy requisite for true under
standing. If he finds no critic beyond all censure, he also finds even
in the very worst at least some little point worth commendation.
Macaulay is intolerant, cocksure, and shallow, a loquacious Philis
tine, but he shows at least expository skill. Even Saintsbury, dilet
tante, prejudiced, a chatterbox, haphazard, and often simply con
fused, has to his credit that he defended baroque when others
rejected it out of hand. Shaw was narrow, complacent, and shallow,
insensitive to man's inner life, but he functioned as a useful literary
policeman.
Wellek reserves his greatest praise for Francesco De Sanctis, a critic

who is still virtually unknown outside Italy. Dc Sanctis "fuses He
gelian history with romantic dialectic aesthetics and translates them
both into a new context in which the metaphysics are dropped and
the new positive and realist spirit has been assimilated" (IV, 124).
Dc Sanctis' History of Italian Literature Wellek finds "the finest
history of any literature ever written." It combines a broad historical
scheme with close criticism and analysis of particular texts and
generates its theory in close association with literary practice.
This happy combination of particularity and generalization, in an

atmosphere of trust and serenity such as he attributes with obvious
sympathy to Henry James, marks Wellek's own thought in these
two volumes, as elsewhere. Wellek's own critical theory-for the
historian of criticism must seemingly share with the critics them
selves the task of generating a theory-has been set forth in his
earlier Theory of Literature, written with Austin Warren. We read
in Theory of Literature that literature is distinguished by "organiza
tion, personal expression, realization and exploitation of the me
dium, lack of practical purpose, and, of course, fictionality," but
that none of these features alone (or any other designable feature)
is satisfactorily characteristic of literature since "a literary work of
art is not a simple object but rather a highly complex organization
of a stratified character with multiple meanings and relationships."
Weitek's theory of literature does not admit of very succinct or in
deed of any altogether complete statement, for its full details are
still being worked out. In parallel fashion, the present two volumes
take criticism itself to be an inchoate something, an "essentially con
tested concept," one which exists by being debated, and debated in
connection with the social, political, philosophical, and theological
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fairly restricted national lines, any adequate study of criticism under. But Wellek is never merely negative. For every writer he con-
stood as he understands it in the period here covered demands the siders he has ample store of the sympathy requisite for true under.
simultaneous treatment of literary criticism in France, Italy, England standing. If he finds no critic beyond all censure, he also finds even
and Scotland, the United States, Germany, and Russia. This Wellek in the very worst at least some little point worth commendation.
masterfully provides as he ranges through the vast network of nine. Macaulay is intolerant, cocksure, and shallow, a loquacious Philus.
teenthoentury criticism from 5ainteBeuve, Carlyle, Poe, Heine, and tine, but he shows at least expository skill. Even Sainesbury, dUet
Belinaky through Baizac, Flaubert, Tame, Dc Sanctis, Arnold, Walt tante, prejudiced, a chatterbox, haphazard, and often simply con.
Whitman, James Russell Lowell, Baudelaire, Chernyshevsky and fused, has to his credit that he defended baroque when othe*s
Tolstoy to Nietzsche, Pater, Mallarmé, and Dilthey-to name only a rejected it out of hand. Shaw was narrow, complacent, and shallow,
selection from among those he deals with. insensitive to man's inner life, but he functioned as a useful litesary

Wellek's undertaking is made the more difficult by the fact that
many-perhaps most-of the authors he has to treat do not always Wdllek reserves his greatest praise for Franceuco De Ssncth a af&
address themselves directly to the questions which he considers who is still virtually unknown outside Italy. De Sancti, "fuses HE
properly critical or, if they do, do so with ulterior motives and less glian history with romantic dialectic aesthetics and translates them
than dear vision. Consequently each critic must himself be worked both into a new context in which the metaphysics are dropped and
over critically by Mr. Wdllek to be given his proper place in this the new positive and realist spirit has been assimilated" (IV, lU),
history. Sainte-Beuve is found to be rather distracted by biography Dr Sanctis' History of Italian Literature Wellek finds "the int
and psychology, although his sixty volumes of criticism 'in the wide history of any literature ever written." It combines a broad hissodad
sense of the term" make him in a true sense the critic of the mid- scheme with dote criticism and analysis of particular wxts and
nineteenth century. Tame fails to allow for the autonomy of the mates its theory in close association with literary practice.
individual work of literature; his forte is interpretation of the au This happy combination of particularity and generalization, in an
thor's own personal world, and his view of literary development atmosphere of trust and serenity such as he attributes with obvious
too deterministic. So is the view of Bnmetiere, who fits literature to sympathy to Henry James, marks Wellek's own thought in these
the concept of biological evolution. Wellek is particularly telling




two volumes, as elsewhere. Wellek's own critical theory-for the
in his confutation of the recurrent cultural recapitulation theory, historian of criticism must seemingly share with the aisles them
which interprets 'movements" or whole cultures as though each were selves the task of generating a theory-has been set forth in his
an individual human being, who is born, matures, ages, and dies, and earlier Theory of Literature, written with Austin Warren. We read
he suggests that this popular but queasy and even meaningless in Theory of Literature that literature is distinguished by "otganlza.
analogizing extends beyond literary criticism to the work of Marx, tion, personal expression, realization and exploitation of the me.
Spengler, and Toynbee, as indeed it does. Anatole France and dium, lack of practical purpose, and, of course, ficuonality," but
Lemaltre overcorrect Tame and Brunetière: in their retreat from that none of these features alone (or any other designable feature)
scientism, they interpret literature too impressionistically. The satisfactorily characteristic of literature since "a literary work of
Dane Georg Brandes and the Russian radical critics reduce literature art is not a simple object but rather a highly complex organization
to political ideology and make it unjustifiably didactic and moral of a stratified character with multiple meanings and relationships."
John Stuart Mill wants the poet to become a philosopher, and At' Wellek's theory of literature does not admit of very succinct or in
nold's concept of criticism tends to narrow the concept of beauty deed of any altogether complete statement, for its full details are
to the ethical. Symbolism, particularly in Mallarmé, seems to re still being worked out. In parallel fashion, the present two volumes
duce poetry-and language -itself to a kind of magic. Dilthey is often take criticism itself to be an inchoate something, an "essentially con
clumsy, obscure, and fuzzy rather than intriguingly 'dark." And tested concept," one which exists by being debated, and debated in
so with scores of others. connection with the social, political, philosophical, and theological
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conditions of a given time, although it is never reducible to such simply registers the stage of knowledge and culture at the time. We

çfl theological of affairs incidentally, gets possi. can now perceive the lack of hailer evolutionary and intersubjective
bly the shortest shrift of all in the account here presented by Pro- awarefleSSeS in the age treated by these volumes because such aware
Lessor Wellek, whose handling of intellectual history might on this nesses emerge to a greater degree in the succeeding age, which is close
score be contrasted with that of the late Perry Miller.) Wellek sees to or even identical with our own. It will be interesting to read
the history of literature and of literary criticism in terms neither what professor Wellek will make of this latter day in his fifth and
of relativism nor of ahsolurinu, but in terms of what here and else- final volume. We can hope that he will generalize, at least tenta
where he calls "perspectivism,' whereby one devises theory through ávely, some further description of the over-all movement which
reflection on history and interprets history in terms of flexible has made criticism today quite a different thing from its equivalent

in the late eighteenth century and which has made his n brilliant
This complex understanding of criticism plus the wealth of detail history of criticism itself possible.

in the present two volumes makes the over-all drift of thought in W.&irn J. OW, &J.
the period here covered difficult to summarize, but it might not be
far oil the mark to my that in Wellek's account the criticism of the THE RE-EXPLORATION OF AFRICA
mid-nineteenth and late nineteenth century seeks on the whole to




- - - Tax P rxno Au& Eias&a U*AT( a. *a.ia Am Win Amics in
move away from a Platonism to an evolutionism, that is from a 19 S. by Itmw n- &-&v" A Piegiv
philosophy of decadence (matters were better "at first" in an ideal R(iYT iffidby Vmr ftmwwLMiu,&Azssa.
world from which everything we experience defects) or of cyclicissu PM-AiUcA%i *a. Lur An,c.u. hnwa*i. by Jon S MM Ji.,
(change u tx4able only because it brings us back to where we TRY NJ5i(R. c* TRY * TM P.xnva 09 by
started) to a philosophy of ascesis, of hard-won, forward-moving ftramum A. 0. Sa.z,J'. M. 1. T. ?rru.
change, mysteriously patterned. On the whole, however, although Tim scholarly se-exploration of Africa and of Africa's past continues
individual literary works are treated with greater and greater know- to gather momentum. These four volumesare representive of mine
bow by successive generations of nineteenth-century critics, the of the more important genres adding moment to the intellectual
drive toward an evolutionary understanding of literature appears to scramble. Robin Hallett's is the first volume of what promises to be
have been for the moment uneventful. The "ideal" remained the a masterful survey of European exploration in northern and wenu
generally controlling critical concept through the nineteenth cm Africa through about 1830. Aheady the editor of the Records of the
wry. Insight into literary development lagged behind insight into African Association, 17884831 (1964) and of the landers' Niger
social development What the period needed and lacked was a sense Journal (1965), Mr. Hallett has traveled the archival paths and
of open-end interaction between social and psychological structures, recaptured the contemporary moods of eighteenth-century explora.
that is, an open-end phenomenology of communication, particularly non. His own African experience in the amMural Department of
as constituted in the verbal (basically oral) world. Despite its grow- the University of Ibadan has been brought felicitously to bear, and
ing sensitivity to history, the age still had not brought into its criti- he joins the growing number of established scholars, such as Fage
ciun a feeling for the successive organizations of the human life Hodgkin, and Kissable, whose long service in Africa adds insight and
world which constitute the interior dimensions of history. At the sympathy to the interpretation of historical fact
same time, critics had not found a fully satisfactory way of dealing The second volume of the Oxford History of East Africa illustrates
with literature as communication-Tame and many others (like again the mixed value of the multi-author historical surveys of
Hegel) prefer to see the work of an as a "concrete" universal, as which the leading English universities have been prolific. First
rather exclusively an "object" (which it is only analogously) rather suggested at an East Africa Governors' Conference in 1952 and
than as also an event in incersubjective life, forwarded through the use of Colonial Development and Welfare
No one, of course, is to be blamed for this state of affairs, which Funds, the three volumes on East Africa (of which the third is still
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simply registers the stage of knowledge and culture at the time. We
can now perceive the lack of fuller evolutionary and intersubjective
awarenesses in the age treated by these volumes because such aware
nesses emerge to a greater degree in the succeeding age, which is dose
to or even identical with our own. It will be interesting to read
what Professor Wellek will make of this latter day in his fifth and
final volume. We can hope that he will generalize, at least tenta
tively, some further description of the over-all movement which
has made criticism today quite a different thing from its equivalent
in the late eighteenth century and which has made his own brilliant
history of criticism itself possible.




WALT J. OW., SJ.

THE RE-EXPLORATION OF AFRICA
Dii PT'E1TOi or .&niA: Eoriii Exrtm..T1o!i L'i Norm AP Wm A,i* 10

ISIS. b, Rots H*uzrr. Frrdevk* A. Pr.egr.Hyory or RANT Ann. H, edited by Vs'iT HAlLow, 5. M m.&Am=
Swili, Oxford L'.iiurnily PYeu.

*.ii EAST .1.,iiC. L'iiiwnos. by jams S Mm JL, H.id
tweviity Pvrtt.Nzzi.: Tsr Thin. Tsr NAnos. or sr RACE: Tsr Ptsnm or L.=.... byFijc .4.0. Soiw,.ai. Jr., M. I. T. Press.

Tsa scholarly re-exploration of Africa and of Africa's past continues
to gather momentum. These four volumes are representative of .
of the more important genres adding moment to the intellectual
scramble. Robin Hallett's is the first volume of what promises to be
a masterful survey of European exploration in northern and wes&cu
Africa through about 1830. Already the editor of the Records of the
.1fncan Associaiion, 1788-1831 (1964) and of the Landers' Niger
Journal (1965). Mr. Hallett has traveled the archival paths and
recaptured the contemporary moods of eighteenth-century expkwa
tion. His own African experience in the Extra Mural Department of
the University of Ibadan has been brought felicitously to bear, and
he joins the growing number of established scholars, such as
Hodgkin, and Kimble, whose long service in Africa adds insight and
sympathy to the interpretation of historical fact.
The second volume of the Oxford History of East Africa illustrates

again the mixed value of the multi-author historical surveys of
which the leading English universities have been prolific. First
suggested at an East Africa Governors' Conference in 1952 and
forwarded through the use of Colonial Development and Welfare
Funds, the three volumes on East Africa (of which the third is still
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conditions of a given time, although it is never reducible to such simply registers the stage of knowledge and culture at the time. We
conditions (The theological state of affairs, incidentally, gets posn can now perceive the lack of fuller evolutionary and inteisubjective
lily the shortest shrift of all in the account here presented by Pro- awareflesses in the age treated by these volumes because such aware
fiessor Wellek, whose handling of intellectual history might on this nesses emerge to a greater degree in the succeeding ag, which is dose
score be contrasted with that of the late Percy Miller.) Wellek sees to or even identical with our own. It will be interesting to read
the history of literature and of literary criticism in terms neither what Professor Wellek will make of this latter day in his fifth and
of relativism nor of absolutism, but in terms of what here and else- final volume. We can hope that he will generalize, at least tas
where he calls "perspectivism." whereby one devises theory through tively, some further description of the over-all movaneist which
reflection on history and interprets history in terms of flexible has made criticism today quite a different thing from its equivalent

in the late eighteenth century and which has made his own brilliant
jib complex understanding of criticinn plus the wealth of detail history of criticism itself possible.

in the puL two volumes makes the over-all drift of thought in Wum J. Orso &J.
the period here j'vcicd difficult to summarize, but it might not be
far o the mark to say that in Wellek's account the criticism of the THE RE-EXPLORATION OF AFRICA
mid,nineteenth and late nineteenth century seeks on the whole to Tux py,nos w ApucA Ema Exrtossiaai )Ic*m Am Wr An= TO
move away from a Platcnmn to an evolutionism, that is from a b P.N ftwzrr. Fvrv 4. PT.grr.




philosophy of decadence (flutters were better "at first" in an ideal by VuuawrRw I Az.
world from which everything we experience defects) or of cyclicinn Pa-Awwiiso. Am E Apixa ijn,mnc. by JS. Phi, . HdUMiTUS PUL
(change n tolerable only because it m us back to w we Nmwc T= Tulps, I'm N&i'uEç mE RAM r Pqw w L -, 5,
started) to a philosophy of mew, of haul-won, forward-moving. Frnm A. 0. Scwa*z. IL. U. I. 1'. Preu.
change, mysteriously patterned. On the whole, however, although Dir scholarly re-exploration of Africa and of Africa's p continues
individual literary works are treated with greater and greater know- to gather momentum. These four vulwnes are .tstive of some
how by successive generations of nineteenth-century critics, the of the more important genres adding moment the intellectual
drive toward an evolutionary understanding of literature appears to scramble. Robin Hallett's is the first volume of what promises to be
have been for the moment uneventful. The "ideal" remained the a masterful survey of European exploration in northan and wLwi
generally controlling critical concept through the nineteenth cen- Africa through about 1830. Already the editor of the Records of the
tusy. Insight into literary development lagged behind insight into African Association, 17884831 (1964) and of the Landers' Niger
social development. What the period needed and lacked was a sense Journal (1965), Mr. Hajieta has traveled the archival paths and
of open-end interaction between social and psychological structures, recaptured the contemporary moods of eighteenthgxntury explora.
that is, an open-end phenomenology of communication, particularly lion. His own African experience in the Extra Mural Department of
as constituted in the verbal (basically oral) world. Despite its grow- the University of Ibadan has been brought felicitously to bear, and
ing sensitivity to history, the age still had no brought into its criti- he joins the growing number of established scholars, such as Fage,
ann a feeling for the successive organizations of the human life Hodgkin, and Kimble, whose long service in Africa adds insight and
world which constitute the interior dimensions of history. At the sympathy to the interpretation of historical fact.
mine time, critics had not found a fully satisfactory way of dealing The second volume of the Oxford History of East Africa illustrates
with literature as communication-Tame and many others (like again the mixed value of the multi-author historical urvys of
Hegd) prefer to see the work of art as a "concrete" universal, as which the leading English universities have been prolific. First
rather exclusively an "object" (which it is only analogously) rather suggested at an East Africa Governors' Conference in 1952 and
than as also an event in intersubjective life. forwarded through the use of Colonial Development and Welfare
No one, of course, is to be blamed for this state of affairs, which Funds, the three volumes on East Africa (of which the third is still
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/ critical Moment Literary criticism in the 1960s. Essays from the London Times
Lterary Supplement.

Reno Weflek, Some Principles of Criticism" pp.M9147

7.j/,01
'C. gaft 4P C.' ;" '.Yi_ c(j,s.ty

p. 3 In kveral of my theoretical papers, recently collected as Concepts of

Criticism (Yale University Press, 1963). I have tried, to re-examine the main historio

graphical tools of the literary scholar: the concept of evolution, which seems to have

disappeared from recent practice completely; the concept of period, which must neither

page 44
be reduced to a linguistic label nor exalted, to a metaphysical entity, but should

be und.erstood. as the dominance of a system of literary conventions and norms whose

rise and fall, we can trace; and, finally, the specific period concepts which have

given rise to such endless debates: Baroque, Romanticism, ReaUsnt.

page 44
Analysis, interpretation, evaluation are interconnected stages of a single

procedure. Evaluation grows out of understanding. Correct evaluation out of

cvrrect understanding. What is correct
page +5

interpretation of a specific work of art will, of course, be often a matter of die

pute, but it seems impossible to deny that there is this problem of'correctness' or

aequacyI of interpretation, of a hierarchy of viewpoints. We might argue about the

different concepts of Hamlet propounded by Goethe, Coleridge, A. C. Bradley, Ernest

Jones, L Le SchUcking, Dover Wilson, and so on, but we must recognize that there

are limits set to the freedom of interpretation: Hamlet is not a woman in disguise,

norf'is
Miss Winstanley proposed, jjy James I'. Just as bhere is correct

interpretation, at 'east as an ideal, so there is correct judgment, good judgment.

Thus, we ought not to succumb to the lure of which spread

fro,. Germany and nowadays is still the almost official creed of many eminent scholars.

'Historicism' of this kind, is only relativism and scepticism, an abdication before the

task of criticism as judgment. The view that we must judge merely by the criteria of

the past, that there is an unending multiplicity of irreconcilable standards - not

only the poetry of Pope and the poetry of Wordsworth, but every poet's distinct ad

unique value - would, if carried through consistently, lead. to an end of an literary
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The Critical Moment Literary criticism in the 1960s.

2

Wellek, "Some Principles of Criticism"contd.

" appreciation, to complete anarchy, to the victory of the old. vicious maxim,

u.stibus non est d.iautand.tim

Raymond Picard., "Critical Trends in Prance" p-101-107
Professor t the Faculty of Letters in the University of Tills.
p. 106 One of the most dangerous tendencies to which contemporary criticism is

subject is thus to deviate from literature. Against that I have myself always con

siered. that the first duty of the literary critic is to focus al' his attention on

the literary work, which I regard, as an end. in itself, complete and absolute. Like

many Anglo-Saxons, I believe in studying literature from the inside, concentrating

on its intrinsic qualities. Naturally it would be a mistake to neglect the enviornment

or the social conditions: the historical meaning should not be ignored, not that it

need necessarily be agreed with. But the critic must always return to the work itself

ana to the literary universe to which it belongs while still constituting an autonomous

and self-justifying unit. For a work, be it poem or novel, is sufficinet unto itself,

endowed with its own power and. containing its own clues. These are to be found simply

by examining the text: criticism begins and ends above all as textual elucidation,

as explication de texte.




\







A. LITERARY HISTORY AND LITERARY CRITICI94 Acta of the Ninth

Congress, International Federation for Modern Languages and Literature, held at

- New York Unifersity, August 25-31, 1963. Leon Edel, Editor,

New York I Univeristy Press 1965

Paper No. 3 "Literary History and Literary Criticism", by Douglas Bush, of

Harvard University

Discussion of Temple Mario Praz' paper by Rena Wellek, of Yale University
Braz

Page 82

"Relativism is no answer: nor of course is the ancient frozen absolutism.

Rather, I have argued many times for a kind if* of 'perspectivism,' which

tries to see the objects from itu all possible sides. Such perspectivism

assumes that there is an object, an objective element elephant(?) in spite of

all the diverse opinions of the blind men. How can the opinion be justified?

P If the literary critic is not merely another blind man, seeing the trunk, the

tusk, the tail, or the foot of the elephant alone? The only answer is

history, and the lesson that grows out of it: a body of doctrines and

insights, judgments and theories which are the accumulated wisdom of mankind"?ProfessorBraz(?),itseemstome,isright(correct)inrejecting

extreme historical reconstructionism.
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Rene Wellek, A HISTORY OF MODERN CRITICISM 1750-1950

Voltne 4 The Later Nineteenth Century. Yale University Press 1965 (2)

Page 397:

"Pater inherits from German historicism the belief and emphasis on Zeitgeist

The artist is a 'child of his time.' ,153 There is a genius of an age, and art and

literature 'must follow the subtle movements of that nimbly shifting Time-Spirit or

Zeitgeist. '154 In every age 'there is a peculiar ensemble of conditions which.

determines a common character in every product of that age, in business and art, in

fashion and speculation, in religion and manners, in men's very faces. . . nothing

man has projected from himself is really intelligible except at its own date, and

from its proper point of view in the never-resting 'secular process.'
,155

No wonder he can say of the historical spirit that 'the scholar is nothing without it.'"56

r







The Develapnnt of American Literary Criticism floyd Stovall(edited and with
$ and. introduction by). University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1955

'Chaning Attitudes in Early American Literary Criticism 180Ol81+0", Harry H.
Clark, pp. 15-73

p. 49 In the early eighteen thirties, however, the way was prepared for such a
sympathetic method. of criticism by American admiration for Carlyl., who
appealed to contemporary taste not only as a disciple of Go.th. but in his
own right especially by his earnestly moral conviction that the cri4ic should
be the interpreter( not the judge) of the writer's anti-rationalistic revela
tion of the ivine Idea, and that the critic's approach should be biographical

p. 50 in characterizing the man behind the book . . . . C. A. Bartol, George Ban
croft, W. H. Channinp, and many others eulogized Carlyle's generally sympa
thetic criticism,58 and it seems apparent that Car1yle' was one of the in
fluences which inau,zat*d what was then the new criticism.

The Turn to Historical Literary Criticism
p.55 Broadly speaking, historical criticism may stress one of many things:

change or growth or progress or the diversita±ian as opposed to the change
less or universal or uniforrnitariaa; a turn from the appraisal of the art
or ethics of the writing itself to an impersonal attempt to explain its origin
in terms of cause and effect and influences, with attention to temporal
sequence and t contextur. or the conditioning influence of the author's life
or of his time, place, and race; a turn to relativity, adaptation to new
surroundings, and functionalism, including an encouragement of linguistic
innovation, flexibility, and divers, levels of actual usage in a multi
racial democratic society, as opposed to British purism and linguistic
standardization.

p. 56 Second, consider the influence of foreign critics. In Herder's "genetic
thinking" in Id..n(l7P14-91) literature was not an isolated, static mec.ianisrn
but a vital "plant" rowing out of a distinctive place, climate, race, and
folk spirit, toward a greater "humanity", and to he explained critically in
terms of these. A cl.rymen as w.ll as a historian, hrder ap.lied such
criticism in The spirit of T.T.hr.w P.try which James Marsh translated in
1833 with an approving introduction; Ripley revied this ("A. 9?97) in 1835
as "a treasure of learning, . . . beautiful and wipning," of a "pure and
noble spirit." This, along with some thirty other07 critical essays on
Herder in our period, sugpest.d that the same historical methods might be
applied fruitfully to books other than the Bible. Translations of Madame
de StaWl' T'f1imnre nf Ti trtnr np Snci ety were published in three
different American dties in l13, developing her view that literature di
pended upon social environment and that it improved in proportion as
nations became Christian and politically free; .

p. 72 BroaLly speaking, there were at least five different varieties of organic
isrn recognized by Americans . . . . Second, the vogue of Herder h1ped to
inspire th- beginnings of a literary criticism which stressed the organic
mutual relation between 11 terature and its authors' time, place, and race,
as we have been in connection with the rise of historical criticism.








page 2 3.LZZ-

nf ãmørit-n Literary-ax.tiJ. Floyd Stovall

"Revolt and R.valuntjon in Criticism 1900-1930", John H. Raleigh

p. 171 In the area of purely literary critic1'' the great symbol was Springarn's
famous lecture "The New Criticism" which - although it seems to have had no
palpable ,ffect -waj welcorr with enthusiasm be-cause or i icono'asm.
In SprInge'n's throtnE out of all the "rules" of the ane, such as history,
genres, style, nd periods, in hIs int.est in th. creative prss itself,
in his cosmopolitan champicnin.: roc., and n his slaying of the moral
dragon, he embodied the deep-set antonism of the younger writers to the
lo.c-choppIng, the dry academicim, the narrow Angophiliera, and the "mo'cl
.fjfltør attitudes that had constituted one of the meln strains in American
criticism. M.ncken himself ' gingly congratulated this college professor,
and he be'tow.d. on ;.ngarn his supreme accolade - acknowledgment of belliger
ency: "Against the whole corps pf critics] , moral nd e,thetic, psyc}iologlcal
and algebraic, stnde jor 3. E. Spingarn, U.S.A."-"4

(Footnote 34. H. L. Mevi e, "Criticism of Criticism of Crjtjcj , 11
Criticism in America, ed, Joel E. Spingarn (New York, 1924), p. 177)
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Albert Guerard, PREFACE TO WORLD LITERXI1JRE, 1940-1957 3 J-14,

$äge 72

* * * internal evidence, of a convincing nature, reveals a commanding artistic

personality. To dissolve Her into a myth or a committee, much stronger acid

would he needed than the Wolfian school has been able to supply..'

Page 73

* * * the Faust legend and the 1i1liani Tell saga had survived humbly until the 3,2

end of the eighteenth century. Put it would be a mockery to assert that they

automatically assumed definite shape, that they 'got themselves written down.'

somehow, by scribes known as Goethe and Schiller.
a . -

Page lfll

'It may be easier for the teacher to cram Milton down Johnny's throat than to take

Johnny by the hand, shy, diffident, but secretly proud, into Milton's august

presence. The result of the first method is an inveterate Miltonphohia: not a

rare disease among college freshmen. The second brings an inestimable enrichment

of life.







- Preface to World Titereture Albert Guerard (Prof. of General and Comparative
Literature Stanford University), Henry Holt and Company, N. Y., 1940

/ page 71. "It is not denied that literature uses the same stuff as folk
1,, Il lore; but it is claimed that folklore is turned into literature only through

II an individual act of conscious organization. A book is a piece of work,
i not an accident.

u4. U1.
V Man's Unonquó b]iiMi.idR W. Chambers. Jonathan Cape, London, 1939

p. 71 Fortunately, twenty years ago, that great t.'cher of English, Sir Arthur
Qu.iller-Couch, gave his answer to the problem:

Gentlemen, I would I could persuade you to remember that you
are English, and go always for the thing, casting out cf your
vocabulary all such words as 'tendencies', linfluencesf, 'revivals',
'revolts'. 'Tendencies' did not write The Canterbury Tales
Geoffrey Chaneer write them. 'Influences' dia not make Pacrie
Queen: Edmund Sponsor made it: as a man called Ben Jonson wrote

Alchemist a man callei Sheridan wrote The Rivals .

p. P5 So we hail iclif - the Morning Star of the Reformation. But to William
Langland., less than justice has been done. He comes immediately be.Zore the
great upheaval of Wiclif, and people do not know what to make of him. No
great figure of En1ish literature has been equally neglected. He has even
been divided into four or five authors, and we have been told that Piers
Plowman was 'the voice and. vision, not of one lonely, despised wanderer,
but of many men, who, wiiak though of diverse tempers and. ifte, cherished
the same enthusiasm for righteousness and he,* for evil'.1 (i Cambridge His-'
tory of English Literature, II, p. 11.2).

Here again, let us remember Sir Arthur Qail1er-Couch: 'Tendencies did not
write Th. Canterury Tales; Geoffrey Chaucer wrote them.'

I hope to satisfy m the reader that Tendencies did not write Piers Plowman
that a man called William Langiana wrote it.

Quliler-Couch wrote: "Adventures in Critiólsm, 1896
On the Art of Writing, 1916
On the Art of Reading, 1920
Charles Dickens an other Victorians, 1925
The Poet as Citizen, 1934
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Histor of ou.rn Cri+icisrn:1750_1950T}e Lr Eihtnth Citury, Rne1ek
Yale Tnivr-ity FrAs, 1955

--

f" Page 27

Literature was increasingly studied in the context of its environment. Individuality

cannot be comprehended and described except in the context of or in contrast to some

-' environment. In the 17th century more and more attention was paid to the climatic and

geographical conditions of literature, and increasingly literature was seen in terms

of social conditions and intellectual atmosphere. People began to discuss the influ

ence of social stability, peace and war, liberty, and despotism on literature. The

concept of a national character as a determining factor in literary creation was

slowly taking shape.

Page 38

Most of Voltaire's principles can thus be studied only in his concrete pronouncements,

but these are frtunate1y so numerous and cover so many authors that a general view

emerges with astonishing consistency. Voltaire adheres to the classical tradition of

decorum biensance convenance "Perfection consists in knowing how to adjust one's

style to the matter one treats."28 Style, form, way of expression are always decisive

for critical judgment. "As far as making the passions speak, all men have almost the

sane ideas; but the way of expressing them distinguishes the man of wit from the man who

has none."29 Voltaire restates the ancient doctrine of the.three levels of style: each

subject has its level, 'natural," "tempered," or "elevated."

Pages 124-125

The emphasis on environment became especially significant when the "manners" which

determine a work of art were analyzed in detail. At first the most remote explanation

was the most widely favored. Sir William Temple's theory about the connection between

the variable English weather and the odd humor of Englishmen' was one of the earliest

instances of the explanation of literature by climatic conditions. Later the older idea

that poetry- -especially highly imaginative poetry- -flourished best in the South received







Excerpts from: A History of Modern Criticism: 1750-1950 Wellek 2- t (2)15 $

a rude 5hOã frijn th "discovery" of the northerner Ossian. Gray admitted that "imagi

nation dwelt many hundred years ago in all her pomp on the cold and barren mountains of

Scotland" and thus could not be the result of heat.66 But Hume and Kames became quite

skeptical of the whole business of explaining poetry by climatic conditions.67

The climate theory becomes much more acceptable when it is reinterpreted to include

geographical conditions. Bishop Lowth' s De sacra poesi Hebraeorum tried to explain the

particular character of Hebrew poetry by the influence of the surrounding objects of

nature: he traces Palestinian landscape in the imagery of the Bible. Robert Wood

traveled in the Near East and, in An Essay on the Original Genius and Writings of

Homer (1769), studied the topography of the site of Troy, concluding that Homer was

68
"the most constant and faithful copier after nature."

Page 126

What is most striking to a modern observer is the complete confusion about the states

of society supposed to be primitive. The early stages of Greek civilization, the

society depicted in the Old Testament, contemporary Arabian society, the feudal Middle

Ages, and the dim time in which Ossian was supposed to have lived are all considered

the same. This sociological simplification is matched by the crudity of the 18th

century dichotomy between natural poetry and art poetry. This contrast dates back to

the Renaissance, but only in the 18th century was natural poetry identified with a

universal folk poetry in which everything which deviates from the Latin-French

tradition was lumped together: the Bible, Homer, Ossian, the Welsh bards, the few

Lapland and Indian songs known at the time, the Scottish ballads, and even chivalric

romances. Thomas Percy seems to have been the first to entertain the explicit

conception of primitive poetry as a whole. He planned a collection ... His

translations f* the Chinese and from Rz.mic poetry, his paraphrase of the Song of
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Excerts from: A History of Modern Criticism: 1750-1950 Wellek (3)

Songs as a "sample of Hebrew poetry," his Reliques of Ancient English Poetry (l76)

which contains not only ballads but many Elizabethan lyrics and scenes from Shakepeare,

his speciments of 'Moorish" romances, his transcriptions of chivalric romances, ~d the

planned edition of Surrey
74 __all point to this conception of a substantial idenl4ty of

primitive poetry.

Page 132

In a different situation and in different terms we are apt to share this compromise

today. Our historicism, which countenances the most diverse kinds of art, fran

prehistoric cave paintings to Picasso, from Homer to Eliot, from plain chant to

Stravinsky, is an all-embracing eclecticism. It has the same implications of

sterility which we feel in the antiquarian critics of the 18th century. Today they

rightly elicit great sympathy and interest, for they represent the beginnings of an

attitude which seems to have become almost universal in the academic world of our time.

Page 182

Besides, Herder constantly rewrote what he had written: the second edition of the

-. Fragmente differs profoundly from the first, and materials are often moved from one

book to another. The exclamatory style, the shifting terminology, the fragmentariness

f the arguments, the constant oscillation and flitting from one topic to another are

extremely irritating and justify Saintsbury's charge of "fearful wooliness," but

they do not justify a neglect of Herder.







Excerpts from: A History of Modern Criticism: 1750-1950 Wellek (4)

Page 197

He has been considered a forerunner of Tame in his stress on milieu. There is in

Herder much about climate (hot, cold, and temperate) landscape, race (nations),

customs, and even political conditiàns such as Athenian democracy in their relations

to literature. One of his prize essays, called tiber die Wirkung der Dichtkunst auf

die Sitten der VIker in alten und neuen Zeiten (1778), is a survey of the history

of literature with stress on its educative and civilizing function. But Herder

rarely analyzes the environmental factors and never brings them into close relation

ship with the actual literature. He constantly argues in a circle: i.e., he

explains a work of literature by history and then utilizes the work to throw light

on history. In the case of Ossian, for instance, since there exist no early docu

ments about ancient Scottish history, Herder derived all the information about Asocial

setting from the poems, and that was extremely vague and baffling. He uses such

criteria as climate and landscape very loosely, and even the racial point of view

amounts to little more than the old contrast between North and South, the Germanic

and the Latin nations. In a paper on Homer and Ossian, Herder tries to derive the

poetic differences between the two from differences in climate and national stock)10
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popper, Karl. P., The poverty of Historicism (Boston: Th" Beacon Press; 957)

p. 3 . . . I man by 'historicism' an approach to the social. sciences which
assumes that historical. prediction is their principal. pim, and which assumes
that this aim is attainable by.discoveriu the 'rhtbms' or the 'patterns', the
'awst "o' the 'trends' that, underlie. the, evolution of history.

p. 5 Although historicism aimists that there are ''y of typical soiAl
iiitions hcse regular ecurrerjce can be observed., it denies that the

regularities. detectable in social life have the character of. the immutable
regularities of the physic&1 world.

p. 31 Historicism stresses the importance of change.

p. 49, Historicism fully recognizes that our wishes and thoughts, our dreams
and our reasoning, our fears and our knowledge, our interests-end our energies, are
all, forces in the d.ev&oprnent of society, It does not teach that nothing.-can be
brought about; it only predicts that neigher your dreams nor what your reason
constructs will, ever be brought about according to plan Only such plans as fit
in with the main current of history-can be effective. -

p. 51 Although it teaches neither inactivity nor real fatalism, historicism
teaches the futility of any attempt to alter impending changes;
a peculiar variety of fatalism, a fatal-sit in regard to the trends of history,
as it were.

p. 106 Indeed., the recent z vogue of h1stor1cism.,miht be r*garde.d as merely
part of the vogue of evolutionism - a philosophy that owes its influence largely to
the somewhat sensational clash between a bv!1't-4ent scientific hypothesis concerning
the history of the various species of aflgracj plants on earth, and an-older
metaphysical theory which, incidentally, happened. tobepart of an established relig
ious belief . . . . .

p. 12R This, we may say, is the central 'mistake of historicism. Its ''Ana
eve1opment turn out to be absolute trends trends which, like laws, do not
depend on initial conditions, and. which carry its irresisttbly in a certain direction
into the future. They are the basis of unconditional prophecies as opposed to
conditional. scientific predictions

r...................................................
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Literary L & Its Public In Late Latin Antiquity and. in the Middle
Ages Erich Auerbach. Translated from the German by Ral-o? oiheim.

r
Boll ingen Series IIV, Panth n Books. 1965.

Erich Auerbach earned a doctort, in law in 1913 a Ph.D degree in
Romance philology in 1921. Prof. at the 'L:3rsity o± Marburg from
192' 1935 whe he ws dismissed by order o the Hazi regime. In
194'7 h came ti J. S. Spent over a year c faculty of Penna. State
ITnivarsity and one at the Insit.me for dvnced Stu in Princoton, -and
joined te faculty of Yale Tnivers1ty in 1950. 'Was St,:rling
Professor of Romance Phi1olo,r at Yalc 1J6. Died, 1957. orm, 1892.

p. 11 In the last few decades influential critics have once Egain been pro-
pounding descriptive or dogratic categories of judgment for which ti-icy
claim absolute validity. Cf zourse, no one hopes any longer to eaual.
the clarity and richness of certcin of the great "prehistoricall' critics who VZX
within tneir own fiZcL8 clasifid the existing genres, defined Their
structure and purpose, and authoritatively pointed out the suprie hteve
ments in each. Nevertheless ther widespread tendency to reject historical
perspectivm tacitly or explicitly; particularly in the field of literary
criticism, this tendency is reoted to a distaste for philology of the
nineteenth-century type, which is looked upon as the embodiment par

r excellence of historicism. Historicism, many believe, results in anti
quarian pedantry, in overest,iqirtjon of biographical detail, in foil ure
-o appreciate a work af 3rt as such, and, by domE away with all categories
on which one 'jht base value judgments, in eecticj. Th,s critics
forget, first of all, that the historicism of Vjo, of Herder and the
Romantics, or of Eegel, though underlying ri1ological specilixatiun, is
not identical with it. It is true that many scholars, including come to
whom we owe a great deal, became so absorbed in specialization that they

p. 12 for2ot the purpose of their efforts; but this cannot be taken as an argu
ment aEainst a philosophical outlook which unfortunately they have Lt.
It is true, too, that preoccupation with biographical details, and abovt
all the endeavor to interpret all literary productions as biographical i
the most literal sense, are exceding1y naive and often absurd. But it
seems to me that this brand of scholarship has been sufficiently attacked
and ridiculed. The simple fact tnt a man's work stems from his exist*nce
and that consequently everything we can find out about his life serves to
interpret the work loses none of its relevance because inexperienced
scholars have th'awn ridiculous inferences from it. The notion, often met
wit' ncadays, that a work shoula be considerca. independently of its
author is justified only in so far as the work often gives a truer, more
integrated picture of its creator than do the sometimes fortuitous anc,

bits of information that we possess concerning his life.







Albright, W. 7., Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (Baltimore: The Johns

Hopkins Press) Fourth Edition, 1956

-




p. 3 We also emphasized the fact that the evolution of historical pattes is

highly complex and. variable; it may move in any direction and. it cannot be detected.

by a priori hypotheses nor can it be explained by any deterministic theory. We

also pointed, out that this organismic nature of history makes unilinear

"historicism" unsuitable as a clue to the complexities of the history of religion.

For this reason ellhausen's Hegelian method was utterly unsuited to become th :.

master-key with which scholars might enter the sanctuary of Israelite religio

and acquire a satisfying understanding of it. That it has been a useful tool

for historical research we do not, of course, deny.

Footnote 8 PSAC 14'9f.; JBL, 1940, pp. 95ff.; Science Philosophy
and Religion A Symposium (New York, 19141), pp. 296ff.

See also 331 Altick, Richard D., Th Art of Literary Research pp. 631+

Jerusalem Bible 1966, p. 7

It should be noted that the literary analysis behind this hypothesis (( the JEDP

theory)) was allied with on evolutionary theory of the religious development of

Israel.
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Welle Rene, A History of Modern Criticism, i75l95O 2. The Romantic
Age (New Haven: Yale University Press) 1955

Wellek - Professor of S'avic and Comparative Literature, Sterling Professor
of Comparative Literature, Yale University

p. 2P2 to Jakob Grimm it seems unthinkable that there should ever have
been a Homer or an author of the Nibelungen. No civilized nation is able
to.produce an epic and has never done so, he says. Epics can only compose
themselves.

p. 27 In most details the general structure of the Griinme has since crumbled.
The reaction against their views has gone far. Much evidence has been acc
ted. to show that a great deal of what they conside-ad folk literature is,' t eo
position of a single author in the Western tradition and not unacquainted. w h
antiquity. The Nibelungen the Ed.d.a even Beowuif, are neither primitive nor
purely Teutonic. The chansons de ste are feouent1y quite late in origin1
traceable even to spec!fic authors and full of the devices and traditions of
artificial poetry. Much that is supposedly folk poetry is rather "gesuxikenes
Kui.turgut, i.e. it has descended socially to the"lower classes' and its
,simplicity anu. naivete are rather a reduction than an origin. One may still,
as Croce does, bject to any bifurcation cf poetry, to any attempt to Teak
up ia-s unity, but the reaction ag1nst the Grimm's point of view has
clearly run its uurse.

25 See Benedetto Croce, Thesia populare e 'poesia d'arte .Bari,1914'6

Granted the exaration of their position, there is much in it that is
basically sonno.. Medieval poetry has ultimate rcots in folk poetry and
folk traditions. S6holars are even coming back t6the view that the
courtly love lyric ias its origins in folk forms. Myth is almost palpably
discernible behind much poetry even of modern times, and the "archetypal

patterns derived from Jung and expounded by Maud Bodkin, do not differ
substantially from what the rimms meant by myth

p. 336 Germany, in the later part of the 19th century, lost its leader- U
ship in literary theory and criticism completely.

r.
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801 Coocepte of Criticism, Rene aellek. Edited sand with an introduction by
458c Stephen C. i\ichols, Jr., New Haven and Longon: Yale University Press, 196.

pp. 9,10 "Far greater and more difficult issues are raised by those w have genuinely embraced
the creed of 'Historicism,' which after a long career in Germany and Italy, after its theo
retical formulations by ilthey, indelbrand, FLckert, Iax eber, £roeltach, 1'.einecke, and
Coce, has finally reached the United States and has been embraced by literary scholas almost
as a new religion. To give a charecteri8tic eecent example, Roy Harvey ?earce, in an
article, 'Historicism Once ore,'(pub. 1958, pa. 4-9l) - strangely enougj1 lauded and
endorsed by 3. C. Ransom - preaches a new historicism and concludes by quoting a poem by
Robert Penn iisrren

warren, hardly an enemy of the New Criticism, is quoted as tne key witness for "Historicism,'
though his fine poem has nothing whatever to do with historicism Pearce's
historicism is a confused mixture of existentialism and historicism, a string of bombastic
assertions about humanity, the possibility of literature, and so on, with the constant
p1eLicel refrain that 'criticism is a form of historical study (p. 68)

See pages 11 - 20

p. 15 Only peripherally, in questions whicri have to do with biography or,
say, the reconstuction of the Elizabethan playhouse, does the literary student have
to rely on documents.

p. 17 The kind of :erod relativism reccL..Lended as a solution by uerbach
is no way out: it would split up the concept of art one poetry into innumerable
fragents.

p. 19 Logic, ethics and, I believe, aesthetics cry aloud against a complete
historicism which, one should emphasize, in men such as Auerbach, is still shored up
by an inherited ideal of humanism and buttressed methodologically by an unconsciously
held conceptual framework of ramaticel, stylistic end stesgeschichtllch categories.
In ouch radical versions as " . . " " t.-,e theory leads to . " " " a paralysis of
criticism, to a surrender of our primary concern for truth . E.rnst Troeltech.

struggled more than any other historian with the problem of historicism and
came to the conclusion that historicism" must be superseded, Cf. "History,
in Hastings' Encyclopedia of Peligion and Ethics, 6(Edinburgn, l9l), 722.

p. 7 'Fifty and sixty years ago the concept of evolution dominated 1iteary history;
/todev, at least. in the beet, it. seems to have disepeared almost completely. Hiatoree of

1/ literature anc of literary genres are bei g written witout any allusions to the problem ant.
)J auperently with no awerenes of it.

n 51 Liarwinian or 3pencerian evolutioniari is false when applied to literature cecauee there
are no fixed genres comparable to biological species which can serve as substrate of

r evolution. There is no 1nevt.ab1e rowth and decay, no txensfonution of one genre into
another, no actual stuggle for life among genres.

p. 5 footnote. "1 now of no history of evolutionism in literature. The treatment of
evolutionaryconcepte In historiography and philosophy in Ernst Troeltsch, Lier Hiatorisnius
und seine Probleme (2ubigen, 1922), is most iilureinstirig etc.

p. 256 f. 'in Europe, ecpecially since the iirst "orld ier, there nas ceen a rev1t. a.inst
the methods of literary study as oracticed in the second half of the nineteenth
agaiet the mere accumulation of unrelated fucts, and against the weole underlying

. on
that literature should be ex1aiied by the methods of the natural sciences, by causlity,
by such external determining forces as are forr:ulated in Thine' a famous slogan of race,

fmilieu, moment, in Europe, this nineteenth-century echolaranip is generally called 'poel-
tuvAem' : a convenient label which is, however, somewhat wisleacing, as by no means all older







page 2 Concenpte of Criticism, R. Wellek

Lacholsrs were positivists in the sense of actually believing in the teachings of Conite

f c(q Spencer. If we analyze the state of scholarship at the beginning of the twentieth
century, we recognize that the reaction since te twenties has been directed against
three or four fairly distinct traits of traditional literary studies. There is, first,

3,34 Jpetty antiquarianisin: "research" into the n]inutest details of the lives and quarrels of
authors, parallel hunting, and source digging - in short, the accumulation of isolated
facts, usually defended on the vague belief that all these bricks will sometime be used
in a great pyramid of learning. It is this characteristic of txaditional scholarship
that has elicited most derisive criticism, but it is in itself, a harmless and even useful

/ human activity which dates back at least as far as the Alexandrian scholars and the med
ieval monks. There will always be pedants and antiquaries; and their services, properly

qifted,
will always be needed. However, a false and pernicious *historicism" is fre

uently connected with this "factualism": the view that no theory or no criteria are
needed in the study of the past and the view that the present age is unworthy of study,
or is inaccessible to study by scholarly methods. Such an exclusive "historicism" has
justified a refusal even to analyse arid criticize literature. It has led to a complete
resignation in face of all aesthetic problems, to extreme skepticism, and hence to an
anarchy of values. Thi alternative to this historical antiirianisn was late nineteenth
century aestheticism: it stresses the individual experience of the work of art, which is,
without doubt, the presupposition of all fruitful literary study, but which in itself can
lead only to complete subjectivism. It cannot bring about such a formulation of a
systematic body of knowledge as will, necessarily, always remain the aim of literary
scholarship. This aim was sought after by nineteenth-century scientism, by the many
attempts to transfer the methods of natural science to the study of literature. This was
the intellecturally most cbherent and respectable movement in nineteenth-century scholarship.
But also here we have to distinguish several motives: one was the attempt to emulate
the general scientific ideals of objectivity, impersonality, and certainty - an attempt,
on the whole supporting pre-scientific factualism. Then there was the effort to imitate
the methods of natural science by a study of causal antecedents an4rigins which, in
practice, justified the tracing of any kind of relationship as long as it was possible
on chronological grounds. Applied more rigidly, scientific causality was used to explain
literary phenomena by determining causes in economic, social, and political conditions.
Other Ekx scholars tried even to inrduce the quantitative methods of sciences statistics,
charts, and graphs. And finally there was a most ambitious group which Made s. large
scale attempt to use biological concepts in the tracing of the eyQ].pf.irr rf literature
Ferdinand Brunetiere and John Addington Symonds conceived of the evolution of genres on
the analogse of biological species. Thus students of literature became scientists, or
rather would-be scientists. As they were late in the field and handled an intractable
material, they were usually bad or second-rate scientists who felt apopogetic about their
subject or only vaguely hopeful about their methods of approach. This is certainly a
somewhat oversimplified characterization of the situation of literary scholarship around
1900; but I dare aay we all recognize its survivals today, in Aierica and elsewhere.

All of this chapter on "The Revolt Against Positivism in Recent European Literary
Scholarship", pp. 26 - 281 should be read.

N.B. the reference on page 264 to "pure antiquarianiani, which, with the method of the
new "bib liography"(textual and "higher critic i mostly of Shakespeare) as practiced
by . w. Greg and Dover Wilson, became very influenctial in recent decades .

r
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page 3 Concepts of Criticism, Rene Wellek

p. 39-6O of the chapter on0Trends of Twentieth Century Criticism "
The New Criticam . . . has, no doubt, reached a point of exhaustion
The historical perspective remais very short. Literary history is neglected.
The reittions to modern linguistics are left unexplored with the result that
the study of st-le, diction, and meter remains often dilettantish.
There seems time for a change.

p. 360 Myth criticism. . . " . whole groups of critics have tried to discover the
original myths of mankind behind

sacrifiew,
literature: the divine father, the

descent into hell, the sacrific¬4)l death of the god, etc . . . . In the U. S.
.- myth criticism can be described as the most successful attempt to replace the

New Criticism. It allows, . . . " the discussion of subject matter, of
folklore, of themes and content that were alighted by the New Critics.
(The Method has its dangers . . . and many of the writings of Wilson Knight

are open to such objections)
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Rena Wellek, A HISTORY OF MODEPJ CRITICI: 1750-1950

Volume 4 The Later Nineteenth Century. Yale University Press 1965
Page 143:

H. N. Posnett's Comparative Literature (1886), the first book in English expressly

devoted to that subject.

the main exponent of an evolutionary literary history in Victorian England was

/ john Addington Symonds, whom we shall discuss in detail later. ;

TT "In Symonds we see naturalism rampant literary history became a branch of biology.
PagëTTr

uHistoricism radiated mainly from Gennany and was felt first in classical philology

and most conspicuously in theology.
2 Its power was strengthened, though its direction

and spirit was changed with the victory of Darwininian evolutionism in the sixties."

Footnote 2 - page 535

'2. Cf. Klaus Dockhorn, Der deutsche Historismus in England, Cottingen, 1950"

Page 297:
Whatever the limitations of Hettner's knowledge and sensibility, his Literatur-

geschichtedes achtzehntenJahrhunderts belongs to the very few great achievements in

literary history during the later 19th century : it seems to me superior to Brañdes'

Main Currents or to Tame's English Literature, though it rius yield to De Sanctis'

great History of Italian Literature.
Page 3T

"In discussing Faust, Scherer tried to cnnstruct an early prose version (a theory

éfut&: later by the discovery of the Urfaust)49...

FootnOtê4:pâe 584

'49. See Aus Goethes Fruhzeit (Strashourg, 1879), esp. p. 99: "Per prosaischë

Faust (l772).

Page 3S2

J

"Ilistoricism,' a term devised by ~_Uerbach
in 1835 for the excess of the historical

sense, is Nietzscbe's particu1r-.target- an is a problem, ch is still with-- us even

in the very different situation of resent-ay American lit. scholarship



Essays in Criticism Vol. XVIII, Jan. 1967. G'fora.




41Article in The Critical Forum on "Dr. Gardner's Daf.ing of the Songs and So;ts'
by A. L. French, La Trobe Tiniversity, Melbourne.

p.118,119

But a brief glance at some known facts abuf- a writer other than Donne will

suggest that poets do not always develop cntinuonsly from the simple to the complex.

Consider what would happen if we tried to date Keats's The Cap ano. Bells without

using external evidence. It would clearly be absurd to assign it to the later mcnths

of 1819, because at tht tine Feats was writing The Fall- of Hyperion and so we

have the etraor.inary spectacle of a man producing a jeu d.'esprit and his most tragic

work simultaneously. No: The Cap and Bells must obviously have been written earlier,

perhaps in the second half of 1°18, before Tom's death and the meeting with Fanfly

Brawne cicuded. the poet's temperament. Yet in point of fact we know that Keats did

write the two poems at the same time - devotjn, according to Charles Armitage Bron,

his mornings to the one and his evenings to the other.
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In William S. Knickerbocker, Fditor Twentieth Century ENGLISH, New York, 1946

Carl F. Strauch "The Crisis in Modern Literature"

"The degradation of man is the now centuries-old and ever depening conviction

that his place in the universe is not so glorious as the Middle Ages had thought;

that the universe has for man neither meaning nor purpose that, indeed, man is an

animal, the natural product of a natural world." (pp. 15 and 16)

"A conflict between supernaturalism and naturalism emerged, a conflict between

man's hopes for a glorious destiny and the scientific probability that, in sad

truth, man's career was as unimportant as the position of the planet he inhabited."

(page 16)

'Again had supernaturalism been attacked. The universe was growing cold. Man

came into life without knowledge, no better than an idiot; and he was born on a

planet that without purpose cut its dreary path through an unimportant segment of a

meaningless universe.

"Darwin pushed the degradation further. Man was no longer to he thought of as

a special creation to crown God's labors: man was, rather, an animal, the natural

product of a natural world. Copernicus, Locke, Darwin - - these among others in the

last four centuries have aided us in arriving at the scientific probability about

man and the universe he lives in. This scientific probability, however true, is

hardly flattering to our self-esteem. How cheerless the view is can be seen in

this passage from the most eloquent English of the early twentieth century:

That Man is the product of causes which had no prevision of the end they
were achieving: that his origin, his growth, his hopes and fears, his loves
and his beliefs, are but the outcome of accidental collocations of atoms; that
no fire, n heroism, no intensity of thought and feeling, can preserve an
individual life beyond the grave; that all the labours of the ages, all the,. -.
devotion, all the inspiration, all the noonday brightness of human genius,
destined to extinction in the vast death of the solar system, and that the
whole temple of Man's achievement must inevitably he buried beneath the d&ris
of a universe in ruins--all these things, if not quite beyond dispute, are yet
so nearly certain, that no philosophy which rejects them can hope to stand.
(Bertrand Russell, ksticLcm and Logic (New York, 1918) pp. 47-48)

"Only the mental life of the mature human being had escaped attack." (p. 17)

-








3. 1

In William S. Knickerbocker, Editor Twentieth Century ENGLISH New York, 1946

Carl F. Strauch "The Crjsis in Modern Literature"

"Tl degradation of man is the now centuries-old and ever depening conviction

that his place in the universe is not so glorious as the Middle Ages had thought;

that the universe has for man neither meaning nor purpose; that, indeed, mart is an

animai, the natural product of a natural world." (pp. 15 and 16)

"A conflict between supernaturalism and naturalism emerged, a conflict between

man's hopes for a glorious destiny and the scientific probability that, in sad

truth, man's career was as unimportant as the position of the planet he inhabited.

(page 16)
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"Again had supernaturalism been attacked. The universe was growing cold. Man

came into life without knowledge, no better than an idiot; and he was born on a

planet that without purpose cut its dreary path through an unimportant segment of a

meaningless universe.

"Darwin pushed the degradation further. Man was no longer to be thought of as

a special creation to crown God's labors; man was, rather, an animal, the natural

product of a natural world. Copernicus, Locke, Darwin - - those among others in the

last four centuries have aided us in arriving at the scientific probability about

man and the universe he lives in. This scientific probability, however true, is

hardly flattering to our self-esteem. How cheerless the view is can be seen in

this passage from the most eloquent English of the early twentieth century:

That Man is the product of causes which had no prevision of the end they
were achieving; that his origin, his growth, his hopes and fears, his loves
and his beliefs, are but the outcome of accidental collocations of atoms; that
no fire, no heroism, no intensity of thought and feeling, can preserve an
individual life beyond the grave; that all the labours of the ages, all the
devotion, all the inspiration, all the noonday brightness of himian genius, are
destined to extinction in the vast death of the solar system, and that the
whole temple of Man's achievement must inevitably be buried beneath the debris
of a universe in ruins--all these things, if not quite beyond dispute, are yet
so nearly certain, that no philosophy which rejects them can hope to stand.
(Bertrand Russell, acisni and Lo 1c (New York, 1918) pp. 47-48)

"Only the mental life of the mature human being had escaped attack." (p. 17)
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In William S. Knickerbocker. Editor Twentieth Century ENGLISH, New York, 1946 (Cont'd)

"Then came Freud, and with his magic wand he transformed the brain into a menagerie

of wild and ferocious beasts. The degradation of man was now complete. Supernaturalism

was dead. The universe was meaningless. Man was an animal. And his brain was the

abiding place of horror and madness. (p. 18)

"It is as though modern writers, turning to those who have revealed the scientific

probability, exclaimed, 'Look! These are the grim results in everyday life of the

civilization we have inherited from you."' (p. 18)

'Hemingway's characters took to lusting and drinking and fighting to escape, in the

round of animal pleasures, a world that would he too horrible to he confronted by a man (

whose vision was not blurred by alcohol. It is that horrible world that in Fu1er's
novels we confront without consolation, without satisfaction, without drink." (p. 19)

"Beyond this dismal point- -enduring a meaningless and savage world--the degradation of

man cannot go.' (p. 20)

'But who has not been aware that since the beginning of this unhappy century the

vigorous, not to say ferocious, enterprise of our civilization has increasingly called

forth a literature of attack and indictment?" (p. 20)
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In William S. Knickerbocker, Editor Twentieth Century ENGLISH New York, 1946 (Cont'd)

"Then came Freud, and with his magic wand he transfoimed the brain into a menagerie

of wild and ferocious beasts. The degradation of man was now complete. Supernaturalism

was dead. The universe was meaningless. Man was an animal. And his brain was the

abiding place of horror and madness." (p. 18)

'It is as though modern writers, turning to those who have revealed the scientific

probability, exclaimed, 'Look! These are the grim results in everyday life of the

civilization we have inherited from you.
I"

(p. 18)

"Hdngway's characters took to lusting and drinking and fighting to escape, in the

round of animal pleasures, a world that would be too horrll1e to be confronted by a man

whose vision was not blurred by alcohol." It is that horrible world that in Fer's
novels we confront without consolation, without satisfaction, without drink,," (p 19)

"Beyond this dismal point--enduring a meaningless and savage world--the degradation of

man cannot go." (p. 20)

"But who has not been aware that since the beginning of this unhappy century the

vigorous, not to say ferocious, enterprise of our civilization has increasingly called

forth a literature of attack and indictment?" (p. 20)

V







801 Literary Criticism A Short History by William K. Wiasatt, Jr. and Cleanth

W7l9e Brooks. New York, 197

(Wimsatt and Brooks are both professors of English at Yale University)

The book has no reference to 'higher criticism" in the Contents or Index
but makes mention of The Historical Method in both.

p. 66 There were strong developments in a kind of antiuariauim which was to
have special import for methods of literary scholarship. At the same time,
a general broadening and deepening of historical interest worked into more
exalted notions about the nature of literature. One early continental
source, though during the romantic period it was not influential,2waa the
New Science of Vico (l72) expounding the patriarchal and monarchic origins
of human thought and institutions.3 Similar trains of ideas appear in 18th
century books on 1oaer,4euch as those in English by Thomas Blackwe11(l73)
and Robert Wood (1769), leading up to Frtedrich Wolf's thesis that the
Homeric epics are put together from a number of smaller p'6ma handed down
by oral recitation. From the time of Herder on, the appreciation of various
fèlk and Gothic literatures and the comparative study of ancient, eastern,

6
and modern foreign literatures (the criticism of literature by age and race)
were strongly established, . . .

p. 532 The notion of a rigorously historical study of literature had, it is
true, a long neo-classic and classic ancestry. Yet this kind of study flour
ished during the 19th century as never before. It will be sufficient for
present aims mereIto allude to the union of Bentleian and Iolffian classical
philology with Sctiptural hermeneutics under the leadership of Wilhelm von
Humboldt and Schleiermacher, the further transfer t of these methodsII
to modern literature in thea Encyk1opad und Jdethodolo&ie der Philologiachen
Wiaaenachaften of August Bt,ckh, the Indo-Germanic philological and folklore
triumphs of the brothers Grimm, and somewhat later in France the resuscitation
of the epic cycles and romances by such French scholars as Leon Gautier and
Gaston de Paris.

p. 4o Near the end of a long career as translator and popularizer of classical
epic and as custodian of native balladry, Andrew bang wrote a book on the
vexed question about the authenticity of the Border Minstrelsy which Sir
Walter Scott had assembled from such authorities as Mrs. Brown of Falkland
and James Hogg the Ettr.ick Shepherd. And what of Sir Walter's own role as a
ballad maker?Of'One thing Lang was sure.

If itjAuld aitlandJ is a bad ballad,auoh as many people
could compose, then it was not by Sir Walter.3

In short, authorship guaranteed quality, and by a legitimate manipulation
of the hypothetical syllogism implied, quality was at least a necessary con
dition for the imputation of authorship. So far as this was a focus on the
literary work itself, rather than on external types of information about it,
the argument might find its classical analogues. "I wouldn't believe Cicero
had written this way," said Bentley, "even it Cicero himself should swear
he had."4 Cicero might have dreamed he had written that way, or he might
simply not have remembered not having done so. So far as the emphasis is on
the means of establishing who wrote something, the preference iiven case
for internal over external evidence is neither peculiarly classical nor
peculiarly post-romantic.S

Of. Thomas insistence on the internal and aesthetic evidence
against the authenticity of the Rowley poems (An Enquiry into the Authenticity
of the Poems Attributed to Thomas owley London, 1782, p. 90).
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p. 4o But it will be noticed that Bentley's statement is a greater hyperbole; It
contemplates the extreme of discountenancing the very testimony of the author
himself about his own writing. The basic supposition on which Lang and his
generation were working was the opposite. Clear, irrefutable external testi
mony- that Sir Walter was the author of a ballad would have elicited from Lang
the admission that it was a good ballad. Criticism would be merely the
finding of praise in support of the poetic value necessarily entailed by
authenticity.

p. 541 A sceptical attitude toward scholarship became fashionable in England early
542 in the 20th century and discouraged all but the less reflective kinds of anti-

quarianism and the whimsical essay in the 'art of praise.' Within the field
of critical writing in English, it has remained indeed for American scholar
ship during the 20th century to carry some of the anti-critical trends which
we are about to describe to their most systematic extremes.

In America during even the first decades of the 20th century, acadeiic
literary criticism was less warmly colored by romantic personaliem and the
art of praising. Although a Bliss Perry, a William Lyon Phelps, and later a.
Henry Seidel Oanby did appear and flourish, American literary study was much
more inclined than the British to borrow rigors from the methods of German
philology and in general to undertake a respectful emulation of feats being
performed in the laboratories of physical science. The literary scientist
tried to set up the rules of his experimental procedure with sober and neutral

(precision. Consider, for instance, Professor L. A. Sherman of the University
of Nebraska. In a series of notes appearing in the periodical Science during
1889, he read th.tonclusione about the average number of words per sentence
used by a given author should not be based on a sampling of fewer than many
thousands of sentences. Inspired by this conception, he counted the number
of words per sentence for all five volumes of iacaula'e History of England
and demonstrated a "consistent numerical . " . average,' of 25.43 words per
sentence.

Here,then, in this 23.43 was the resultnt of the forces which
had made 1acaula'e literary character.

In 1876 the Johns Hopkins University had been founded expressly for the pur
pose of introducing upon the American scene the graduate seminar on the

German model. In 1885 was organized the Modern Language Association of America,
which in 1927 voted to change the original definition of its purpose, "the study
of modern languages and literature," to a phrasing more consonant with what had
long before become its actually dominant purpose, the 'advancement of research
in the modern languages and literatures.' (It was only in 195 that the members
of the Association voted to add to their consitiktional statement of purpose
the word "criticism.") A new era of American literary studies was carried in
triumphantly by a massive conflux of motives which might be named separately
as (1) respect for German philology, (2) a native American desire for facts and
scientific precision, (5) . .

p. 45 . . . . . the romantic German stress on
origins

and the evaluation of
literature as national or racial physiognomy.

p. 5144 But the course of literary scholarship during the past twenty-five years both
in America and in England has been remarkable for the variety and mixture of
its historical and historico-critical drives. One of the most complicated
contributions during this period from the historical side has been an American
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..p 544 version of Geistes.&eachichte,7 the new school of the History of ideas, initiated

by Professor A. 0. Loveoy and represented in his numerous essays in the Journal of
the History of Ideas wIijck e founded ãa 1940.

(Footnote 7 Wellek, loc. cit. 4.e. "Literary Scholarship," in American
Scholarship in the Twentieth Century, ed. Merle Cutri, Harvard Uiiversity
Press, 1953, u) p. 119 points out that the form of GeieteBgeschichte
cultivated in Germany during recent decades was a reaction against positivis
tic philology. Among the few direct echoes of that movement in America was

V the hostile Academic Illusions 1933, by Martin Schutze)

p. 548 There is a passage in the Practical Criticism of I. A. Richards in which he argues
that the date when a poem was written "cannot by itself settle its genuineness,
in the sense of its sincerity." But it is good "presumptive evidence." A poet
way well enough "write an entirely sincere poem in the u.aner of a different age,
but on the whole the probability is strongly against it."-'

(Footnote 5 Practica.1 Criticism (New York; 1935), p. 77. "it is im
possible," writes Victoria Sackville West,"to imagine, even after allowing
for changes of diction, a Gray's 'Elegy,' or an 'Ode on Intimations of
Immortality,' still less a 'Prelude,' or a 'Paradise Lost,' as the product
of the twentieth century . . " . I do not believe that even a great poet,
were one to arise, could or would move upon the place or breathe the air
of Milton and Wordsworth. This is simply another way of saying that
sublimity has gone out of fashion" (Tendencies of Modern English Poetry,
quoted by H. W. Garrod, Poetry and the Criticism of Life, Cambridge, Mass.,
1931, p. 13).

Epilogue
p. 731 The past fifteen years on the critical front have seen several new, or newish,

large claims making headway . . . . The most academic of the new claims, the
most professional, the most scholarly, is that relatively new kind of graduate
school study that seeks to substitute for the poem, not the author, as in former
more romantic phases of historicism, but precisely and deliberately the audience
for which the author may in any sense be proved to have written the poem. If we

V look back to the mid-18th century and the first clear start of the modern histor
ical method in such documents as Thomas Warton's Observations on the Faerie Queens,
Bishop Hurd's Letters , Chivalry and Romance or even Salue1 Johnson's Preface
to Shakespeare we note that their sympathy for the Gothic or the Elizabethan
aitat** somewhat between a plea for tolerance of antique authors, . , ., and a

plea for appreciation of the inspirational opportunities afforded by those very
ages. but the decisive concept .1 for the time was personal "genius." That is,
criticism was on the side of Shakespeare in site of his handicaps. In the 19th
century, there were nationalism, folkborism, and cultural determinism, the race,
milieu, and moment of Tame's Histçjy But literary studies still tended to marshal
such interests rather squarely behind the author. That is, they were important
because they showed the mind of the author, what made him write the way he did.
" . . . Despite the somewhat contrary cultural massiveness of Courthope's History
of English Poetry, it is mainly right to say that English and American literary
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research . . . " continued until fairly recent years to be a pursuit of the author,
p. 72 his whole history, both internal and external, and his habitat. It requtree per

haps only a tilt of the mirror to turn the habitat into the author's audience. .
but to shift the accent of value in academic research " " " was yet another step,

/
and it has been a fairly recent one. Until recently it was the normal aim of
academic research to be able to announce: "And thus we prove what the author was
trying to say," "thus we prove his learning and accuracy," "thus we prove his
sincerity," or "thus we prove his deep feeling." But the new mode, one which is
more comprehensive and difficult, end has yet advanced' so little as to have perhaps
a large and dngeious future, seems to entertain the aim of announcingt

" And thus
we prove that the author's poem was addressed to the audience of his day, or to
the real audience, or to the audience that mattered." "Thus he knew what he was doing,
and thus he was a good author."

p. 733 Here we have the most imposing of the several recent critical trends. Surely
/ the hugest cloudy symbol, the most threatening, of our last ten or fifteen years

in criticism is the principle of criticism by myth and ritual origins.

p. 73)4 The three main .c.nt.criticiern which we have just sketched - that toward
the audience, that toward 4roas structure, and that toward myth - have in common
a horizontal or folkways alignment (in contrast, for instance, to the vertical and
aristocratic alignment of the neoclassic formalism). All three show to some degree
the didactic and evangelizing interest which was prepared in the 19th-century
socio-real tradition.

r

r
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WELLEK, RENE, Confrontations studies in the intellectual and litarary- relations
between Germany, England, and the United States during the nineteenth century
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, N. J. ) 1965

p. 98 "National physiognomy" is a term used by Herder - the great preacher of literary

45
nationalism - who elaborates on the spirit of an age and an epoch. Nationalism

in literary history had been faint and scarcely self-conscious in England, but it began

to be voiced strongly at the beginning of the nineteenth century, largely in the context

of folk-poetry. But Soutbey, for instance, objected strongly to Pope's and Thomas

Gray's scheme for a history of English literature because they ignored the fact that

the English have a "costume and character of their own." He speaks of the "home

growth" of English verse and calls English literature "coloured by the national character,
I6

as wine of different soils has its raciness." Carlyle, in the passage quoted, for

mulates this ideal of literary history more clearly and more fully than anyone before him

in England. This conception for a long time determined the ideals of literary history,

in England and elsewhere: it permeates the books of Henry Morley, which tell the history

of English literature as a story of national ethicE And even W. J. Cou.rthope's

1iistor.f gl*h (lU9-l9lO), though very un-Carlylean in its critical views,
99

is governed by the idea of a history of literature as that of the national / mind,

which he conceives as most clearly expressed in its political ideas and institutions.

There is here no occasion to discuss the obvious dangers of these conceptions of

literary history: their stress on nationalism to the exclusion of the common tradition

of Western European literature, or the preoccupation with the ideological implications

of literature to the exclusion of its artistic function and development. Carlyle only

formulated an ideal program which he cannot be said to have attempted to carry out himself

on any scale.

44 Schlegel, op, cit, p. xviii.

1/ 1 "Nationalphysiognomie" in Herder, Werke op cit., MIII, 365; cf. XIX, l!8,"
(I "Nationalseele," e.g. III, 30. See Lempi1I,Tc. cit.
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p. 137 In every way, Dc Quincey's view of Greek religion was unhistorical, as it

denied a continuity between religions and the universality of the religious experience.

His views on other questions of classical philology were equally anti-romantic, e. g.
138

his attack on the Wolfian / theory of the collective authorship of the Homeric epics.

There he again depended on ammunition from German scholars: from Vose, Ilgen, and

especially Nitzsch.85

85 "Homer and the Homercida&' in Macson, VI, 7-95. Most of the arguments
seem to come from Gregor Wilhelm Nitzsch's (1790-1861) contributions to the
Ailgemeine Ecyclopadedie (see Macson, VI, 16). De Quincey knew also Karl flgen's
edition of the Homeric ins (ibid., VI, 30-32). Some account of these scholars
is in J. E. Sandys, History of Classical Scholarship (Cambridge, 1908), III, 63
6I, 105, etc.

We still have left untouched De Quincey's ideas on social evolution in relation to

literature and the necessary passage from a poetry of passion to a literature of manners.

Its derivation is very different from the passage on Christian versus Classical poetry.

De Quincey's interpretation of the Classical-Christian contrast associates him with

conservation, Christian Romanticism, though some of the anti-Classical arguments seem

strongly tinctured by rationalism. His scheme of social evolution is, however, merely

an echo of eighteenth-century speculations on the development of society and literature.

The idea that poetry developed from an age in which it expressed elemental passions to

an age in which it reflected society and manners is one of the hoariest commonplaces of

eighteenth-century criticism. It is part and parcel of the viewpoint which we are

accustomed to label primitivism.

p. 142 What has been called the 'torganology" of German Romanticism has distinct

features which set it off from eighteenth-century ideas of development: its concept of

evolution is very different from that of the eighteenth century, or that of

positivistic sociology. It is not a complex of complications of psychological

processes, but the evolution of individualities and individual totalities which have a
99

single center, the Volksgeist
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p. 142 Footnote 99.
For German historiography, ideas of development, etc., cf. E. Rothacker,

Einleitung in die Geistewissenechaften (Tubingen, 1920); E. Troeltsch,
Det Historiiniiund seine Probleme_(Thbingen, 1922); and F. Meinecke, Die

stehung des HItoiimiis2 vole (Munich, 1936). Since, see my essai'TThe
Concept of 1ution in Literary History" in Concepts of Criticism (New Haven,
1963) first published in 1956; and J. Kamerbeek, "Legatim Velleianum" in
Creative Wedijver (Amsterdam, 1962).

In De Quincey no use is made of these ideas, and whenever he encounters some of their
p. 1)43

implications, such as the interpretation/of the Homeric epics in Wolfian terms, he

rejects them violently. To call any and all interpretation of literature in connection

with social development "organic" is a blurring of distinctions which does not serve any

good purpose. Nor is the "organic" conception particularly modern and scientific.




100
Its lineal descendant, the German Geistesgeschichte is open to very grave objections.

Footnote 100. Cf. my "Parallelism between Literature and the Fine Arts"
in English Institute Annual 1941 (New York, 1942) pp. 29-63.

De Quincey shows precisely no grasp of organic unity as we get it in Coleridge and, for

a certain time, in Carlyle. He is rather echoing schematic, rationalistic formulas of

the universal history as it was constructed in the eighteenth century.

p. 153 Footnote 1.
Since this paper was written, Henry A. Pochniann, in his German 6ulture in

America (Madison, Wis., 19S7), has accumulated much new matiiaT7and StanTy
w gel, in German Literary Influences on the American Transcendentalists(New
Haven, 1955),-h--as-touched on the problem in a wider-con




text.

p. 155 An actual motive for the study of German thought was supplied only the the New

England theologians,who became interested in German Biblical scholarship long before

the earliest migrations of American students to German universities after the end of the

Napoleonic wars. As early as 1806, the Reverend Joseph Stevens Buckniinster, later pastor

of the Brattle Street Church at Cambridge, brought a library of some three thousand

German books from Europe and started to lecture on Biblical criticism at Harvard College.

Buchmiter died young and apparently left few traces of his interests. 6

6 The Dictionary of American Biography
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p. 155 (cont'd) But Noses Stuart, Professor of Sacred Literature at Andover Theo

logical Seminary, must have been a far more influential figure. In 1812 he encouraged hi

young friend Edward Everett to translate Herder's Letters on Theology; and in 1814, when

Everett went on a trip to New York, Stuart asked him to buy German books. He wanted him

especially to get a "copy of Kant's philosophy," whatever that may mean, ihich "would

be a great curiosity." He used RosenmuUer and de Wette in his classroom and in

1822 translated from the Latin a book called The Elements of Interpretation by the

by the German J. A. Erriesti. In 1825 he underwent investigation for his views by

the trustees of his college. The Committee reported that tithe unrestrained cultivation

of German studies has evidently tended to chill the ardor of piety, to impair belief

in the fundamentals of revealed religion, and even to induce for the time, an approach

to universal skepticism."
8

But Stuart continued with his work, and as late as 1841 sent

a spirited defense of German Biblical scholarship to the Christian Review. The work

done by other figures, such as Dr. Convers Francis and James Walker, both students of

German theology, still needs exploring.

Footnote 7. 0. W. Long, Literary Pioneers (Cambridge, 1935: hereinafter
"Long"), 237, note 6

Footnote 8. Daniel Day Williams, The Andover Liberals (New York, l9tl),p.l7

p. 157 Thus, Clergymen who studied German Biblical scholarship and Kant appear to have i

made the first contact with modern German thought.

The role of the American students who returned from Germany has been, it seems to

me, extremely overrated, at least for our question. Edward Everett, who was to procure

that copy of Kant's philosophy for Noses Stuart, studied classical philology in Gottingen.
p. 158

Everett was President of Harvard from 1846 to 18).9, but no interest / in German phil

osophy is recorded in his life except an abortive plan to give an address on "the in

fluence of German thought on the contemporary literature of England and Am" in

1837.11




Footnote 11. 0. W. Long, Literary Pioneers (Cambridge, 1935), p 75
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p. 170 George Ripley and Theodore Parker present a striking contrast to Alcott in

their attitude toward German philosophy. Both were Unitarian clergymen who found

in German thought additional support for their liberal religious convictions. Ripley

was the more timid and also the more orthodox of the two. His early writings praise

Herder and Schleiermacher
8

"the greatest thinker who ever undertook to fathom the

philospohy of religion" 39. and his own thought seems to agree in every way with this

professed sympathy.

Footnote 38 Review of James Marsh's translation of Herder's Spirit of
Hebrew Poetry in the ChristMn Examiner, XVII (1835), 167-2217; It-Herder's
Theological Opinions and Services," ibid., XIX (1835), 172-20t; and
"Schleiermacher as a Theologian," ibid., XX (1836), i-.1.6. Also Ripley's

"Betters to a Theological Student" (written in December 1836) in the Dial
1-(1840), recommends Herder highly (1.187).

p. 172 Theodore Parker was both a bolder mind and man and a greater scholar than

Ripley; but in our context he is nearest to Ripley, though he drifted further from the

moorings of the church. Parker early studied German Biblical criticism and theology

and translated a two-volume Introduction to the New Testament by de Wette, a liberal

German theologian who was a follower of Fries and thus remotely of Kant. Parker's

leariaing in German scholarship, theological, historical and literary, was really Im

possing, though the long strings of indiscriminately jumbled names in an article in defense

of the German literature in the Dial
46

arouse some suspicions whether his knowledge, at

least at that time, was always so thorough and firsthand as it seems. In this long and

able article, whicIs ostensibly a review of Menzel's History of German Literature little

is said of German philosophy, though Parker calls Menzel's views on Kant "exceedingly un-
p.l73 47

just" and recognizes the political /bias of his attacks on Heggl.

46 Dial I (i8ti), 315-39. Reprinted in Parker's Critical and Miscellaneous
Writings second edition (New York, i86t), pp. 28-60

p. 173 The next year, 1843, Parker went to Germany, called on de Wette in Basel and

other theologians, and heard Werder, a He.1ian, lecture on logic in Berlin. The
r (J

performance seemed to him merely ridiculous, as did Schelling, whom he heard lecture on
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p. 173 (cont'd) the philosophy of revelation.48 After his return, Parker became

immersed in German theology, jurisprudence, ecclesiastical history, and later, of course, 1

the cause of abolitionism. He thus never returned to German philosophy proper. But

in the fine confessions of faith which he wrote to his parishioners from Santa Cruz

when on his last voyage to Italy in 1859, he confessed his debt to Kant, "one of the

profoundest thinkers in the world, though one of the worst writers, even of Germany."

Footnote 148. H. S. Conunager, Theodore Parker (Boston, 1936), pp/ 9-96









Abandoned Theori°s 3.2 11,e?

Aibright, W. F., .Archapo1.or Historical Analog-T. ard early Biblical Tradition(Louisian
state University Press: Baton Rouge) 1966

'. 7 F' a long time, and often with little logical or PxperiTnentPl basis, the theory

o evoli.i.ticr was developed simply by drawing analogies through homology. In the lEte

1920's and early 1930's Russian scientists believed that they had discovered a new

kind of radiation originating in cell division, which they termed "ndtogenetic radiation"
. 8

An international congress was held on the subject in 1935,/but now the theory has been

abandoned by all except possibly a few intractable East =near. scientists. The reason

is simple: the theory was develoood on the analogy of the rission of ohysical atoms and

molecules, and never had ay experimental basis. Earlier, in the world of physics,

"N-rays" had been similarly imagined on tF analogy of light. Prosper-Rene Blondlot of

of University of Nancy claimed that he had discovered radiation to which glass was opoque

and which essed through substancs opaque to light. He further claimed that the diI'fis±on c

of these "N-rays" was :overned by the same laws tht govern the diffusion of light. His

rhl views were rapidly gaining accet'tance when the famous American optical physicist Robert

illians ood, who was present at oe of Blondlot 's experiments, removed t ins. The

experiment proceeded unaffected and produced the same results. That was the end of N-rays --

the analogy had provedworthless.



n Introuction to the Stu of the New Testament. H. MeNeile. 2nu. ad.
rev, by C. . C. illas. Oxford, l53

p. It may .iot b going too far to apply to Form-critical views

mu.tatis mutandis what John Drinkwater1 wrote about out ballads:

e n..d have inothin to do with the- fantstic notion th't
theyth balladsj were by som. unexplaine procs5 communal pro
ductions. A poem must be written by a poet and that is all there is
about it. These poems, surviving as th'y did from generation to
genraion by oral tradition alone, doubtless under-went many
modifications in t}'. process, but that has nothing to do with the
uestion, which with rational people cannot be a question at all.

ng11sh Poetry, p. 78



3.26.2Ballads

q
See 4G rard, Albert, Preface to World Literature l94O-57
2 . . . The lausI legend. and the William Tell saga had survived

humbly until the end. of the eighteenth century. But it would be a
mockery to assert that they automatically assumed definite shape,
that they got themselves written down.' somehow, by scribes known
as Goethe and Sculler."

See 3.12 Encyclopedia Arnerjctnna 1966 ed. "Homers

See 3.14.1 Chadwick, The Growth of Literature Vol I p. 133, 179
Historical character of events previously cnnsidered mythological

)



. :

Communal theory of origin of ballad today discredited

"The communal theory, most thorouily developed by F. B. Gummer.

held that the ballad was ol ("pre-epic"), that it was closely associated with

dance and ritual, and that it was composed by improvisation by a dancing,

singingthrong, inspired by events in their common experience. George L.

!ittrede later modified. this theory by the addition of the idea that the impor

vised ballad ws made under the guidance of a leader who "xeis4eed control over,
1

and gave direction to, the efforts of the "dancing Today the communal

theory is generally discredited. We know that the ballad is not primitive; that,

being narrative, it had little to do with dance; and that its complicated dramatic

structure could never have been arrived at by improvisation.

"Many scholars before and after Guininer. have demonstrated that the ballad is

the product of individual composers. (Collier's uçycLopedia 1963; Vol.111,

p. 492~

r
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"allaci" Encyclopedia Bri tonii
by G:-r,. Gregory Smith, Prof. of English Literature, Queen's University,
Belfast, N. Ire-, 1909-30. Author of Scottish Literature Character and
Influences

Was not ti]j the beg. of 19th 0. that the foundation of stuy of ballads was
truly laid in Great Britain.
Question of Authorship

1. Ballads were transmitted. orally
2. Are all annonymous
3. In diction and metre they are separate from all traditional. literary

expressions.
4 Analogthes in foreign literature point to some ancient genre to

which tests of literary origin do not apply.

Percy, RItson, Scott and. all the o1lectors and editors were of opinion that
the ballads were work of ministrels and. were derived from earlier and more
"literary" work. Abridgements of the ancient metrical romances, narrated
in a smoother stanza and more modern language.

In 1800 in Germany, A. W. Schlegei. held that ballads were not made for
the people, but "in a certain manner... by the people as a whole". The
brothers Grimm advanced the generalization, with no hint of evidence,
that early 'olk in its communal strength actually assumes the function of
poet.

Prof. Child's Theory nefer surrendered the individualist and literary
position. Was of a communal nature. Th. most whole-hefted supported of
the communal theory has been Prof. L B. Gumnere who UNQs the ballad
as evidence of a co-operative folk-intelligence, first expressing itself
in dance and choral song. Andrew Lang sought to strengthen this view.
Prof. Kittredge restates the communal arguments. He allows an initial
creation by an individual author but holds that "the processes of oral
tradition amount to a second act of composition" - "a collective composi
tion" - 'of an inextricably complicated character" which is not to be
identified with the corruption by scribes and editors of a classical text.
He clained that the composition is not a solitary act but oral improvi
sation before an audience "in close emotional contact" He describes "the
supposedly inconceivable phenomenon of a unanious throng composing poetry
with one voice" and. so passed Child's theory.

In 195 U. J. Courthope protested against the "vague ideal' that "as the
ballad is before all things popular in its character, it was evolved in
some mysterious manner out of the genius and traditions of the people
themselves." His view was endorsed by T. P. Henderson who concluded that
"the lyric-epic did not originate amongst what is usually termed the folk"
but was the concern of high-born folk and in its later history is a tale
of decadence with the commn people. Prof. 0. Gregory Smith calls it
"part of the literary debris of the middle ages". Recent opinion is more
and more inclined to Zol1o this opinion and to oppose the claims of the
folklorists.

The latest attack on tie positions held by Profs. Gummere and ittredge
was made in 1921 by Prof. Louise Pound

Communal Verses Individual Authorship. Theory f communal origin fails...
In Scotland ani J)enamrk the ballads were the ccern of "upper classes".
The recital pf pieces in the Complaynt of Scotlande excludes all sugges-
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J .2(
Origin of Ballads

Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol III (19b5)

During the early part of the 20th century there took place a fierce scholarly debate,

now only of historical interest, on the origin of ballads. The case for a coimimual

origin o ballad poetry, championed by Cimriere, was based on the assumption that
produce

ballads represent that variety o- spontaneously created poetry that a throng mi.ght/

in co-operative dance and ritual observance. His ideas were compoiided oF too marrow
an interpretation of German romantic

asservations . . . together with tbe application

ofthe evolutionary principle to literature with the ballad regarded as the primal

protoplasm. There were many attacks on the cou!mumlists, the most direct being that
and

by Louise Pound in her Poetic Origins-6f the Ballad(1921)

NOTE: This hook by r. Louise Pound (Pii.T)) was republished in 1962

by Russell and ussell, New York.
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can he recognized. Cornparion of a traditional vCriun o Rid- 'ii t e ;;tun uc vowt '; - .
dies \\ic1v Expounded (no. 1 C in the Child collection, taken the hailitd regarded : the primal prot(J)ianl. There \V(" r

-a down from recitation by William Motherwell car1' in the I I)j h cen- attacks n the inrnundist, the most direct being hat by Iubu ,- ç r




. turv with the 1 7th-century broadside copy in the collection made Pound in her Poetic Origins and the Bulled (1921 . '1h "luIIu j.ufl- "h
b' Samuel Pepys "Child no 1 A reveals the false notes of sup- war" proved of value primarily because of its by-products: choi,
posed elegance and rectitude that the broadside poetaster is re- ars came to understand ballad style and language better, they per- E-t I'

Ar
sponsible for. The bathos of phrasing, the latinate vocabulary, the ceived differences in narrative structure, they documented such Q"
abstract terms, the moralizing conclusion, the intrusion of the stylistic devices as 'incremental repetition' and they examined all Ed.

a




"maker" into the song, all these are marks of an alien influence on the external historical evidence available. A balanced position I)




traditional verse. between the communalists and the individualists is that taken by Ow he
The widespread story of a revenant coming on horseback to G. H. Gerould. summed up by the phrase 'communal re-creation," '

seize and carry off his grieving love in a wild ride to his grave by which is stressed the shaping effect of oral transmission. and the envoy:
exists in English in a broadside form under the title "The Suffolk Other major concerns of scholars include cataloguing and classi- ' Prince
Miracle." Since it was such a fine ballad in other European fying of the materials collected and the preparation of biblio- Ou cli

Qua C
tongues, Child included it in his collection in spite of thinking graphic aids for further study; study of individual ballads and
that it might "be classed with the vulgar prodigies printed for their changes through time; analysis of international connections
hawkers to sell and for Mopsa and Dorcas to buy." This ballad and the dissemination of ballads. But ballads are not of interest The ballade had its
has since Child's time been collected from tradition in variants only to the scholar; since the 1930s the general public has been veloped toward its

markedly superior to the earlier known broadside. 'Whether the receptive to a growing avalanche of recorded ballad music thbt to reach its most e

oral texts are derived ultimately from the broadside printings of bespeaks a 20th-century ballad revival. Discographies (lists of and 15th centuries

the 17th century is hard to say; Phillips Barry thought that the recordings) appear in most modern editions of ballads. The it flourished and I

Scotch-Irish oral tradition of this ballad was independent of the new and wide interest in ballads raises new questions of classifi- cent Ballades occas
broadside and doubtless older. "The Suffolk Miracle' demon- cation and judgment of performance and of the song performed- shorter line), Eust,
strates the relations of broadside printing and a tradition of song the authentic as opposed to the commercialized folk song, purism the number of line,

orally transmitted. Printing has crossed oral tradition, and prob- as opposed to eclecticism. Charles d'Orléans I
five-syllable lines).

ably few ballads are free of this helpful crutch to memory and the Sec FOLK DANCE: FOLKLORE: FOLK Music; see also Index ref- Pisan and Henri I
editing and "improving" that printing has usually entailed. The erences under Ballad in the Index volume, doubted master of




tale of "The Suffolk Miracle" was turned by Gottfried August BIBLIOGRAPHY.-Works mentioned above and the following: Gen- Marot, Mme. Ant
Burger (q.v.) into the famous literary ballad "Lenore," thus illus- eral Collections: Helen Child Sargent and G. L. Kittredge (eds.), Vincent \'oiture a

C" trating the other contact between the popular ballad and literature. English and Scottish Popular Ballads (1904, an abridgement of Child's
5 vol.) ; Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch (ed.), The Oxford Book of Ballads attacked by Moliè

At the. end of the 18th century men of letters developed a great (1910) ; MacEdward Leach (ed.), The Ballad Book (1955) ; Albert B. disfavour. It was
interest in folk song. The term "ballad revival" is used to describe Friedman (ed.), The Viking Book of Folk Ballads (1956). Bihlio- Banville, whose Tr
this interest, which ranged in time from Percy to Scott. The liter- graphic Aids: Tristram P. Coffin, The British Traditional Ballad in imitators.
ary ballad became a fashion with the romantic school in Germany North America (1950) ; G. Malcolm Laws, Native American Balladry In no other lan
and Great Britain particularly. The language of the common man, (1950) ; M. Dean-Smith, A Guide to English Folk-Song Collections,

1822-1952 (1954). Descriptive handbooks: F. B. Gummere, The Popu- form found favour.
the narratives of wonder and superstition, the four-lined stanza, lar Ballad (1907, 1959) ; G. H. Gerould, The Ballad of Tradition were written, with
these became hallmarks of a poetic tradition that Herder, Goethe, (1932) ; Evelyn K. Wells, The Ballad Tree (1950) ; M. J. C. Hodgart, by English poets, i
Scott, Coleridge, Keats and others derived from the ballads. The Ballads (1950) ; MacEdward Leach and Tristram P. Coffin (eds.), surviving ba1des,The Study of Ballads.-The main activity in ballad study The Critics and the Ballad (1961). Music: Cecil J. Sharp, English




Folk-Song: Some Conclusions (1907) ; Samuel P. Bavard. "Prole- gate. After the
sin-cc the beginning of the 19th century has been collecting and gomena to a Study of the Principal Melodic Families of British-Amer- written in English
editing. Collecting may be a separate task, as in field collecting jean Folk Song," Journal of American Folklore, 63:1-44 (1950). In- were reintroduced
(often with phonograph or tape recorder). The fruits of such ternational Connections: W. j. Entwistle, European Balladry (1939); Lvric,e of Old Fl-at
collecting increase the holdings of such repositories as the Folk Archer Ta7'lor, 'Edward' and 'Sven i Rosengard' (1931) ; Holger 0.

Nygard, The Ballad of 'licer Halewijn' (1958). Histories of Ballad vive the haliacle in
Song archive of the Library of Congress, the libraries of the British Scholarship: S. B. Hestvedt, Ballad Books and Ballad Men (1930); Prodigals" (5876)
Broadcasting corporation and of Cecil Sharp house in London, Erik Dal, Nordisk Folkeviseforskning siden 1800 (1956) ; D. K. Wilgus, Swinburne and Ro

0 Das Deutsche Volksliedsarchiv in Freihurg, and Dansk Folke- Anglo-American Folksong Scholars/tip since 1898 (1959) ; Albert B. Villon: and by Ed
mindesamling in Copenhagen, to name only a few. The editor is Friedman. The Ballad Revival (1961). (H. 0. N.) time ballades were
also a collector, however; Grundtvig and Child thoughtèof them- BALLADE, a fixed form of verse best exemplified in were even more pselves primarily as collectors, although the first great analytical French literature, allowing considerable variation within pre- Brander Matthew.
contributions are also found in their editions. Collections are made cite limits and capable of great complication (ballade laie; bat- 20th century G. K
in libraries as well as in the field. There have been three main lade triple; ballade balladant; ballade équivoquc, retrograde et See G. Lote, Just
phases in this era of collection. The first extends to the mid-19th ktonine). Basically it consists of three stanzas and an envoy,
century. It is characterized by the gentleman amateur preserving the final lines of each stanza and of the envoy being identical BALLAD OP
"reliques of antiquity" for a "polished age," atoning for rudeness (the refrain). The whole poem is constructed on three or four where it originate
of style and taking liberties with the text. 'The second period is rhymes, masculine and feminine mixed, for preference, recurring in the nature of
the age of emergence of scrupulous editing and scientific scholar- in the same order in each stanza, the rhymes of the second part of mainly confined to
ship; it is dominated by the work of Grundtvig and Child. In the stanza being repeated in the envoy. These rules, gradually dialogue, was base
this period the significance of the variant is recognized. Cs'- evolved from Guillaume (die Machaut (c. 1300-1377) onward, are to which new word
third era results from Sharp's insistence on the music as of eOU'd't out in Jean Molinet's Art ci Science tie R/utthrique (printed in ' O'0m the works of

- irsiportance with the text. There has been a comparable c111 i4')3 , where it is further laid down that the length of the stanza )' of the earliest
-iCy development in other lands, although the Anglo-American. is determined by the number of syllables in tile refrain An eight- t satire on content

hl1sd srp mflrp se1ye'iifyl' edited soil pry- syllable refrain, for example, requires eight-line stanzas: thus a i)Y John Gas', sviti
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BALLADE

commercial presses almost from the time of the earliest printers. Origin of ballads. The case for a communal origin of ballad poetry,
---- From the 16th to the 19th centuries there is a horde of such championed by Gummere, was based on the assumption that ba1

ephemeral verse much of it of interest only to the historian and lads represent that variety of spontaneously created poetry that a
student of popular taste. The printing of traditional ballads on throng might produce in co-operative dance and ritual observance.
such broadsides preserved copies of songs or variants of songs that His ideas were compounded of too narrow on interpretation of
might otherwise have been lost. The poetasters on occasion re- German romantic asseverations like Uhiand's die l'blker dichen,
worked the substance of ballads for printing, and their handiwork (too literally read by Gummere as the folk compose"), together
call he recognized. Comparison of a traditional version of 'Rid- with the application of the evolutionary principle to literature with
dle Wisely Expounded" (no. 1 C in the Child collection, taken the ballad regarded as the primal protoplasm. There were many
down from recitation by William Motherwell early in the P)th cen- attacks on the comniunalists, the most direct being that by Louise
turv) with the 17th-century broadside copy in the collection made Pound in her Poetic Origins and the Ballad (1921). The "ballad
by Samuel Pepys (Child no. 1 A) reveals the false notes of sup- war" proved of value primarily because of its by-products: schol
posed elegance and rectitude that the broadside poetaster is re- am came to understand ballad style and language better, they per
spossihle for. The bathos of phrasing, the latinate vocabulary, the ceived differences in narrative structure, they documented such
abstract terms, the moralizing conclusion, the intrusion of the stylistic devices as "incremental repetition" and they examined all
"maker'' into the song, all these are marks of an alien influence on the external historical evidence available. A balanced posbion
traditional verse, between the communalists and the individualists is that taken by




The widespread story of a revenant coming on horseback to G. H. Gerould, summed up by the phrase "communal re-creation,"
seize arid carry off his grieving love in a wild ride to his grave by which is stressed the shaping effect of oral transmission.
exists in English in a.broadside form under the title "The Suffolk Other major concerns of scholars include cataloguing and classi
Miracle." Since it was such a fine ballad in other European tying of the materials collected and the preparation of biblio
tongues, Child included it in his collection in spite of thinking graphic aids for further study; study of individual ballads and
that it might "be classed with the vulgar prodigies printed for their changes through time; analysis of international connections
hawkers to sell and for Mopsa and Dorcas 10 buy." This ballad arid the dissemination of ballads. But ballads are not of interest
has since Child's time been collected. from tradition in variants only to the scholar; since the 1930s the general public has been
markedly superiot to the earlier known broadside. Whether the receptive to a growing avalanche of recorded ballad music that
oral texts are derived ultimately from the broadside printings of bespeaks a 20th-century ballad revival. Discographies (lists of
the 17th century is hard to say; Phillips Barry thought that the recordings) appear in most modern editions of ballads. The
Scotch-Irish oral tradition of this ballad was independent of the new and wide interest in ballads raises new questions of classifi
broadside and doubtless older. "The Suffolk Miracle" demon- rationand judgment of performance and of the song performed
strates the relations of broadside printing and a tradition of song the authentic as opposed to the commercialized folk song. purism
orally transmitted. Printing has crossed oral tradition, and peels- as opposed to eclecticism.
ably few.ballads are freef this helpful crutch to memory and the See FOLK DANce,.' FOLKLORE; FOLK Music: see also Index ref
editing and "improving" that printing has usually entailed. The erences under "Ballad" in the index volume.
tale of "The Suffolk Miracle" was turned by Gottfried August Bisi.iocsprry,-Works mentioned above and the following: Gen
Burger (q.v.) into the famous literary ballad "Lenore," thus itlus- cml Collections: Helen Child Sargent arid C. L. Kittre,tge feds.),




trating the other contact between the popular ballad and literature. English a,,,1 Scottish Popular 10/tad, (1904, an ahrislgcment of Child's
At the end of the 18th century men of letters developed a great (1910) 'MacEdward Leach (ud.), The >j The Oxford Book of Ballads
interest in folk song. The term ballad revival is used to describe Friedman led.), The Viking Book of Folk Ballad., (1956). Bitliothis interest, which ranged in time from Percy to Scott. The liter- graphic lids: Tristrain P. Coffin, The Britishr Traditional Ballad ia _.
ira ballad became a fashion with the romantic school in Cerniany North I, coca (1950) 1' 91 ilrot ss lasts Native t,s rca i Bat ad v
and Great Britain particularly. The language of the common man(1950) ; , hem-Smith,, .4 Guide to English folk-Song Collections, ,; . Oth.'
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since the beginning of the 19th century his been collecting and Folk-Song: Some Conclusions (1907) ; Sanruel P. Itavard. "Prule- - ' 9
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mmdc amling in Copenhagen to name only a few. The editor is Fri dos in The Ballad Revival (19(1) (11 1) N )
also a collector, however; Grundtvig and Child thought of them- BALLADE, a fixed form of verse best exemplified in . :'.selves primarily as collectors, although the first great analytical French literature, allowing considerable variation within lirecontnmlrutions are also found in their editions. Collect ions are made cisc limits and capable of great complication I lnall,isle laic; b.salii, libraries. 55 well is in the field There have been hire intro lade triple; bob/asic balladant Is ti/a Ic éqsmn oqu mine grid, t
phases in this era of collection. The first extends to the niic(-101h Idonine). Basically it consists of three stanzas and an envoy,
century. It is characterized by the gentleman amateur preserving the final lines of each stanza and of the envoy being identical . BALLAD OFF'

'"reliques of antiquity" for a "polished age," atoning for rudeness (the refrain), The whole linens is constructed 015 three or four, g
of style, and taking liberties with the text. The second period is rhymes, masculine and feminine mixed, for preference, recurringthe age of emergence of scrupulous editing and scientific scholar- in the same order in each stanza, the rhymes of the second part of
ship; it is dominated by the work of Grundtvig and Child. In the stanza being repeated in the envoy. These rules, graduallythis period the significance of the variant is recognized. This evolved from Guitlaume de Machaut1(c. 1300-1377) onward, arethird era results from Sharp's insistersce on the music as of equal set out in Jean Mohinet's let et Science A: Rh,iferf sjue (printed ins
importance with the text. There has been a comparable schol- 1493>, where it is further laid down that the'lenglh of the stanza
adj' development in other lands, although the Anglo-American, is determined by the number of syllables in the. refrain. An eight.Danish and German ballads are more adequately edited and pro- syllable refrain, for example, requires eight-line otaiims; thin a
scntecl for scrutiny than those from elsewhere, possible four-rhyme pattern for a /isitnniu would be sbsibccdD or
During the early part of the 20th century there took place a ribsalrcdcD, Fcancuis \'illois does not always observe this csirre

fierce scholarly debate, now only of historical interest, oil the spondence between syllables and lines (e.g., in his "Ilallade et

Li . . .
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Louise PounclA POETIC ORIGINS AND THE BALLAD, 1921, 1948, 1962

Page 25

Yongs composed and sung by individuals and songs sung by groups of singers (or
'throngs,'t if you prefer) are to he found in the most primitive of living tribes.
That in the earliest stage there was group utterance only, arising from the folk
dance, is fanciful hypothesis. That primitive song is of group composition or
collaboration, not individual composition, is

Pages 154-155

Then it is affirmed that improvising folk-throngs created the literary type
appearing in the English and Scottish ballads of the Child collection, pieces like
The Hunting of the Cheviot, the Robin Hood pieces, Sir Patrick Spens, Lord Randal
ef7 [ pure--and not too plausible-- -conjecture.




'e have to do
with long finished narratives, obeying regular stanzaic structure, provided with
rhyme, and telling a whole story--pretty completely in older versions, more reducedly
in the later. To assume that ignorant uneducated people composed these, or their
archetypes, having the power to do so just because they were ignorant and uneducated,
finds no support in the probabilities. There is strong doubt that a" throng,
with improvising singers, is not the chance refuge, but rather the certain origin, of
the ballad as a poetic form." There is still stronger doubt of the "ac1cnoweged
aptitude of the older peasant for improvisation and spontaneous narrative song,'
or of a statement like this "There can be no question, then, of the facts. Poular,-.-,
improvisation at the dance has been the source of certain traditional' 'lyric narratives,

-' The following position is somewhat qualified from the preceding but it, too,
represents conjecture rather than what is demonstrable: "The characteristic method
of ballad authorship is improvisation in the presence of a sympathetic, company which
may even, at times, participate in the process. 'Such a description is' in general
warranted by the evidence though it cannot be proved for any of the English and Scot
tish popular ballads."9 The author 'belonged to the folk, derived his material
from popular sources, made his ballad under the inherited influence of the manner
described, and gave it to the folk as soon as he had made it."

52. Gummere, Cambridge History of English Literature, II, p. 456: Old English Ballads
p. 312; The Popular Ballad, p. 25
53. KiteInfifuc"fion to English and Scottish Ballads, p. xvii. This view
associating the origin of the EnT[h andScott BãTa with the gathered folk-throng
and improvisation has many adherents. It is the view to be found in our best known and
most accessible books treating the ballads, like Professor Gunvuere's The Beginnings of
Poetry, The Popular Ballad, and Democracy and Poetry, and it appears in ThTTh13rige
mstofy and-1n iiffëTënd Sargent one-volume editioWfthe
ffdThTi'fms to have been accepted by F. E. Bryant, A History of English

Balladry, 1913. Besides the many authors holding it who have been mentioned in prece
des, it has the support of Professor C. M. Miller, Dramatic Elements in the
Popular Ballads, University of Cincinnati Studies in Fn1iTiTfiS), an apparently of
Professor C. Alpi s6i iifThd S ii iEh thit States, The usical Quar
terly, II, 116. There are disseiit&rs from it Ti work may,be -found in
specfal articles. Among them was W. W. Newell, the distinguished folk-lorist (see'''
Journal of America) Folk-Lore, vol. 13, p. 113). But the theory of communal origin and

i -'e h1 it1Ti"on improvisation, retains the strategic position in
literary histories and in special school editions of the ballads.







Louise Pound, POETIC ORIGINS AND THE BALLAD 1921, 1948, 1962-- z#

Page 25

"Songs composed and sung by individuals and songs sung by groups of singers (or
throngs,' if you prefer) are to he found in the most primitive of living tribes

That in the earliest stage there was group utterance only, arising from the folk
dance, is fanciful hypothesis. That primitive song is of group composition or
collaboration, not individual composition, is quite fanciful."

Pages 154-155

"When it is affirmed that improvising folk-throngs created the literary type
appearing in the English and Scottish ballads of the Child collection, pieces like
The Hunting of the Cheviot the Robin Hood pieces, Patrick ns, Lord Randal,

c. the áirthati'i 'is-pure--and not too plausible--conjecture. W have 3
with long finished narratives, obeying regular stanzaic structure, provided with
rhyme, and telling a whole story--pretty completely in older versions, more reducedly
in the later. To assume that ignorant uneducated people composed these, or their
archetypes, having the power to do so just because they were ignorant and uneducated,
finds no support in the probabilities. There is strong doubt that a 'choral throng,
with improvising singers, is not the chance refuge, but rather the certain origin, of
the ballad as a poetic form. ' There is still stronger doubt of the vackrioweged
aptitude of the older peasant for improvisation and spontaneous narrative song,'
or of a statement like this; 'There can be no question, then, of the facts. Popular ,
improvisation at the dance has been the source of certain traditional 1yrc narratives

following position is somewhat qualified from the preceding but it, too,
represents conjecture rather than what is demonstrable: 'The characteristic method
of ballad authorship is improvisation in. the presence of a sympathetic compay which
may even, at times, participate in the process. Such a description is in general
warranted by the evidence though it 'cannot be proved for any of the English and Scot
tish popular, ballads, ' The author 'belonged to the folk, derived his material
from popular sources, made his ballad under the inherited influence of the manner
described, and gave it to the folk as soon as he had made it."

52. Gimmiere, Cambridge HistyLEnglish Literature Ii, p 456 Old lisi Ballads
p. 312; The Popular Ball'-äp. 25
53. Kit FgIñtr6duction to English and Scottish Ballads, p. xvii. 4hi view
associating the origin of the En cottsfliwith the gathered folk-throng
and improvisation has many adherents. It is the view to be found in our best known and
most accessible books treating the ballads, like Professor Gimnere's The Beginnings of
Poetry, The Popular Ballad, and Democracy and Poetry, and it appearsr-'-' .
histy 6flngiTTh1 Literature a in t e lttreclge and Sargent one-volume edition or the
Child ballads have been accepted by F. E. Bryant, History ofEn
Balladr, 1913. Besides the many authors holding it who have been mentioned in preee
ding pages, it has the support of Professor G. M. Miller, Dramatic Elements in the
P ular Ballads, University of Cincinnati Studies in of
Professor . The Musical_Qua-

1, II, 116, There are dissenters from it here and there whose w'W"i y'oefound in
special articles. Among them was W. W. Newell, the distinguished folk-lorist (see
Journal of Mierical Folk'-Lore, vol. 13, p. 113). But the theory' of conmiunal origin and

improvisation, retains the strategic position in
literary histories and in special school editions of the ballads.







Louise Pound, POETIC ORIGINS AND THE BALLAD 1921, 1948, 1962

Page 236

"This is not very solid ground and it is hardly likely that the next generation
of scholars and students will linger upon it. Belief in the origin of the
mediaeval ballads by cQmnunal improvisation in the dance, and belief in the
extinction, with mediaeval conditions, of the ballad as a literary type, seem to
the present writer to have emerged from and to belong to a period of criticism
which deliberately preferred the vague and the mystical for all problems of
literary and linguistic history--mythological explanation of the Beowulf story,

/multi-handed composition of the Homeric poems, mystical theories of the origin of
/ language. These originate in romance but they readily fade in a literal,

anti-romantic period like our own."

/








li'volutionary Historicism Discredited

40
See 5.2-29,30 Kraeling on Diestel








The Ballad edited. by MacEdward. Leach (New York: A. S. Barnes & Co., Inc.)

Copyright, 1955, by Harper & Brothers
be

p. 28 The whole matter is uncertain and probably it will never/fully determined
when the type of narrative we know as ballad was first put to music and so became narra
tive folk son(. At any rate, the ballad form as we know it emerged toward. the end
of the Middle Ages. There is no evidence whatever that would put ballads in English
back in the Old. English period. Epic lays like the "Battle of Brunanburgh" and the
"Battle of Maldon" are not ballads, although some scholars have confused them with this
form. There is a strong possibility that the Scottish and. English ballad was an
import from Denmark. Many of the Danish ballads did drift into Scotland. More
"international ballads are to be found in Scotland than in England, suggesting

p.29 a general drift from the Continent to Scotland and thence to England.

But enough of speculation. We know that ballads about Robin Hood. were being
sung in the fourteenth century - if we can trust the references in Piers Plowman
We have texts of Robin Hood ballads from the fifteenth century. A few other ballads
were written down in that century, but most of the English ballads - the texts
belong to the sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, or even nineteenth centuries.
What should be stressed here is that the ballad as a form, as a distinct genre, with
the characteristics we have outlined above, emerged in England and in most of
western Europe in the late Middle Ages and that in this form the ballad continued
to be composed and to exist in diminishing numbers through the nineteenth *Itu
century and into the twentieth. New versions of the oldest ballads are still being
found today in America.

Many nineteenth-century scholars, basing their ideas on the fact that the ballad
embodies folklore and. old folk culture and that it uses techniques of old folk poetry,
such as iteration, assumed that it ori1nated in a primitive state of society. As
a result, there developed first in Gemany the communal theory of ballad origin, the
belief that the folk as a group composed àllads as 'a kind of general group activity
and hence that group improvisation is the key to ballad origin.

Today, however, most students of the ballad, realizing that the ballad is by no
means primitive but late medieval, believe that it originated pretty much like any
other form of art, by creation of individuals. The communal theorists were constantly

\ led astray by lack of precise definition. When they found refráiri and. iteration in
a savage song that asked the local god for rain, they noted that the ballad also had.
the refrain and iteration and hence they were inclined to see this as a mark of
primitivism in ballads, a suggestion that the ballad was a remnant of primitive culture.
Basically the diffCculty probably stemmed from the fact that most of these theorists
were studying the ballads in terms of a romantic philosophy, instead of studying them
realistically in the field.

The best argument against the communal theory is the body of facts that support
p. 30 individual authorship. We have quantities of analogical evidence of the individual

composition of ballads. In sections where ballads are being made tou.ay, such as
Cape Breton, the southern _ppiac hian foiiin, the Heir.cie, !e lano, it
invariably a community singer who made the story-song. We have considerable evi
dence too of the origin of American ballads, those narrative folk songs that have spread
all over the country: "Springfield Mountain," "Young Charlotte," "Casey Jones," and the
like. All without exception were composed by individuals and bequeathed by them to
the folk. This is what one would expect. Even a primitive community very soon develops

:the song and. story specialist; in the heroic age the making of song and story was
ffirmly in the hands of the most competent individuals.

71
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The Ballad Book edited by Mac Edward. Leach (New York: A.S. Barnes & Co., Inc.)

Copyright, 1955, by Harper and Brothers.

p. 30 The scop creates; the bl.eman carries the song; and. people receive it. What we
have said. about ballad meter, style, subject matter, and treatment should. indicate
that no group of people could be so skillful, so integrated as to produce such song
poetry. One needs only to read. "Mary Hamilton" or "The Unquiet Grave" or "Child
waters" or "Sir Patrick Spens" to know that poets and skillful artificers were behind
these ballads.

The Author

MacEd.ward Leach is a graduate of the University of Illinois, and a
Pennsylvania Ph.D. H. has tight at the University of Pennsylvania since 1921.
His major interest for many years has been ballads and folklore. H. has don. a
great deal of the field work, collecting ballads and folklore, in such places as
Newfoundland, Cape Breton, the Smoky Mountains, and. the Blue Ridge, Since
1940 he has served as secretary of the American Folklore Soceity. H is author
of Arnie and .Amiloun Methods of Editing Medieval Texts and. ma articles on

ballads and. f&lklor..



Chambers, Z. K., En1ish Literature at the Closà of the Miadle Ages (Oxford at
the Clarend.on Press) 1945

It must be adeitted that most of the collectors of Scottish ballads, who were
inspired by the Religues were lovers of poetry rather than exact scholars, and
did not refrain fran completing for themselves pieces which had reached them from
singing or recitation in a fragmentary condition. Sometimes, too, they were
tempted to 'correct' what they found unintelligible. This is true even of Sir
Walter Scott, in his Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border (1802-3), the fruit of ten
years' hunting among the farms ofliesdale. The worst offenders have generally
been taken to be Peter Buchan and the blind stroller James Rankin, who supplied
him with the material. Mr. Keith has recently done something to rehabilitate the
reputation of these worthies. It is fortunate, however, that sane of the texts,
upon which Scott and others worked, have also been preserved in the form in which
they were originally taken down.

An edition of Percy's Reliques was printed at Gdttingen in 1767, and led to
much German speculation on the distinction already made in the sixteenth century
by Montaigne, between popular poetry and the poetry of art. J. G. von Herder
translated a number of the ballads, and apparently introduced the term Volkslied
In an essay on Homer he wrote of an age when in the mouths of the people heroic
traditions 'of themselves took on poetic form', but was careful to make it clear
that by 'the people' he meant the whole of a race and not merely 'the rabble of
the streets'. He was followed by A. W. Schiegel, who wrote less cautiously of
ballads, 'Deren Dichter gewissermassen das Yolk liii ganzen war'. Md.' in later
German speculation the notion of composition by the folk took on a more mystical
form. This was largely ue to the activity of the brothers Jakob and WiThelin
Grim, although the phrase Das Volk dichtet in which their theory is often
smined up, does not appear have been actually used by either of than. But
Jakob Grim certainly committed himself to the view that 'every epos must compose
itself, must make itself, and can be written by no poet'. Later he admitted that
the exact process by which the self-composed epic came into existence was not
quite clear to him.

Epic poetry is not produced by particular and recognized poets, but
rather springs up and spreads a long time among the people themselves,
in the mouth of the people--wie man das nun nher fasse.1

WiThelin Griimn applied his brother's theory, rather more cautiously, to the ballad.
And now Schlegel, in spite of his own earlier utterance, protested. Every poem,
he held, implies a poet. Legend and epos and song might well belong to the
people as their property; but the making of this verse was never a communal
process. Later the controversy was renewed in connexion with the origin of
Scandinavian ballads. Ferdinand Wolf insisted that they were made 'van eine
dichtenden Subjekt', and not 'von einen nebulosen Dichteraggregat, Volk genannt',
but was countered by Svend Grundtvig with

Daran ist das Volks-Individwm als solches, nicht das einfache
Menschen-Individuun, als Dichter der Volkspoesie zu betrachten.

And there, for a while, the issue between communalists and individualists may
rest.

1. 'However we may interpret this phrase more precisely.'
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Chambers, E. K., English Literature at the Close of the Middle Ages (Oxford at
the Clarendon Press) 1945

Page 179
Professor Entwistle's account of the effect of oral transmission is much the

same as Professor Gerould's:
Composed in common form, the ballad becomes at once cannon property,

like a fairy-tale or legend. The author has no copyright, and the
ballad only exists by virtue of each successive performance when it is
what the performer makes it. It is not that ballads were, as the
Romantics insisted, the product of the community working as a creator.
Artistic creation under such conditions would be impossible; each
ballad has its author and its moment of birth.

Page 174
But the growing interest, during the last half of the nineteenth century, in the
'folk' and its ways of life and thought led to a revival of the old German theory
of Das Yolk dichtet A protagonist was Andrew Lang, himself a learned folk
lorit, who set out his views, with much poetic enthusiasm, in the Encyclopaedia
Britannica (1875):

Ballads sprang from the very heart of the people, and flit from age
to age, from life to life, of shepherds, peasants, nurses, of all that
continues nearest to the natural state of man. They make music with
the flash of the fisherman's oar, with the hum of the spinning-wheel,
and keep time with the step of the ploughman as he drives his team.
The whole soul of the peasant class breathes in their burdens, as the
great sea resounds in the shells cast up from. its shores. Ballads are
a voice from secret places, from silent places, and old times long
dead. It is natural to conclude that our ballads too were first
improvised and circulated in rustic dances.

This is perhaps sufficiently answered by the quiet irony of George Meredith in
The Amazing Marriage (1895), where Dame Gossip's 'notion of a ballad is, that it
grows like mushrooms from a scuffle of feet on grass overnight'. But in the
meantime Lang's enthusiasm had become rather subdued. In his preface to a
selection of ballads for Ward's The English Poets (1887) he says no more than:

About the authors of theThillads, and their historical date, we know
nothing. Like the Volkslieder of other European countries, the
popular poems of EngTand were composed by the people for the people.

And in an article of 1904 he seems to have abandoned his theory of camnunal
origin altogether. But the doctrine which he expounded with such ferair in 1875
and so discreetly let drop, found a congenial hone later in democratic America.







Te Bih1c n 6c.iorn Scholarship edited. by J. Phiratt(.ki)i:ag1on Press: Nash
vine) 1965. Papers read. at the l0Jth. Meetlig of th Society of Biblical

Literature, Dec. 22-30, 196l4.

oore E. Mendeihall Response to Eoland de Vaux's "M9thod. in the Study of

Early Hebrew History."

p. 32 On the other hend, biblical history today is in a predicament analogous

to that of nuclear physics; our funaament.ei. historical particles of data derived.
41

very largely from archaeological e:cavaions are far too ros to fit into the

received picture of early Hebrew history, either of religious or academic tradition.

The nineteenth-century ideas about the evolution of culture are still deeply engr.ned

into the "collective unconscious" of hiblic1 scholars, as are also concepts of

cultural change which constitute a very serious handicap to further progress. The

sedénta3ization of nomads, fo' exomple, is an 'istorica1 process appealed to for

explanation by both biblical scholars, and ancient orientallats; it illustrates the

Pitfalls involved in the correlation of biblical with extrabiblical evidence, for

if scholars in both fields are 'rorkin with the same erroneous assumption, there

will arise a confidence in results which it may take a century to rectIfy. The

principles which apply to biblical history apply also to the-bibUcal eviden,

ant. method consists first of all in the careful examination of the specific data.

Historical generalizations must be derived from the concrete evidence, not imposed

upon it.

It is no longer possible to trat early Israel as a primitive, unsophisticated

group of cultureless barbarians who gradually became civilized.. The historical context

Israel's emergence was not tht of outside barbarians inundating the civilized

land of Canaan - the very liistoricity of the patriarchal traditions is the best proof

of this.

p. 33 Probably most historians now have a deep distrust of a priori concepts of

historical development; but since working hypotheses er inevitable, it is nece3sy

that every asuect of the hypothesis be checked to determine t!1--t it is actually a

cultural feature of the ancient peoples ml their xes of thought and behaviour,

not ours.
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Aibright, W. F., New Horizons in Biblical Research (London: Oxford) 1966

p. 39

The best known representatives of the two positions today are perhaps Rudolf

Bultmann,1 who emphasizes the Ceek elements at the expense of the Jewish, anc

Preeric- 2 who insists on the Jewishness of the New Testament.'

1. The best all-round picture of Bultrnann's thought i' this connexion is to be

found in his Theology of the New Testament, London, 1952

2. Cf. P. C. Grant, The pels, New York, 1959

p. 41 Footnote 1

Jcn Poresse. The Secret 1ooks of the tjnptian iostics. New York, 196fl

p. 42

New Testament studies of the late 1940's and of subsequent years rnong the

followers of Bultinann, like the critical views of twenty, thirty, and forty years

ago, have been characterized by evolutionary historicisni This scheme spreads

the New Testament books over a period of eighty to one hundred years, very roughly

between 50 ind 150 A.fl., depending on the scholar and the amount of up-to-date

evidence that he will accept. Within such period there is plenty of room for

the development of ideas, but it proceeds according to an arbitrary, unilinear

system of elution.

p. 45

'An important new Araiiaic targtr of the Pentateuch has cone to light in the

Vatican Library, more recent than some of the Aramaic translations of the Bible

among the Dead Sea Scrolls, but two or three centuries older than any previously

known targr * In it the 'Word' of God appears as a surrogate for the name of God,

Yahweh.'
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Aibright, W. F., New Horizons in Biblical Research (London: Oxford) 1966

p. 32

"But the Bible has already 'demythologized' its source material by excising myths

or by taking certain mythical elements in their corresponding empirical form, and

using them in the service of a higher religious vision."

p. 33-34

"It is just as incongruous to say that the New Testament (or rabbinic literature or

the Old Testament) is mythological because God and heaven are depicted as being

'ip', as it is to say that a person believes in a geocentric universe because he

speaks of the sun rising in the east and setting in the west. Nor are contemporary

theologians necessarily speaking in mythological terns when thr call religion

'the dimension of depth' ."

We should not be justified in supposing, for exanpie, that tehm the great deep

of Genesis 1, is a monster 1y that name, as Tihmtu was in earlier Canaanite

fly thology. Such allusions no more indicate belief in the reality of the original

bearers of the names, than does our use of the word 'cereal' express faith in the

goddess Ceres. The Bible uses a number of names of ancient gods and goddesses as

coriinon nouns. Astarte has become 'sheep-breeding'; Shulman, the god of healing,

has become 'good health'; another deity has given his name to the oak-tree; another

to the terebinth; another to wine. These are all instances ofdemythologizing.

p. 34-35

"Marxism, which is developed by an ostensibly logical fonn of Hegelian dialectic

reasoning, is based on an artificial structure of postulates and assumptions, many

of which would be accepted by few. It is the apparent solidity of the logical

superstructure that has convinced a great many of the correctness of conclusions

which ultimately derive from thoroughly defective postulates. If we made proper use

of empirical logic, that substructure would never be constructed. So it is with

most of our modem ideologies."
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B4P. A].bright, New Horizons in Biblical Research OUP, London, 1966

Page 9

"The rest of Genesis contains traditions of historical character, though still

of course going back to oral tradition. The significance of the latter is that

oral material takes on certain fixed forms designed to ensure the preservation of

features which might otherwise drop out. There were also aids to memory which

were interspersed through oral compositions to draw attention to the meaningful

content of words and names, and to associate a given tradition with the correct

persons and places; such mnemonic aids are called aetiologica]."

Page 11 - Footnote 1

'Thi the early patriarchal age, cf. especially Bulletin of the Americgn Schools

of Oriental Research, 163 (1961), pp. 36-54, and also the writer's The Biblical

Period from Abraham to Ezra, Harper Torch Book (New York, 1963), pp. 1 ff. There

will be further material in the author's forthcoming Jordan Lectures (thiversity

of London) for 1965 (Canaan Phoenicia and Israel to be published by McGraw-Hill.

Recent attents to telescope the patriarchal and Mosaic periods, dating Abraham

about 1400 and the Fxodus about 1200, are quite unnecessary. Ancient and modern

AraL geneaalogies, together with similar ex.les frcr Rhodesia, Hawaii, as well

as from many other places, usually start with the putative ancestors of the clan.

After several generations there are long gaps, followed by the latest ten genera

tions or so--the generations in between are omitted without explanation.

Historical analogy suggests that the same may be true of the Biblical genealogies,

and that in fact, as all our other evidence indicates, there was an interval of

several centuries between the earliest patriarchal period and the time of Pes.
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W. F. Aibright, New Horizons in Biblical Research OUP, London, 1966

Page 13

'The Mosaic period also has been considerably illuminated by archaeology. Of

course, no reference to Moses has been found in any excavated docirient it would

be extremely suip rising if one ever were found. (1y a tiny proportion of all

the important Egyptians and Semites living in Egypt during the thirteenth century

T. C. are mentioned in any documentary source. And Moses is particularly unlikely

to be mentioned, because his importance is not related in any way to Fypt but

solely to the future z.pi. He was the founder of Israel. including its religion,

law, culture, statehood. Israel had to have a founder. Nowhere in history is

there an exaniple of such unique institutions growing up out of nothing by a

proce that cannot he defined, hecanse of supposed lack of docentary

attestation.'







P., Tew TorZois j 3j1 cal- 'RP,,---.arch (London: Oxford) 1266

p. 17 Cf. 'sc Chapter 3 of t' it:cr' F13'( 'Y rchac1o Christ--I

Huanjm (Yew York, 196), pp. 93.-lOG

p. 18 Footnote 1: Thorl ief Boman: Hebrew Thought Compared with Greek, London,

1960.

p. 21

"Benjamin Lee Whorf was a brilliant American engineer who wrote on a wide range

of subjects. In particular he published a series of articles on linguistic

psychology which soon became classics. His ideas were in fact highly original, and/

convinced many. However, they were almost entirely wrong."

p. 23-4

'We must look more closely at this primitive logic. The man of the ancient Near

East developed a rigorously logical approach to many everyday occupations, to

ordinary law and social practice, as well as to the arts and crafts. Thousands of

years ago man had already invented innumerable devices and gadgets, processes and

uses of materials--many of which were subsequently lost and often remain so today.

Others have been rediscovered after decades of effort on the part of modern tech

nicians. Many chemists, ceramists, and archaeologists have spent a large part of

v
their lives trying to make Attic black-figured or red-figured glaze. Only now are

we beginning to rediscover some of the inventions of ancient men.

p. 27 Footnote 1

"See especially a discussion of the factors involved in the Greek intellectual

revolution in my forthcoming Experience on the Road to Reason to be published

p by McGraw-Hill."
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Slonim, Marc, "The Miracle of Dante" in the N ! Times Book_Review, Aug. 29, 1965. p.6.

V




Certainly the complexity of the " Commedia" is undeniable. It is an encyclopedia

of the Middle Ages, a sum total of its wisdom, a vision of the universe, a cosmology.

It is also a travelogue of a Christian soul under the guidance of pagan reason and

poetry, which ends with final redemption in the bliss of eternal light, of the God

head or that Love which, to use Dant&s words, "moves the Sun and other stars." But

it is also a hymn to Beatrice, the woman Dante saw three times in his life and who

became for him the symbol of Grace, the fount of hope.

Critics in the 19th Century saw the work as composed of dualisms, the subjective and

the descriptive, the discursive and the lyrical, the allegorical and the concrete, the

intellectual and the passionate. The same critics either rejected Dante, the faithful

son of the church, and extolled the great creator of images and characters - or the other

way around.

/ One of the most notable revelations of the 1965 celebration ((( the 700th anni-

c I versary of the birth of Dante ))) is the reversal of the 19th century, attitude. Modern
antinomies

critics and scholars reject the theory of in the "Commedia" and speak of its

structural unity and harmoniQus proportions reflecting the perfect integration of its

varied components. The other evident trend is a serious effort to present Dante in

his historical enviorninent and to give a flavor of his times.

Dante still remains the most popular Italian literary figure.

Such Dantists as Auerbach, Garin, Spitzer, Nardi, Falena

"Dte and His Century" by Indro Nontanelli, a talented and caustic journalist, has

emerged as a best seller and provoked the wrath of the Academy. Nontanelli, without

following the conventions of scholarship, simply wrote a vivid and highly readable

survey of the 13th century in Italy, using only the authenticated facts of Dante's life.

and ignoring legends and conjectures. What is chiefly wrong with this much-reprinted book

is that it leaves aside Dante's poetry.
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The World Through Literature Edited by Charlton Laird (Peter Owen Limited: London) 1959

"Primitive Literature" by Paul Radin, visiting professor at Kenyon College

p. 6 Footnote 1. There are few books on comparative literature which pay much attention
to aboriginal peoples. The work of A. S. Mackenzie, The Evolution of Literature (New York,
l93) is rendered useless for my purpose, because of the author's acceptance 37-many of the
outworn and completely discredited cliches about the mentality of prelitbrate peoples. By
far the beat treatment, although it is incidental to the authors' main interests, is that
found in the great work of H. Munroe Chadwick and N. Kershaw Chadwick, The Growth of

iLiteratureB (London, 1932-40) 3 vols. The Chadwicka are among the few historians of
literature who have clearly understood the significance of the oral literatures of the
great historic civilizations and evaluated them properly, thus laying the foundations for
obtaining a proper perspective in approaching the study of the oral literatures of
aboriginal, peoples.

p. 7 Footnote 7. The beet general treatment of Sumerian, Babylonian, and Assyrian
literatures, although somewhat antiquated, is still Otto Weber, Die Literatur der Baby-
lonier und Assyrer (Leipzig, 1907). For more recent treatment of Sumerian literature cf.
Samuel Nathan Kramer, Sumerian I'tho1or (Philadelphia, 1914)4) and the appended bibliography.

p. 38 These last few comments on language and diction bring us to the all-importfla) question

authorship. I think we can safely dismiss all theories of communal authorship. 79 The

evidence at our disposal today proves overwhelmingly that poems and prose narratives are

composed by individuals, no matter how commma]. the setting in which they are composed. Nor

is there any reason for believing that at any time in the history of the world :it haa been

otherwise. Nothing, indeed, has caused so much mischief as this assumption and the oft

repeated German dictum des Volk dichtet
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p. 38 Footnote 79 For the classic discussion of this theory of. Francis Barton nery,
The Beginnings of Poetry (New York, 1001), and the excellent critique of this theory in
Louise Pound, Poetic Origins and the Ballad (New York, 1921).

p. 1491 Bibliographical Note
The best one-volume bibliography of wo*id literature now available is Hanna

//w.
pe1sheimer, Handbuch der Weltliteratur von den Anfangen bie I Weltkreig (Frankfurt

//
am Main, 1937); as its title suggests, it continues only to the first world war, and it is

damaged for readers of Fg1h by the bibliography of translations being restricted largely

-J works in German.

Guide to Comparative Literature a critical bibliography (to be published
,. 1i92

c. 1952) . . . will have the advantage of expository and critical comments. It f will include
a general bibliographical intro, with emphasis upon world lit., a selected but extensive
bibliography of translations into English from all languages
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The World Through Literature Edited by Chariton Laird (Peter Oven Limited: London) 1959

"Chinese Literature" by Prof. Sbao Chang Lee, Head of the Dept. of
Foreign Studies and Director of the International Center, Michigan State
College.

p. 71 Bibliography on Literary Forms and Styles

Hightower, James Robert, Topics in Chinese Literature Outlines and
Bibliographies Yenohing Institute $tudies, vol. 3 (Cambridge, Mass. 1950)

ie book describes and evaluates Chinese theories of literature and
the Chinese attitude toward literary composition.

"Indian Literature" by Prof. Philo N. Buck, Jr., teacher f world

literature at the University of Wisconsin. Died Dec. 9, 1950, while this vol was in press.

Proof was read by Mrs. Buck.

p. 130 Bibliography

Fraser, Robert Watson, Literary History of India (New York, 1907)
Gowen, Herbert Henry, History of Indian Literature from Vedic Times to

Present Day (London, 1931).
Keith, Arthur Berriedale, Classical Sanscrit Literature (London, 1924)




----------------------------
, History of Sanacrit Literature (Oxford, 1928

Macdonell, Arthur Anthony, History of Sanscrit Literature (London, 1926)

"The Koran" by Prof. Edwin E. Calverley of the Hartford Seminary
Foundation.

p. 1.36 The best introduction in English to the whole of this literature is R. A. Nicholson's

Literary History of the Arabs (Cambridge, g., 1930) ((Also recoimsended are)) The

Seven Golden Odes of Pagan Arabia Known also as the )Soallakat (Trans. by Lady Anne Blunt

from the original Arabic; done in English verse by Wilfred Scawen Blund, London, 1885),

and An Introduction to Ancient Arabian Poetry by Charles Lyali (London, 1885; reprinted 1927)

p. 170 Brown., E. a., A Literary History of Persia (New York,l902-21i) k vole.
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The World Through Literature Edited by Chariton Laird (Peter Owen Ltd. :London) 1959

"Hebrew Literature: An Evaluation" by Eisig Silbersoblag, Dean of the

Pohl Hebrew Teachers College, Roxbnry, Mass.

p. 180 The Sumerian paradise myth of ki and Ninhureag antedates the biblical story of
Ce

paradise, and the Code of Hanmturabi i. older than the Mosaic The Egyptian proverbs

of Amenemope resemble the biblical ProWerbs, and the songs of the Chester Beatty papyri

parallel the Song of Songs. But the biblical story of Paradise, with its psychological and

philosophical overtones, is a masterpiece of simplicity and grandeur; the Mosaic code is

superior in ethical content to its Babylonian prototype . . . . In the dawn of their nation

hood, perhaps in the fourteenth century B.C., the Jews outdistanced their Canaanite neigh

bore.

p. 180 Unlike the Semitic narratives of Rae Shamra and the Greek epics, the Iliad and the

OdyIer the Hebrew account of a nation, from freedom through slavery to liberation and

conquest, as recorded in the Hexateuch (the Pentateuch and Joshua), and continued in Judges,

Samuel, Kings and Chronicles, is history.

p. 181 It is no accident that the Bible begins with history - Genesis -and ends with

history - Chronicles. For Judaism is a historical religion: . .

p. 182 If an entire book of the Torah, Leviticus, and sections of Exodus, Numeri, and

Deuterono deal with laws, these, too, are a part of history, Differentiation between 1iterar

genres belongs to later ages. In ancient literatures all genres are one. The historical

narrative of the Bible, interrupted by the legal narrative, is resumed with a sudden dis

continuity which characterizes the modern literary techniques of a Joyce or a Stein or an

Eliot " Editorial changes and emendations may have corrupted the original text of the Bible.

Yet it was not written to conform to the theories of Wellhauaen on the multiple sources of

Hebrew literature but rather to express the ancient awe and wonder of mankind. That is why

the same formula "and God said" serves as a legal preamble and an historical introduction.

And the same terseness of style characterizes the legal and historical portions of the Bible.

The former have been a living influence in Anglo-Saxon law, in Puritan hg1and and America.

I The latter have won the admiration of the greatest literary master. of modern tines, Goethe,

Tolstoy, and Thomas Mann.
p. 212 Pfeiffer, R. H., Intro to the 0.T.(N.T. 1941) An appraisal of Biblical lit. in the
light of the present state of higher criticism.
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ir1ght, G Ernest, The Old. Testament Against Its Environment (SCM Press: London)
1950

p. 14 Footnote 9 For an 7peflt and succinct critique of the evolutionary

approach to the Old Testament, see W. Eichrodt's review of H. E. Fosd.ick, Guide

to the UnderstanLii of the Bible in Journal of Biblical Literature Vol. LXV

(19L1.6), pp. 205ff. Many similar references could be given, especially from

German scholars, who reacted earlier against the older views than did. the scholars

o± England and America; c. H. -reosmann, Mose und seine Zeit (Gttingen, 1913).

The classic at4-ack on the assumption that the phenomena of religion, composed so

1p.rely of the 'non-ration'l' and. the numinous,' can be unthrstood merely by

intellectual criteria is, of course, the work of Rudolf Otto, referred to in

'Tote 3.

p. 10 Footnote 3 Cf. Rudolf Otto, The Idea of the Holy (London, 1931), pp. 3-4

p. 15 Quotations from ellhausn and Edward meyer are given
Wel'h'iasen: i'ny Chemosh o Moab nevr became the God of righteousness
anu. the Creator of heaven and earth, is a question to which one can
give no satisfactory answer.'
E. Meyer: pointed out the futility of seeking an explanation in a theory
of Moses' elevation of an old nature deity to a tribal god. The phrase
with which the work of Moses is often described, 'Yahweh God of Israel and
Israel people of Yahweh,' is a cliche without real content an&hich
mutatis mutandis could. also be used, for other folk-religions.

Footnote 13. See Ejchrodt, op. cit., pp. 11 f., and Meyer, Die Israeliten
und. ihre Nachbarstmme (Falle, 1906), p. 451, n.1.

r



AdMbL Peyre, Henry, The Failures of Criticism (Cornell University) 1967. Emended edition
of Writers and eir Critics A Study of Misunderstanding (l9L)

p. 121 Nevertheless, the strangest misconceptions seem to have been aroused in the

public, and in the critics who should have led the public, by their rather innocuous

innovations. A clever journalist, Jules Huret, undertook in 1891 to question the

leading literary personalities of France on "literary evolution." The answers of those

eminent "chers matres" arouse our laughter today; they should rather make us pause and

think that the same lack of understanding and mental laziness were opposed, at

approximately the same time, to the Impressionists in painting and to the music

of Debussy, and later on, to the Cubists and the Surrealists. Will our successors

remember our flagrant injustice and do better?
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New Directions in Biblical Thou"ht Eiite.i by Martin E. Marty. Association press, N. y.

.96O

11/5 Much of Christianity anu. much of Protestantism does not accept the presuppositi.q $
of what was called Higher Criticism. Now directions in biblical thought 'en
i.ly b. understood and followed 'ci1nst th" pitt.rn of this uncritical ac.ptanc.
of the Bible,

('h. 2 "The Historical Question" by James P4. Robinson (associate professor of
theology and N,". at Southern California School of Pheolo', Claremont,
Calif.)

73
74 WelTha'isen thus presented. such an imposing synthesis o± historical-critical method

and the modern mind of his day tir t his construction took th plc' of the
Bible's Reilssscbicht. a the point of departure for scholarship at the turn

75 of t. century and for much of the "nti,thten.u public even don to the present.
Row.v.r, Tiermann Gunkel av. a new and decisive turn to twentieth c.ntury

scholarship by introducing, the study of oral tradition. , , . The net result has
been to ovetthro tb. construction of ejlhausn, by tracing the roots of the

I-' post-exilic law ano. of th' interpretation of historical origin in terms
of Reilsp.'schichts back into th period of Israelite origin, itself. This re
markable reversal in Old Tegta',.nt research can be Il",strated from the work of
such outs'andini' modern scholars as Atbrecht Alt, Gerhard von Rad, and Martin Noth.

77 If one may state consluiion tn c'nted fc.s len, 30 fl. to place it in Sfl
thithesis to positin, one culd say that the most reliable historical
fact about Abraham is hi faith, arwi tht ' we now about the patriarchs is
in terms of Hei's,schicht.; in the hinnin' w' th" rcmis., the covenant
(Gen. 15). Weflhns.n's "lecondary +3.00cjcr intarpret-tion has become th. x
primary historical datum.

7C) Such fo--~-zr1Jr1ztz*-(-ri tic a' resercb in t'n 'esament ha Isu to a rsmrkabe
rmv.rsal of assuptin as to t- priority of sob-r historical
narration 'ni t v'condry n4t'lre uf th eb' 1fshmnt which adually dev.oped
into the construction clod R.ilsp.schicbte.

r



Rene Wellek - Concepts of Criticism - 1963

"The word 'criticism' is so widely used in so many contexts--from the most homely to

the most abstract, from the criticism of a word or an action to political, social,

historical, musical, art, philosophical, Biblical, higher, and what-not criticism-

that we must confine ourselves to literary criticism if we are to arrive at

manageable distinctions." (page 21)

,. ol
'Fifty and sixty years ago the concept of evolution dominated literary history; today,

at least in the West, it seems to have disappeared almost completely." (page 37)







SOUPCE ANALYSIS 3.3i-I

,~e 4altr Albriht, W, P., New Horizons in Biblical Research (London:Oxford) 1966
/7,16 "Much of the source-analysis . . . based on the erroneous notion that the

consonantal te:t . . . . remained completely nnchaned . . . .

See 3.91-Gardner, Helen, The Business of Criticism (Oxford) 1959

See 3.41 Guerard, Albert, Preface to World Literature, 19O-57
3 "To dissolve Homer into a myth or a committee, much stronger acid would.

be needed than the Wolfian school has been able to supply."

See 3.01 Gordj, 1obt. L, The Book of God and Man (Univ. of C}iicao Press, 1965)
3,01.1-l3Raction against atomization of ancient literary documents

See 3.21-3tllek, Rene, Concepts of Criticism p .256ff

See,1Wellek, A History of Modern Criticism 1750-1950 p. 397

See 3.+l Scott, John A., The Unity of Homer
Quotation from V'.n Leenwen

See 3.81 Hyman, Stanley Edgar, The Armed Vision
re Dover Wilkon and W. W. Greg
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yres, John L.(Sir), Horier and His Critics ikoutledge & Kegan Paul, London, 198
Edited by Dorothea Gray




Wolf's theory

p. 77 riefly stated, noif's theory amounted to this. In the absence of alphebetic
writing, the coL.position of a poem as long as the Iliad or the Odyssey was Un
unthinkable and terefore impossible. Therefore the unity of design which had
hitherto been thought to exist in each of the poems resulted, not from pre
meditation or single authorship, but from the ingenuity of compilers and editors,
interpreting the vague folk-metwry out of which the "sequel of songs and rhap
sodies", in Bentley's phrase, had spriang. ven if there had been any primary

p.76 coherence, in general relation to such folk-memory, it had been for centuries at
the mercy of piecemeal recitation by more or less careless professionals. Not
all the primitive songs which must be thus presumed are the work of the same com
poser, or even of the same age; this is inferred from, and accounts for, the
minor inconsistencies within the poems as we have them, but it i8 not possible
now to distinguish between original and supplementary work. We can trace the
poems to the recension of them by Peisistratus at Athena in the sixth century
B.C., but no further back with any certainty.

p. 86 Among te learned, olf's Prolegomena had a mixed reception. Heyne, as
we have seen, thought that Wolf had stolen his ideas, but it. was some while
before the real weakness of his interpretation was detected. In the first place,
he underestimated the evidence for the antiquity of alphabetic writing in Greece,
even as known in his time; and it was not long before his Berlin colleague,
August Boeckh, set the Prussian Academy of Sciences to work to investigate this
very question by the collection of whatever evidence there was in that Corpus
of Greek Inscriptions which bears his name; a work as essential for the sound
criticism of homer, in this respect, as for Boeckh's on special studies in
ancient economics and administration. In 1884 ilamowitz could say that
alphabetic writing is not only not so late as thlf thought, but is in fact as
early as Homer.

p. 88 Wolf's conception, too, of schools of professional reciters with their own
repertoire of traditonal verse, neither rested oi ancient authority . " . nor
did it help his other contentions much. If there were such schools, how did
it come about that the traditional poetry was in such fragmentary disorder as
the theory of a Peisistratid Recension presupposed? And wrience did they derive
their traditional materials? For Wolf seems to have conceived them rather as
clumsy transmitters than as original composers of epic. It was also, among his
German colleagues at all events, no smell defect in Wolf's presentationof his
ideas, that he had evidently not worked them out in detail, with chapter and
verse; and further, as time went on, that he had little intention of doing so.
His eventual edition of Homer, published in 1804, did not seriously advance the
particular aspect of the subject which he was supposed to have made his own.
This did not, however, prevent his ideas from having very wide popularity and
enduring influence.







-lyres, Sir John L., Honer ana His Critics. (Toncon: Bouted'e & en pal) 1Q5

f" kness of wolf eory
p. ('6 In the first place, he underestimated the eviaenc;e for the anticiAty of --Alphabetic

writing in Greece, even as known in his tithe;
p. 7 In the seconc. place, olfs own assumption tha+ in the absence of written

record, the transmission of a long poem is not possible, was really refuted in advance
by Robert food's experiences axnon the Arabs and among the Gr.ek ball- ad-mongers; and 1~s
bean disproved again %nd again by other trave",rs in many perts of the world..

Further, Wolf relied on the lte .ad scanty statements about the activity of
Peisistratus, which he describesquite inaccurately as supported by the unanimous
agreement of antiqni ty. 'Rut even if it were beter attested, it wou'd rt prove
little as to the previous state of the poems.

p. P Wolf's conception, too, of schools of professional reciters with their own
repertoire of traditional verse, neit-er rsted on ancient authority (for even of th
so callec. "sons of Homer" in CMos we know little more than their name) nor did. it
help his other contentions much. If t're were such schools, how di. it come about th
the t'aditiona' poetrr was in such f"agnientary disorder as the theory of a
Peisistratid. Recension pres'ipposad? And 'hence dI they derive their trsditioral
matrials? For 'iclf seems to have conceived them rather as clumsy transmitters
than as orid.na'. composers of epic, It was also, anon his German colleaies at
all. events, no srçiall defect in 1ol±'s presentation of Ihis ideas, that h had
evidently not woked them out in d.ltail, with chapter land verse; and furither, as
time went on, that he had. lit t i'tention of d.oin sc.TherE'

r'r$y cv '' i till 4fter his death. T}'en Nitsch raised the
r objection tht the art of writing s proved by extant inscriptions to hve been

known before the ti"e of Pejsistraus and K. 0. Millei, while accepting his views
on writing, disputed his inferences.

Comment on Jolf' s theory raaualiy took two principal fo'ms

" 09 ottfried Herrnann . . . . 'aid the foundatic for the scientific study, not
of the Homeric hexameter merely, but of Greek metre in enpral. He face the
perplexing problem of the Homeric dialect . . . He did pioneer wcrk . . . on the

-- poems attributed to Fesiod, on he so-called Homeric Hymns . . . . In particular,
he made the first systematic and. critical an.lysis of the structure and co.nten3:

" of the two poems (which 0lf do'-s not sern to 'ave atempted), and devoted special
attention to . . . the frequent repetition of whole passages, in identical words,
even where the context would seem to demand at all events a change of standpoint
and. interpretation of the facts to 'be related. Ths peculiarity oIned esp"cial
interst when it wes r'.ized that it recurred in other bodies of traditional
poetry and sight be regarded, forz scm reeson yet to be discovered, s an
habitual procedure in sir} compositions.

p. 90 Hermann, like Aristarchus, awiItted, ao certain a large class of such blemishes,
ana saw his way to explain how they had come to stand in the test; but he raeci
t: poe-is . . . as preserving in essentials the plan and contents of the
original composition . . . ; and he saw no reason, in their conception or style,
to assign then to different authors. ernnn's . . . standpoint ws shared in
essentials by . . . Kayser and Imanuel Bekker.

A Tflt'C J.rastjc line w's taken
p. 90 Karl La

al conception or
chna. . . . It wao $iis coiitentiori tht Icontradictions in the

f spirit
between some of them.
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Myres, Sir John L., Homer and His Critics. (Lonion: ROutl.P:a?e & Kean Pu1) 195F

Ladhmann's Theory
p.. 90 His tendency, therefore, is romnence to tone first pot"

than Wolf dic..; Die Ein}jt der II-as ist Pine fallne Burg He had nb
difficulty in dm.natratjrig that here were anomalies. They had, inied,
been recosmize in antiquity, aria tc'ised on thp that the personal.
Homer sometimes fell short of perfection; nu.oq bonus dor"iitat Hornerus
Fe contended. further that the only ari.ment accepted as va'.id by all Unitarians
w--.s the vidence of the tradition. His condl.'ision that all theories of Single
authorship, sources or evolution are alike hypothetical is unshaken, and we may
':onder if in this we have fone any further since l27+. He failea, however, to note
that his own lay theory wes equally hypothetical. His objectivity" Is only

p. 91 apoarent. It is net that he bl.ieved the evidence for a Peisistratid recension
t be stron' than the evidence for a single Homer, but that he required he
Peisistratic. recension to supoort his lay thecr;; ano the lay theory itself finds
no suport in Grek '.ite"atur,, but is based on the analor of the ly he
thought he had detected in the iebelun2e-not and Edda Yet he hjmslf wnrnea
his pupil Lehrs of the danger of arming frDm analogr with other literatures.
" . . . His on nriiments against the Iliad are valid aainst his lays; they
have no Aristotelian 9unity of comoosition, neither the e.,jc unity which
Aristotle at least t.hought the Iliad had, nor unity as conceived in a tragedy
or a PInaric Ode. It was left. to 1ilartowitz to ask how the lays could exist
except as fr ents of a pre-existin Cycle. L chm.nn used historical premisses
as hypotheses for a literary conclusion about wht must have been the. condition
of poetry in erly times, instead of working inductively from the poems. In
fact, b rb'e&., to conclusions in the spirit of the creative romanticism in
which he had grown up. became a great l.eder; 'but leaders only a&ieve
their tasks when they are outrun.




Of these tV interpretations f olf, George Groe followed HermanrP s
rather than Lacimann's. . . The!auestion of writ-in raised by .0lf h.s no
necess-ry conneion with the probiems of single auth4rship; it is easir to
suppose long memories than long niiscripts. . . mhe 1abseic. of allusins to
events and custms of the Peisistfati'.i ae is neatie eviaence in fnvur of

p. 92 an early date fbr the poems as a iihole . . . The Ody4sey has a str'ictue so
closely compacted that, whtever the mtrials aviia'ble when it was ccmpose1, it
appears tc b one man's work anu. design as it stanus. The liao. is more complex.
Grote saw in it an original poem of single design about the 'rath o± Achilles,
which has 'been expanded b additions which have no nece3sary or original connexion
with the Incident of the Quarrel between Achilles and. Aamemnon. The parts of
the poem in wh:co Achilles is in the picture qre coherent and, consecutive in
themsleves, but the interval between the first ad the eighth books, nearly a
third of the whole poem, is inexplicctble except on the supposition that another
had as been at work. Similarly the ninth book, in which a further attempt is
made to popitiate .tchilles, is inconsistent with points in the main narrative,
and. the episode of the fortification of the Greek camp makes the tactics
in other Lrts of the action uninte'.l.iible. The charce of Zeus in the no
Achil'eid sections is inconsistent with that assigned to him in the Achil'eid.
Finally, the last two books, after the death of Fector, are in a style and contain
matter perceptibly different from all. that precedes and sh.oulcL be recarded. as a supple
nont of later date.

This is the first example of a plausible theory of expansion. *,.,11,-.t Grote saw
was thct the (olfian theory of a piecemeal Homer, patched together by Peisistratus,
and. still more Lcchmann's theory tat the minor poems w'ich he dtectedn once
had a scoarate existence and consecuently a lterary form and rnthod of composition
of theirs own, failed to explain the strong traces of design in the larger

sections even of the Iliad He conceded, therefore, the grncthnl accretion of
episodes, wile insjstig tht there must 1ve been some mucle'is 'rourd which

tber mi-t era.
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Summary of G-o. Grote's tbory o Iliad's history
p. 92 Early in the eighth century "Homer', using arUer lays, comuosed. an

Achilleid or ?'enis (A&A-X ; later critics pe1'ed e ). It was
expanded into the Iliad. by the addition of B-FIK (later critics make K

1 later still). make a fir"ther suppl¬ment.

1olf Kirchf

p. 93 Fe d.istiniished three stages i the poem's crpati, irdependert poems on
the !and.e rings and en the Reven brought together y a later poet who added. the
Telemachy. He dated the final ste to about 600 B.. Tirchhoff per±red.
the inductive work which Lachmann had. indicated as ncessary but did. nt do.
His concntrat1bn an th Cdyss harks a change of eiphasis; from nowon, it
becomes more prminent i'- cont'ovrsy. Fe raised th~ question whether:', analysis
of the poems 1s the only wy to reach a solution, th alternaiv, being.' to treat
the whole question hitorical'y, with the use of external, evidence. Aristarch'is
had. denied Homeric epic a past and a sequel, p. view which is not yet obsolete.
"Homer is only interpreted by himself" is a valuable principle, bnt not of
ui Honer~l is *h~! w~-ole Epos,niversal -application. FroT another point of view, 11
which has a lifetime coming down imtc historic times c.nLi traceable back thence.
Wolf's ill-founded. corollary to Wood's ill-founded thesis became in turn the
foundation of snd for nearly a century of "hiier" and. TjgrTI criticism,
chiefly in Germ,any but increasimly copious in Enpland as German floicns of
scholarship came into vogue from about 1050 onwards; but the generation after
Lachmann put the Homeric Cuesfion on to an entirely different footing, even
from that in which Lmchmann left it.

ilamowitz

p. 15 .' ch-nraceristic instance of the current reformltiin of th Ionian theory is
the Homeric Encuiries of lrich von Wilernowitz-Mollendcr, which wv's published
in lPL, bust too late for Heli's first edition but in ample time to influence
his views in the second. In form this book was an examination of the 9tructue
of the Odyssey, by the methods of 'Iilamowitz's own master Tirchhoff. It was
dedicated, appropriately and significantly, to ''elThausen, a lending figure
in that "higher criticism" of the Hebrew Scriptures which had, owned so much in
its inception to the Homeric Prolegomena of Wolf.



ilrIQWtt
P. ?09 More important, in respect of .iil:-iacwitz' s general defence of an evolutionary

view ci the poems, is the consia'raticn that if, ase contended., there was no
Trojan Wr Yistoricl1y, then someone must have ivented it; and 1-hp 'less the
traditional rouna for such a story. the greater the imaginative genius of its
inventor . . . . but if there was no Troy, how is an Iliad to e explained without
a personal Homer? dilamowitz followed .Bethe in elievingin the wholesaA trans
position of legends . . . . But bringing them to whom, and. contributing them to what
story, if there was no Trojan 'Jar, and. no personal Homer to col1ect them or
was there even, for iltmowit, the Peisistrtid recension of the Homeri libros
confusos antea which had been the a'.ternative adopteu by olf; for ;Iilamowitz still
insisted that the poems as we hve them were essentially of Ionian composition end
of pre-Peisistratiu antiquity. His insistence . . that . . the Iliad and
Oayss is a masterpiece of great poetry, wao beginniflg to force him to dmit that
somewhere . . . a e -t mind haa intervened. . , . nd for Wilarowit4 that somebody
was ;Ionian, and that c'etith was almost &t the end of the process.

p. 214 . . . !ilamowitz had !still. no use for such comparison betwen Homer na othr arir
litratures as had led astray Lachmann, d before him ?olf. Moaern analyss, like
the assimilation of eic to folk-poetry, 'unblest' the poem through neglect of
the eviaence for aesin. This oesign, f* him as for c'n be recovered only
by a new kind of anelisi, which must begin with the latest additions anC not
atempt to dissect out an oriinl core or kernel; and he submitted the results of his
own analysis, of which it is sufficient to say that there is lacking any demonstretion
that the whelp process was not rapid enugh to have been comprised within the working,
life of a single composer.
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Separaters' (o oi'rs). Arist.archus wrote aga:r.51 this 'paratiot;
whcn never had any vogue in the ar.cent world.

540. A modern student of the I/4-id and the OJ;ss.9 is at once struck
The H.. with two broad facts about them. I) Each shows finishtd

poe:ic art. And Greek Lterature begins with these master.q.Ito' pieces. We have no samples of the ruder work whih must
have gone before. There is no pirallel for such a phenomenon in the
history of any other literature. (2) Each forms. n a large v.e, an orgas-ic
and aznstic whole. Vet each contains matterwhichonvarious grund h,u-. be.
consijered irreconcilable with the belief that one poet composed the entrr
epic. These two problems have been the basis of 'the Homeric qrestiort

" 141. The critical study of the Homeric question l'.gan with
dAubignac (born in i&o. whose Conflikrc5 Ae.th:s,

and wolt was published posthumousls in i o;. I )Aubignac attempt
to show that Homer never existed and that the Iliad w.s

little more than a vpss of poems cleverly put t(Ygether al. ut the time .1
Lycurgus. Moreattention was paid to F. A. Wolf's legoiwena adBi'm¬rx",
i ;95). Wolf sought to prove four main points. (i) The Hmer.c poems
were composed, about the tenth century s.c., without the aid of writing,
which then was either wholly unknown to the Greeks, or not et in use frr
literary purposes. The poems were handed down by oral recitation onis.
and in that process suffered some changes. (a) The poems were f':r
first time written down about ço s.c., in the time of Peiisuutus. The
then underwent somefurther chines at the bands oP revisers'n'aun
or learned critics. That artistic unity which belongs to the Iliad and n
a yet higher degree) to the Odiss.s- is not mainly due to the original poem,
but has been superinduced by artificial treatment in a later age. "
original poems, out ofwhich our Iliadand our Oh-jeyhave put together.
were not all by the same author. But there was one poet, of command:rz
genius 1 'Homer'i, who made 'the greater part' of the son:, afterwards ururel
in themo epics.

Wolfs theories were developed and modified by many chiats in dr
nineteenth century. The poems were subjected to a close

swows analysis, and the analysis led to conclusions in sharp conic,
the.". with one another. Some scholars saw in Homer a pnmme
poet, author of an original sketch of one or both poems (Ur-/ilu. Ur
Odscs'c . which formed the stocks on which later poets grafted new mareria.
Others regarded Homer as a compiler. who combined old lav, unwritten
and independent of one another, into single poems. There was no acre
ment in the application of this theory. Kc.chlv, for example, dissected the
Mad into sixteen, and Christ into forty such lays.

While there were thus two theories reci-.ncilabie with each other, and the
adherents of each arrived at widlydiffererit conclusions. a new
cntenon was der,ved from the excavations at Try. Mycenae
and other places. The evidence of archaeoo was applied-
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_.Sowe hailed the Iliad and Odysify as 'pure Mycenaean' on the gvunds
that many of the elements of Mycenaean culture, bronze weapons, Netors
cup, boar's tusks on a helmet etc., are present in the Homeric poems. But
such a position could not be maintained in its entirety, since there are aflu
sions also to things and peupirs of Liter nines, geometric wire, Phoenicians.
So the poems were analysed in such a way as tb make the Mycenaean
elements form one stratum, the later elements another. But the attempt
fa:Ied. the elements were inextricably mingled, and the Homeric poems
teuld not be made a mirror of contemporaneous cultural development.
Attempts to correlate the archaeological with the literary analyses made the
confusion worse, since the so-called oldest literary strata were often found
to contain the latest cultural elements.

142. With such inconclusive results it is not surprising that scholars
sought another method of approach to Homer. They
assumed the artistic unit,' of the two poems, and abandoned modem
the attempt to divide them into strata. Some, however
P. Cauer, C. Robert, WiLamowita Moelknd , E. Bethe, while professing
to reject the cnnciusions o( Wolf, were still i pressed by what they regarded
as discrepant elements in the poems. They recognised what they regarded
as 'accretions,' which they proposed to cut away from what they regarded
s t.c work of the original author. This method again led to divergent
res,ts with no generally accepted coridusior.s.

Other scholars leg. F. BlsiT'WMackail, C. Roche), starting from
the presumption that each of the poems was the composition of a single
poet, argued that the contradicns which had been found in different
parts of the epics were no proofof divided authorship The arguments that
the two last books of the Iliad (as wellas books it and x)and the conclusion
1 the Odvjs,, Were later additions have been met (T. W. Allen. A. Shewan,
E. I)rerup. I. A. Se. it . Furthermore, reasons based on linguistic evidencethe sopposed ignorance of writing at the time when the poems were com
posedand the part played by the commissieof-Peiaistrarus werediscredited.
Ett dic:1,1e'. of units have for the most part been disposed to allow that
trpolatrs may have taken pLiee certainly before Arist.archus and

prob.ibh after. But cv.iri. unless there is some measure of agTcementShout the interpolations, we shait-b .tio better off than we were in the
morass of the analysts. Some interpolated verses can be identified, but
there is a wise reluctance to rC)ect whole books or passages merely on the
i'und that they do not fit particular theory. Again some scholars (e.g.(. Finr, W. Schm,4 h,ase.,zetarded Homer as the author of the Iliad
but not of the Qdjssr,'. They show some reasons for supposing that theOdi ses was written later than the Iliad, but no sufficient reason has been
shcwtt why it should not be the work of the same poet at sister period ofuts ife. On the whj modem opinion tendsto accept the view that Homer.

was acquainted with s r:tng, was the author of both the Iliad and the'
$ S tttiall in the form in which they have cone down to us.
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Tne Unity of Homer, Jonn A. Scott

h8.ySC . 01 11i. Pre (btretty, Calif.), 1921
Ozpter III The Arguments of Wolf
Cnipter V Tne Contradictions
Chapter V.111 ine 1.Li ci the Odyssey

358 Homer His Critics Sir John L. Myres, elLed by Lorotnea r'y
L.yM OxIrc 1)5

Cnpter 5 on . A. Wolf
p. 83 Wolf cceptonce, even more literally thn in the very

tentative nd urded pnrses of Robert Woon, of tr:e
qssurnption tn8t before the ?tn century at earliest
tnose poems hd not been systematically written down t 1J

r. 93 Wolf's UT-founded corollary to Wood's ill-founded thesis
becqme in turn the foundation of sand for nearly a century of

3, 'hi-her" and "higher" criticism, chiefly in Germany, but
incresiiLy coiious in EnglAnd s erman notions of scholar
ship came into vogue bout 1850 onwrs; but the generation
qttEr Lchmnn nut tne Homeric cu-stion on t an entirely
different footing, even from that in which Lachmann left it.

p. 293 a Chapter entitled "t Lost Deuja&

COG homer :c Mort in P. Niisson, 1933
no

re See pages 51-55
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88 Homer The Iliad Translated by 3. 0. Andrew. veryan'e Library.

r
H72ia With an introduction by John Warrington. Preface by I1. J. Oakley.

London J, M. Dent & SoneLtd., N. Y. . P. Dutton & Co. l9

Notes taken from the int.ddction by John Warrington, pp. v-viii

The Iliad and Odyssey, indeed, have undergone treatment not unlike that of the
Scripture text .

Homer's date has always been, and must remain, c. matter of cor.'jecture,
According to Eratoathenes of Cyrene, he was contemorery with the main events
which he relates, that is, n the 12th century. but in the light of modern
archaeological research this date is too early . . . . . Herodotus favours
the 9th century. This view is adopted by most scholars today

F. A. Wolf put forward a theory that each of the poems was simply a collection
of lays which had been gradually blended and given a semblance of unity in the
course of their transmission. His view was favorably received, and has since
been developed by a long, line of famous scholars. This belief in a multiple

2 origin of the peics rests upon two rcain arg,omente tne supposed impossibility
for a single person to have composed works of such length without the aid of
writing, and the presence of undeniable repetitions and inconsistencies.

Whatever date we assign to Homer we cannot say for sertain that he had not the
aid of writing . . . . 'The 'w54iJ, moreover, of investigation into the powers
of trained memory show the composition of the longest works to be within the
limits of possibility. The importance of repet.tion and inconsistency is
lessened when we recall that these poems, like all man's work, are the fruit of
fallible intelligence " " . that they were rarely, , , recited in their entirety;
end that thereOre their hearers would have been as little able to discern
such flaws as the author would have been to eliminate them .ith the unaiaed
function of memory. Repetition and inconsistency demonstrate no more than that
the poet used his sources with a degree of' critical acumen unworthy of tne best
modern scholarship. Today, therefore, there is a strong tendency to lay more
stress upon those characteristics of the poems which suggest a unity of authorship.
In each there is a. central figure ground whom is formed a closely woven plot
and over whom hovers the anger or the favour of a Pod. In each not only the

.2 ' principal heroes, but. even the minor characters, are consistent, in each
there is a marked similarity of language throughout, and the recurrent evidence
of an individual taste.

The second part of the riomerc problem turns upon the question whether one author
was responsible for both epics. }any authorities have odd that, even granted the
essential unity of each, the poet. of the Odyssey was other than the composer of the
Iliad The most serious arguments brought forward in suport of this theory are
drawn from the notable differences of style and thought; but in spite of these very
real difficulties, sholara are returning to the old faith in one author of both
works. Pseudo-Longinue my give us a clue to the truth when he remarks that. Homer
began to fail ii the later poems trie objections, indeed, lose force in the light
of the bard's advancing years. For altered ideas of life, a new conception
of the communion of earth witi heaven, are characteristic of Everyrnan's experience
as he draws nearer to the final darkness . . . . Both stories, though so different,

p
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2 Homer, The Iliad - intro by John warrirtgton. 1977

are told with a fundamentally similar technique, in language that has been
likened to a whirlwind or the thunder of waves upon a lonely shore.

Whet of Homer's sources? They were, no doubt, folk tales, some dating back maybe
to Crete and some maybe beyond. They probably had the form of shorter lys
improvised by the bards of a culture of which Homer must be considered the per
fect flower. He toolç them, fused them, and quite transformed them by his
unique genius end single inspiration.

"Homer, the traditional apic poem of Greece, of whom no real records exist.
Herocotus placed him as living in the ninth century tS.C., and modern
authorities incline to accept this date " " " . " (first page inside cover.)







:ifttor.' of Clssicl ScnorshiU4')
2,21reces o tae om¬ric uesi.1on

p. 13L Tic Vo1nnanIs schichte .ind Kritik der Wolfschen Pro'_gomeno zu Hmr,
Pp., 13714

r" 92 rotfried Hermonn(l7?2-l148) defended the hothesis of o1.f ginst the
oinin f the most imrortqnt and most schoLorly of its opponents, Nitzscn,
wno meld that Homer composed the with the aid of older poems, and that
he trobb1y :d so composed. the 0drssç in which he Was more original. ond. less
indebted to his predecessors. dolf had held tkit the weaving of the Homeric
web !.ad oeen carried down to certin point by the first and chief author of
the poem, and. nd been continued by others. Herrnann, improving on this
orinion, suggested that the original sketch of our Mind end our Odyssey
had been troduced by the first poet, ond that the Inter poets did not cgrry
on the texture, but completed the design within the outline thqt was already
drawn.

p. 105 While viol"' rerds Homer s ' rimitive brd, who began to weave the web of
the Homeric poems, and only carried it down to a certain point, Nitzsch looks
uton him as a 'great poetical artist who, coming after the age of the short
lads, fr.ned an epic on a larger p1n"(Jeobs Homer, 121) Thus olf pieces
Homer at the ginning of the growth of the poems, Mtzsch neorer t the !
Nitzsch re rds the 1.11o as mpinly tn work oi riorner, su tnis view does not
exc tae te ii-trocuc ion o minor intrpo Lotions eno cmangcs at later date.
i:ne Osy me consices to be the work of perhaps the same poet, wfl0(rie r.olc)

n in 1iau. i. tm course of the controversy
Mtzsch observed that som of the 'Cyclic' poems of the seventh and eighth
centuries B.C. presupiosed our and O&rssey in sone.uig Lilce tmeir
present form, nc, furtmer, t,-,-It tne Greek use of writing w'-s probably older
th0n o1f hid assumed.

170 tog from Jebb's homer, 1ldf, "Lachmann cissected the Iliad into
inso eiitr serr.te lays. He leaves it doubtful whether they are
to be scribed to eighteen distinct authors. But at any rote, he maintains,
eacm qy was origirelly more or less ienct 01 lL tile rest. riis mtn
tt is tne IiEL at detail. A primitive poet, he argued, would have
vivid picture before his mind, qr1d would re'rociuce it with close consistency.

he also fir,-:is t- many of the lays are utterly lot inct in geL-l srir

n. LO? eorg Friedricn .ihomenn(l793-1579). For his views on the Homeric cuestion co.
his review of . . Nitzsch in Jahrb. f. Phil. lxix(1o5), lf, 129f.

Herm2nn Kochly( 1:15-lc(o) , tile ear Lie. . 10 tlower 01 LacnnoIII, tu mis
tIT:e tructu:e of the Iliad is ex-mined in his seven Zurich disser-

ttions(1E50-9) , ":nc, in moper on 'Hector', Ransom' ('859); t'-'-)f the
0d,-e,- in three Zurich iber ti)ns The re u'.t of his es-imina
tjon of the Ui c were embocied in a pr ctical from in an edition of sixteen
liys published at Leipzig in 1861. Kochlil' s 'lays' do not corresomd to
L.chnnn's.

r 26 hJ'.'. Nutznorn(151i_l85o)
Nut znorn co:.iar s tm cose ruent C0LCit ion of Homeric criticism to "A oath
less wilderness in which the guiding might oossibly trove a mere will o
the wisp". Dividing fits own work into two prts, Inistoricni evidence',no
'i:termol criteria', cc d-31.s it the former uncer four neads: - (1) the
evidence on the text; (2) the story about Peisistratus; () the Homeridoe; nd
(14) the contrast between the eqrlier aidoi and the later paorasiodoe. He
snows (1) t )W vii-,t IOnS at rr. do no poi o mo e tmn One
anolerit redatIon; (2) tht the evidence S to Peisistratus is late
conflicting and, in general, uns0tsfnctory, wnile wolf's inferenc th0t trie
Iliad one Oysse ci" aot exist in . complete form before trie tine of Petsistratus,







nndy's (2) 3.3k -

is isrroved y 'Homeric remiriscences' in poets as eorly s Hesiod, Archilochus,
Alcham nd Hipronoz, nc by scenes from the Ilid. on the chest of Cy 1.us. (3)

r
Morn criticism is not justified (he urcs) in rerd.inthe Chin clan of the H'omeri-
dai qs rnar)sodes; this ch!Jcter is less satisfactory than the rest of the wor. (Lf) The
contrst between the 1¬ isurely brr S 01 ta olcn e, who successive tort ions of
lnrtr epic poems t t.-.p courts of chieftains, Rnd the rhansodes of a loter time, wno
hurriedly renearsed selected rassaes amid tile excitement of iopu1-r festivil, suggests
tnt t,,l- is t1. m'c'e of recittion for wicn epic no ty was oriinolly intended
and shows that, in form as well s su'ostance, the Homeric poems ore the creat io1 of
pr-historic age. The rnopsodes were 'n ' iconE.nial no even destruction element',

t sief cone by tneri w5 s counteracted by statesmen like solon, and by the more
extended use of writing in Greece.

In ti second part Nutzhorn criticises tue varius attempts tri-t had been m0de
to resolve the Ilia,d into snort Thys, ,n contends that the small dircreoncies, whicn
hac been noticed by modern critics with the printed Page before them, would heve qssed
unobserved by the orib1ol audience, qnd dI.d. not suffice to a. difference of
autflorsnir. He lso discusses Grote's Achiijied pointing out that the lengthy portions
of the Ilipd wnicul do not belong to tue Acnillied may be regarded as episodes charac
teristic of the earliest epic poetry, and as serving to help tne original audience to
realize tue long absence of Achilles from the field of battle.

T author is pernaps unduly violent in his invection against the views then
prevalent in Northern Germany, and political differences between Den-mark 0nd Prussio
appear to tve Keener edge to his controversial temper. But the permanent value of his
work is hardly impaired by the patriotic spirit .'±oich makes it (for our present
puriose) a cracttristic proauct of the scholarship of Denmark.

o. 372 he Homeric question ras oeen elaoorately discussed by G. Mistriotes
(subseuently professor of Greek at Athens), who maintains the uit of the
Iliad and Odyssey one reards Homer as the qutxior of both, and a French treatise
on the torograriy aid the strategy of tne Iliad was Po1isnta ir Paris ii ti
sie year by the Cretan scholar, M. G. Nichoaides, while private life in Homer

s been bly treted by h. R. anaos icoJ)

p. o Geore Grote (1794-1371)
A c¬rciul import.nce ttches to his opininc n the 'Hmeric : he re:ards
Hrier as 'o sing to the secnd, not the first, stage in thc t develorrnent
of ers, - as the cnooser of the lorge Eric, not s the rinitive b-rd of the
short lays'; but he ho'cs that omer', oriinal AchiUeid has been converted by

1 ter "oet or poet int- our preent I1id

t. 4O, F. A. P1ey(ll6-33)
410 Minoined tut the Ho.;eric poems in thr ir reent form were not earlier tmn

t:'e geof A' ender, and tht it W5 mainly through or. 1 troditin tht they
reacued the age of Thuc ides.

p. L427, John turt B cie (109-95)
L.2 C onc1u'e there is '. -)u1. of truth in the Wolfian th ry, but its operation

is to be recognized ": rig th rure m'terials 'hich Homer used "n fused, not
am 'rig th sh ely fragments of the finiched work hich I'i.sistratus collected nc
orafleC.'



Lachmnnn. Karl Konrad Frieririch Wilhelm (l79-i85l)

The Iliad

Encyclopedia Britannica (11th ed) says that Lachmann's 1etrachtunen i1ber Homer's

Iliad, first published . . . in 1837 and 1841, in which he sought to show that the

/ Iliad consists of sixteen independent-lays" variously enlarged and interpolated

.his views are no longer accepted. ( t

J. A. flavison writing on 'The Homeric flitestion" in A Comnanion to !'orner(1963, ed.hy

Wace and Stubbings) says (on page 249) : "In two napers delivered before the 7~erlin

Academy in 1837 and l41, and published is Betrachtiuigen uher Homers Tlias in 1847

(later editions 1865. 1874). he ((Lachmann)) claimed to have identified eighteen

separate and distinct lays, not necessarily by the same author, out of which our Iliad

had been composed of these the last two (our Pools (/1 and L ) were a later addition

to the original Iliad, the connoser of which was by no means a First-class poet. Thus

Lachmann Found virtually no place for any poet who could be called 'Homer".

-4099- Sanday's History of Classical cholarshin (1958) on p. 130 quotes from Jehh's

Homer, p. 11Sf, that 'Lachmann dissected the Iliad into eighteen separate lays.'

The Mibelungenlied

The Nihelungenlied trans. by n Nanson Lettsom with a spec. intro, by 1frn. H. Carpenter,

Prof. of Germanic Philology in Columbia University, rev. ed., 1901, p. xvii: "According

to the Lachmann theory, the poem consists of no less than 20 distinct lays, each differi

ing inherently from the rest, and each, with the exception of the Eighth and Ninth, by

different authors.

Cassell's Encyclopedia of Literature (1953) p. 380-381 gives K. Lachmann's explanation

(1816) of the NL as an arrangement o 20 original lays . . . We now prefer A. hleusler's

general theory (indebted to W.P. Kerr) of two main 1rys, ideally independent in origin,

rv




which were expanded from within and progressively fused.







Lachmann (2)

The Iliad

H. J. Rose, A Handbook of Greek Literature(Methe anc Co., London, 4th ed. 1951,
reprinted witi fcofrff6ñs T97T 1961) says, p. 3, that "As a result of
much analysis (Lachriann, for example, dissected the Iliad. down to the death o
ITektor, into sixteen lays), a modification of Wolff's view hen to grow up.

Aihin Lesky, Ailistoiy of Creek Literature (1966) says on p. 35 that the Iliad

/ on Lachmann' s view was made up of some sixteen separate poems



Karl Lachnann

Lachrnann's Betrachta.n ber Homers Ilias first pulblishecL in the,

Abhandluigen c th Berlin Aca1rninin 1P37 and lR+l, in which he sought to s1w

that the Iliad consists of 16 inlepenamnt lays variously enlarged and interpo

lated., has had considerable ii1luenc on noa.ern Homeric criticism, although

his views are no longer acceptea."




Encyclopedia Britannica, 1965 eaition
Vol. 13, p. 577
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Albert Gu6rard, Professor of General and Comparative Literature, Stanford University,

PREFACE TO WORLD LITERATURE New York 1940.

Page 71-72:

"For two hundred years, this phi1osorhy of the unconscious and the subconscious

has been advanced, not in literature only, but in many other domains........

7 "Against this romantic theory of obscure growth, the Individualistic conception2..

has managed to hold its groimd, and even to recapture some important positions... the

burden of proof is on the side of Wolf and his followers. Not because mankind has

believed for so long in the existence of an individual genius named Homer: hut

because internal evidence, of a convincing nature, reveals a commanding artistic

nersonality. To dissolve Homer into a myth or a committee, much stronger acid would

he needed than the Wolfian school has been able to supply.

fr "Although the theory of unconscious growth presents itself with a formidable

apparatus of scholarship, it remains, in many cases, a nroduct of the romantic

imagination. The evidence it adduces is Erenuentlv not actual, but hypothetical




the Faust legend and the William Tell saga... if would he a mockery to assert that they

automatically assumed definite shape, that they 'got themselves written down'

somehow, by scribes known as Goethe and Schiller.'t

GAYLFY, Charles Mills, and SCOTT, Fred Newton: An Introduction to the Methods and

laterials of Literary Criticism: the Bases in Aesthetics and Poetics. Boston,

Ginn,1S)9. 5R7pp.

GAYLEY, Charles Tiills, and K!JRTZ, B. P.: Methods and Materials of Literary Criticism:

Lyric, Epic, and allied forms of Poetry. Poston F New York, Ginn, 1920. 9llpp.

SAINTSBURY. George: History of Criticism and Literary Taste in Europe.

Edinburgh London, W. Blackwood, 1900-1904. 3 vols.

BABBITT, Irving al. (Van Wyck Brooks, W. C. Brownell, Ernest Boyd, T. S. P1 jot,

H. L. Mencken, Stuart Sherman. J. F. Spingarn, George F. Woodberry): Criticism in

America. New York, Parcourt, Brace, 1924. 330pp.
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Albert Gurard, Professor of General and Comparative Literature, Stertfor University,

PREFACE 1D WORLD LITERATURE New York 1940.--------------------------

Page 71-72:

"For two hundred years:, this philosophy of the unconscious and the subconscious

has been advanced, not in literature only, but in many other, domains .....

"Against this romantic theory of obscure growth, the Individualistic conception

has managed to hold its ground, and even to recapture some important positions... the

burden of proof is on the side of Wolf and his followers. Not because mankind has

believed for so long in the existence of an individual genius named Homer; but

because internal evidence, of a convincing nature, reveals a commanding, artistic Vt

personality. To dissolve Homer into a myth or a committee, much stronger acid would

be needed than the Wolfian school has been able to supply.

"Although the theory of unconscious growth presents itself with a formidable

apparatus of scholarship, it remains, in many cases, a product of the romantic

imagination. The evidence it adduces is frequently not actual, but hypothetical '

the Faust legend and the William Tell would b&.a rnockerytoàssert that they

aütnatitaliy. assumed definite thape, that" they -'got themselves written- down;

neho, bl scribes -known .as Góete and-Sch±l1er."

YIEY- Charles MillS ,:. and SCOTT, Fred Newton: An Introduction to the Methods and

Materials of Literary Criticism the Bases in Aesthetics and Poetics. Boston,

Gi3m,1899. 587pp.

/ GAYLEY, Charles Mills, and KURTZ, B. P.: Methods and Materials of Literary Criticism

Lyric, Epic, and allied forms of Poetry. Boston New York, Ginn, 1920. 9llpn.

SAINTSBPY, George: History of Citicism and Literary Taste in Europe

Edinburgh London, W. Blackwood, 1900-1904. 3 vols.

BABBITT, Irving E al. (Van Wyck Brooks, W. C. Brownel1, Ernest Boyd, T. S. Ellot,

H. L. Mencken, Stuart Sheiman, J. E. Spingarn, George E. Woodberry): Criticism 414

America New York, Harcourt, Brace, 1924. 330pp.
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the pjst legend and the Wi11ia1 Tell saga had survived humbly Untl

end of the eighteenth century. B it would be a mockery to assert that they

,i
autflatiCalY assumed definite shape, that they 'got themselves written down.

somehow, by scribes known as Goethe and Schiller"
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Albert Guerard, Professor of General and Comparative Literature, Stanford University (2)

SAINTSBURY, George, Editor: Periods of European Literature (from the Dark Ages to the

end of the Nineteenth Century), 12 volumes. New York, Charles Scrihner's Sons, 1907

WENDELL, Barrett: The -Traditions_ of European Literature from Homer to Dante

New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1920. 669pp.

BRANDES, George: Main Currents in Nineteenth Century Literature (the testament of

bourgeois Liberalism). London, 1*n. Heinemann; New York, Macmillan, 1906. 6 vols.
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Pr.fac Worl4 Ttteratur Albert Guerard (Prof. of General and Comparative
Literattrs Stanford University), Henry Bolt and Company, N. Y., 19140

page 714. "It is not dented. that literature uses the same stuff as folk
lore; but it is claimed that folklore is turned, into literature only through

individual conscious organization. A book is a piece of work,
not an accident.




;
Man's Unn bli1f W. Chambers. Jonathan Cape* London, 1939

p. 71 ortunately, twenty years ago, that great teacher of English, Sir Arthur
Quiller-Coiach, gave his answer to the problem:

Gentlemen, I would I could persuade you to remember that you
are English, and go always for the thing, casting out f your
vocabulary all such words as 'tendencies', influences, 'revivals',
'revolts', 'Tendencies' did not write The Canterbuiv lea
Geoffrey Chaneer wrote them. 'Influences1 did not make Th. Fasrie
oneon; Edmund Sponsor made it: as a man called Ben Jozison wrote

Alchemist a man called Sheridan wrote The Rivals

p. 85 So we hail Wiclif - the Morning Star of the Reformation. But to William
'angland, less than justice has been done. H. comes immediately before the
great upheaval of Wiclif, and people do not know what to make of him. o
great figure of English literature has been equally neglected. He has even
been divided into four or five authors, and we have been told that Piers
Plowman was 'the voice and vision, not of one lonely, despised wanderer,
but of many men, who, izm though of diverse tempers and gifts, cherished
the seine enthusiasm for righteousness and hate for evil' .1 ( Cambridge His
tory of English Literature, II, p. 142).

nero again, let us remember Sir Arthur Quiller-Coucht 'Tendencies did not
write The teri Tales Geoffrey Chaucer wrote them.'

1Z I hope to satisfy m the reader that Tendencies did. not writ Piers Plowman
that a man called William Langland wrote it.

IUIPIIi
.,
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The C1-a3icai Tradition by Gilbert ighet. Oxford University Press, New
york and London,. 199.

'. p. 3P4,4olf set out to put the Homeric poems in their correct historical perspec-
tiv..,.He undertook to trace the various stages by which they had been trans
mtted zinc, they were composed. He pointed out that it was impossible to
say there was a sinl fix.d text of the two poems - in the same w' as a
modern printed book represents, in all its many thousand. copies, a single
text which (barring accidental errors) is what the author wrote.

p. 385 This (Wolf's) type of analysis was to be practiced on most of
6he classical

authors throughout the nineteenth century, and still continues.
Footnote 60 (page 669) Livy's early books were thus dissolved by
Niebuhr (see p. 72f), and in the later njnetnth century the same
solvent was applied to many poets and philosophers who little needed
it. Hibbeck, for example, having grasped the obvious fact that
Juvenal's satires grow gentler and. more discursive as the poet grew
older, wrote Der echte und dir unechte Juv.nal to prove that the
early sati. w.re written by Juvenal and the later sati by an
imitator.

It had already been initiated in the criticism of the Bible, by eighteenth
century "ditiors of ne New Testament which pointed -it the important
variations in the text of the gospels and epistles; and dur' the nine
teenth century it issued. in the dissoluticu of the Old Testament, under
'higher c.tjcf em', into many fragments, and of the gospels into a number
of much-edited narratives.

On sholsre this had a stimulating effect. But literary men found Wolf's
book discouraging. It was depr.'g to think that what their had. taken
for a pair of great epics was really two groups of small-scale poems, an

/
individual genius counted for nothing in characterization and

V' Wolf's theory has now en superseded, a'-though his intelligence and his -A
acumen are recognized. It has been proved that it is quite possible for
good. poetry on the scale of the Iliad an td;issey to be composed without
the aid. of writing, and to be transmitted faithfully enough from Generation
to generation. And although it is clear that poems by many different

. 386 composers were used in the construction of the Iliad and Oisey, the work
"' the poet or poets who built the to epics into their majestic arciitec
tu.re is now called not 'edit-fig' but poetic composition of the highest
type.

p. 386 goethe was at first enco'iraged by Wolf's they. Fe had felt Eoc to be
unapproachable; but if there were no Homer, only somsmaller talent
called 'Homerid1j, he could endeavour to rival them. And. it was in this'
mind that h. w161. Hermann and Dorothea. Later, however, as he read the
Homeric epics with more and. more understanding - and also, no doubt, as
he attempted other Homeric poems like his Achilleis and continued work on his
own larga-cale drama, Faust - he realized that behind, the epics there stood
at least one majestic genius; and at last he publisea a form.]. retrac
tion of his belief in Wolf's solution of the Homeric probl.ei.°3

Footnote 63 (page 669) - Goethe expressed his eco;.rsion in a
little poem,__Homer wieder Homer, as well as in various prose

ftm"
utterances. For an accoiit ii his varying opinions on the
Hom-ericquestion, see Bapp (cited in n. 28) c.
K. Bapp, Aus Goeth.s rI.chisch.r G.d.ankenwelt
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p.87 ('Samuel
Butler (lP35-l9O) gave a lecture on The Hurour of Homer(l92))[pie

effect of hi aporoach was to humanize the epics, to break their fain* of con
vention aria allow them to be criticized he ancstors of the modern novel.

p Li,88 Although Butler's criticism lacked historical perspective, it ;rlsd farther
the movement to discredit the theory preached by Wolf and take pby dozens
of -German scholars, that tie epics were asse'iblages of Butler not only
made the Odyssey the work of one person, but, from the difficulties and in
congruities smelt out by the Wolf-pack, reconstructed a fallible hunn e'ithoress.

p. 499 or brick-making does not produce architects.' said at close of paragraph
beginning "The scientific ap.-roach, as well as the expansion of knowledge, has
,also been responsible for the fragmentation of classical study. For several- d*e the majority of scholars have preferred. writing small ,t,udie, 2 single
authors, of separate aspects of single authors, of tiny areas of social and
literary history, of topics obscure atia. peripheral and unexplor. Meanwhile,
much remains to of. aone on the great central subjects. flxxxkzxuxaxattax
There has beei widespread belief, not without foundation, that scholars
actually chose to write uibjects which were safe because so few people knew
anything about them.

\ p. 500 The scholar has a responsibility to society - not less, but greater, than that
of the labourer and the business man. His first duty is to kncw the truth,
and his second is to make it known.

p. 558 In French, the oldest document is the Oaths of Strasbourg(A.D. 842)

p. 695 Footnote 50. Housman has a memorable sneer at this, in the preface (p. xxviii)
to his edition of Juvenal:

'The truth is, and the reader has discovered it by this time if he
did not know it before hand, that I have no inkling of UeberlieferunLs
zeschichte. And to the sister science of Quellenforschun& I am equally
" strangers i cannot assure you, as some other writer will assure you
before long, that the satires of Juvenal areall copied from the satires
of Turnus. It is a sad fate to be devoid of faculties which cause so much

- - / ) elation to their owners; but I cheer myself by reflecting how large a number
of human beings are more fortunate than I. It seems indeed as if a capacity

} for these two lines of fiction had been bestowed by heaven, as a sort of
consolation-prize, upon those who have no capacity for anything else.'

*
01




Turnue was a satirist who is known to have written not long before Juvenal,
but whose work has almost entirely disappeared.

p. 499 The false parallel with science kg caused many more errors and exaggerations
in classical study. One odd one was the habbit of Quellenforechuni the search
for sources, which ii began as a legitimate inquiry into the material used by a

poet, historian, or philosopher, and was pushed to the absurd point at which it was
assumed that everything in a poem, even such a. poem as the Aeneid was derived from
earlier writer.. It is a typical scientific assumption that everything can

explained by synthesis, but it omits the essential artistic fact of creatioi.

(Footnote 50 is reproduced in the above paragraphs)
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Al?9a The Art of Literary Research Richard D. Altick. W.W.Norton & Co., Inc.,N.Y.

1963

p. 69 The determination of authorship requires the gathering and judicious
assessment of as much evidence, both internal, and external, as can be foun ,j
Internal evidence is normally more abundant, but it is also very slippery.
(Footnote 29. In hak.speare's case, the metrical tests were directed.
primarily toward establishing the order of the plays, a'Jhough they were
also used in the effort to differentiate Shkespeare's work from tht of
supposed collaborators or revisers. For one trenchant criticism of some of
these tests, see H. T. Price, "Towards a Scintjfic Method of Textual
Criticism for the E'jzab.than Drama," JEGB, =VI (1937), 151-67. With
other authors, howev-r, the tests of meter and. vocabulary have been em
ployed chiefly to a.eterriine authorship. The most elaborate of all such
exercises is G. Udny Yule's The Statistical Study of Literary Vocabular
(Cambridge, 19L4J+), an attempt to decide whether Thomas Xempis or Jean Gerson
wrote D Imitatione Christi. )
The pro-wile underlying its use is that every work has unique
idiosyncrasies of style, .

Theoretically, this manner of proceeding is legitimate enough, arid some
of the results thus obtained have won wide acceptance. Many authorship
studies, notably in the lrter nineteenth century and the early twentieth,
laid claim to scientific rigor, and were published with an imposing
panoply of statistical charts and tables. F. G. Gle's Shakespeare Manual
(1R7R) is an easily accessible example of such work. (see footnote 29 above))

p.71 Sometimes, too, the styles of several authors, all of whom may have con
tributed to a work, are so similar that differentiation of their respective
portions is imossible. Though we know that half a dozen men (Swift,
Arbuthnot, Pope, Gay, Parnell, and. the Earl of Oxford) composed the Memoirs
of M-artinus Scriblerus we cannot positively isolate the contributions of
any one of them.

p.PO, During th first third of t'is century, no branch of research brouht the
P1 academic stuuy f literature into greater disrepute amont laymen Lthan

source-study]. Like the mythical scholarly passion for counting the commas

3 ,I in Piers Plowman, the widely publicized, and. admittedly all, too prevalent,1
zeal for discoverying the obscure p'-aces where a poet was alleged to have lifted
his material became a snbol, to the world at large, of a11. that was niggling,
pedantic, and. futile Y'scholarship. While some such exercises were of in
disputable value, far too many were pretentious w-sts of time and riisaplica
tions of scholarly diligence . . . . Too often, casual or unremarkable similari
ties were interpreted as evidence of one writer's dependence on another.

p. P1. Of all the devices used by studnts of literry g'netics, the most sedictive
i'tr and the r'ost laden wit} potential fallacy is the parallel

passage: .

p.59 At the enu of the nineteenth century, the techniques that had been developed
in Biblical and classical studies bc'gan to be applied to English liter tr*,
especially to works written before the printing press was invented and,hich,
therefore, a number of manuscript copies were made.
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The Art of Ltrary Research Richaru D. Altick

Problems of Authorship

p. 63,64 After I. A. Richards dramatically demonstrated, through the univer
sty stuaents' papers quoted in his Practical Criticism (1929), how deeply
readers' juJm"nts of a poem are affected by their knowledge of its author,

3some critics urged that authorship be di'srearded a1toether and the poem
treateu as if it were an artifact as anonymous as a primitive statuette from
Polynesia. But this extreme view, though it had considerable influence, has
lost favor, and rithtly so. As human bings we have an ineraaicajt and per
fectly valid desire to know what fellowman created the work of art we admire.
Even more important is the fact, once more, that seldom is an artistic work
an isoltei. entity which can be explained and judged solely in terms of itself.
It is, on the contrary, one among several or many producthns of the same
creative intelligence, and sound criticism req'iires our placing it arncng the
other works which pred'd.ed or followed it and using to the full the insiits
they afford both into it anu. into the mind that proa'ic.d them all.

lp.

69 The determination of authorship requires the gathering and. judicious assess
ment of as much evidence, both internal and external, as can be found. Internal
evidence is normally more abundant, but it is also very slippery. -

p. 70 Versificaticn anu vocabulary used to be the two staple categories of
stylistic evidence employed in authorship study. In the 1930's a third was
brought into prominence: imagery . . . . Caroline Spurgeon's systematic demon
st'-ation, in her Shakespeare's Imagery(1935), thpt Shakespeare had. a marked
fondness for specific images, or clusters of related images, which, bing used
repeatedly in the plays, constitute a hallmark of his ty1e.
p. 70 . . whatever eviu.ence im-ry provides must e trated as at best collat
eral, never concl'sive.

p. lPl, 1P2 There was a time, within the memory of senior professors yet in
service, when the chief reproach laid againstiterary scholarship was that it was
sterile, unjmainatie, divorced from both life and literature, and preoccupied
with absured triVialities - "the date of }Tegetor, swan maidens, Celtic cauldrons
of plenty, the priority of the A or B versions of the prologue to the Legend of
Good Women medieval lives of Judas Iscariot, Vegetius in English, or Caiaphas
as a Pain Siindy prphet.hl

(Footnote 1. This particular indictment dates from 1913 (Stuart Prat Sh.rmanO)
in The Nation September 11; "eprinted in his Shaping Men and. omen(Gden
City, l92), p. 66), but it was echoed for the next thirty years at lmast.
2kX7 Lately the literary critics seem to have drawn the journalists'
fire away from the researchers.)

It wo'ld. be less than candid to assert that pre.nt-day scholarship has pureed
itself in that respect, though the tendency in recent years, for better or worse,
has been toward the other extreme - a kind of scholarship, often brilliantly
imaginative, that leaves hard facts far behind in Its sweep toward broad generali
zation.







omer A Collection of Critical Essays. Edited by Goo. Steiner & Robt. Pagles.
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Engl.wood Cliffs, N. 3. /9C2_

"Introduction: Homer and the Scholars" by Geo. Steiner.
page 2

Yet the stubborn truth remains: today the Homeric Question is not much nearer
solution than it was in 1795, when Wolf published his Prolegomena ad Homerum
" . . . . . .
But,èhough the probleremain. our methods of approach to them change. And the
fascinating aspect ii his: In each case-- Homer, Christ, Shakespeare - the
currents of scholarship and judgment follow the same pattern.

In the late nineteenth century, dismemberment was all the rage. In a single
chapter of Luke, textual analysis revealed five distinct levels of authorship
and. Interpolation. The plays attributed to that illiterate actor Shakespeare
appeared to have been compiled by a committee which included Bacon, the Earl
of Oxford. Marlowe, recusant Catholics, and. prInte!J devils of extraordinary
ingenuity. Thee fine fury of decamposition lattd well into the 1930's. As
late as 1934, Gilbert Murray could discover no reputable scholar ready to defend
the view that a single poet had written either or both the Iliad and the Odyssey.

Today, the wheel has come full. turn. In Hcmerlc, Biblickl, and Shakespearean
scholarship, unitarianism carries the day. To Professor Whitman of Harvard, the

/ centnl personal vision and "ineradicable unity's of the Iliad are beyond doubt.

There are material and psychological reasons for this reversal of judgment. We
have grown increasingly respectful of the tenacity of the written word. The
higher criticism assumed that if a text was very ancient or had been often r.
produced, it would necessarily be corrupt. We are no longer so sure. Comparisons
between the Dead Sea scrolls and the canonic version o the Bible suggest that
ancient literature, where it was regarded in a sred light, was hand.d down with
great fidelity. In rcverice later scribes or scholiasts even reproduced errors
or archaic words which they no longer understood.

What is even more important, a post-Freudian age regards the act of
page 3

literary compositiw ao one of extreme complexity. Where ineenth century
editor saw a lacuna or interpolation, we tend. to ice the ndIrectiuis or special
logic of the poetic imagination. Our entire image of(hasa1teed The higher
critics, WIlamow1t or Welihausen, were anatomists; to get at the heart of a thing
they took it to pieces. We, like the men of the sixteenth century, incline to re
gard mental processes as organic and integral. A modern art historian has written
of la vi. des formes the imp!ication being that in the life of art, as in that of
organic matter, there are complications of design and autonomous energies which
cannot be dissected. Wherever possible.se prefer to leave a thing whole.

Moreover, we no longer expect from genius a constant performance. 'e know that
great painters on occasion produce bad pictures. The fact that Titus Andronicue
is full of shoddy violence is rroof whatever that Shakespeare did not writ, it
or, more precisely, it is no proof that he wrote only the good lines. This change
in perspective is vital with reference to the Iliad and Oyssey. A hundred. years
a passage which struck an editor as inferior was confidently bracketed as an in
terpolation or textual corruption. Today, we simply invoke the fact that poets
are not always at their best. Homer can nod.







page 5
Does this mean that the Iliad and. Odyssey - as distinct from the archaic material

in them -were composed orally? Since Milmn Parry, it is an established fact that
much of Homeric verse is formulaic. It consists of set phrases 'which fill the nat
ural metrical units of the lines. --

-
page 6 . . . . . .

The Ionic script, in which the ____Iliad and O?ssey were handed aown, came into
official use only in the fifth century .C. We 1-now scarcely anything of its prey-
ios history. This leads Whitman to conclude that the Homeric epics were initi
ally set down in what is known as the Old Attic alphabet and later transliterated
(this could account for certain oddities in our present text). The first manuscript

1might date from the secn.na. half of th eighth cotury, "Crot t're h'
ai., Hncr i.lit.U Only thirty years ago, such a theory would have mad. scholars

with derision!

The theory that the two epics were memorized and transmitted perfectly by word of
mouth until they could be wttttert down in the fifth century simply won't hold.

"Odysseus' Scar" by Erich Aaerbach
page 23

The genius of the Homeric style becomes even more ap:arent when it is compared with
and equally ancient and equally epic style from a different world of forms. I shall
attempt this comparison with the account of the sacrifice of Isaac, a homogeneous
narrative produced by the so-cal-led, Eiqjst. The ring James versions translates the
opening as follows (Gen. 2i)- quote -., Even this opening startles us when we
come to it from Homer. Where arthtwo speakers? We are not told. The reader,
however, knows that they are not normally to be found together in one place on earths ;
that one of them, God, in order to speak to Abraham, must come from somewhere, must
enter the earthly realm from some unknown heights or depths. Whence does he come,
whence does he call to Abraham? We are not told. He does not come, like Zeus or AIN
Poseidon, from the Ethopians, where h has been enjoying a eacrifica]. feast. Nor
are we told. anythIng of his reasons 4*.. tempting Abraham so terribly. He has not,
like Zeus, discussed them in set speeches with other gods gathered in council;
nor have the deliberations in his own heart been presented to us; unexpected and.
mysterious, he enters the scene from some unknown height or depth and calls:
Abraham!

page 29
The world of the Scripture stories is not stisfied with claiming to be a historically
true r.lity - it insists that it is the only real world, is destined for autbcr3cy.
All other scenes, issues, and ordinances have no right to appear independet1y of it,
and it is promised. that all of rti.7a, the history of all mankind., will be given their
due place within it-s- frame', will be subordinated to it. The Scripture stories o not,
like Homer's, court our favor, they d.-o not flatter us that they may pleas. us and.
enchant us - they seek to subject us, and if we refuse to be subjected. we are rebels.

page 31
As a composition, the Old Testament is incomparably less unified than the Homeric
poems, it is more obviously pieced together - but the various components all belong
to one concept of universal history and its interpretation. If certain elements our
vived which did. not immediately fit in, interpretation took care of them; and. so the
reader is at every moment aware of the universal reliIo-hIstorical perspective which
gives the individual stories their general meaning and. purpose. The greater the
separateness and horizontal disconnection of the stories and. groups of stories in
relation to one another, compared with the Iliad and the Odyssey the stronger is
their general. vertical connection, which holds them all together and which is en
tirely lacking in Homer.
"Homer" by Albert S. Lord. page 77

In the ninth century in Palestine the oldest of the documents of the Old

testament seems to have been written, namely, the 3 Document, and in the following
13

century the E. Document came into being.(e&it.-4. RH. Pf.iffer, Intro to O.T4
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Chapter 5, "Literary History by bene aellek pp. 91-150 1
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p. 92 "Literary history in a wide sense of the term can be underetoo to begin
with the accumulation and collection of documents, their editing and placing in a
chronological ecneme. This preliminary worK is frequently terned "research"
oar excellence . . . . Nobody will underrate the immense work accomplished in
these fields, especially in the last hundred years. e have mapped out the whole
realm of literature and literary scholarship with systematic bibliographies
we have given answers to innumerable questions of chronology, authenticity, and

31 authorship. A great body of scholarship has been built up, a cooperative enter-
prise which my be corrected and supplemented by investigators in the future.

p. 95 For these preliminary studies, however well-established, are not stationary
today. It is still possible to discover unknown works, even in English literature,
like the book of Margery Keme or i'edwall's Fulgens and Lucrece Legal and historical
documents which throw light on the lives of well-worked authors have been discovered
in recent years, by Leslie Hotson and otriers.5 Even in the editing of Shakespeare
and his contemporaries great changes have taken place in recent decades. A method
which calls itself rather misleadingly "bibliography," sponsored by scholars like
Dover iilson, i. . Grey, and, more soberly by R. b. McKerrow, has put to use the
results of a careful study of the methods of book production, of Elizabethan hand
writing, and compositors' practices in order to arrive not only at a nex text of
Sharkespeare, but also at audacious speculations on Shakespeare's methods of wrk,
his revisions and adaptations, his share in plays assigned to several authors.

p. 226 4The methods of the "bibliographical" approach are discussed
in the following publications: Dover ilson's 'Textual introduction" to
his (and Sir A. Quiller-Couch's) edition of the Tempest (1921); k'ercy
Simpson, "The Bibliographical Study of Shakespeare" in Oxford Bibliog
raphical Society Publications (Vol. I, 1925); h. B. IcKerrow's An
Introduction to Bibliography (1927) and his Prolekomena for the Oxford
Shakespeare A Study in Editorial Method (1959).

Ingenious methods have been devised to ascertain the chronology of works for which
external evidence is defective, and may questions of authenticity and authorship
have been solved by an increasingly subtle study of distinctions of style and a
systematic s-arch for the remotest bibliographical and documentary evidence.
Organizatin, sheer dogged industry, but also much ingenuity and brilliant guess
work have had their rewards in results for which every scholar must be grateful.

p. 94 No doubt this work will and should continue: there are still many problems
unsolved and many important gape to fill. Lnoortant authors are not available in
critical and con'plete editions, as in the case of Layamon, Fulke, Greville, Peele,
iiddleton, Dryden, Defoe, Johnson, Coleridge, and any others, liuch is still obscure
in questions of authorship and date, especially in the vexed field of Elizabethan
drama. No doubt, similar questions remain unsolved in all others literatures. but
there is general agreement today that the task has been accomplished in its main
outlines, at least in the great Western literatures. ihe timeaa definitely arrived
when all this material accumulated and sifted br several generations should be put
to some further use. The tasc of interpretaion and coordination, the tasK of writing
literary history, cannot be put forever on the shoulders of the next generation.
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iellek cont'd

3 Pp. 94,95 "The only Americen book which treats of the problems under dis
cussion in a systematic fashipn, Andre 1"iorize's Problems and Iietods
Literary History (1922), creates the impression that literary history- is
almost confined to questions of editing and authorship, scurces and biography.
Towards the end of the book, there is only a brief reference to literary history in
connection with the history of ideas and the history of manners. Likewise, most
academic teaching stresses the use of tools and the technique of preparing new
ones. The usual argument in favor of such limitations upon "research" is the
value of the discipline gained by training in these methods, But the results
of such training seem overrated, in view of the many fantastic theories pro
pounded by the greatest experts. . '. Greg - to quote a 81fli¬ instance
made an elaborate attempt to show that the elder Hewlet was not poisoned througn
the ear, an that the play within the play as well as the ghost de a false
accusation,1 Erudition and expert knowledge are no guarantees of common sense.
However indispensable all this preliminary work, an overemphasis on it results
frequently in tri.a1itiea and useless pedantries which justly evoke the ridicule
of the layman and the anger of the scholar at wasted energy. . .
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"god Stands Behind the Book," Emile Cailliet
Christianity Today, April 9. 1965, p. 709

Surely it makes a big difference whether or not the historical critic
aproaches the biblical documents with an awareness of the more-than
historical dimensions of the data they attest. If one is going to ipIy a
critical method to the Bible scientifically, he must first try to find out
what the Bible is about and then investiat. the ways in which it is about this.
The fault of much criticism is that it reverses the order. Thus a secularly
minded method.olor dares condition Cod and the things that are God's. No
ond.r its naturalistically inspired ways stick in the throat of evangelicals

Indeed, the conclusions reahed by means of such a methodolor have all along
been implied in its procedure.

The next device invited in the secularized quest for "truth" is likely tos/
be some mechanical triance. Indeed, a Church of Scotland minister used.
computers to show that out of feurteen New Testament "istles currently atri
buted. to Paul, five were by a single author and the rest the work of five
different authors. Whereupon a conference on computers and the humanities
held at Yale T7niversity was told that by applying the minister's very method, jone could prove that James JoycCs Ulysses was the work of five authors and
that none of these wrote Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. All in all,
six authors could he assigned to the two novels. Concluded Dr. Sidney M.
Lamb, associate professor of linguistics t Yale, a computer is merely "an
instruction-following machine" that does only what it is told, or progr-mmed,
to do.

See also "Paul nd the Computer" by Reinier Schippers
Christianity Today, December 4, 1964, p. 7

"With the help of a computer, the Rev. A. 0. Morton, a Scot, has clculared
that of the thirteen New Testament epistles generally ascribed to Paul, only
five - Romans, Galatians, First and Se(-id Corinthians, and Philemon - were
written by him. Under the title, "A Computer Challenges the Church," in the
London Observer (November 3, 1963), he claims he has proved this in a
scientific, unimpeachable manner. - -

Morton's work is based on the principle that every writer has his own peculiari
ties of style that are de-ply rooted and always recognizable. These peculiaritie
no more change in the course of a lifetime than does a man's fingerprint.
Among these unchangeable characteristics Morton reckons the number of words that
make up a complete sentence. he chiefly counts such phenomena as the repetition
of the word "and" and. the space between uses of the word; the use of "it" to
becin a sentence; the use of the words "but" and "in," of the verb "to be", of
the definite article, and of the Greek equivalent of and "it."

Morton investigated the r.ilarity with which these apeared in seven Greek
authors. Of these he names Isocrates and Aristotle, and when them his theory
holds true. Classical sc olars have noted that this can be expected because an
orator like Osocrates carefully molded hi language. For the rest, scholars
would still have to see the figures to be onvinc.d."








Aloright, W. F. New Horizons i Biblical Research (London: Oxford) 1966

p. iLl. Much of the source-analysis of the modern ritica1 scholarship from

the school of Wellhausen on has been based on the erroneous notion that the conson

antal text, and. often even the vowels of the Pentateuch, remained, completely unchanged

after a supposed final redaction about the fifth century B. C., perhaps under Ezra.

However, we now know that there were many different textual recensions in the

following period. Examination of the Dead. Sea Sctol1s and renewed study of the

Septuagi.t have brought concrete evidence that the Massoretic tradition was only

one of a number, and that the coneonntal text of the Pentateuch as knoin in all

Hebrew manuscripts up to recent years as well as in all printed. Hebrew Bibles,

by no means the same as it was when these documents were originally written ad

compiled. Consequently the attempt to break a text down into minute units, cmetimes

sharing a single verse, even a shcrt verse, among three different sources, is quite

i,
futile. But although these fundamentalist 'higher critics' are quite wroug in

P"15 their presup;osltions, it does not necessarily follow that the documentary hypothesis

in general is wrong. But it does have to be treated with much more critical cir

cumspection than has hitherto been the case.

p. 15 what was Moses' place in history? By comparing the cultic, ritual, and.

civil legislation of the Pentateuch with earlier and later developments, we can

hcw that it must come in the middle - somewher het','reen the fourteenth and

eleventh centuries B. C. It fits nowhere else. Similarly we can show that the

religion of the Pntateuch after Genesis is intermediate between Patriarchal

religion on the one hand, and. the religion of the Monarchy on the other, and so must

be Mosaic ir our broad sense.



Hogarth lectures on Literature The English Renaissance: Fact or Fiction
. r. . The Hogrth Press, London, 1j2
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p. 89 Sinc I have "xtenaed the epic category to include prose, you may ask
p. 90 w}ethr Malory's Morte D'..rtur may not fall within it. I believ, not,

and especially in view of important conclusions drawn from
the recnt1.y disccv.r.d. manuscript at Winchester on which he has basea
his edition. I. now appears that what we believed was one long work
is the co'lecteo. works of Thomas Malory. This aiscovery both exonerates

/ Malory from the char of faulty compositon, often and quite rightly
f brought against th work as originally conceived of, and removes him
/ from the small and select class of authors who have staked most of their

f reputation on a single great work.
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Fletcher, hobert I-I., The Arthurian Material in the Chronicles (New York) 1966
Second edition, expanded by a bibliography and critical essay for the period
1905-1965 by Roger Sberman Loomis. Originally published as Vol X (Harvard)
Studies and Notes in ?hilology and Literature, Vol. x) Boston 1906

Supplementary Bibliography and Discussion
by Roger Sherman Loomis

(supplement, pp. 317-335)
p. 317 Fletcher's excellent work on the Arthurian material in the Chronicles, when

first published in 1906 as volume 10 of the (Harvard) Studies and Notes in Phi1o1or

and Literaturej established itself at once as a sober and reliable wmk of reference

if a field full of interest but confused by antiquated editions, forged data, and

baseless speculation. Long out of ornt, it was republished in 1958 by &rt Franklin,

and is now again published with app1ement bringing the discussion and the bibliog-

raphy up to date. It goes without saying that, in the sixty years that have passed
since this book first appeared, the scholarship on the subject has greatly expanded.

(( If Fletcher were alive)) he would doubtless feel obligated to revise drastically

his chapter on the life and work of Geoffrey of Monmouth in the light of the researches

of H. E. Salter, J. lianmer, J. S. P. Tatlock, and R. A. Caldwell.

p. 318 Fletcherts account of Gildas agrees in nearly all respects with later

scholarship . . . . The historians Hodgkin and Stenton are less sceptical than Fletcher

of Gildas' statement that the first Saxon invasion swept across almost the whole island.

Fletcher's reasons for disregarding the failure of Gildas to mention Arthur seem to

have been equally cogent for more recent scholars, who without exception regard him as

a historical figure.

p. 319 In general, it may be said that scholars have not discredited Fletcher's

account of Nennius and his analysis of the Historia Britonun The state of the manu

scripts, however, makes it difficult to arrive at final conclusions.

p.320 Fletcher's over-cautious statement that Arthur may have been a myth after all

is offset by the fact that his name is not that of any Celtic divinity but a normal

development from the Roman name Artorius, and by Senton's conclusion (p.31) that l

"four independent authorities (including Gildas and the Saxon Chronic agree in suggest-

ing a single coherent story" of the period.



Fletcher, Robert H., The Arthurian Material in the Chronicles A Supplementary
Bibliography an DiscuTon by Roger Sherman LoiiI (New York) 1966

(Supplement, pp. 317-335)
Geoffrey of Monmouth

p. 322 All recent authorities reject the Gwentian Brut as a forgery of lob Mar

gannwg. Consequently, Fletcher's statement that Geoffrey was an archdeacon of

Llandaff and a nephew of Uchtryd, Bishop of that see, has no sound basis, lie was

probably from at Monmouth of Breton parents, for he referred to himself as Brito(not

(Wallensis and showed in the Historia, as Fletcher noted, a contempt for the Welsh in

contrast to his admiration for the Bretons. . . The date of his death was 1155, not 1154.

agree
p. 323 With the exception of Griscom and Windisch, scholar/withletcher that

Geoffrey's alleged source, the liber vetustissimus brought from Britannia (Brittany),

either never existed or else contained only some meagre suggestions. Fletcher was too

generous in absolving Geoffrey of intentional fraud, but it was an age when charters,

saints' lives, and histories were commonly composed or doctored for i some practical

end. Geoffrey's motives in perpetrating the hoax were in part the desire for fame

and consequent advancement in the world, and in part a pride in his Breton stock. There

is no reason to suppose that any of his patrons were accomplices in the sham.

p.324 The emperor Lucius Iliberus was fabricated by Geoffrey out of a hypothetical

Welsh Llwch the Irishman (Hibernus), and his wars with Arthur follow somewhat the same

pattern as the cognate stories of the wars of Loth and Lancelot with Arthur.

MERLIN

p. 325 The opinion of Bruce, Faral, and Tatlock that the Welsh pans attributed to

Myrddin were composed after Geoffrey had made him famous by the_Historia and the Vita

Merlini is rejected by Welsh scholars. Jarman believes that the name Myrddin was not

that of a historical person but was ±ipt simply due to the mistaken analysis of the name

Caerfyrddin (Carmarthen) as a compound meaning .. "Fortress of Myrddin" . . . . Fletcher was

doubtless right in attributing to Geoffrey the arbitrary lifting f the Story of Vorti-

gem's tower from Nennius and identifying Ambrosius with Merlin.
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est force to bear on the weakest point are still valuable, even though Unhear,.
of, on the football field; but in battle-no "field" any more-the machine guand the atom bomb have made "scatteration" instead of concentration the
necessity if one is to preserve his integration. Longfellow could feel as cerj
that Caesar was the hero of Miles Standish as we can that he was the funda
mental authority for Fluellen on "the true disciplines of the wars, look you, c;
the Roman disciplines," whether either actually ever saw an original or evena
translation.

Ovid's book of Metamorphoses was equally practical for anyone wh
pretended to technical literary competence. Significantly, Erasmus does not
list Ovid as one of the authors for his perfect grammar school. But he gives
Metamorphoses its own special and fundamental niche as the source for the
rhetorical graces of mythology, etc. As such, it was early beaten in the original
into every schoolboy, including Shakspere. For some, the experience killed
neither the recipient nor the received, so that even the erudite as well as the
relatively unlearned are to be caught using Golding's translation more or less
judiciously. Through Golding's eyes, one could see still further into the mys.
teries of poesy. And in Golding, there was the further advantage that the
stories had been not only morally fumigated as was customary, but were
specifically Calvinized in a long introductory summary. In getting rhetorical
grace, no one was to go astray morally and religiously-unless indeed, to use
the dodge of Erasmus, he already had the seeds of evil flourishing within him.
Significantly, "this rather formidable obstacle ... has been relegated to the
end of the book," by way of sweeping it under the carpet, thus leaving the
reader of this volume morally and religiously wholly unprotected. To Golding,
Calvin's lucubrations generally, Ovid's Metamorphoses, Caesar's Comtner
taries were all calculated means to the same end of cultured uplift, whether in
the service of the pen, the sword, what not. As such, they demanded transla
tion into the vulgar tongue. If one knows what Golding was about, he will see
deadly consistency throughout. Golding was not trying to be amusing to
anyone, and for one I am not amused by Golding-not even though there is
possibility of ancestral connection-and I suspect Golding himself would not
be amused by some of the intended praise bestowed upon him. The objective
of these men-Golding, Baldwin, etc., particularly Sir Thomas Elyot, even
Ascham-must be more fully emphasized, if we are to get any just notion of
how the sixteenth century came to be. What we find most interesting was not
their fault, even if they did play so fundamental apart in shaping it.

There are some good points in the editor's evaluation of Golding, such as
the observation that Pyramus and Thisbe "break into what are really Gold
ing's fourteeners" (p. xxi). The burlesque is of the older style to which
Golding's work belongs; but since Ovid is the source of the story, the point is
valid, though not conclusive, for "everybody" in Golding's day used four
teeners-as Shakspere himself has done elsewhere also, mostly for comic
purposes.

I am certain I could-I shan't-put together a respectable list of Gold
ing's "boners" (see the happy "large flewd" above) to keep company with
Marlowe's. No one has yet given Golding the assiduous attention that the
poet Marlowe has justly received. There are clever illustrations of Golding's
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thculties in getting frisky Ovid into the lumbering coach of the chosen
etrics, where one must admit at least a bit of clumsiness on Golding's part,
ough, I fear, most of Golding's intended grace is attributed to him as un-
tting awkwardness-literary ideas have changed. At least, in most of the

11




ustrations given-1 applaud the selections-Golding was using infallible
.terary devices to improve Ovid. Ovid is the stalking horse, and Golding the
xipping boy for quite a disquisition on fine points of metrics-some of it at

t sensible, to the best of my belief and opinion. Only, Golding was follow-
.g faithfully a different set of rules.

Eventually the editor turns to the positive side of Golding's contribution,
d finds a great deal to praise justly-Golding per se is most certainly not

jvid. I doubt if anyone who can really read Ovid will care to be troubled with
iny translator. After I had gone through the classical mill of my day, Meta-
wrp/zoses (Gleason's selections, of course) was the only book of the lot I cared
:o keep handy for reading. For some years I was obliged to teach Caesar and
he rest, but not Ovid; he might have been interesting! It is as an essay on
:'etics generally, particularly upon metrics, that this introduction may pos
iblv be found to have some value.

On balance, the text is not accurate enough to be useful to the scholar,
And the editorial trivia will merely irritate him. Even for its stated purpose,
surely an accurate text would have done as well. At any rate, it is a handy and
handsome volume, in those respects worthy of the publishing name it bears. A
very little scholarly care for accuracy of text, etc., could have made it so much
more and nobody the worse.




T. \V. BALDWIN
Southern Illinois University

INTERNAL EVIDENCE AND ELIZABETHAN DRAMATIC AUTHORSHIP: An ESSAY
IN LITERARY HISTORY AND METHOD. By S. Schoenbaum. Evanston:
Northwestern University Press, 1966. Pp. xx+ 281.

While the abusers of internal evidence in studies of Elizabethan dramatic
authorship are the villains of Professor Schoenbaum's essay, and internal
evidence itself is inevitably contaminated thereby, it is my view that he has
made out a strong case for the greater value of internal evidence over external
evidence. As I see it, Professor Schoenbaum is writing about at least three
kinds of scholars: (i) poor scholars misusing good tools, i.e., legitimate internal
evidence; (2) good scholars misusing good tools; and (3) good scholars achiev
ing acceptable results with good tools-the order is a descending one in terms
of number. When, for example, we read that "the objection to commonplace or
unparallel parallels occurs often in The Jacobean and Caroline Stage. It is a
legitimate objection but applies less to a method than to its abuses. For if the
parallels are not parallel and the words and phrases are commonplace, the
test, in a very real sense, has not been employed" (p. 190), we can agree that
this is true of all tests of internal evidence, not solely of the parallels test.
What Professor Schoenbaum has done, really, is to give us an entertaining
annotated bibliography of attribution studies in the field of Elizabethan
drama, a bibliography which records the melancholy fact that most workers in
this field have made asses of themselves time alter time. The archvillajns are
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3J&5 Homer destroyed in thought of a few years ago, now largely reestablished
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3.71 Beaumont and Fletcher
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3.81 The Disintegration of Shakespeare
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3.93 Romantic Literature
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\/ ..4Guerard, Albert, Preface to World Literature l9LfO_57

page 72. " . . . internal. evidence, of a c'ivjncjn natnre, reveals a

commanding artistic personality. To dissolve Homer into a myth or a

committee, much stronger acid. wo'i'd he needed than the Wolfian school has

been able to supply."

See also 3.12 Encyclopeaia inericanna 196¬ ad.. "Homer"

See 3.31. A Companion t2. creek Studies (d.uostat print), p. 125

See 3.31. Homer. A Cotlecton of Criticl Essays cc.. by Geo. Steiner p. 2

See 3.31 Karl Lachjann

See 3.31 Sanc.y's History of C1.assJ.cl Sc)olarshi.p

See 3.31 Scott, John, The Unity of Homer

See 339 A Companion o Ho'ier edited. by ace ana S+iibhi's, pp. 257, 263

f' 3.50 Notopoulos, J. A., "Studies in Early Greek Oral Poetry"

See 3.71 Bowra, C. M., Tradition and Design in the Iliad (O"ford) l3C
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The Validity of the Gospel Record. Ernest Fin.1la Scott. New York, 1938

(Scott - Prof. of N.T. Criticism. Union ec. Scm., N.Y.)

p. 117, 118 A Warning may her. 'pe eriv.u. from the history of Homeric

criticism, with which, from the tine of its inception more than a century

ago, the criticism of the Gospels has been curiously linked.. Th. theory

was put forward., and. for some time was generally accepted., that the Iliad

and Odyssey were compounded of a great number of ballads, different in date

and authorship and revised by several editors. In this account of the

poems there were doubtless some elements of truth; bu1tb. main effect

was disastrous. Homer was sacrificed in the interests of a theory. His

most splend.ed passages were discarded. because they were too good for a

primitive ballad or legth.ned it out unduly. Sane critics are now

agreed that if we are ever to explain these poems we must take them as

they are, not as they might have been it they had been made according to

our formula.







/

Thnil Krael ing, 1HE OLD TESTAMT SINCE ThE REI)14ATI( 1955

Page 89

"Orthodox biblicism was deeply entrenched once more and it seemed unlikely that

biblical criticism of the sort being carried on in Germany could find admission

there. But it was overlooked that biblical criticism had arisen on the Continent

in emulation of the critical method developed in the study of the Greek and Ronan

classics. Homeric criticism found a hearing in England and thus paved the way,

for the application of similar principles to the biblical literature,. A series

of incidents now occurred wüch, through the publicity they received, helped to

bring about a change."
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Bowra, C. 14., Landmarks in Greek Literature (Weidenfeld and Nicolson:London) 1966

p. 21 For some two centuries the Iliad and the have been the victims of

technical controvery on their composition and authorship. The Greeks themselves

thought that the poems were the work of a single man called Homer, who lived in

Chloe and whose poems were preserved and recited after his death by a guild of

bards who called themselves the Sons of Homer. At the other extreme some modern critics

have argued that the poems are collections of separate lays from many hands put together

at Athens in the sixth century B.C. Many of the arguments for this case have been dis

credited by recent investigations into oral traditions and their ways of working and

by our realization that a poet who composes in his head for recitation constructs his

tale quite differently from a poet who relies upon writing, that an audience which

listens to a recited poem nuat have events put to it differently from a public which

reads books. In our present state of knowledge we may say that the Iliad and the yssey

may fairly be regarded as the work both of many poets and of a single poet. Behind

them lies a long tradition of poets who told tales like theirs and certainly invented

a large number of phrases and devices and episodes and characters which appear again in

them. They are more directly dependent on this tradition than Shakespeare, for instance,

is on North or Holinshed, and their debt is far more general and pervasive. More

than this, they are composed in a certain way because this had been evolved and estab

lished through many generations for heroic poems. This means that in many respects

they are highly conventional, but this in no ways reflects on their worth, for it is

in his new use of conventions that a poet shows his strength. Nor can we doubt that

behind these long epics lies a large number of short lays, whose technique can be
in

discerned/both poems at many points and suggests that individual episodes in them

were retold in a manner appropriate to a short song. To this extent the authorship of

the flied and Odyssey is multinle. but we can in no way assess how many poets have

contributed to them in the centuries when their stories and story-telling were

fashioned. On the other hand the Greeks belièv'&d in a man called Homer, and we must

respect their belief.
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Bowra, C. ., Landmarks in Greek Literature(Weidenfeld and Nichison: London) 1966

p. 21 (cont'd) It is true that they attributed to him poems which he is unlikely to

have composed if he composed the Iliad and Odyssey. It is also true that we know

next to nothing about him, and such attempts as were made in antiquity to write lives

of him are flights of fancy compiled from the poets themselves. Yet both the Iliad

and the Odyssey are single works of art, each composed on a recognizable pattern, with

clearly discernible main movements in a commanding scheme, with a sustained tone and

temper to be found in no other oral poetry, with a consistent and elevated style which

could hardly have been maintained at such a level if some very uncommon poet had not
p.23
/ been in control of it. There are indeed substantial differences of temper and out

look and vocabulary between the two poems, and these have led some scholars to assume

the existence of two separate poets, each of whom was responsible for a complete work of

art. This is by no means impossible, but the difference may just as well be explained

by the hypothesis of a single author who first composed the Iliad and then in his riper

years, when some of his first, fiery impetus had abated and he had mastered some new

linguistic devices and matured some of his ideas, composed the Odyssey We shall

probably never know the right answer. But in the last resort it does not matter.

What matter are the poems, which are the works of art based on a long tradition and

themselves composed in the latter part of the eighth century B.C., and it is not

improper tàpeak of Homer and by him to mean the poet or poets who composed the

Iliad and the_Odyssey.
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COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

work attributed to a major prophet will recover his isissima verba.
What the school has failed to give much attention to is the problem,
not of transmission, but of composition, where we face the possibility
that all poets used the same word pairs-and tended to use many of
the same hemistichs and distichs, and even several fairly long passages
-more or less as single formulas. Yet most of the Homerists in the
English-speaking world today would agree that the analogous possi
bility, when applied to the Iliad and Odyssey, was as close to certainty
as theoretical matters can ever come.
The Towneley scholium on the first line of the tenth book of the

Iliad declares that Homer created this book but not as a part of the

epic in which it stands; and a group of nineteenth-century scholars
-'accordingly came to regard the book as somehow dubious. Because of
the high degree of repetition in the Homeric corpus it is not surprising
that some parts of the book-an example that may or may not have
been noticed before is Ii. 10.292-4 = Od. 3.382-4---should also appear
in the Odyssey but nowhere else in the Iliad: from such evidence the
book was thought not genuinely Iliadic but a recognizably Odyssean
insertion. This was the day of patchwork theories and for most Homer
ists in the English-speaking world it is past. For there was an inherent

-/ flaw that would, had it been given its due attention, have prevented
much useless research: in the Iliad and Odyssey together, eighteen
hundred different lines occur at least twice, and the pattern of recur
rence is so complex as to make comparative dating totally impractical.7

None of the old plagiarism arguments any longer seems much more

likely than its converse-the tenth book of the Iliad could have donated,
rather than appropriated, all the lines it shares with the Odyssey; and
all the lines it shares with the rest of the Iliad (except for the second

syllable Ii. 10.402-4=17.76-8) could likewise have been equally well
/lent as borrowed. The prevailing opinion nowadays appears to be that
no repeated passage, line, or phrase was deliberately transcribed from
one occurrence into another. The element was instead a commonplace
developed in the oral tradition and used by many poets before the Iliad
and Odyssey were written down. I do not see how this opinion of
Homerists can be mistaken, nor why it should not, with very few

changes, be held by Hebraists also. We may therefore object to a mass

/ of conclusions about the dependence of Old Testament poets on each
1 other.

/
7 For a list of thirty (outmoded) works on the subject-one of them Dutch and

all the others German-see A. Shewan, "Repetition in Homer and Tennyson," The
Classical Weekly, XVI (1922-23), 155, n. 5. Shewan himself represents the mod
ern attitude, as does George Ivt. Calhoun, "Homeric Repetitions," Univ. of Cali
fornia Publications in Classical Philology, XII (1933), 1-26.
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cerned less with originality than with making the best use of all re
sources that came to mind. Here is our hypothesis: in the vast and con
tinuous oral tradition that existed at one time, a tradition far greater
in bulk and scope than we can see from what has survived, poets bor
rowed from each other until their songs were a great deal alike. There
is a considerable amount of repetition in the poetry known to us; there
was a tremendous amount in the tradition at large (for when the size
of the corpus increases arithmetically the proportion of identifiable
formulas increases geometrically) ; and therefore no verse that strikes
us as unusually fine is certain to have been created for the context in
which it now appears. Quite the contrary: the better a verse, the wider
its use. Nor can we establish limits for the size of the formula: Psalm
18 recurs with slight change as II Samuel 22, and many another ele
ment of equal length might well have recurred at an earlier day. We

may prefer to believe that only the very best and most important part
of the poetry ever came to be written down, and that only the best of
what came to be written was not allowed to perish. Both possibilities
are attractive, but both are far beyond proof. The ordinary practice of

dating books with respect to each other, on the basis of the repeated
hemistichs and distichs, may in certain rare instances arrive at the
exact truth, for when the canon began to take shape lines from one
scroll could be copied into another. But as a general theory this idea
of composition is incredible. Certain parts of the poetic corpus, the

/entire Book of job for one, might never have existed in anything like
their present form until the moment they were recorded. These parts
might very well, that is to say, have been first created with the advan

tage of literacy-no matter: they were composed in elements that the
authors knew by ear and second nature, not in elements stolen one by
one from a room full of documents. What can we deduce about the

origins of Old Testament poetry from the evidence of its style? We
can at least take from Homeric theory the concept of an ancient and
diffuse oral tradition, in which each poet used the work of his prede
cessors and added his own best inventions to the common fund of

phrases available to those that should come after.13

13 The Isaiah roll is now generally thought to contain works by different
authors; so we have to conclude with George Buchanan Gray, A Critical and
Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Isaiah, The International Critical Com
mentary series (Edinburgh, 1912), I, lvii-lviii: "All that can be strictly claimed
is that what clearly proceeds from Isaiah is to be regarded as his, all that clearly
proceeds from other or later writers is not to be regarded as his, and all that is
neither clearly his nor clearly not his must be regarded as uncertain." But our

/created

is even greater than this threefold tautology implies. For neither the /
1 /verses that recur elsewhere nor those that do not rFmore likely to have been
/ created by Isaiah than to have been traditional commonplaces before his day

122
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ransitioitions n BijJ. Scholarship, Vol Vi, edited by J. Coert Rylaarsdam
Williams, a1ter G., "Tension and Harmony between Classical Prohecy and Ciasscal
Law pp. 71-91.

p. 86 We have indicated elsewhere 17 that II Isaiah never identified in the same
person the functions of servant and messiah. This identification is iLade first of
all in the New Testament and has been projected back into eutero-Isaiah.

17 Walter G. Williams, prophets £ioneers to Christianity (Nashville: Abindon,
l6), pp. 110 ff..11
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Rose, H. J., A Handbook of Greek Literature (Methuen & Co., London) l931,l9I2,191.8,l9l
(dates of the 1st 2nd 3rd 4th edJEiona respectively Reprinted with minor corrections
1956 and 1961.

See pages 34 - 1.6 for a thoroughgoing discussion of the "Homeric Question".

P. 36-37
((( F. A. Wolf in his Prolegomena ad Homeruri 1795, denied that any man, without the aid
of writing, could compose poems so long a=non the whole so admirable constructed as the
Iliad and Odyssey; or that if he did, that they could survive in an illiterate age. He
never denied the possibility of leaning the poems by heart once they were written.
But supposing that by some miracle they were constructed and did survive, why did not the
authors of the epics learn the art of constructing a poem from them, instead of producing,
as we know from Aristotle that they did, works lacking in unity? He concludes, then, that
behind the poems as we have them there must lie a number of short pieces, rhapsodies or lays
of moderate compass, which were afterwards collected, joined together by z very able
editors or diasceuaots, and written down in more or less their present form. In support
of this he cites a few passages . . . which he holds to show a rather clumsy join between
two distinct lays. Moreover, ancient and modern critics have declared unhneric certain
passages essential to the story, or at least highly desirable . . . If important parts of the
poem are additions to what the original Homer composed, why not less important ones? The
actual putting together was done by, or rather under the direction of Peisistratos, who had
at his court several notable poets )))

P. 37 - 38
((( Wolf got a hearing from scholars, especially in Germany. With literary men, and
particularly the foremost of his time and country, he found less favour. Schiller attacked
him and his theories vigonously; Goethe, at the time when he wrote Hermann und Dorothea
was a declared Wolfian, and went further than Wolf in supposing a number of HoiieridaI Whose
collective efforts had finally led to the ;genius of the poems. But later, while working at
his Achilleis he became more and more fully convinced of the unity of Homer. Wieland
tetU'ied frm his own experience in writing Oberon that a poet need not lay down a plan
beforehand to compose a work having aufficienuniEy. hy should not Homer have simply
been led on by his poetical instinct to compose more and more, until his productions of
themselves fell into the framework of unified poems? But the great drttic Sch1ege strongly
supported Wolf, and his own colleagues, the classical specialists, followed the lines he
had laid down in a long series of investigations, characterized by greater learning and
diligence than insight.)))

P- 38 As a result of much analysis (Lachinarm, for example, dissected the flied, down to
the death of Hektor, into sixteen lays)" a modification of Wolf's view began to grow up.
We may conveniently call it by the name of Grote, the historian of Greece, although he did
not actually originate it, since his is the best-known statement of it and aroused interest,
not only in gland but in Germany.
P. 38-39
((( C3rote thought the Odyssey was the work of one poet but that the Iliad showed traces
of multiple authorship, notably certain inconsistencies between various sections which
he accounted for on the basis of his theory. Kirchhoff further modified this theory
especially in its application to the Odyssey. He supposed two poems, with an enlargement form
ing practically a third, whose combination had made the present work. These had been put
together, but not so skillfully as to hide a number of clumsy join8;)))

P. 39 The outstanding characteristic of this theory- is its utter impossibility. Wolf and
Grate had supposed things to happen which really have taken place in the history of
literature. In editor of taste and poetical feelingaa put together a selection of ballads
into an epic; Lonnrot made the Kalevala in this way.
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H. J. Rose, Professor Emeritus of Greek in the University of St. Andrews

P. 39 An original shorter epic has been expanded by additions into a larger one;

this is the history of the Chanson de Ro].and.58 What is known to have happened in Finland

I and France might have done so in Greece. But that any one possessed of tolerable poetic

ability, to say nothing of a genius, should have written an epic without an end, like the

supposed Return, or without a beginning, like the supposed Vengeance, still more one with

neither end nor beginning, like the Telemacheia, is past belief altogether, and most of

all past belief when Kirchhoff assigns some of his supposed shorter epics to an age of t

whose art we know enough to say that the characteristic Greek feeling for form and symmetry

was rapidly developing.

P. IO Apart from such absurdities - I can find no milder word - as these, the objections to

the various forms of the separatist theory, Wolfian, Grotian or Kirchhoffian, are of a

negative kindt viz. that the arguments used to support it are too weak to be capable of

proving anything. They fall under three heads, linguistic, archaeological and literary.

For it is plain that if the poems are composite and not all the product of one age, we should

be able to detect differences in thccidence and syntax between the older and later parts,

and also to find in the later allusions to customs, instruments, industries, laws and so

V forth inconsistent with what the older ones relate. Finally, it is not likely that any

longer work could be put together from shorter ones so cunningly as not to show the joins
here and there to a careful observer. Hence arguments of all three kinds have been used,
PXM4AL,.1t1I1CIc UI _II7.__x

but mostly of the third sort.

((( Rose examines the linguistic argument regarding the digana and finds that their
use does not prove the Iliad and Odyssey were produced from a number of poems of different
dates. The argument of archaeology concerning various shapes of shields is also shown to be
inconclusive since the two shapes can be shown to have existed side by side. Homer represents
his heroes in the equipment of his own day, pretty *vioualy as mixed as his own dialect.)))

p.39
- -
5F " . .Briefly, the reason why none of these countries ever had an fliad is

that none of them ever had a Homer.
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p P. 42 But the chief weapon of the separatist has always been literary criticism, and

of this it is not too much to say that such niggling -baiting, such microecipic
p.43

hunting of minute inconsistencies and flava/in logic, has hardly been seen, outside of

the Homeric held, since Rymer and John Dennis died.No long poem and no long novel is

ever likely to be without self-contradictions here and there and indeed many shorter piecesPhi'am1'if. says she }s written no verse: yet little ur+hr on
contain them. In Lea Femmes savantes iii,2,/(iv,2), Armande says to her set vingt fois

j 'ai in des vera de vous.' In Othello the double timing is well-known. Bainca taxes

Caaeio with having neglected her for a week, 111,4,1731 therefore he has bean in Cyprus

for something more than seven days. Yet the preceding soenes occupy the night of the day

on which he arries and the following day, less than forty-eight hours. No one supposes

Shakeapere ' )bliere to have w*itten these plays in conjuctions with any one else; but

when it comes to Homer, such arguannta as the following have been offered, and taken, ser

iously. ((( Three examples follow where passages are attributed to different lays by

P different authors or put among the late additions to the poem))) Other examples of this

kind of thing could be multiplied from the writings of scholars, by no means the worst of

their schools, who have dissected the two poem. If they wished to prove multiple author-

ship by a sound criterion, evidence of the smoothing away of inconsistencies would be
p .1jJ4

more to the point; for I such things are much more clearly evident to readers, especially

perhaps to persons who are getting the poem by heart, than to the author..

The fact is that the separatist doctrine sprung from a very pardonable misapprehension,

and was later supported by another. Wolf, as we have seen, began by stressing the great

difficulty, f not impossibility, of composing or learning such works as the fliad and Odyssey

without the aid of writing. Difficult in the extreme it no doubt would be for a modern,

for we generally commit but little verbatim to memory, . . . . It was not so in Hmer1a

time " . . To know by heart 15,000 lines or so was probably not a rare accomplishment then,

any more than it seems to have been in Finland; 72 much more remarkable feats are re

ported of Arabian story-tellers-73 . . But all such speculations are needless, since, as

has already been pointed our, writing had been known in that re4.on for long before he or

even his people arrived there.
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p. liii On top of this miaconeeption came the theory that was for a while prevalent in the

nineteenth century, that much literature and art had-'-from up, not from the efforts of

individuals, but from the people in general. The truth, as we now see it, is that a people

can and do condition an art (there could have been no English poetry but for the English

language, the creation of the people at large, and certain generally shared ideas as to

what constitutes verse), but that art is always and everywhere the creation of individuals,

the so-called popular poems, such as ballads, being simply the works of writers, or other

composers, so obscure that their names have remained unknown. Nothing remotely like an

epic has ever taken shape without a p.et to shape it.

p. 1 Which is likelier, that there should have been one great poet whose two chief,

perhaps only, works differed somewhat from each other in choice of plot and consequent

minutiae of treatment, or that there were two of about the same age, so like one another

that only very close inspection can detect the difference? To tI" p. ent writer, there

can be but one trj Homer is one, both poems are his, and the changes in manner, such

as they are, can be easily explained by supposing the two works to have been written a

years apart. Had there been another writer great enough to produce the Odyssey, he would I

have had a style of his own, differing from Homer'3 at least as much as that of

Sophokies does from Aeachylus.

Having thus rejected separatism in all its forms, we may ask whether any results of

value have come from this long aberration of scholarship. This answer is that, like all

honest research, that of the separatists has done good to the subject . . . . it has drawn

attention to a vast number of details, literary, aesthetic, grammatical, metrical and

archaeological, comprehension of which adds weatly to an intelligent reader's enjoyment

of these masterpieces. Also, it has given us a far clearer picture than before of the

manner in which the epics were composed and published. We have left behind us the

picturesque figure of the blind bard, chanting his inspired lays in the childhood or

youth of the world. We have instead the more intelligible figure or the Ionian man of

literature, probably of letters also, working upon traditional material, taking a legend

here, a phrase there, again perhaps a line or two, from the earlier poems with which his
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p. 15 (cont'd) memory was stored, and possibly also from rolls jealously guarded as the

sacred property of his gild. We can picture him reciting, lyre or staff in hand,6

before the nobles of his day or at public festivals. We can imagine him instructing pupils
.l46

to do as he had done. No one is likely to suppose that he sat downl and, beginning at
t)r

Ii. i,I, write steadily on till he reached the end of the Odyssey. Nor does any one

imagine that a ne uarietur edition of his words, too sacred to have a single letter

altered, passed into the hands of those who came after him. On the contrary, it is highly

probably that small alterations and insertions were made here and there, 77 certain that the

language was gradually modernized, as has happened to most Fnglish classics, by no means

unlikely that one or two details were the work of pupils, not of the master himself. Sub

stantially, we have Homer complete and perfect; in detail, we must count on retouchings

and allow for them to the extent of our knowledge and ingenuity in restoration.

77 For what they are worth, I record nr guesses concerning interpolations, apart
from short additions of a line or two.-----------------qiay be from another document;--------------contains
a list of river-names largely inknown to Homer and the unhomeric word--------------, applied
in Hesiodic manner------------------------------------to thheroes of Homer's poems; the rivers also recall a similar
list,------------------------------------------. I am inclined to excise the whole passage ----, supposing it to be the in
sertion of an archaeologically minded rhapsode, who wished to explain why there was no
trace of the Greek wall left in the Troad. If this is so, he altered 3 slightly to fit his
insertion.-----------------Needless to a, I am not the first to object to any of these passages,
and many of them were suspected in antiquity.

An amusing parallel to the rise and fall of the separatist theories may be given
from I4ddle English philology. In 1902, a theory was put forward and rapidly gained ground
to the effect that Piers Plowman was the work of a plurality of authors; see Camb.
Big Lit vol. ii, p. 3 sqg ToIay, as late colleague A. Blyth Webster informed me,
scarcely a philologist of any eminence takes it seriously. In the case of Homer, the
paradox has had a longer run.
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p. 8 Footnote 1. The fashion, once prevalent, of dissecting the W. D., ((aby. for
Works and Days , ?of Hesiod? )), has lost favour even with scholars who still hold the
separatist theory of Homer. The only question now seriously debated is whether the
'Days' are not a latter addition to the poem. Small insertions here and there may
reasonably be suspected. See, for recent discussion, Sinclair, pp. ix-xvi.
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Page 63 (Chapter IV - Homer)

This is the famous Homeric Question which scholars have debated for a century

and a half: the reader will not expect it to be settled here. The later Greeks

themselves possessed a whole cycle of epics on the Trojan war. Two of these were

of surpassing excellence, and were attributed to Homer. This attribution was

accepted quite wholeheartedly until modern times when closer investigation showed

all sorts of discrepancies of fact, style and language both between the two epics

and between various parts of each. The immediate result of this was the minute

and confident division of the two poems, but especially of the Iliad into

separate lays of different periods, appropriately called 'strata' by critics who

sometimes imperfectly distinguished between artistic and geological composition.

The study of the epic poetry of other races, and of the methods used by poets

working in this traditional medium, has done a great deal to restore confidence

in the substantial unity of each poem: that is to say, that what we have in each

case is not a short poem by one original tHaner? to which later poets have added

more or less indiscriminately, but a poem conceived as a unity by a relatively late

'Homer' who worked over and incorporated much traditional material--though the

present Iliad certainly contains sane passages which were not parts of 'Homer's'

design. Whether the same poet wrote both poems is a point on which opinions differ

and probably always will. The difference in tone and in treatment is great.

Longinus, the finest critic of antiquity, observed this, and remarked, 'Homer in the

Odyssey is like the setting sun; the grandeur remains, but not the intensity'. It

may be the same sun. But a man has a right to an opinion who has immersed himself

in Homer to the extent of translating one of the poems. Accordingly, it is

interesting to observe that of the two recent English translators, T. E. Lawrence is

so certain that the two poets are not the same that he does not even consider the

possibility: while Mr. E. V. Rieu says, 'His readers may feel as sure that they

are in one man's hands as they do when they turn to As You Like It after reading
Kin John'








Biblical and Other Studies edited by Alexander Altmann (Cambridge: Harvard

f University Press) 1963.

Chapter entitled "Elihu the Intruder" A Study of the Authenticity of Job
(Chapters 32-33) by Robert Gordis pp. 60-78

p. 60 The prose tale (chapters 1-2,142) raises an entire complex of problems:
(a) its relationship to the poetry, (b) the earlier history of the Job tradition,
several stages of which can now be constructed, and (c) the inner unity of the prose
narrative itself. The Dialogue of Job and his Friends which follows contains
three cycles of speeches. While all scholars recognize that all three cycles
are original, virtually all are agreed that the third cycle (chapters 22-31) is

incomplete and disarranged, but there is no unInindty with regard to a possible
reconstruction of the material.

p. 66 The authenticity and relevance of the Elihu speeches have long been sub
jects of catention in the study of the Book of Job. The Church Father, Gregory
the Great (died 6014), stigmatized the Elihu chapters as being of little value,
a view which has been widely accepted today both with regard to the content and the

literary quality of the speeches. It is fair to say that today most critical
scholars regard them as a more or les clumsy effort at interpolation by a
defender1 or by several defenders 19 of the orthodox religion of the time. Oy a
relatively few scholars have defended the authenticity of the Elihu speeches,
though often on contradictory or unconvincing grounds.

V" Before embarking on a detailed investigation of the dvidence, it is well to
note the growing disfavor in which the atomization of ancient literary documents
is viewed by contemporary scholarship. Increasingly, the study of ancient litera
tures, like that of the Homeric epic, has been focusing attention upon the unity
and meaning of the whole work rather than upon the disparity of the parts. That
te indiscriminate, and even accidental, lumping together of scattered literary
fragments by an obtuse redactor, who often did not understand the material he was
working with, will produce a masterpiece - that naive faith of nineteenth
century literary critics is no longer widely shared today.8

15 Cf. the trenchant observations of H.D.F. Kitto, The Greeks (Harmondsworth,
c" l9Sl), p.63. "This attribution tof the and the Qysy to Homer] was accepted

quite wholeheartedly until modern times, when closer investigation showed all sorts
of discrepancies of fact, style and language both between the two epics and between
various parts of each. The immediate result of this was the minute and confident
division of the two poems, but especially of the Iliad, into separate layers of
different periods, appropriately called 'strata' by critics who . . * imperfectly
distinguished between artistic and geological composition. The study of the epic
poetry of other races, and of the methods used by poets working in this traditional
medium has done a great deal to restore confidence in the substantial unity of
each poem: that is to say, that what we have.'-in each case is not a short poem by
one original 'Homer' to which later poets have added more or less indiscriminately,
but a poem conceived as a unity by a relatively later 'Homer' who worked over and

VP incorporated much traditional material - though the present Iliad certainly
contains some passages which were not parts of design."

p. 67 It is self-evident that this change of intellectual climate will not suffice
to reverse the present widely held views on the inuthenticity of the Elihu Maters.The impressive arguments in favor of this view need. to be analyzed and evatuatea.
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Starr, Chester G., The Origins of Greek Civilization 1100-630 B.C.(New York:
Alfred A. Knopf 197-

b'01 Chester G. Starr, ProUeeori of History, University of Illinois

p. viii As will be suggested. at various points in the text, I have been driven

to feel that the common historical view on this matter is faulty. It is time we

gave over interpreting human development as as1ow evolution of Darwinian type; great

changes often occur in veritable jumps, two o which will appear before us in

the following story. I

p. 6 To fill out our knowledge of the Mycenaean kings and of their world

generally, modern scholars have tended to turn to the Homeric epics; particularly in

recent years the weight of opinion, it is safe to say, has equated Homeric and

Mycenaean eras to a remarkable degree. This tendency I find. overbold. in its

assumptions, shaky in its logic, and historically misleading to a dangerous extent.

Nowhere dare we rely upon the Iliad and the Od1rssey as independent evidence for

conditions in the second millennium. Between the thirteenth century and the eighth

century, in which the $pics assumed their present shape, lay virtual aeons of unrest

and even chaos; and, as I shall try to show later, the basic spirit of the Homeric

poems accords chiefly with the closing stages of the Dark ages.

Beyond this point, which will be Justified at its proper place, there are other

serious grounds for rejecting Homeric and mythological evidence for the Late Bronze

age. The root of both epic and myth may go back to this era - names later used for

Trojan heroes and for mythical figures appear in the Mycenaean tablets as the names

of men - but the historiccm has no valid tool by, which o separate folk memory from

later elaboration. In these circumstances, though it may be fascinating to ransack

the riches of myth and epic to enliven aatiotherwise nameless account based on broken

pots and crubling stones, the procedure is utterly unsound historically. For later

eras we have at times a legend and also happen to know the historical situation from

which it rose - e.g. the Nibelungenlied(which conerns the Burgundian court of the
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p. 47 fifti century after Christ); and here we can determine that, while a major event may

long be remembered, its details and even its true shape are distorted in poetic

transmission.

The common inclination to assume that Homer and myth may be tBken as reflecting

Mycenaean conditions unless the contrary be proved has much against it. Those

scholars who have tried to re-create a detailed historical reality out of this

triiticngl material, have wound, up with the most gossamer constructions and stand in

hopeless disagreement among themselves. Very rarely can Homeric descriptions even of

concrete objects be linked to Mycenaean prototypes. For, to return to the matter

at hand., do the epic references to wide-ruling Agamemnon and other Zeus-born lords fit

our knowledge of kingship in the Late Bronze age as well as might appear at first

sight. Spiritually the cattle-reeving barons of tte Homeric poems are at home in

the Dark ages, not the wide world o f Mycenaean days; the epic t radi t on cannot safely

be said to show more than a vague memory of Mycenaean political geography.

p.6L1 1±' the absolute dates suggested above for these styles are valid, then Pylos was

sacked about 1200, but the citadel of Mycenae endured to about 1150.

p. 66 The fall of Troy VI has been put about 1300, t1at of Troy VII.A about 1250

(or before the fall of Pylos), by Blegen

p. 67 Sober historical judgment must discard the ancient chronological schemes

, toto they are nothing more than elaborate harmonizations of the myths and legends

which were known in later times and have no independent value whatever for historical

purposes. Not until the fifth century B.C. did the historic Greek world come to date

even contemporary events on a coherent scheme . . .. .

While the calculations were sometimes ingenious, they often were simply guesses;

Duris of Samos assumed that Troy fell in 1334 in order to place the event a thousand

years before Alexander crossed into Asia. The often striking differences in dates
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p. 68 assigned to early events are not incidental flaws in a generally solid

- tradition but reveal the fundamental weaknesses of the underlying principles.

The Greeks believed their legends were historically true, and eventually, as

they arranged their own times in sequences, they constructed elegant schemes for

the past as well. We, however, need. not follow them far. Since writing was used

from at least the late eighth century B.C. onward., we can trust that major events

and. p4ns of the seventh and sixth centuries are approximately in the right

sequence though such figures as Pheidon of .Lrgos float in a void; but so apparently

reliable an absolute date as Solon' s archonship of 594 - perhaps the first solid

point in Greek history - has been seriously questioned.

Before the eighth century, on the other hand, no traditional date deserves

credence in itself, and belief even in trad.itonal events is largely a matter of

faith. At the most, the historian can only hope that the main line of folk memory

and. genealogical tradition preserve the most out developments in the right

sequence; . .

p 157 The main articles of my own belief are that the Homeric epic and myth cannot

safely be used to restore a specific picture of events for any epoch, Mycenaean or

otherwise; that they, nevertheless, do throw general light on the main characteristics

of the Greek outlook, and for this end. are among our most precious sources; that the

evidence of the epic, in particular. bears best on the early eighth century. Like

Ripe Geometric pottery, the Iliad represents a culmination of native evolution

through the Dark ages.. .

p. 158 The Iliad ta!1cio 1one, save for it ighty sibling, the OdYS6671 scholars

have placed it by persuasive arguments anywhere from the twelfth to the sixth

century B.C. . . . historically speaking, we oan feel reasonably sure only that the

Iliad had assumed its enduring form before 700 B.C.
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pp. 160-70 In general, Homer was no freer to invent absolutely afresh tn were

the Geometric potters of Athens, and the story he cast in its final shape was undoubtedly

long in creation. But for neih*r the Iliad nor the Odyssey c we hope to dissect

levels of development of the story and of characteriza-ions solely on the basis of

internal evidence, even if logically we may assume that such development did. underlie

their present form. Those flaws of composition and. the inconsistencies which modern

students use toward the end of determining layers of accretion are highly subjective

discoveries, if not at times the fruit of modern over-subtlety. Comparative studies

of the Greek and. other, more modern epic techniques throw some light on the probable

mode of evolution of the Homeric oral style; but I think that one may gain as much

illumination on the epic use of stock phrases and on its verse forms from examining

the stiff principles of composition in Geometric vases. That a man could take

,l
inherited motifs and group them suddenly in a masterpiece has already been shown in

the great Attic amphora CC200.

p. 163 Any assertion that the epic and myth reflect first the spirit of the early

eighth century and. then, more generally, the pattern of life in the Dark ages must cope

with the very frequent efforts to assign this material to Mycenaean origins or to

Oriental roots. On the former point, we simply do not know to what extent Greek myth

was derived from Mycenaean sources. Enthusiastic efforts have been made to discover re

presentations of Europa on the bull and of other mythical figures on Mycenaean seals,

jewels, and. vases, but more sober analysts have had little trouble in disproving any

equations which have been offered.

Mycenaean myth: Ti1sson, tinoan-Mycenaean Religion 34-40, and. p Mn
Origin 0j Greek Myjology(Berkeley, 1932); Persson, New Tombs t Dondra Webster,
7m Mcenae in. Homer Li.3-63, 1l4-27. Skepticism: Lulsa Banti, "Myth in Preclassical
Art," AJA,LYIII (1954), 307-10; Doro Levi, "La Dea micenaa a cavallo," Rfllkits_tp

M. Robinson I. 108-25, on the so-called Europa; Emily Townsend Vermeule, "Mytho&-
ogy in Mycenaean Art," CTh-s1ra Journal, LIV (1954), 97-108. Mycenaean chariot craters
(see Plate Li.a): . .
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p. 164 In recent years, as interst in !ycenaean development has risen gratly,

Homeric scholars have assertec. an extensive ycenaean survival in the epic tradition.

While one may sympathize wit their efforts to gallop down a fresh path, the results

are not very convincing. With respect to physical objects mentlonea. in the epic

poems, a few can be shown to have been Mycenaean, though these are far fewer than is

often suggested - and the possibility of transmission of he1looms must not be

forgotten.

Footnote 6 (page 47) One of the most commonly cited arallels has been
U aiscarded by . N. 'ar1natos, "Der 'Testcrecer' aiis aem IV. Schao1itab

Mykenai," Ni Be1.1rage zij k1ai1en .1rtumswissenschaft (i'estschrift
j . Schweitzer) (Stuttgard, 1954), l1.-l, and Arne ?tirumark, "Nestor's Cup

and the Mycenaean Dove Goblet," ins XLIV (1*6), 41-53. Ot1-er observations
are made by A. Heuheck, Gnomon xxix (1957). 39-44; D. H. P. Gray, "Metal
Working in Homer," THS, IXIV (1954), 1-15, ana. in 3. L. Myers, UQmar nds
Qitics (London, 1958), 247-48, 268, 28; H. L. Lorimer, Hoje. - the
Mmumenta (London,1950), passim . . . . The most judicious effort to connect
Homeric and Mycenaean evidence remains that of M. P. Nilseon, Myena

r
(London, 1933). Among the most recent studies, T.B.L. Webster, m Mjrcae.io
Eer (London, 1958), is shaky in logic ana semantics and rash in historical
judgment; Page, History t.e Ha.ric Iliad is more reserved on several
important points.

p. 164 The Homeric basileus for instance, was not a Mycenaean wanax

p. 164-5 All in all, I should be much disinclined to postulate for the Iliad any

marked inheritance from as far back as the Mycenaean era either in substance of plot

(save for the asic memory of an attack launched across the Aegean to Troy) or in

epic spirit. What did survive pers from Mycenaean days was far more the aspect of

techniques - i.e., the creation of the epic dialect, of the hexameter, or of stock

formulas. Even here the age of invasions and the Dark ages probably caused changes

the dimensions of which we cannot measure.

p 265 The Odyssey was thus later than the Iliad and not composed by the same

poet, though it arose by a si1ilar process out of ancestral materials treated in the

same fashion of oral poetry. If we set the Iliad before 750, then the Odyssey will

fall about 740-720. Much ingenuity has been exercised by Homeric scholars to prove

(or occasionally to disprove) its junior relationsip on technical grounas such as
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p. 265

such as differences in vocabulary, in the handling of the hexameter, in the use or

absence of similes, and in epic technique generally. Old words and verb forms, to

give an example, which are common in the Iliad are absent from the Odyssey, which

in turn has more abstract nouns. Such quasi-mathematical proofs can never quite hit

their mark. Both epics have later, interpolated passages, anc. the Odyssey contains

its share of oldThtrata - though no student of Homer can convince his peers just which

lines in either epic fall. Into these categories. Much of the poetic contrast,

moreover, is not of chronological. origin. The two poems tell diverse kinds of tales;

they may have been composed in widely separated areas, though not necessarily so; t

and the younger poet may even not have known the specific formulation of the old. tale

of Achilles in the Iliad.

r
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pocock, L.G., Ocyssean Essays (Oxford: Basil Blackwefl) 1965
(Formerly Professor of Classics University of Canterbury, N.Z.)

p. vii I have to thank the editors of the various journals in which these

articles have-appeared for printing hem in the first place . . . I believe that in

the end. their contents will prove to be not less important than they are at present

unorthodox - not for egoistical reasons, but because I believe myself to have been

the first, since recorded scholarship began, to use the keys to a new understanding

of the poem written into it deliberately by the poet himself.

p. 6 The site of Scheria, I think it can be shown is not.in Fairyland, bit in

north-western Sicily, where any Homeric scholar may go and. see it - a real and. clearly

recognizable place under a fictitious name.

p. 7 As Miss Lorimer remarks (although I cannot agree with her belief that the

poem is of Anatolian origin and umaeuss birthplace the land of Syria in Asia Minor),

the poet belongs to the realistic school of fiction. Indeed, so far as our records go,

he. is the very founder of that school; and he is still in several respects without a

rival in that art - as he is also in the ralm of fantasy.

p 34 Whether the remains of the Catajoties that have come down to us are fragments

also of the authentic work of Hesiod, must remain a matter of opinion. My oinion

is that some of them certainly are. I refer particularly to those that involve points

of topography which tally with the topography of the Odyssey, and. which, according to

my findings, may similarly be described as pr-scholastic.

" . . It now becomes evident that the poet of our Odyssey is far more heavily indebted

to Heslod than had been realized by anyone: and that Hesiod., as well as the poet of

the Odyssey, owes the better pert of his inspiration far more definitely to the

western half of the Mediterranean than the eastern, and to the Straits of Gibraltar

r,
in particular. There, in both poets, and. not in the outer sea, is the abode of

'Oceans, and. thence his wters flow - in various directions. There the Argonauts are

said. to have passed.: and there the scenes of the last three labours of Hercules
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are to be located within real and. restricted geographical limits. There the House

p.311 of Styx and the House of Hades, one above the other, both in Hesiod and in the Iliad,

are to be pinpointed, with exactitude - a fact of which neither poet is likely to have

been aware: and there was the meeting place of Mycenaean Greeks and Phoenicians,

and. their myths and. deities, since before the beginning of the last millennium before

our era. The geographical interest in the old Greek epic shifts to the western seas.

p 49 . . . I feel sure it would still remain true that Hesiod would never be shown to have

been acqu&lnted with out Odyssey; whireas to refute the argument that our poet knew

and used Hesiod. would still remain impossible. . . -

It seems to me that a new understanding of the Odyssey has shed. a new and

fascinating light on Hesiod, and to some extent upon the Iliad also. It shows

p. 50 that the poet is indeed using traditional. materials to a more positive extent than had

been realized.; but it shows also his own creative imagination constantly at work in

doing so. I would conclude by reiterating my conviction, already stated in DAD,

that so far from being charming nonsense by a senile Homer or a somewhat slap-dash

and haphazard compilation by many generations of unlettered minstrels, there is

no work in iropean literature, from the Aeneid. to Hamlet and Twelfth Night, that

bears more unmistakably than the Odyssey the stamp of its author's own unrepeatable

individuality and. humour - whatever his indebtedness to others may have been.

p.71 In Hesiod and. the Odyssey it has been shown that whereas Hesiod. has no knowledge

of our version of the Odyssey, our poet has followed Hesiod. (up to a point very

closely) especially in niatèers connected with the Straits of Gibraltar. There in

both poets it is the place of sunset, death, and darkness, the beginning and the ends

of earth and sea, the abode of deep-eddying Ocean.

p 74 Evidence from Homer, Hesiod, and the Odyssey for placing the abode of Ocean in the

Straits, and. the abodes of Styx and Had.es(with Tartarus down below) in the caves of

the Rock of Gibraltar, and for defining the River of Ocean as the east-going

R0 Oh 5 above
ktlantic current in the Mediterranean, has now been presented in.

and, the present discussion.
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" 75 Since Merry's day and since 1947 - and 1949 when the Oxford

Classical Dictionary appeared - the Odyssey has been one of the happiest of hunting

grounds for classical scholarship, largely no doubt because of its seemingly safe and

unrealistic nature. But no intrinsic advance in its study has been made, or could

be made, so long as it was based on the assumption that the Odyssey was a poem

of beautiful nonsense and the poet a delirious geographical nincompoop. Good

scholarship, like good. poetpy, can never be the result of running away from reality

and. truth. In this case scholarship simply did not know these qualities were there,

residing deep in the poet's very nature. It is sad to think however of the non

sense about the best of poems that is going to be inf'.ictd.on the minds of school

boys and schoolgirls a'id undergraduates . . . no doubt for some time yet to come.

Samuel. Butler's discovery, so obvious in retrospect, that 'Drepane, sacred

p.?6 home of the Phaeacians' was Drepane or Trapani in N. W. S1c1ly, has led. to the discovery,

step by step, of other obvious facts; which consign a number of fashionable doctrines

about the Odyssey to the waste-paper basket, along with the doctrines that the world

qno
began in 404 B.C. and that flint handaxes fell from heaven. The defences of faith

in long-accepted errd,r are akwats stybbirb, But Scheria-Trapani can hardly fail,

after a decent interval of time, to be recognized as the Dons asinorum to the

proper study of the Odyssey. Any one crossing it will at once find himself in fresh

woods and pastures new, the quality of which will be proved in the first few

nibbles. Mistakes no doubt there may be in the arg'iment but there is much about which

no mistake is possible.

p. 78 With the caverns of Gibraltar, however, identified as the abodes of Styx and

Hades, I think a quite plausible probability presents itself that Gilamesh, like

some prehistoric Kilroy, may have been there too.

p. 79 One otheipoint of interest is that the epic of Gil'axnesh (or part of it)

was committed to writing (which may still be read), we are told in the third

f.t 0.1.2
millennium B" C. - as other pease were a1 Ras Shamra also, in very ancient times.
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p. 79 This I think should. b pondered carefully by those who make such a cult of the

work of Milman Parry that they regard. it almost as an accepted law of scholarship that

the Odyssey', for example, could not possibly have been written down by the poet

who composed it for his serial recitations in the seventh century B.C. One would

certainly not deny that the conventions of orally transmitted and largely improvised

recitation were maintained in the epic art; and we can add that the mere convention

might account for much. But it stands to reason that in an age when writing was well

known, writing aria reading might also have been used for composition, and transmission.

Thre would surely be nothing to prevent the best of poets from composing or preparing

their recitations in advance and writing them down beforehand, or afterwards, for

future reference. The Phoenician script from which the Greek alphabet was derived

must hove been current in the Aegean, we are told, 'certainly by the eighth century

B.C. and probably much

p. RO The possibility then cannot be denied tht some of these aibraltar tales may

have also reached the Aegean Greeks, by word of mouth or otherwise, from

Babylonian or Semitic poetry written down and recorded many hundreds of years before.

p. 80 . . . the evidence that the 'glorious abode' of Styx in Heslod. and Homer was the

Hall of St. Michael in the Rock of Gibraltar, and. her water a stream falling from a

high rocky point within it, is conclusive.

p. 84 In one way and another it seems to me that the case for the Straits of Gibraltar as

the scene for the episodes in the ancient epic that have been here ascribed to them

proves itself beyond any reasonable doubt whatever. I think it should no longer be

ignored.' (Footnote 147, p.90 The Straits are not mentioned at all in the new
Companion to Homer. Their existence, in fact, so far as 'the world of the epic' Is con-
cerned, is expressly denied onp.2P.
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p.8Li The, fairly obvious fact that the 'river of Ocean' in the Odyssey was

the Atlantic current flowing eastward. from the Straits, and that the Leucas

Petre of xxiv.l1, in consequence, would be Pliny's Album Promonturium and. the

'Gateway of the Sun' the Pillars of Hercules, as viewed from sea-level with the

sun setting in the sea beyond them, was pointed out in The Landfalls of Odysseys

published early in 1955- In no notice, however, of that pamphlet, in any classical

periodical, nor of the two books t}at followed it in 1957 and 1959 respectively, has

the of or the 'Gateway of the or the Leucqa Petre even been

mentioned. In The Singer of Tales (Harvard University Press, 1960), p. 181+, Professor

A. B. Lord, still taking Leucas Petre to be the northerly point of the island of

Leucas in the Ionian Sea, writes as follows: 'With all, that has been written about

Leucas (see the article on Leucas in Pau.ly-Wissowa xxiv(192.5), 2218-2257, I cannot

understand Pages rhëtorical question: "Who ever heard, before or since, of a

Rock Leucas, or While Rock, near the entrance to H'des, across the river Oceanu.sT"

(Denys Page, pp. 117-118). The river Oceanus is where you want it to be, it seems

to me, and if you are in Ithaca, or anywhere else in Greece, it, is not far away,

unless you want it to be of course (Pauly-Wissowa, xxxiv(l937), 2308-2361).'

There is much in Pauly-Wissowa, it seems to me, and in Lidd.eU and, Scott, and

elsewhere, which stands in urgent need of correction.

p. 89 Footnote 29 In all matters that concern the Straits the impression given, I

think, is strong that Hesiod and Homer were just about contemporary - as tradition

held.

p. 98 It is now generally agreed that the Catalogue of Ships in Book ii of the Iliad

is an earlier composition than the rest of the poem, into which it has been intro

duced verbatim reard1ess of its incompatibilities with the Iliadic story.
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p. 122 Professor Page in The Homeric Odyssey has argued. fiercely against the

Continuation (as he terms it) as an authentic part of the Odyssey, very largely

on linguistic grounds; and I expect he may be right. But I do not feel quite so

certain about it in some respects. He holds the poem itself to be the result of

slow growth, and the work of a number of different hands. I have given my rea3ons

(not 'accepted' as yet but certainly not disproved) for thinking it - as we have it

and barring perhaps the end - the work of a poet of Phocian-Elymian descent,

skilled and practised though he was in the Ionic language of eastern epic con

vention. I also think, as many others have thought, that the date of our Odyssey

is pretty late in the seventh century.

p. 123 To use such clues as the name of Nausicaa for example; to describe with

a Mediterranean pilot's instinctive accuracy the coastal and island scenes embodied

under fictitious names in his poem, and above all to use ( with a smile to himself no

doubt) the features of Trapani and its environs in similar disguise for 'Ithaca', all

this was, when you come to think of it, -the poet's least obtrusive and most enduring

method. of signing the__Odyssey as his own, and. claiming the dred.it for it, in the

fulness of tile, both for himself and his native land.

There appears moreover to have been in antiquity a certain convention of anony

mity, imposed perhaps by the rhapsod.es . . . And this peems chances of 'acceptation',

perhaps, in the seventh century, were very much better, if its provenance might be

ascribed to some great poet of the old eastern establishment. And so good. it was, we

may guess. that it came to be ascribed to the great Homer himself - than whose work

it was in face much less archaic in almost every way; and even when misunderstood, much

wider in human interest, and in consequence even greater.

p. 96 We shall not look on his like . . . and wit again. . . And what is more he

was no more Homer (in my opinion) that I am Martin Luther. Let us at :.!long last

pive him back to the Ireland of the Mediterranean, to which his poem

rightfully belongs.
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Davidson. J. A., "The Homeric Question" p. 257 in A Companion to Homer ed.by
Wace and Stubbings, 1962

No one, that I know of, now believes that the Iliad or the yssey was

created by joining together "loose songs" into "a sequel of Songs and rhapsodies"

in such a way that the original components could be simply uncoupled from one another

and resume an independent existence. All the researches into the relative chron

ology of the various elements in the poems show the "older" and "younger" elements

(whether archaeological, linguistic or social) interlock (perhaps the best ex

ample is the occurrence of the unquestionably ancient boar's tusk helmet in K,

a book in which the language is characteristically modern and even "post

3.b! Odyssean"). We may therefore deny that the Iliad and Odyssey were created

directly out of lays in the Lachmannian sense; but we cannot deny that there are

blocks which seem to be closely inter-connected, and may have originally formed

r parts of separate o t, v( i (or even IcSOL)i/ ), as for example r- E ,

and &- .

r
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Feder, Lillian, Crowell's Handbook of Classical Literature (New York: Thomas Y.

9'
Crowell Co.) 19614 (Feder - AssociateProfessor, Queens College)

p. 1714 Homer
Wolf himself has been justly called "the founder, not merely of the

school which disintegrated Homer into the work of many hands, but of all modern
Homeric scholarship" (Qedric Whitman. Homer and the Heroic Tradition [Harvard
University Press, l9S8j , p.3) In 183=5 tfried1rmann proposed that the
original Iliad dealt merely with the wrath of Achilles and that gradually the
poets added to this nucleus until the poem grew in size and scope. This theory
was accepted and developed by George Grote in his History of Genesis (i8146-18S6).
According to E. H. Dodds, who summarizes the Homeric questi in three brief and
excellent essary . . . . Grote's viewpoint "held the field at the turn of the
century, and is still today the most widely accepted alternative to unitarianism."
A significant variation of the theory was developed by U. von Wilamowitz-Moelendorff
in Die Ilias und Homer (Wiedmann, 1916). His position is that Homer took up the
worf earliFpoets, added to it. and adapted it to his own puposes; then his
poem was treated similarly by his successors.

Early in the 20th century the analytic school was severely criticized by
scholars who returned to the view that a single poet had written the Iliad and the
Odyssey

p. 175 The study of sources and interpolations has thus led most scholars back
to acceptance of a single poet who shaped and revitalized traditional material
The best-known unitarians are T. W. Allen, C. M. Bowra, Cedric Whitman. W. T. Wade-

9' Gery, W. J. Woodhouse, Rhys Carpenter, and Denys Page. Whitman. who regards the
idea that Pisistratus is responsible for the first collection of the "scattered
remains of Homer's poetry" as pure "legend" (pp. 66-67), says that the Iliad is
a "profoundly personal creation" p,.'9). C. M. Bowra also basis his conclusion that
the Iliad is primarily the work of one poet on the poem's "unity of character and
style, its dramatic impetus and high imaginative life." (p. 270).

Commentators on the Odyssey who belong to the unitarian group, yet em
phasize Homer's dependence on earlier sources and the inclusion of later material
in the poems, are Woodhouse, Carpenter, and Page.

p. 1431 Troy
Moreover, Troy Vila has been established as the city ruled by Piram.

According to Blegen the Trojan War +bok place around 12140 B.C., over O years
earlier than the traditional date. CSee Blegen's Thor and the Trojans, Praeger,1963\
Troy Vhs had a brief life; though scholars cannot determine its length, some
believe it lasted only as long as one generation of men and others that it remained
for a century.

Excavation has yielded evidence of the Troy Homer describes: its walls, for
tresses, terraces around the walls, and a great many remains of horses' bones which
suggest the accuracy of "horse-taming Trojans." There is also archaeological
evidence that Troy Vila was destroyed by warfare during the period generally accepted
as that of the Trojan War. However, the hot and cold springs that Homer depicts no
longer exist, and the two rivers, the Scamander and the Simois, follow courses
different from those Homer describes.
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Chadwick, II. Munro and 1. ershad. Chadwick, The Growth of Literature Vol. I
(Cambridge at the University Press), 1932

133 There is no doubt that many oi the persons and events celebrated in stories of the

Teutonic, Britisk and. Irish Throic Ages are historical. Their existence is proved by con

temporary docu.ients or monuments. But there are nan:T other cases where no such evidee

is available. The greater part of the Irish Heroic Age is prehistoric; and. the same is

true cf the whole of the Greek Feroic Age. Even in the Teutonic and. the BritistL Heroic

Ages the great majority of the persons and events are not mentioned in contemporary

recoru.s. As to the historicity of these much difference of opinion exists. Hale a

century ago it was generally believed that heroic poetry and saga were derived from

mytho1o. & consequently there was a tendency to regard as mythological all persns

and. events which could not be identified from historical records. Now opinion h&s greatly

changed; but widely divergent views are still held..

p'179 Owing partly to the archaeolo-7-1cal Fvidence and the evidence as to political. A.

èonitiona and. partly to th general. reaction against mythological interpretation of

hercic stories which prevailed last century, a marked chau of opinion on this subject

)as taken place dung the last twenty or thirty years. Many scholars formerly regarded

Cormac mac AIrt as a mythological character; but we belIeve e is now usually held to

have been a real man. We have no doubt that this change of opinion is fully justified.

But at the same tie it is to be noted. that the characters in regard to whom opInion

has cb.aeA are those whose stories are of the heroic Type C(i.e. more of less didaotic)

or non-heroic. It is to stories of the heroic Type A, i.e. to stories couosed solely

or chiefly for the purpose of entertainment, tIat we would rather call attention.

j
p. 552 The last quarter of a century has seen a noteworthy change of opinion with regard.

c the composition of the Homeric poems and of Beowulf. In place of the elaborate rnd

often conflicting theories which had long prevailed, among he majority of scholars, the

view has been gaining ground that each of the epics is the world of a single author, Who

',,*Tote
his poem much as a modern poet would do. On the question whether both the Iliad

and. the Odyssey are the work of the same poet there is less tendency to agreement; but

this is, comaretjve).y, a minor question.
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Chadwick, H. Munro and. N. Kershad. Chadwick, The Growth of Literat're Vol. I
(Cambridge at the TTniversity Presa), 1932

p. 552 This view is attractive from its si1icty. It puts an end. t a large

arnount of speculation which has led. to no definite conclusions. In the case of the Hom

eric poems i4as the sanction of ancient opinion. In the case of Beowulf no opinion

earlier than last century is rcorded. Possibly an Englishman of the eleventh

century, if questicned, wcud have expressed a similar belief; but this is quite

uncertain.

e regret that we are unable to subscribe to this view. It appears to us to

involve the assuirtion cf modern conditions in times for which we have no warrant

for believing that they existed. . . . We doubt the existence of a written Beowulf in

the first half of the eighth century (A.D.) Yet few scholars will propose later dates

than these for the composition of the poems.

" BewiilZ preserves record of an event which is known to have ten place

about two centuries before the time aained to the composition of the poem, and

of rna rInces, living about the sxce date, whose historical existence cannot

reasonably be cju.estioned(cf. p. 135ff). For the persons and events recorded in the

p. 553 Homeric poems contemporary evidence is wahting; but we have seen(p. 181ff.) that

there is good reason for lieving that they alec contain a large historical

lenrt.

" . . With the Homeric poems the case is different. We do not know of any "lays"

or indeed, of oral poems of any kind - dealing with ccntemporary events, ;rhich run to

such a length. Our view is that they were greatly expanded in the course of time

a process for which a certain aualo is to be found in the Mahabharata. This

expansion was due lare1y, we think, to the desire to provide ecrescutive entertain

p.554 inent for festivals which extended over a number of days. We see no reasc fcr be

lieving that a wiitten text as involved. The efcrt of memorisation involved would

doubtless be beyond our powers.
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Chadwick, . Munro an P. Kershd Cad.dck, The Growth of Li4ereture Vol I
(Ce,briae at the Tniverit: prsa), 1932

. 554 Expansion m hike place eith'r frcm within, by fuller trcatment, or

from ':ithout adin new matter r jcnin one poem to enotler.There is

a widespread. impresion that tl'e ''' i'a eentialy a rt poem, n wLch

the acticn moved rialy; and th frnentary poem Finn is often cited zs the

soltry ''vivr in -vlc-Ssxon of this :,la f poetry.

f-*.
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Separaters' (ol wpost'as). Arist.arcltus wrote agaissstJhis 'paradox,' Some hailed the Iliad and Odysssy as 'pure Mycenaean' on the groundswhico never had any vogue in the ancient wok.. that many of the elements of Mycenaean culture, bronze weapons, Neator's

1.40. A modem student of the Iliad and the Odr:s is at once struck cup, boar's tusks on a helmet etc., are present in the Homeric poems. But
with.two broad facts about them (a) Each shows finished such a position could not be maintained in its entirety, since there are ailuThe '

Hopoetic art. And Greek literature begins with these master- sins also to things and peoples of later times, geometric ware, Phoenicians,rvrcsuion.' pieces. We have no samples 01 the ruder work winch must So the poems were analysed in such a way as lb make the Mycenaeanhave gone before. There is no parallel for such a phenomenon in the elements form one stratum, the later elements another. But the attempthistory ofany other literature (a) Each forms, in a large view, an organic failed; the elements were inextricably mingled, and the Homeric poemsandastisticWhole. Yet eachcontains matterwhichonvarious groundshas bet . could not be made a mirror of contemporaneous culniral development.considered irreconcilable with the belief that one POet cohh'r -fire Attempts to correlate the archaeological with the literary analyses made the
epic. These two problems have been the basis of 'the Homeric question. confusion worse, since the so-called oldest literary strata were often found

54!. The critical study of the Homeric question began With Abbé to contain the latest cultural elements.dubixiac (bean in 5604 142. With such inconclusive results it is not surprising that scholars




Obanac was published posthumously in iyo. I )Aubigflac attempted sought another method of approach to Homer. Theyand Wolf. Modernto show that Homer never existed and that the Iliad was assumed the artistic unity of the two poems, and abandoned 0pth40.little more than a ,t'iss of poems cleverly put together about the time of the attempt to divide them into strata. Some, however
Lycurgus. Mote attention waspaid to \Vo1fs ,i,TI'us P. Caucr, C. Robert, Wilamowitz.MoeIlend E. Bethel, while professing(i). Wolf sought to prove four main points. (s) The Hmmuac poems to reject the conclusions ofWolf were still i pressed by what they regardedwere composed, about the tenth century icc., without the aid of writing, as discrepant elements its the poems. They recognised what they regardedwhich then was either wholly unknown to the Greeks, or not yet in use for as 'accretions,' which they proposed to cut away from what they regardedliterary purposes. The poems were handed down by oral recitation only, a the work of the original author. This method again led to divergentand in that process su&red some changes. <a) The poems were for the results s ith no generally accepted coridusions. -
first time written down about o s.c., in the time of PeisistratuS. T Other scholars (e.g. F- Bliss, J. W. Mackail, C. Rotbe), starting from

ayetbigjierdegree)totheOI.r#erisnotmainlyduetoteoriginalpoems. Partsoftheepicswerenoproofofdividedauthorship.Theargumentsthat
or framed aities. (.)That artistic unity which belongs to the Iliadand (In poet, argued that the contrathejins which had been foundin different




the presumption that each of the poems was the composition of a single

but has been superinduced by artificial treatment in a later age. (4) The Ine two last books of the liiad(as aellas books itand x)and the conclusionoriginalpoems,outofwhichourIliadandourOds,sarybavebeenputtogether, oftheOdvaseawerelateradditionshavebeenmet(T.W.Allen.A.Shewan,~17 were uot all by the sate author. But there was one poet, of cominandinz
united E. l)rerup. 1. A. Scott). Furthermore, reasons based on Jingoistic evidence,

grains (flom&wbo made the greater part' ofthesongs aearth tht ignorance of writing at the time when the poems were coin the two epics. posed and the part played bythe commission of Pcisistratus were discredited.Wolfs theories were developed and modified by many scholars in the Bit disciples of unity have for the most part been disposed to allow thatnineteenth century. The poems were subjected to a close :rrr-polations may have taken place, certainly before Aristarchus andtH,sts,iwar. analysis and the analysis led to conclusions in sharp conflict Probably after. But clearly, unless 'there is some measure of agreementwith ne another. Some scholars saw in Homer a PrirnttiC - about the interpoiatiunt, we shall be no better off thin we were in tls
poet, author of an original sketch of one or both poems (Ur-Iiiac, -5i5 of the analysti. Some interpolated verses can be identified, but
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Some hailed the Iliad and Odyssey as pure Mycenaean' on the grounds
that many of the elements of Mycenaean culture, bronze weapons, Nestors
cup, boar's tusks on a helmet etc.. are present in the Homeric poems. But
such a position could not be maintained in its entirety, since there are allu
sions also to things and peoples of later times, geometric ware, Phoenicians.
So the poems were analysed in such a way as tb make the Mycenaean
elements form one stratum, the later elements another. But the attempt
failed, the elements were inextricably mingled, and the Homeric poems
could not be made a mirror of contemporaneous cultural development.
Attempts to correlate the archaeological with the literary analyses made the
confusion worse, since the so-called oldest literary strata were often found
to contain the latest cultural elements.

142. With such inconclusive results it is not surprising that scholars
sought another method of approach to Homer. They
assumed the artistic unity of the two poems, and abandoned
the attempt to divide them into strata. Some, however
P. Cauer, C. Robert, %Vilansowitz.Mocllend , E. Bethel, while professing

to reject the conclusions of Wolf, were still i pressed by what they regarded
as discrepant elements in the poems. They recognised what they regarded
as 'accretions,' which they proposed to cut away from what they regarded
as the work of the original author. This method again led to divergent
results with no generally accepted concu,ions.

Other scholars (eg. F. Blass, J. W. Mackail, C. Rothe), starting from
the presumption that each of the poems was the composition of a single
poet, argued that the contradicns whah had been found in different
parts of the epics were no proof of divided authorship. The arguments that
the two last books of the Jliad(as viell as books it and x) and the conclusion
of the Odvssti were later additions have been met (1'. W. Allen, A. Shewan,
E. I)rerup, j. A. Sc' tt t. Furthermore, reasons based on linguistic evidence,
the s.ipposed ignorance of writing at the time when the poems were com
posedand the part played by the commission of Peisistratus were discredited.
But thscp1es of unity have for the most part been disposed to allow that
tr.terpolations may have taken place, certainly before Aristarchus and
probably after. But clearly, unless there is some measure of agreementabout the interpolation, we shall be no better off than we were in the
morass of the analysts. Some interpolated verses can be identified, but
there is a wise reluctance to reject whole books or passages merely on the
ground that they do not fit a particular theory. Again some scholars (e.g.}insler, W. Scilinid) have regarded Homer as the author of the IliadbLt not of the Odyssri. They show some Yeastus for supposing that the
O'i3S$e was written later than the Iliad. but no sufficient reason has been
shown why it should not be the work of the same poet at a Jater period oftus 'life. Onthe whole, modern opinion tends toaccept the view that Homer,

was acquainted with writing, was the author of both the Iliad and the
Substantially in the form in which they have cane down to us.
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The Homeric Epic

p. 34 These few examples show the problems that are raised if individual passages

are subjected to logical scrutiny. This kind of criticism began with the Alexandrians,

but did not go so far as to take the poems to pieces. The analytical movement had

only one precursor in modern times3- the abbiIrancois Hdelin d'Aubiac, whose

motive was to defend. Homer against the depreciation which was fashionable in the Prance

of his day. The poetical value of the Iliad he suested, lay in individual passages,

which some unknown hand put tgether into a whole. This view was expressed in 1664,

q33 but not printed until 1715, as Conjectures academicues ou dissertation su,r'l'fliade.

/705_
It has been validly urged agaist rte.rich August Wolf that he made no due acknowleuge-

thnt to this study. It is beyond disptte, however, that the whole subsequent develop'

ment o the-Homeric question stems. from Wolf's Prolegomena ad Homeru.m (1795). His

main theses, that writing was unknown in the Homeric ee, that the s had along

oral tradition, and that the Piistratean recension was of great importance for the

text, long remained central pillars of Homeric studies. The profound effect of this

theory on the world of scholarship was not matched by its effect on contemporary

I
literature. Goethe's attitude was typical of most: he acknowledged the force of the

criticism, but metimes deplored the subjective' e1erent i the constantly varying

theories.

p. 35 It has been supposed that the poem was planned as a unity, and. that around

an original Iliad of moderate compass gradual accretion took place which eventually

brought the poem to its present £crm. This 'expansion theory', long the arena of

fierce conflict, claimed Gottfried Hermann (l77_1LI.8) as one of its first exponents.

Contemporary with this great critic and. linguist was Karl Lachrnenn, who had previously

worked on the Tibelungenlied: he propounded the 'lays' theory, the Iliad on this vie/

bin made up of some sixteen sep te poems. Learned criticism here went hand. in

hand. with roiantic notions of the 'national spirit' at work in poetry, cüsing the

3. G. Pinsler, Home in der Neiizejt von Dante his Goet}e Leipz. 1912.
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9" p. 35 cont'd. -the gradual organic growth of the epic. Victor Helm's lecture on Homer 1

gave exaggerated expression to this view. The 'lay'theory was made less tenable as

Germanist scholars
2
stressed the difference between lays and epic episodes. In

consequence an attempt was made to separate out as constituents of the Iliad not

lays, but small-scale epics of varying extent and merit - the 'compilation' theory.

This conception grew out of the analysis of the Odyssey in the hands of such men as

A. irchhoff; but in tbu.rse of time it became the fashionable theory for the Iliad

as well. It became fused with the expansion theory, according as one took this, that or

the other epyllion as the kernel round which the others accrued.

As regards the critical tools employed by the analysts, it must be admitted

that some turned in the operators' hands. Logical inconsistencies became less and

less cogent as the unitarians were able to point to many such discrepancies in modern

literary works whose unitary authorship no one denies. Attempts to achieve a satisfac

tory dismemberment on the basis of linguistic and cultural levels entirely failed, for

reasons which we shall see in the relevant sections. All thet remained was stylistic

differences; and the danger of subjectivity in using such criteria cannot be over

emphasized. This is not to say that such differences do not exist, only that their

interpretation is a problem in itself.

The situation had'-become one to which rather over-confident words

in his Annals in 1821 now fully applied: 'It would need a revolution in all our

notions of the world to set the old views on their feet again.' It was not until after

the first world war that growing dissatisfaction with experiments in analysis made it

possible again to regard the Porneric epics as a unity.3

1




l" D ehribr. Au Vehôr Flirt 1T,rh1pgs.. Mainz- (Mst- ii. szp1wis.
--.-,.-.

A. Heusler, Lied und Epos in der germ Sagendichtung Dortmund 1905.

C. M. Bowra, Tradition and Design in the Iliad Oxf. 1930
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9 /
p.35cont'd. The time was ripe for the Iliasst.ucLien of Wolfgang Schadewaldt

I(Leipzig 1938), in which the old. types of analysis were given some very herd. knocks.1+

From the very beginning the unitarians had. defended. the general unity of the Iliad's

plot: now the structure of the poem was defended in detail. A study rivalling in

minuteness those of the analysts sought to esteblish numerous correlations, references

p.36) back and forth, economy of narrative or deliberate slowing up of the action, as

indications of the conscious design of a single creative artist. This artist ;m be

our old Homer again, although Schdewaldt supposes as the author of our Iliad not an

individual creating the wole scheme according to his fancy, but 'a man using a rich.

stock of precedents and a tradition goiig far back into antiquity.

As Willy Theiler exDressed. it in the Festschrift fur T




che (l947, for a

long time it seemed as if 'the enormous influence of Schad.ewaldt' s book in Germany had

brought a century and. a half of analytical scholarship down in ruins'. But appearances

were deceptive: in late years Homeric anal:sis tas vigorously claimed attention in
1

almost all the old. forms.

1
expansion theory, for example, is defended by P. Mazon in his useful

Introduction a i'made Paris 1942. W. Theiler, 'Die Dichter d.er Ilias'. Festsch-
rift . E. Ti-Ache. Berne 1947, 125; 'Noch einmal die Dichter der Ilias'. Thessurismat.
Pestschr j. Kapp Munich 1951+, 118, supposes an original Iliad overlaid with various
additional strata. Jachmarmn (op. cit. p. 33, n.3) aplies the 1ar theory particularly
to the battle scenes. P.Von Der Mih11, Kritlsches Vomnemaur Ilias Schweiz.
Beitr. z. Altertumswiss. 1+, Basel 1952, distinguishes an original menis-cycle composed
by Homer from later -additions; cf. J. Th. Kekridis, Gnom 28, 1956, 1+01. More recently

H. Priedrich, Verwnnd.ungundTodjnder Ilips Ab}. Ak. Gtt. Phil.-hist. K].. 3.
Polge, 38, 1956, hs drawn analytical conclusions from his study of the material.
D. L. Page's book History and the Homeric Iliad (v. D. 38, n. 1) has an appendix
}"u7..tip1e Authorship n the Iliad in which the analysts' case is supported from the
embassy and the building of the wall. An extreme view is taken by 0. Jachmann (v. p.
33, n.3), who reckons the compiler of our Iliad to be a clumsy botcher: on this see
J. Th. Kekrldis, Gnom 32, 1960, 393. The almost simultaneous appearance of two im
portant discussions of tie prob.em 'bri gs out cl"arly the unbridgeable ilf between
the opposing posit4 cns. W. Theiler's article 'Ilias ud. Odyssee. Li der Verflechtung
ihr.es Entstehens'. Mus. Rely. 19, 1962, I, lives up to its title, and. is 'full- of con
fidence in what analysis can do. The 'inse.fish labour of TJvo H&lscher has put into our
hands K. Reinhardt's book 'Die 'as nd ihr Lichter'. 1961, :'u11y put
together from the unfinished manuscrit. The title is no le4s challenging than Theiler's.
e can do no'more than refer in general terms to this study as the most determineI unitar.an

defence of the Iliad since Schadewaldt's flies sfudien of 193e.and an attempt to re--
conci all the different aspects of the epic within the conception of an individual Homer.
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p. 39 To justify this hope at all, we must part company with simple-minded unitarians

who imagine Homer creating in a vacuum and with those analysts who show no under

standing of the nature and laws of the genre, and who ply their scapels in an end.

less vivisection of the living body of the Iliad.

p. LQ It should be added that the view here outlined does not exclude the possibility
1

of later insertions. We no longer reckon arnng these the Catalogue of Ships, but

follow Dieuchidas and many modern writers in supposing Attic interpolations (e.g.

.558). The tenth book, containing the DoloneiJ is so unconnected with the main -narra

tive that it serves by contrast to emphasize the unity of the rest, and. suggests a

late interpolation.

Now that we can once again think of the poet of the Iliad e.F historical

person, an tiac 'Homer' as a proper name, not as a description (z 'hostage'), we

cannot help wishing to know something of his life. 3

r




V. 3irr, . . . ; see A. Heubeck in Gnom 21, 1949, 197; 291957 40; 33,
1961,116, He denies any historical Mycenaean background, and in the last-named
review especially assails D. L. Page, History and. the Homeric Iliad (v. p. 20, n.1)
118, who shares with Webster, From Myceaae to Homer (v. p. 18, n. 1) 132 and 175
the view that the Catalogae of Ships might go back to Mycenaean times. At the other
extreme G. Jachrnann (v. p. 34, n.l) reckons it as a late interpolation. Further
bibliography in Heubeck, Gyinn 66, 1959, 397.

r'4 -
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p. 56 Against features coming from the poet's time we may set others derived from

Mycenaean, or even Cretan, civilization. There are not very many, and not all are

certain. It was reasonable to hope for much in this connection from the decipher

ment of Linear B. This hope has been disappointed, and not merely because the new

texts are concerned with the economic records of the seat of government. Rather, it is

because the knowledge thus gained of social and economic structure tends to widen the

gap beweenthe'HomeriG atMycenaeanwor1dae Rodenwaldt's conclusion,
1

that Homer has

many historiçai,.. but no rchaeoogical links with Mycenaean culture, has been confirmed

in its.second. part,.but weakened in its first. The connections between the Mycenaean

world and. the civilizations of the Year East seem to be multiplying, but this does

not imply that Homer's links with it cannot be traced any more.

Tiryns2, 1912, 204

p. 57 Since W. Reichel pub1ishe4s boo1r on Hoeic wapns It has been widely be-

lieved, that, of the two kinds of shield appearing in Homer, the long one protecting the

whole body is Mycenaean, while the small round one belongs to Homer's own time. This

view has recently been called. in questions and geometric vases have 'been brought to

light in which the small round shield. and. the large 'figure-of-eight' shied appear

side by side. In fact the long shield appears i two hape!tthe ve&agger

had1e 'f the fourth shaft-grave at Mycenae: at #11 as the figrue. of eight there

is the- 'fire-scroön' type without ny n'rowing at.tewaie$. . . .

We have seen that not all the alleged Myeass eaturee in Hoe cbe

ciaired as certain; but beyond.doubt there are some.

1
Vienna 194, 2nd ed.. 1901.
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p. 61 Attempts have recently been made to separate out different levels of Homeric

language chrcnologically Mycenneen, Pre-migration and Post-migration diction. 2 But

these elaborate studies have served to show how hard. it is in a thorouEh mixture like

this to sort out linguistic levels, let alone to date individual passages and sections

by them. In the perpetual flux of epic language new formulae were being invented even

at a late date, and old. formulae were still being pressed into the poet's service.

In this way epic language developed its peculiar richness: much that was old remained

amid the inrush of-t6 new, aors oI&1y diverse age and origin were used side

bride. ft' is ob.riois "that suth a rich variety of forms was very welcome to the

bards who extemrbrized heroic lays, wYlie for ' later,lDoeits, it made the mastery of the

hexametermuch easier. to attain. The coexistence of different linguistic periods is

w'11 il-lustrated by the varying use of the later definite Particle. "'he sc-me may bee

said. of the optional use cf the .ig-omma, a discovery which we owe to the genius of

Bentley. In both epics we find, this sound regarded or disregarded at will in prosody.

The degree to which it was sounded in Greek at the time no doubt varied, and thus the

poet was allowed to be inconsistent.3

B. L,Webster, 'Early and Lae in Homeric Dictiont. Eranos 5, 1956, 34.
G. S. Kirk, 'Objective Dating Criteria in Hc'er'. Helv 17; 1960, 197. Great
vigour and confIdnce is displayed by D. L. Pa--e, History ani the Homeric Iliad.
Sather Css Lect 31, tYniv. of CeUf. Press 1959, esDecial''t c. 6,. in Identifying
M'cenaean elements-in Homeric lanouage.
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p. 63 In so ssyinwe have alrrady committed ourselves in regard to a question

which has beome more ithportant lately. Those who reckon the Homeric poems as

pure 'oral composition' have drawn the conclusion that the use of formulaic elements

is to be explained on purely technical grounds, and that interpretations which appeal

to literary Judgment are an illegitimate application of modern standards.? As the

author does not accept the view that the Homeric poems had a purely oral composition,

he rejects this interpreatión. We must 'neQr forget how much free and original

poetry t.heie is iibot1. the Mid and the. Odyssey ape't from traditi.oa1 fiiae.

It i's where h5s creion is relatiely free f the tr tio&. t eiost..cach

the 'tones of his voice; "as, in the first and. last books of the Iliad, and. where his

similes 'ive,u pictures of his own world.3 To evaluate the finds of parry and his

school it is high time (page ) that we considered not only what we have learned

about the formulaic element in Ucmer, but also those parts which are outside the

sphere of the formula.
-

L1LL '!1 MJ1 L %I- si -lJ 13%
A vigorous exponent of this view is '. M. Combellack, 'Milman Parry and.

artistry'.. CaprtjeLitera.ture II, 1959 193.- .. 1o.a dj..!"fent ve.w:.L Sieker,
Die Nach.rufe in der Ilias Digs. unstr 1958. Both he and C. L Wliitmthi p.
53, n.2), go too. far In detecting artistry and. symbolism. Both extremes sio.u&be
a'ided**'vo




3 Iuti connection the researches
of Homer. Cambridge 1953) deserves attontion.
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p. 73 We share with most atholars the view that the composition of the two epics

presupposes writing. In Homer's tithe this must have been a recent invention. Even if

he was not the first epic poet to use writing, the peculiarities of his manner and the

number of oral elements support sich a Bu "it" w6uld be wrong to reard this

r




,is' 6 o writihg iticling attnensmiss1 !d wholly to bóokther, it

was for a long tie in the hand rhopsodes, organized irth I4s(of ten,

no doubt, on a family basis).
. .
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Translated fran the Second German Edition by Gilbert Highet

Volume I - Second Edition - New York - Oxford University Press - 1945

Page 16

'Today, the real problem is this: are we to confine our historical analysis to an

examination of the Iliad and Odyssey as a whole (which would he equivalent to

abandoring.the investigation), or are we to extend it to the inevitably hypothetical

attempt to distinguish withinthe pi strata of different ages and characters?
4

This problem does not affect the justifiable and still unsatisfied claim that the

poems should he judged above all as an artistic whole."

"Naturally, I cannot produce my on analysis of the poems in this hook. However,

I believe I have proved satisfactorily that the first book of the Odysse (which

critics since Kirchhoff have regarded as one of the latest insertions in the poem) was

considered to be the work of Homer, not only by Solon, but very probably by the Greeks

of the age before Solon's archonship (594). That is, it was held to be Homeric in the

seventh century at least.6 In his latest work on the subject Wilainowitz was forced to

the belief that the great intellectual movements of the seventh and sixth centuries

had no influence on the Odyssey.

Note 6 fran pages 421/22

"6. See my essay SolonsEunomie (Sitz Berl Akad. 1926), 73 ff. There I have

demonstrated, as I think beyond all doubt, that Solon in his elegy

reflects the speech of Zeus in the assembly of the gods in the first book of the

Odyssey (See also p. 143.) This elegy of Solon's was connected with the social

unrest in Athens which he attempted to settle by his reforms (594 B.C.). It must be

referred to the period preceding them, and therefore represents a most valuable clue
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to the form of our Odyssey about the turn of the seventh century. Thus the Odyssey

known in So1ons age contained the parts of the epic which a critic like Adolf

Kirciihoff has distinguished as the most recent: the Telemachia and with it the first

/
book. Kirchhoff's analysis of the Odyssey seemed logically so conclusive to modern

scholars like Wilainowitz and Schwartz that they based their own analytical efforts

largely on his results. They supposed that the first hook of the Odyssey belonged to a

much later time than it would now appear from its imitation in Solon's elegy. Their

conclusions must be revised in the light of the facts mentioned above, as has been

prcmiptly recognized by Rudolf Pfeiffer in his penetrating review of the books of

Wilamowitz and Schwartz on the Odyssey in Deutsche Literaturzeitung 1928, pp. 2364 and

2366. F. Jacoby, in Die Antike IX, 160, adds reasons for believing in an even earlier

terminus ante guem for the Odyssey.

Note 2 from page 421

"2. This controversy started on a large scale with the publication of F. A. Wolf's

famous Prolegomena ad Homerum in 1795. This work followed almost immediately upon the

rediscovery of the ancient Alexandrian theories of the epos and the later critical

tradition that has come down to modern times through the scholia found in the oldest

Venice manuscripts of Homer, first published by the Marquis de Villoison in 1788."

Note 3 from page 421

"3. All the contributions to the Homeric problem made by Wilamowitz, from his early

book Homerische Untersuchungen to his great work Homer und die Ilias and the late

innoograph Die Heimkehr des Odysseus show this new historical trend. He tried throughout

to compare the development of the epic to the archaeological monuments and to what little

we know about the historical background of early Greek poetry. See also his lecture Du

homerische Bpos"in Reden und Vortraege Bd. I. The books on Homer by E. Bethe and Ed.

Schwartz follow the same path. But the same tendency prevailed also among contemporary
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archaeologists, Schliemann, Doerpfeid, Evans, and their successors, who tried to throw

light on the problem of the epic through the new evidence afforded by the excavations."

Note 4 from page 421

"4. A distinct tendency to abandon analysis of the Homeric poems is shown in such

/,modern works as Dornseiff's Archischc Mythenerzhlurg (Berlin 1933), and Jacoby's Die

istige PysioomiedeOdsee (in Die Antike IX, 159). Among the scholars of the

English-speaking world this tendency has always been very strong. It has been more

recently represented by the Americans J. A. Scott and S. F. Bassett, whose well-known

books In the Sather Classical Series oppose on principle the analytical spirit of the

Homeric scholarship of the last century. The articles of G. M. Calhoun must also be

added to them."

Note 17 £roin page 428

"17. We may refer briefly to some of the outstanding modern books on the }bueric

problem, such as U. v Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Die Ilias und Homer (Berlin 1916)

Erich Bethe, Homer TIchtmd Sage (2 vols., Leipzig 1914), Gilbert Murray, The Rise

of the Greek ic (2nd ed., Oxford 1911). Of unitarian writers we quote J. A. Scott,

The Unity of Homer (Berkeley 1921), S. F. Bessett, The Poetry of Homer (Berkeley 1938).

Sir Richard Jehb gives an introduction to the Homeric question and its development in

the nineteenth century in his hook Homer (1st ed., 1886). Georg Finsler, T-3cnet (2.

Aufi., Leipzig 1914-18), contains a good chapter on the history of the problem. On the

analysis of the Odyssey see the hooks listed in note 54 of the previo8s chapter of this

book. See also C. M. Bowra, Tradition and Design in the Iliad (Oxford 1930)."
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Note 25 from page 429

"25. Poland Herkenrath, Der ethische Aufbau der Ilias und O4yssee (Paderborn 1928),

has given a full analysis of both poems from the ethical point of view, which he thinks

is the approach most fitted for a true appreciation of their unified composition and art.

The hook contains much valuable observation, but has carried its thesis too far,

overrating its importance for the question of the origin of the epic."

Note 20 from page 432

"20. This was the title of Adolf Kirchhoff's noted book (Hesiodos Mahnlieder an Perses

Berlin 1889) in which he applied the same method to the work of Hesiod as in his ana1ytic1

treatment of the Odyssey mentioned before."
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Pages 49-51

"The work of Homer is throughout inspired by a comprehensive philosophy of human

nature and of the eternal laws of the world-process, a philosophy which has seen and

judged every essential factor in man's life. He contemplates every event and every

character in the light of his universal knowledge of the underlying and eternal truth.

The love of Greek poetry for gnomic utterances, its tendency to measure each event by a

general standard and to reason from the general to the particular, and its frequent use

of traditional examples as universal types and ideals--all these tendencies originate

with Homer. The finest expression of the epic view of human life is the pictures on the

shield of Achilles, which are fully described in Book XVIII (478 ff.) of the Iliad

"On the sHield Hephaestus wrought the earth, and heaven, and the sea, and the

tireless sun, and the moon at its full, and all the signs which crown the sky. And he

made two cities of men, beautiful to see. In one, there were marriage-rites and feasting:

a bridal procession was marching through the city by the light of torches, while many a

marriage-song rose up, and dancing-boys whirled among them to the music of flute and lyre;

and the women stood at their doors admiring it all. The citizens were assembled in the

market-place, where a quarrel was afoot between two men, about the blood-price to be paid

for a man who had been killed. The elders were sitting upon polished stone seats in a

sacred circle, each holding a herald's staff of office: and they stood up in turn to

give their verdicts.

"The other city was besieged by two armies, gleaming in armour. They were in two

minds whether to destroy the city or to plunder it. But the citizens had not yet

submitted, but marched out to an ambush, leaving their wives and their children, along

with the old men, to guard the city wall. And when they came to the place for the

ambuscade--it was by a river, at the watering-place of cattle--they took their posts,
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Aft
and attacked a herd which was driven down to the river. Then the enemy rusiecL up,

and a battle broke out along the river banks. Spears flew back and forward: Ens

and Kydoimos, the demons of War, moved among them as they fought, while Kr, the

spirit of Death, in blood-stained garments, dragged the dead and wounded men by the
-S /

feet through the melee.

"And Hephaestus made a field, where ploug]en drove their teams up and down: at

the field's edge where they turned a man came up and gave them a cup of wine. And he

made a manor at reaping time. The reapers plied their sickles, while the trusses fell

behind them and were bound into sheaves by the binders; the king who owned the manor

stood watching in silent joy; and his squires prepared a meal under an oak tree beyond.

lie, haestus made a vineyard too, with a gay vintage dance; a herd of horned cattle,

with drivers and dogs; a pasture ground in a beautiful valley, with sheep, and shepherds,

and sheepfolds; and a dancing place, where young men and maidens were dancing, holding

one another by the hand, while a divine minstrel sang to his lyre--all these completed

the vast picture of all the activities of human life. Round the rim of the shield

flowed the Ocean, embracing the whole world.

"That deep sense of the harmony between man and nature, which inspires the

description of Achilles' shield, is dominant in Homer's conception of the world. One

great rhythm penetrates the moving whole. No day is so full of human striving that the

poet forget to tell how the sun rises and sinks above the turmoil, how the toil and

battle of the day is succeeded by repose, and how the night which loosens men's limbs

in sleep embraces all mortals, Homer is neither a naturalist nor a moralist. He is

neither swept away without foothold in the chaotic waves of life, not standing, a serene

observer, on the shore. Physical and spiritual forces are equally real for him. He

has a keen and objective insight into human passions. He knows their elemental violence,

which overpowers man himself and whirls him away in their grip. But though that force

may often seem to overswell its banks, it is always controlled by strong barriers beyond.
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For Homer, and for the Greeks in general, the ultimate ethical boundaries are not mere

rules of moral obligation, but fundamental laws of Being.30 it is to this sense of

ultimate reality, this deeper knowledge of the meaning of the world, beside which all mere

'realism' seems thin and partial, that the Homeric epic owes its overpowering effect.

Homer sees lift, as governed by universal laws; and for that reason he is a supreme

artist in the craft of motivation. He does not passively accept tradition: he does not

relate a simple succession of events. He presents a plot which develops by its own

compulsion from state to stage, governed by an unbreakable connexion of cause and effect.

With the first line, the dramatic narrative of each epic begins to unfold without inter

ruption towards its logical end. 'Muse, sing of the anger of Achilles and his strife

with Atreus' son.Agamemion. Which of the gods set them to strive with each other?' The

question flies straight as an arrow to the goal. Upon it follows the tale of Apollo's

wrath, a tale which gives only the essential factors which cause the tragedy: it is set

at the head of the epic like the aetiology of the Peloponnesian War at the beginning of

Thucydides' history. And the plot tIoes not develop in a loose chronological sequence.

It is ruled throughout by the principle of sufficient reason. Every action has its roots

in character.

"But Homer does not, like modern authors, see every action from within, as a phenczn

enon of human consciousness. In his world, nothing great happens without the aid of a

divine power. The poet who tells a story is necessarily omniscient. Our authors must

speak of the most secret emotions of each character as if they themselves had entered his

mind. Homer. on the other hand, presents all human action as guided by the gods. It is

not always easy to draw the line beyond which this narrative method becomes simply a

poetic device: but it is certainly mistaken to hold that the intervention of the gods is

never more than a trick of the epic style. For Homer does not inhabit a rationalized

world, full of the banal and the conffnonplace, and disguised only by the painted scenery

of poetic illusion. If we study the instances of divine intervention in the epics, we
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can truce a developnent from the occasional external interference of the gods (a motif

which must belong to a very early stage of the epic style) to the constant spiritual

guidance of a great man by a divinity, as Odysseus is guided by the perpetual

inspiration of Athena.3'
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!aCè,. JaB.'!The History of Homeric Archaeo1or" Chapter 11
p. 328 One difficulty is that much of the evidence is unfortunately -negative, and
this is unsatisfactory. The lack of archaeological illustration of an object in the
epics does not necessarily mean that such an object never existed . . . We should
not strike out as interpolation any passage in Homer because the mention or
description of an object does not agree with our assumptions of what is should be or
with the object to which the name was applied in classical times.

p. 329 There have, it is true, been some scholars who have endeavored to use
archaeological evidence in support of a disruptive criticism of Homer, rejecting
some passages as archaeologically impossible, or as late in date, and therefore
interpolated. But the general effect of archaeology can be best seen in the
contrast between the generally "separatist' tendency of mid-nineteenth-century
Homeric criticism, before Schllemann, with the present tendency, which is in the
main unitarian.
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Davidson, J.A, The Homeric Question" Chapter 7 P. 257
No one, that I know of, now believes that the Iliad or the Odyssey was
created by joining together 'loose songs' into ta sequel of songs and
rhapsodies' in such a way that the original components could be simply uncoupled
from one another and resume an independent existence. All the researches
into the relative chronology of the various elements in the poems show the
'older' and tyoungert elements (whether archaeological, linguistic or social)
interlock (perhRps the best example is the occurrence of the unquestionably
ancient boar's tusk helmet in K,, a book in which the language is characteristically
modern and even 'post4'o&yssea&). We may therefore deny that the flied and. Odyssey
were created directly out of lays in the Lachmannian sense; but we cannot deny
that there are blocks which seem toe closely inter-connected, and may have
originally formed parts of separateo'/"l (or even kit. v6 ' 1 ). as for

example r- E /-1 , "c and L -

Footnote 53. p. 263 The tide began to turn against the destructive
analysts in 1929 with the publication of W. Schmid's Geachichte .der
griechisc.hen Literatur, i; his account of Homer (p3-195) strongly emphasized
the artistic unity and. importance of the poems. In 1930 it was followed by
C. M. Bowr's Tradition and. Design in the Iliad (a pioneer work of first
class importance), . .







821.03 The Fortunes of Epic Poetry A Study in English and American Criticism
85f 1750-1950, Donald }. Foerster. The Catholic University of America Press,

1962.

p. 60 Often obscured since the Renaissance by moralistic and rationalistic inter
pretations of literature, it had even received occasional expression during the
Age of Reason. but just before 1800, just at the moment when criticism was
rapidly becoming emotionalistic of its own accord, along came the surprising
and shocking theories of the German scholars, Heyne and Wolf. A man named
Homer had never existed; the Iliad was originally a group of separate heroic
ballads composed by a host of rhapsodists; the poem was eventa11y assembled
by Pieistratue. Thus, in 1798 Charles J. Fox takes issue with Wolf, saying
that he sees no reason to dissect Homer's poems and to assign the detached
pieces to different ages . . . . in conversation, Coleridge, ordswortci, and
Southey discussed the German theories - how thoroughly it is impossibleto say
and all three "leant to the Wolfian, or as nay brother (Hartley Coleridge) calls
it, Wolfish and Het'i,u8 hypothesis."

As we shall see later, belief in this hypothesis was often damaging to the
reputation of Homer. But Englishmen usually appear to have rejected Wolf's

/ idea of multiple authorship and to have accepted other ideas of his. The result
was that real impetus was given to primitivistic appraisals of Homer, to the
view taat the Iliad and Odyssey were the genuine, sincere effusions of a child
of nature rather than the lucubrations of a craftsman.

Antagonism towards Homer was far milder but was perhaps a good deal more
persistent. Needless to say, the adverse criticism was basically the result
of the major shifts in literary theory which we have already discussed. A
more specific factor, however, was the speculation about Homeric origins that
stemmed ultiiLately from eighteenth century conjectural studies of history and
more directly from the writings of Wolf. Though the German hypotheses were
often said to be absurd, and though they might prompt one to visualize the
Iliad and Odyssey as highly eniotionalistic and therefore highly "poetic,"
they also contained certain implications detrimental to the prestige of Homer.
Could he be admired as a real person? Was he the great and original genius he
had been supposed, a "blazing star," as Lord Kamee had described him, generat
ing light froaithin and illuminating a dark and barbaric age? Whether or not
one believed implicitly in everything that Wolf had said, it was obviously hard
to disregard some of his contentions. wordsworth was not alone in believing
that Homer had written the Iliad but not the Odyssey. Others questioned the
very existence of t poet.

p. 73 In yet another way did Wolf's theories tarnish the glory of Homer; they
threw suspicion upon the completeness and inner consistency of both his epics.
While it is true that narrative, unified and well-rounded narrative, no longer
seemed indispensable in higher types of poetry, it became an almost habitual
practice during the Romantic period to point to passages in which Homer was
presumed to have nodded and to look for possible expunging. and interpolations
of the text, William Taylor decided that inconeistencie in the fables proved
Homer was "not the polished artist" people had eupposed,0?, Henry Haliman said

67 Historic Survey, I, 291
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that "the Iliad wants completeness,"
68 and even Henry N. Coleridge, a

Homeric zealot, could not detect the "e,$.&ieiteneaS of artifice' of which critics

had so insistently spoken.6 In one of his essays, De Quincey made facetious

reference to a man who, by amazing stroke of genius, had discovered that

Ulysses had attended three "dinner parties" on the same evening.70 And S. T.

Coleridge declared that many books of the Iliad 'might change places without

any injury to the thread oP the story. Indeed, I doubt the original existence

" of the Iliad as one poem."7 . " " " On the whole, it is perhaps small

wonder th:t some literary men began to be alarmed for Homer; for, as one of

them protested, scholars and critics had tried to take from him "his 'est

parts, his affecting episodes, his battles, his shield, or his games,' had

distributed them among "forgotten troubadours," and had "put, as it were,

they very genius of Homer into commission.'

p. 121 According to William Smith, an historian writing in the 1850's, no literary
theorist of the day was immune to the insidious hypotheses of Wolf end the
other so-called "separatists"; "even those who were the most opposed to his
views have had their own opinions to some extent modified by the arguments
which g he brought forward, and no one has been able to establiáthe old
docttine in its original integrity.'11 Though one is impelled to take Smith's
statement cum ano salis the Victorians were certttnly more excited about
the German theories than the Romantics had been, and not a few of them came to
regard the traditional "unitarian" view as completely unrealistic. . .
Considerably bettcnown but somewhat along the same lines were the specula
tions of George Grote, whose history of Greece first appeared in 1846 and was
still being reprinted after 1900. Grote endeavors to seem impartial in his
judgments: he opposes Lachnmsnn's view (Klienlieder-Theorie) that at least
sixteen poets were contributors to the Iliad and he censures the supposition
that all passages betokening real artistry are "decidedly post-Homeric."

If
p.122 Of all the champions of Wolf in Victorian Britain, Thomas Carlyle was clearly

the most important. Lecturing in the 1830's on the history of literature, he
'declared that the Iliad is comprised of what he called "ballad delineations"
of historical events and that "one may cu out twos or three books without making
any alteration in its unity.'1l6

68. Literature of Europe, III, 473
69. Greek Classic Posts, P. 79
70. Historical and Critical Essays (Boston, 1856), I, 266
71. Miscellaneous Criticism, pp. 160-161
75. T. J. Mathias, Observations on the Writings and on the Character of

i.r Gray (London 1315), p. 78

11. A History of Greece, Amer. ed.(Boston, 1855), p. 42.
16. Lectures on the History of Libbrature, ed. J. Reay Greene (London,l892).

pp. 16,19.
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p. 12 That there was little support for separatism or for the proreB9ive and primiti-
,',iz'/vist estimates admirably attuned to it around 1300 becomes apparent if we turn for

a moment to the caustic comments that were now being made about Wolf and his
followers. Never before had the Germans been subjected to so much indignation.
William hire, usually hailed as the great champion of Homer in Victorian En&land,
spoke of the separatists as in dulging in a "tasteless course of hypercritical!
subtlety," and he asked the skeptics why Homer could not have composed both the
Iliad and the Odyssey if it was generally agreed, as it aeemd to be, that a single
"23-uthor had written plays so dissimilar as achbeth and the Merry Wives of Windsor'" In 1850 one of them declared that among the Germans "eccentricity has long been

the standard substitute for genius. Accordingly they worked each after his fashion
for nearly fifty years with most pertinaceous alacrity - one cutting and slashing
another pruning and paring - score upon score muablin and riibbling.2k In another
issue awriter dams Lachmann's "imbecile deductions,," his "micro-criticism," his
"crazy theories like a Neapolitan gig on a festa."27 Nor did Blackwood's hesitate
to join in the chorus of anathemas when it railed at the Germans as "those
charlatans, impostors, knaves, idiots, heretics, schismatica, atheiats.u126 The
Homeric scholar J. S. Elackie was not particularly given to the launching of im
precations, but 'ill his chief work, Homer and the Iliad, he described the separat
ists as lawyers, "superaubtle, curious, captious, and impracticable. They are
like men, if we may imagine such, with microscipic eyes, who see the mites
crawling so gigantically through the mass, that they lose all stomach for the
cheese."27 It is, in fct, with some feeling of relief that one comes across
the rather flippant verses by Elisabeth Barret Browning

o1f'a an atheist,
And if the Iliad fell out as he says,
By mere fortuitous concourse of old songs,
We'll guess as much for the universe, 28

**** 23 A Critical History of the Language and Literature of Ancient Gresc
(Londn, 1854), 1, 199-200; 11, 130

24. LXXXVI, 237. (Amer. ed.).
25. LXXXI, 409, 413.
26. LXXXII, 181-182.
27. Homer and the Iliad (Edinburg, 1866), I, 244.
28. Quoted by Blackie, Homer and the Iliad, I, 245.
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till Classicism: 17 lPO "- Crisis and. Failure"

"IF The problem which Wolfi Proleomen,a had raised three years before was evidently

of great importance to Goeths I; deciding how to heAle the Achillils.Hti

attitude to: th. H0T.rie controversy in fast gives the clue tC 5'flIS of;his more

hidden thoughts in the crisis that the Achillele brought about. Wheü the Pro

leomen* came out. in May. 1795. Goethe's first reaction was one-of tisapproval. .3

But a.fqwwecks later he met Wolf, and. wa filled at once with: respect and.

" admination for his mind and personality.1 The result was a change of nis attitude to

Wolf's theories.. He came to accept Wolf 's 1ai contention, that.Jo±er, even 14

there had once been such a person, could. not have. been, the eels, noz' even the

chief, author of the Iliad and. Odyssey but that thesejns"were.thi result

of a long process of deveolpni.nt in which innumerable poets and. editors over a period.

of many centuries had all played apart.2 Goethe gave up the idea of a personal

Homer without difficulty; but he .trongly opposed any tendency to tear the poems in

pieces and. show that they had noV artistic unity... The. more be studied the Iliad

the more clearly he saw that it had poetic unity in the highest sense, so that

"it is impossible either to add. to it or take away from it".4

Goethe conceived the origin and growth of the Homeric poems thus: nameless

bard.s( had. made up and. sung innumerable ballads .f the deeds of the :T'

heroes, these had. been handed on and added o by the rhapsod.iste, in time

this vast but formless "ocean of poetry" had. tended insensibly, without the aid.

of any great poetic genius, to coalesce around two major themes, the wrath of

Achilles, and the return of Odysseys, what could not be related to these,

dropped out of use and was forgotten; later ages continued. to woxk at t1 11).ss èt

£t1si. 4oeely.argãaiea4 complexes,. the tedency.he.ng rather to cut out what was

irrelevant than to add. new material; this process continued. doWn to the days of the

gammarians (,I Alox'ander.5 the as'anr Homeric. poem ould,.ther*forc, be. regaided

anonymous product of the whole Greek race. At the same tirt. this Unconscious

process had. created poems that had. every appearance of being the most finished.
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products of conscious art. Here was a mystery before which Goethets. mind stood

stil'. In wonder. Then he he gazed on it, a thought, a hope, rose up in him.

These poems were such perfeCt representatives of epic poetry,1 because the individ-

"
nality of every post who had worked on them had been obliterated by the work of all

the rest,, The element of caprice (das il1k&rlich.).which he individuality of even

"
the greatest artiSt.Introo.u.ces into his work, was ho1ly.absent frám the I'liad'aud.

Odyssey.. . Migitit not be possible for.him. also to sink his individuteAty in

the mighty tr&itioñof the Greek epic. to lot the idea of 'epic poetry me i.ly'blo

through him as it ha blow/through those scores of nameless siugrs? This was his

struggle in those days of May: first to Identify ,hmse1f SQ 'cople.teiy with the.

Homeric world, that in studying it he would. be raised above the. limits of a subjctive

judnent;3 to suppress every objectionthat his individual nature might make to

what he saw; the having at.taned this state of -super-person,al receptiveness, to

let his AchIll.Is grow of itself, as the seed sown broadcast. on the well-tilled earth

grows through the will of God.5 . . . No man alive, nor any. that ever should be 'Worm,

he wrote to Schiller., was' capable of Judging the Iliad .

U¬'Laat Years.: 18.05-1832" p. 267-268

Between 1817 and. 1823 j not only finished and published two essays on

ancient art, Myrons K and Pbilostrats Gem1d.,1 which he had began some years

before; he also followed clot-LT the controversy between Hormaxin and Creuzer on

Greek mytholor;5 and in 1820 and. 1821 he revised and published the digest of the

Iliad which he had made for his own use in 1798. In connecn with.this. work

40) he returned wIth delight to Homer's world, and revived his 1on.dormant i:erest in the

7Homeric question. With obvious relief he came, ack.to a belief In a personal Homer,

9 a,arch-editor'cf genius, and greeted the work o the younger, critics who opposed.

the Wolfian h.res;, in the-se, lines' [trans1atioz give.rrj "You have in your clever wqy

freed us from all rerence, and we asserted too glibly that the Iliad was only a

patchwork. Let no one take offence if we change our mind, for young men have been able

to fire us to thirk..of him rather as a whole, to feel him joyfully as a whole."
'tiomer wied.r Homer WA-3, p. 159
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p. vii honh the Old World largely maintains its scepticism America has become

the home of a new an, firmly based theory of Homeric unity, which it is the purpose
of this book to reveal and. develop.

p. ix Least of all does Chapter II, dealing with Mycenaean history, lay cim to

finality. Here well-known fact, covitroversial hypothesis, and pure guesswork are
mingled in the attempt, by no means unprecedented, to adjust the quasi-mythical
traditions of antiquity to archaeological, historical, and other scientific knowl
edge. Whether it will, ever be possible to reach agreement in such matters seems
cLubious at best; and it is only to be expected that archaeologists (though I hope
I have done their differences justice in my notes) and folklorists alike will object
to my formulation. It is not my hope to enlighten either.

p. x Clearly, my chief points of depart'r'e are the works of Milan Pnrry, Albert
Lord, and James Notopoulos, the men who have done the most, by far, for the all
important doctrine of oral composition.

p. 1 Happily, the smoke of battle between the "analyst" and "unitarian" schools

schools has cleared away, and a new spirit of hi7mility and careful research has

succeeded the vituperations and positivism of

p. 2 the last century. In retrospect, it is not always easy to do justice to the

efforts of those Hoinerists, by reason of both the rand the waywardness of

their opinions. The unitarian, like every fundamentalist, tended to reject reason,

and the analyst erred in overuse of it. If the analyst group was the more learned,

on the whole, it was also the more deficient in literary feeling. For Wilamowitz,

the Iliad as it stands was a "wretched. patchwork." Deeply as one may deplore such

a judgment, it is difficult to see how any better one could arise from the kind of

rationalistic literary approach which the so-called Higher Criticism regularly employed.
3,01
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The fixed notion that repeated. lines, or echoing phrases, offer evidence of tamperings

and interpolations was simply out of place in dealing with Homer. More serious was

the tacit assumption that poetry and. prose have a similar logic, so that superficial

failures of consistency in Homer could. provlae scientific criteria sufficient to prove

the multiplicity -and the incompetence - of the compilers of the epics. "
1
14

p. 3 The unitarian position today rests upon a number of careful, specialized studi.

is no longer necessary to refute one by one the contentions of the old school,

partly because in the long run the analysts, each with his own theoretical brekdow,

agreement, argued the mater to rags,
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page 3(cont'd)
and eventually caused the whole method to die of its own ingenuity.

page
'Objectors to wolf must prove either that writing was as old as Homer, or that the

human memory could do incredible feats, and for the tine neither course seemed.

possible. Hence, for over a century, scholars faced the problem bravely, trying to

distinguish the layers of composition, the older from the yunger, the work of

"original" poets from that of compilers, interpolations of various ages, contra

dictions, anachronisms, and expurgations. By the time of Leaf's large edition of the

the chaos of Homeric scholarship made the Ptolemaic universe look simple. By

creating an ever increasing confusion, the method had shown itself a failure, yet

almost no one dared to return to a unitarian view. Indeed, in 1934, in the preface

to the fourth edition of the Rise of the Greek Epic Gilbert Murray wrote with some

satisfaction that he could. find. "no unitarians left except Drerup."

,
page 5

In his two French theses, in hs various articles, and above all in his great

recorded collection of Serbian oral epics, only now being published by his colleaue and

31
continuator, A. B. Lord, Parry reverte4' directly to Wolf's original question, answered

it anew, and outmoded with one lightening stroke a whole century of scholarship.
3

Homer did. not have to write in order to cospose the epics.

page 9-10
In the years since 1934, when Murray could find. "no unitarians left except Drerup,"

there has beg", in America at least, a considerable increase in the ranks of unitarian

ism. It has been called a change in fashion, but it is mere like a confession of re

newed uncertainty, after the failure of the last century's methods to produce a clear

1
doctrine. It make a resurgence of literary intuition about two highly polished works

of art, in which flaws of consistency and relevance, by which the activity of many

\ hands might be detected, are hard to find and impossible to prove. Large epics, the

fjproduct of literary agglutination from many sources, do exist, the Mahabharata for

II




instance; but the tatter's fame resti u.poi its parts the tale of Tala and .yyanti, or

the Bhagavad-Gita. The R].eva1a is equally an artificial assemblage, made in the
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eighteenth century, of early oral Finnish p47 and Dr. Lounrot, who made it,

showed remarkable skill in the arrangement of the cantos which he collected. But

these works are nothing like Homer, whose poems, traditional as they are, exhibit

a structural unity and finesse comparable only to the most sophisticated and carefully

devised works of literature. .

The secret of Homeric structure, of tie Iliad at least, lies, as we shall see,

in the adjustment of oral technique to the psychology underlying the Gometric.

symmetry of the ate eighth century B.C. ' Its units are the typological scenes and

motifs which are the stock in trade of oral poets, and Homer's finished design. is far

too authoritative to suffer seriously from the small logical inconsistencies which

have sometis been so fiercely denounced.

\, Logical inconsistencies in Homer fall into two classes, real and imagined.

To take an example of the latter first, it has been said. that theseasorr shifts

irresponsibIy between winter and spring in the later books of the Odyssey, but

this is untrue.
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J
If the analyst school of higher criticism wrought confusion by trying to find "Homer"

/
in certain parts of the epics and not in others, the theorists of oral composition

f
have yet to distinguish him from the traii,ttianal medium in which he worked.'

page 63
A minor degree of corruption may have taken place. But it is poor method

to assume a corruption if the text as it stands can be explained. To assume tat the

Ionic of Horner is of an Attic and not of a colonial variety, is only consistent with

the archaeological and anthropolègical evidence and with the historical and legendary

tradition. The doctrine that Homer had been modernized in the sixth century and later,

partly for political reasons and rt1y by accident, was once perhaps, the only re

course. Now that the role of Attica in preserving the traditions of the Achaeans ca"

be adumbrated with such probability, it becomes far more natural to conclude that Attic

phenomena in the text, whether dialectal or involving subject matter, are old and.

genuine and do not postdate the ti% of Homer himself.
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page 66
The Pisistratean theory, first formulated in modern times by Wolf in 1795,

was documented by him from ancient sources, which, though they conflicted greatly; all

I
pointed to Pisistratus1 having done somet)ing to Homer. Believing as he aid that

Homer lived long before writing was invented, Wolf c1fld find no other way to explain

the survival of the epics in written form. We now know, thrugh the energetic field

work of Parry and others, that oral poetry does not behave according to his pupposi

tions, and, that the operations of pisistratus are not only unnecessary, but even jim

( possible. But the Pisistratean theory still enjoys wide popular currency.

The other, even more popular story, that Pisiatratus first collected the scattered

remins of Homer's po.try and arranged them in writing, rests pr incip9lly upon an .mlgm

of the testimony of Cicero (nearly half a millennium after the event), Fl,vius Josephus,

(p.(1)
the historian of the Jews, Pausaflias, and an epigram in the Greek Anthology. of uncertain

ell date, no authority, n& clearly tendentious import. Some illustrious names in scholarship

cn be found subscribing to this belief. Its inherent difficulties, which have been well

analyzed by Wilamowitz, scarcely need repetition, since it flies so vehemently in the face

of both oral theory and the real aesthetics of the Homeric poems. Like the story of

Hipparchus, it is a legend, and its growth ,s such has recently been clearly spelled out.

But even those who reject all other forms of the Pisistratean theory generally

admit that Pisistratus interpolated the poems to degree. The ancient testimony for

this belief is more respectable then the rest, but it affects only q very few passages,

notably those dealing with Athens, which are supposed to have been added for nationalistic

reasons.




p.79

In the sense that he is at once the climax of the oral tradition and the beginning

of written literature, Homer is a transitional figure. There is not much th5t is still

primitive in Homer, but whether his refinement and sophistication point to the effects of

writing is a dubious matter. Homer's mode of composition seems to be, from beginning
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to end, strictly that of the oral poet. To assume that he simply took a pen d wrote

p f'what
he hiI often sung is to assume change which has not yet been observed by any

who have ever studied oral poets at first hand; hence the suggestion that Homer dictated

to a scribe. This seems the most likely possibility, though at least one example does

exist of man who, from total illiteracy, became a eminent writer, the Greek revolutionary

general M51iy5nnis. Yet Makriyannis did. not w*tte what he had sung while
illiterate,7

he had practiced. oral vef se-m5king, but when he learned to write, he wrote prose memoirs.

He does not provide the full example which is desired, therefore, of a oral poet trans

ferring his efforts to paper, but he does prompt one or two suggestions about the moti

vation underlying the writing of the epic.

p82 Indeed,Moz8rt with his extraordinary gift for composing long works in his head and then

writing them down whole with scarcely a correction later, offers whqt my not be the

worst analogy to Homeric methods of composition.

p. 83 Scholars have often assumed earlier Iliqd.B than ours, and surely they are to be assumed.
Awk




But they must have all been by Homer, for the Il4 is a profoundly personal creation.

He must have sung it many times before the work was committed to writing, for the benefit

of the Homerids, the post's performers.

p. 83 The idea of a officiAl. state text of Pisistr5tus is, S we have seen, inconsistent with the

facts and alien to the times. Homer's oflgiial dictated text was official enough, in

one sense, but precisely how soon it became official for the ancient Greeks is problem.







CHAPTER I

HOMER

i. Homer and the Analysts
BY E. R. DODDS

IN the second volume of his Geschichte des Altertums, published in
1893, the great historian Eduard Meyer summed up the results
achieved by the intensive study of the Homeric poems during the
nineteenth century. It could, he said, be considered as scientifically
proved that they were neither the work of an individual nor yet a
conglomerate of 'lays', but the outcome of an activity of minstrel
poets which had extended over centuries; and he added that the
stratification within each poem could be determined with an
adequate measure of confidence. This was the general opinion
of the time, in England as well as in Germany; the same verdict
had been given, if in rather more cautious terms, by Sir Richard
Jebb in his Homer: an Introduction (1887),' and by Walter Leafin his
Companion to the Iliad (1892). Unitarianism was not indeed dead
(despite frequent announcements of its demise), but it was a
heretical minority view, at least among professional scholars;'
its chief public upholders were isolated figures like Andrew Lang'
in England - a brilliant scholar who enjoyed amateur status
and Carl Rothe' in Germany. On the other hand, Lachmann's
fantastic 'lay-theory' had been abandoned for good, although it
continues to figure in the popular imagination (and in the books
of some Unitarians) as the typical outcome of Homeric analysis.
With one possible exception, no serious analyst has maintained
within living memory that the Iliad can be resolved into a con
glomeration of short independent poems which an 'editor' has
joined together by placing them end to end, as Dr. Lönnrot
produced the Finnish pseudo-epic known as the Kalevala.' That
both the Homeric poems have in their present form a carefully
conceived design and a basic structural unity has long been
recognized by analysts as well as unitarians: e.g. Jebb wrote that
'each of the poems forms an organic and artistic whole', while
adding that certain parts 'appear to disturb the plan or to betray
inferior workmanship'.' And on the whole the tendency ofmodern
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analysis has been to place increasing emphasis on the element of
design at all stages in the assumed development of the poems; we
hear much less of the 'bungling redactor', that diabolus ex macliina

06
whom early analysts invoked to explain every blemish that seemed
to mar the faultless perfection of the 'genuine' Homeric poetry.
The view of the Iliad which held the field at the turn of the

century, and is still today the most widely accepted alternative to
unitarianism, maintains that its central subject was from the first
the theme announced in the proem, the Wrath of Achilles, but
that the poem has been gradually enlarged by the accretion of
other material round this central nucleus. Such a view was

" naturally suggested by the peculiar structure of the Iliad, which
has been described as 'a drama with retardations'; it was a natural
guess that the drama formed a nucleus to which more and more
retardations had in the course of time been added. Originally
propounded in 1832 by one of the greatest of all Greek scholars,'" Gottfried Hermann, it had been developed and popularized in
England by George Grote in the second volume of his History of
Greece (1846-56). In the two generations which followed Grote it
was accepted, in one form or another, by most of the leading
German and English scholars- by Theodor Bcrgk, Wilhelm
Christ, Eduard Meyer, Paul Caucr, Carl Robert, Erich Bcthe,
by Sir Richard Jebb, Walter Leaf, J. B. Bury, and Gilbert Murray,
to name only a few. Later it was for a time eclipsed by the rival

"4 theory of Wilamowitz (see below) and by the sudden growth of
unitarianism; but it has been revived in several recent analyses of
the Iliad - in the admirable Introduction a l'Iliade by Mazon,
Chantraine, and others (the analysis is Mazon's), and in two works
by distinguished Swiss scholars, W. Theiler's essay 'Die Dichter
der Ilias', and the Kritisches Hypoinnema zur Ilias lately published
by the veteran Peter Von der MUhlI. By most of these writers
the author of the original Wrath-poem is identified, either firmly
or tentatively, with the historical bearer of the personal name
'Homer'; the old view which saw in 'Homer' a mere personifica
tion of the genius of epic poetry, or the mythical eponymous
ancestor of the Homeridac, has been generally (and rightly)
abandoned.'
There is thus more agreement in principle among modern

analysts than might be supposed by an-unwary reader of unitarian
polemics. But when it comes to defining the limits of the Wrath-
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poem, or determining the successive stages of the later expansion,
agreement seems more remote today than it did fifty years ago.
The nzinimum content of the Wrath-poem must have included at
least the Quarrel of the Chiefs (Book I), the Greek defeat in
Book XI, the Patrocleia (Book XVI, with the end of XV), and the
death of Hector (Book XXII), together with connecting pieces
which are no longer recoverable in their original form. But how
much more it included remains, and seems likely to remain, a
matter of dispute. Did it, for example, end with the dragging of
Hector's body (Leaf)? Or with Andromache's lament at the close
of Book XXII (Von der Muhll)? Or did it go on to tell of
Achilles' own death, so often predicted in our Iliad (Robert,
Wilamowitz)? Or did the tale of the Wrath always end as it does
now, not with the death of Hector or of Achilles, but with the
death of the Wrath itself and the ransoming of Hector's body
(Mazon)? To many readers the last will seem the most reasonable
assumption, despite the many signs which appear to indicate
that the final book of the Iliad is in its present form relatively late
work. Again, is it certain that the original poem included no
'retardations' at all? The older analysts tended to assume this,
apparently because they felt that 'Homer's' work must have had
the sort of strict organic unity that Aristotle expected of a tragedy.
But Homer had not had the advantage of reading Aristotle, and
it may be that, like Shakespeare, he cared less about organic unity
than about pleasing his audience. May he not, to that end, have
included in his poem further battle-pieces which gratified the
pride of Greek listeners by describing Achaean victories, and
enabled traditional heroes like Diomede and Ajax to show their
paces? Considerations of this kind account for the widely varying
estimates of the length of the Wrath-poem, ranging between the
extreme views ofBcthe,1° who cut it down to some 1500 lines, and
of Mazon, who is willing to attribute to the original poet fourteen
books of the present Iliad (Books I, XI to XVIII, and XX to
XXIV). Such differences indicate the limited usefulness of the
nucleus-theory, though they do not, of course, disprove its
correctness. They were in fact foreseen by the founder of the
German analytic school, F. A. Wolf, who wrote in a moment of
Pessimistic foresight 'forsitan ne probabiliter quidem demonstrari
Potent, a quibus locis potissimum nova subtemina et limbi
procedant'."
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There is hardly less disagrccmenf about the 'stratification' of
the expansions and the manner in which they were brought
about. Leaf imagined a gradual process of growth, in which it
was possible to distinguish two main strata: an earlier, consisting
mainly of 'aristciai' of different heroes, which had the effect of
transforming the Wrath-poem into an Iliad, a general picture of
the Trojan War; and a later, consisting of freely invented short
poems, some of them of the highest quality, which reflects the
humanity and the psychological interest of a later age. Bethe,
on the other hand, postulated a second great individual poet
(situated, rather unconvincingly, at Athens in the sixth century)
who transformed the Wrath-poem at a single stroke into our
Iliad by incorporating in it a large number of short pieces which
had grown up round it in the interval. Others again, like Theiler,
assume a much more complicated process of development,
involving five or six different strata, but dispensing with the
assumption of independent short poems. It is, however, untrue
to suggest that no generally agreed conclusions have emerged.
There are at least a few specific problems on which there is an
approach to unanimity. For example, all analysts (and many

3' unitarians) are agreed that the Doloncia (Book X) is a late
addition to the poem. 12 It is, again, agreed by most analysts (and
some Unitarians) that the Embassy (Book IX), and the battle in
Book VIII which was invented to lead up to it, ' formed no part
of the original Wrath-poem; and that certain subordinate figures
- Nestor, Glaucus and Sarpedon, Aeneas - owe their prominence
in the Iliad to later poets who introduced them to gratify local
interests.
The nucleus-theory, in its traditional form, places its 'Homer'

at the beginning of the long poetic development which produced
our Iliad. To this it has been objected (a) that the language and
style of the Iliad, even in its 'oldest' parts, is far from being
'primitive', but has a technical perfection which presupposes a
long tradition of epic poetry; (b) that the matter of many parts
of the Iliad seems to be saga-stuff, which presumably was current
long before the tale of the Wrath was invented. To meet these and

- other difficulties, Wilamowitz devised the novel view which he
) presented in Die Ilias und Homer (Berlin, Weidmann, 1916).

Wilamowitz's Homer comes in the middle of the development:
living at Chios in the eighth century, he




over, combined, and
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in some cases remodelled, the work of various pre-Homeric poets;
his own work was in turn enlarged, and in places remodelled, by a
succession of post-Homeric poets. Homer's Iliad, according to
Wilamowitz, included the main substance of Books I to VII,
XI to XVII, and XXI to XXIII as far as the burial of Patroclus;
the original ending is lost, and the connecting links between
XVII and XXI largely obliterated by later work. But in most of
this Homer was building on earlier compositions. Much of the
detailed analysis fails to carry conviction: it is not easy to think
that Hector's visit to Troy in Book VI is lifted from a pre-existent
Hectoreis, and it is harder still to believe that an independent
Patrocleia ever existed apart from the Wrath-poem. Nevertheless,
Die Ilias und Homer is one of the great books on Homer. It is
inspired throughout by a deep and true feeling for Homeric
poetry, and is full of fresh and delicate observations on the many
variations of style to be found in the Iliad- style-analysis being
for Wilamowitz quite as important as structural analysis. It also
marked an important advance in the understanding of the genesis
of the poem. Its influence is apparent not only in the later analyses
of Mazon and Von der Muhll, both of whom recognize that our
Iliad incorporates much 'pre-Homeric' material, but in the recent
work of continental unitarians on 'Homer's sources' (see below,
§ii). It is not the least of Wilamowitz's services that he built in
this way an undesigned bridge between the two warring schools.
Wilamowitz's date for Homer is also now widely accepted, by

unitarians as well as analysts. Fifty years ago a much earlier
dating was fashionable: Leaf, Jcbb, Bury, Ridgeway, all dated
back the older parts of the Iliad to the eleventh century or there
abouts. This was due in part to a misunderstanding of Homer's
silence on such matters as the Dorian migration and the coloniza
tion of Asiatic Greece, in part to the discoveries of Schliemann
and the recognition of 'Mycenaean' elements in Homer (see below,
§v). But the evidence of the similes points clearly to Ionian
authorship; 141 and it is now seen that both Homer's silences
and the survival in the poems of Mycenaean elements can be
explained by the conservatism of an epic tradition and, in
particular, by the conservative influence of a formulaic diction.
The archaeological evidence makes it difficult to maintain that
anything resembling our Iliad existed much before the eighth
Century; and a terminus ante quem is furnished by Callinus' reference
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to Homer (as the author of a T/iebais!), as well as by seventh
century allusions, imitations, and graphic representations (see
below, §v) which seem to presuppose an Iliad (though not neces
sarily just the Iliad that we read today). But the dating of the

/ various 'posthomerica' and 'anteliomcrica' incorporated in the
Iliad still presents many unresolved problems."

English writers since Leaf have contributed much less to the
structural analysis of the Iliad than to the elucidation of its histori
cal and cultural background. But this is perhaps the place to
mention two well-known and justly admired books in English
which approach the latter question, or group of questions, from
the general standpoint of the analytical school - Gilbert Murray's
Rise of the Greek Epic (Clar. Press, 1907, th ed., 1934), and
Martin Nilsson's Homer and Mycenae (London, Methuen, 1933).
Murray's book is nearing its half-century, and inevitably wears in
places an old-fashioned air: certain of its hypotheses arc outmoded
and perhaps unlikely to return to favour, such as the theory which
sees in a large number of Homeric heroes faded gods or 'year
spirits'.16 But it will, and should, continue to be read, not only
for its characteristically vivid portrayal of the conditions of life
in the Submycenaean Age, but more especially for its inquiry into
the nature of 'traditional books' and its interpretation of the
growth of the Iliad in the light of that inquiry (we now have
reason to believe that the Homeric poems are in fact oral com
positions, but many of the illuminating things that Murray has
to say about the traditional book are equally applicable to an oral
tradition). Nilsson's book is predominantly concerned with the
historical and archaeological questions which are discussed below
(v); but it includes also sound and valuable chapters on the
principles at issue between analysts and unitarians, on Homeric
language and style, on the origin and transmission of epic poetry,
and on Homeric mythology (a subject on which its author is
probably the greatest living expert). There is no book on Homer
which the present writer would more willingly place in the hands
of the intelligent inquirer, whether sixth-form boy, undergraduate,
or general reader, if only because its author has the rare virtue of
not claiming that his arguments prove more than they do.
The Odyssey is a very different kind ofpoem from the Iliad," and

is thought by most analysts (and some unitarians) to have had a
different authorship and a rather different history. Among other
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differences, it has a much closer structural unity and lends itself
less easily to a theory of gradual accretion round a nuclu3.
Nevertheless it reveals some striking structural 1flC0fl51StCj nd
the range of variation in style is perhaps wider than the Iliad.
Many of the problems which it poses were already seen and
stated by Kirchhoff (Die /iomerische Odyssee und ihre Entstehung,
1859); his observations were brilliantly exploited and developed,
with much more feeling for the poetry and understanding of the
historical background, in Wilamowitz's remarkable early book,
Homerische Untersuchungen (1884; near the end of his long life he
revised some of its conclusions in Die Heimkehr des Odysseus, 1927).
In our own time, besides many minor critical contributions,
important analyses of the Odyssey have been published by Bethe,
Schwartz, Bérard, Von der Mühll, and two scholars of a younger
generation, Friedrich Focke and Reinhold Merkelbach.18 All
these, save Bérard's, are in German; the only book in English
which covers this line of country is W. J. Woodhouse's ingenious
and charmingly written Composition ofHomer's Odyssey (Clar. Press,
1930). Woodhouse's standpoint was unitarian: the author of
our Odyssey was for him 'Homer'. But he utilized many of the
discoveries of the German analysts as a means of getting back to
what he regarded as 'Homer's sources'. His main originality lay
in his recognition of the numerous folklore themes which are
among the ingredients of the Odyssey."

Limitations of space forbid any description of the results
arrived at by individual analysts. While there is virtual unanimity
on certain points, such as the lateness of Book XXIV20 and of
some parts of the Nekyia2l (both already recognized by Aris
tarchus), there is, as might be expected, more divergence of
opinion about the growth of the poem than there is among Iliad
analysts, most of whom have at least the nucleus-theory in com
mon. But certain general probabilities may be said to have
emerged from the long debate. (i) Whereas the Iliad grew out ofa
Wrath-poem, 'the Odyssey', as Von der MQhll has put it, 'was
always an Odyssey'; from the first it told a connected talc of
Odysseus' homeward voyage and his vengeance on the suitors.
But there were different versions of the story, which have been
combined in our poem but not quite perfectly harmonized."
There were longer and shorter accounts of the hero's wanderings,
which freely borrowed incidents and motifs from older tales of
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travel, including the Argonaut-story.' And there were rival
versions of the Vengeance, whose imperfect harmonization is
responsible for a number of obscurities, in particular the curious
behaviour ascribed to Penelope in Books XVIII and XIX. (ii)
The 'Telemachy' (i.e. approximately Books I to IV, with XV,
XVI, and the beginning of XVII) formed no part of the older
Odyssey. But it is very doubtful if it ever existed as an independent
poem. On this point Focke seems to the present writer to have
reason on his side (against the opinion of most of the earlier
analysts"). The simplest view seems to be that the whole
Telemachus sub-plot was invented by the same poet who gave the
Odyssey its present shape by combining all the best features of the
older versions and adding some further expansions in his own
characteristic manner (e.g. the extra day which Odysseus is
allowed to spend with the Phaeacians26). It has. often been
remarked, even by analysts,' that the Odyssey for all its discre
pancies bears, much more than the Iliad, the impress of a single
mind; also that it makes as a whole an impression of relative
modernity. This is perhaps best explained by the assumption
that the poem was enlarged and reconstructed in the seventh
century- by a single poet, who allowed himself a much freer hand
than any of those who made their contributions to the Iliad.

In conclusion, it may be suggested that what is most needed now
is not further analyses of either poem, which at the present time
would, one fears, have even less prospect of general acceptance
than had their predecessors, but rather a careful review of the
traditional analytic arguments and methods, in the light both of
unitarian criticisms and of Milman Parry's proof that the poems
are oral compositions.

ii. Homer and the Unitarians

BY E. R. DODDS

It is now more than thirty years since the old logical game of
discovering inconsistencies in Homer was replaced in public
esteem by the new and equally enjoyable aesthetic game of
explaining them away. The exhilarating conviction that for
several generations the best scholars in Europe had been playing
the wrong game dawned on the public mind with surprising
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suddenness shortly after the First World War. It may be surmised
that the reasons for so abrupt a change lay in part outside the
field of Homeric scholarship. There is evidence" that in some
quarters resentments left behind by the war were not without
influence; Homeric analysis was in the main a German achieve
ment, and the arrogance of some of its exponents was felt to be
typical of the German mind. But the basic causes certainly lay
deeper. Parallel changes occurred about the same time in New
Testament criticism, where the confident claims of nineteenth
century analysts were similarly called in question; and in textual
criticism proper, where the old arrogant disregard for manu
script tradition began to be replaced in many quarters by an
almost superstitious reverence for it. And something not alto
gether dissimilar happened in philosophy, where the whole
speculative structure reared by nineteenth-century idealism was
swept away within a few years. All these developments can be
regarded as necessary processes of disinfection - a cutting out of
unsound wood. And in the case of Homer the reckless prolifera
tion of hypotheses in the preceding half-century certainly called
for a drastic pruning operation. But that was not all. The notion
ofa monolithic Homer, a supreme poetic genius whose work it was
sacrilege to analyse, undoubtedly corresponded to certain ten
dencies of the time - a distrust of cold logic, a yearning to follow
'the dictates of the heart', and, more specifically, a widespread
rejection of the intellectual approach to poetry. 10
The unitarian reaction was thus to some extent a manifestation

of the Zeitgeist. It was announced almost simultaneously by
J. A. Scott in America, by Sheppard in England, and by Drerup
in Germany. Drerup' was the most learned and systematic of
the three; in particular, he adduced much interesting evidence
from other early literatures (which, however, has seemed to
analysts to prove the opposite of what Drerup thought it proved).
Shcppard' represented the aesthetic wing: he contented himself
with discovering 'patterns' in the Iliad which seemed to him to
establish its unity of design and therefore its unity of authorship
(but is not the inference from the former to the latter a question
begging non sequitur?). It was, however, Scott's book, The Unity
ofHomer (Berkeley, Univ. of California Press, 192 i), which made
the deepest impression, at least on the English-speaking public.
A skilful if unscrupulous controversialist, he succeeded by a
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careful choice of examples in conveying the suggestion that the
greatest scholars of Germany were not only pedants but fools.
He devoted pages to minutiae such as the trivial oversight about
Pylacmencs" - killed in Iliad Book V, resurrected in Book XIII
to attend his father's funeral - which no modern analyst thinks
important, while saying nothing at all about the Embassy
problem, about the 1thrElpa problem, or about the apparent
doublets in the Odyssey. The reader was left with the impression
that the analysts' case was founded on trivialities." The part of
Scott's work which has been most generally accepted as important
by scholars is the series of painstaking statistical arguments by
which he tried to show that there are no significant linguistic
differences between the two poems. He certainly revealed the
inaccuracy of some earlier statistics; but it may be questioned
whether in matters of vocabulary and grammar a statistical
approach is the right one. The most significant differences,
being qualitative, often escape the net of the statistician. 15
A feature common to Scott, Drerup, and many later unitarians

is their passionate insistence on Homer's 'originality'. This led
anti-historicism: everything in Homer

was poetic invention, and most of it was his own invention.
Certainly, the English historical school has been guilty at times
of fantastic exaggerations through treating Homer, in Wilamo
witz's phrase, 'as if he were a war-correspondent'. One of its

iXf members has even professed to know the exact date of Hector's
death: it occurred on August 28th, 1185 B.C.!" In the present
writer's opinion it is permissible to doubt whether the debate
about the identity of the Phaeacians, or even the debate about the
identity of Homer's Ithaca, is a discussion about anything real.

doubt, with Drerup and Car
penter," that the Trojan War took place (see below, §v). Scott
did not go so far; but he put up a plausible case, which has
recently been supported on different grounds by Schadcwaldt
and Wade-Gery," for regarding Hector, and with him the whole
Wrath-story, as a poetic invention. It must be said, however,
that in the light of our present awareness of 'antehomcrica' to
equate 'poetic invention' with 'Homer's invention' is to beg a
very large question. And in any case the unitarian emphasis on
originality appears somewhat misplaced. As Nilsson has reminded
us, 'ancient poets, and epic poets especially, did not think that
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the greatest possible independence of previous writers increases a
poet's glory'.' Nor, for that matter, did Shakespeare.
The 'naive unitarians', of whom Scott, Drerup, and Sheppard

are representative, held a fundamentalist faith in the integrity of
the Homeric Scriptures; their religion forbade them to make any
concession whatever to the infidel, although it compelled them
at times to fall back on arguments as unconvincing as the worst
efforts of the analysts. But the purity of the original faith soon
declined. Old difficulties were rediscovered, heresies arose, and
breaches appeared in the monolithic structure. In his homer:
the Origins and the Transmission (Clar. Press, 1924) T. W. Allen, the
most learned and formidable of English unitarians, admitted in
principle that the poems contain both 'posthomerica' and 'ante
homerica'. With the Alexandrine scholars, he recognized that
the end of the Odyssey is an 'interpolation'; he also held that Homer
worked on the basis of a pre-existent verse chronicle, and that
the Catalogue of Ships, which was certainly not composed for our
Iliad: is the oldest piece of Greek verse we possess. On the last
point his view appears to be substantially confirmed by recent
research, and is accepted in principle by Bowra, Miss Lorimer
and Wade-Gcry.'° But there is much in his book which cannot be
accepted, in particular his opinion that Homer 'sang the language
he spoke' (see p. 35, fl. 19), and his extraordinary reliance on the
Greco-Roman romances of Dictys and Dares as preserving an
authentic tradition of the Trojan War.
Further bits of the monolith have been discarded by subsequent

unitarians. Schadewaldt, Miss Lorimer, Wade-Gcry, and recently
Bowra have rejected the Doloncia; Miss Lorimer rejects also
Iliad VIII (though Iliad IX must be Homer's, since its removal
'would lower the value of the poem"), together with the Sup
plicatio in Book VI, the Shifting of the Arms in the Odyssey, and
some other things. There has also been a revival of 'separatism':
Unitarian scholars like Reinhardt," Miss Lorimer, and Wade
Gcry have not concealed their opinion that there are two mono
liths and not one. In short, 'naive' unitarianism is slowly" being 3 'VI
replaced by a 'critical' unitarianism which does not despise
analytical methods and is prepared to adopt some part of the
analysts' conclusions. While the analysts have gradually advanced
to a fuller appreciation of the over-all design, their opponents are
moving from angry assertion of the design to a closer study of the
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sometimes jarring parts. One may even feel that between the
more moderate spokesmen of the two schools the difference is now

largely one of terminology: what the analysts call nuclei or

prototypes, the unitarians call sources; what the analysts call
expansions, the unitarians call interpolations. Nevertheless, the
schizophrenia which has so long afflicted Homeric studies has not
been completely overcome. Analysts and unitarians are slow to
learn from each other, and sometimes give the impression of not
having troubled to read each other's works.
Apart from general studies of the economy and cultural back

ground of the poems, such as Bowra's well-known and very useful
book, Tradition and Design in the Iliad (Clar. Press, 1930), or the more
recent IIonztre of A. Severyris ( small vols., Brussels, Office de
Publicité, 1943-48), and from Wade-Gery's interesting but highly
speculative attempt to establish the personality and date of
Homer (The Poet of the Iliad, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1952),
the main positive work of the unitarians in recent years has been
directed towards the exploration of 'Homer's sources'. This is
really the old analytic game in a new form, which is felt to be
compatible with a proper recognition of the essential unity ofeach
of the poems. One example, Woodhouse's book on the Odysse),
has already been mentioned. Others are Reinhardt's penetrating
and original study of the sources of Odysseus' 4 Kakridis'
convincing proofthat the Meleager-story in Iliad IX is abbreviated
from an older poem on the Wrath of Meleager;" and the thesis
recently developed by Pestalozzi, Howald and Schadewaldt,"
according to which a whole series of motifs in the Iliad were
borrowed from an older poem, the 'Cyclic' Aethiopis (or its prede
cessor), which recounted the slaying of Memnon by Achilles and
Achilles' own death at the hands of Paris. As to this last conten
tion, certain of the motifs in question do look as if they had been
invented for the Memnon story, but others, like the Funeral Games
and the avenging of a friend, may well have been drawn by both
poets from a dateless traditional stock; and in an oral tradition it
is perfectly possible for two poems which belonged to the repertory
of the same reciters to have influenced each other reciprocally,
and to have continued to influence each other over a long period."

It may be thought, finally, that the unitarians, no less than their
rivals, ought to re-examine the validity of some of their own
arguments. They have let a salutary breath of fresh air into the
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stale den of the Homeric specialist; but as a recent critic has said,
there is a real danger of their movement developing 'internal
excesses rather distressingly like those which contributed so much
to the collapse of the analysts'." In particular, we should be
ware of importing modern psychological subtleties into IIomer;'
and should also remember that in poems designed for piecemeal
oral recitation there is a limit to the amount of deliberate cross
reference ('Fernvcrbindung') which it is reasonable to postulate."

iii. Homer as Oral Poetry
BY E. R. DODDS

We have still to consider what is perhaps the most important 5'O
single discovery about Homer made during the past half-century,
the decisive proof that the poems are oral compositions. This is
mainly if not entirely" due to a gifted American scholar, Milinan
Parry. The essentials of his proof are contained in his Paris
thesis, L'e'pithe'te Iraditionelle che Hoine're (Paris, 'Les Belles Lettres',
1928); but the English reader can form a good idea of his work
from the two long papers which he published in Harvard Studies in
Classical Philology, vols. 4! (1930) and 43 (I932).2 His argument
was cumulative, but his main point was that the peculiar technique
of the poems, with their recurrent epithets, recurrent formulaic
phrases, recurrent descriptions of scenes and situations, must have
been devised as a safeguard against a possible breakdown in
improvisation. He showed, for example, that for each of 37 lead
ing characters in the two poems the poet has a stock descriptive
phrase of exactly the same length, extending from the caesura to
the end of the line, and normally only one such phrase for each
(on the principle of 'epic economy'). And he argued that the
purpose of this provision lay in its enabling the poet to apply any
statement he wishes to any ofhis characters without risk of metrical
breakdown, provided he lets the statement end at the caesura; he
has then only to select from stock the appropriate descriptive
phrase to complete safely and simultaneously his line and his
sentence. Parry supplied a negative check on this by showing
that no such system of metrically controlled, epithets is to be found
in pen-poets like Apollonius Rhodius. On the other hand he
showed (and it has been independently shown by the Chadwicks)
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that techniques broadly similar to Homer's, though less elaborate,
have been developed for a similar purpose in the oral poetry of
other societies.
That the Homeric poems are oral compositions is of course no

new idea. It was put forward by Robert Wood in 1767, and
developed (as regards the original state of the poems) by Wolf in
1795. But before Milman Parry it was open to any one to deny
the assertion, and many scholars dismissed it as out ofthe question.
This seems to be no longer possible; and some current theses, both
analytic and unitarian, may need considerable readjustment in
consequence. Parry unfortunately died young, before he had
worked out the implications of his own discovery, and, strangely
enough, these have not yet been adequately discussed. His work
was received with hostility by the aesthetic school (this was not
their notion of how great poetry is produced), and it appears to be
still largely unknown in Central Europe; 53 its importance was
recognized, however, by Nilsson," and is today generally acknow
ledged by English and French scholars.

If the poems were composed without the use of writing, the
question when they were first written down is of vital consequence.
For if they passed through even a short period oforal transmission,
it becomes impossible to claim that what we read today is the
ipsissima verba of the individual poet Homer. Oral transmission
can preserve the substance of a long poetic narrative, often with
remarkable fidelity; but it would be a miracle if it preserved it

I verbatim. To escape this embarrassing conclusion, it has lately
been suggested that Homer did indeed compose his poems orally,
but subsequently wrote them down, having learned to write in the
meantime." It may be doubted whether this convenient explan
ation will win wide acceptance. For one thing, the separatists,
who are now probably in the majority, will have to imagine two
different oral poets at two different dates each acquiring in the
nick of time the means of preserving his exact words for posterity.
Even less probable is the view that Homer was a pen-poet using an
inherited oral technique." For it appears incredible that a pen
poet would fall into the unmetrical or strikingly inappropriate use
of formulae which we find at times in the poems. As Parry pointed
out," these are the characteristic marks of oral composition.
Further, devaluation of formulae by inappropriate use seems to be
much commoner in the Odjssej than in the Iliad," and is especially
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noticeable in parts which analysts consider late. This looks less
like the carelessness of Homer misapplying his own formulae than
like the carelessness of a later oral poet: it suggests that parts of the
Odyssey date from a period of declining oral technique.
The art of writing was certainly known in the latter part of the

eighth century. But it does, not follow that the oral poets were
literate - literacy seems to kill the oral technique, and some of
them, like the author of the Hymn to Apollo," were blind men
or that, if they were, they wrote down poems as long as the Iliad.
One may ask, with Bethe, '° whether such a feat was technically
possible in the eighth century, and, with Carpenter," whether
either the poets or their audience had a sufficient motive for
attempting it. As the latter puts it, 'in a community where oral
literature flourishes, there must be some special occasion or
incentive to justify the otherwise pointless expenditure of energy
involved in manuscript notation'. Like Cauer, Wackernagel,
and others, he sees the special occasion in the institution of recita
tions at the Panathenaea, where the poems had to be recited
&rrooAiis, each rhapsode beginning where his predecessor left
off. This would account for the legend of the Peisistratean recen
sion, which 'assembled' the 'scattered' poems of Homer, hitherto
orally preserved." That legend, which had played a great part
in the theories of Wolf and other early analysts, was for a time
wholly discredited by the criticisms of Lehrs, Wilamowitz, and
Allen." But several recent writers" have urged that it contains
at least a kernel of truth: we can accept it as fairly certain (a) that
in the fourth-century dispute between Athenians and Megarians
about interpolations in Homer both parties knew or believed that
a written redaction of Homer had been made at Athens in the
sixth century; (b) that at the time ofthe dispute no other redaction
was available for comparison. Taken together these two facts may
be held to support the assumption that the poems were first
written down at Athens, though they plainly do not prove it.
Whatever be the truth about the 'Peisistratean recension', the

supposition that the poems have passed through a period of oral
transmission can be used to explain a number of their character
istics. It will account for the concertina-like structure of the
Iliad: when time was no object, the oral poet could recite the
poem at full length and perhaps insert (as oral reciters do") fresh
episodes ofhis own composition; when his audience was in a hurry,
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he could leave out anything up to two-thirds of it without making
more structural changes than a skilled reciter could improvise, and
he would still have 'suncr the, Wrath of Achilles'. It will alsoIb
account for what looks like conflation of variants, as in the
Diapeira, or duplication of incidents, as at several points in the
Odyssey: the oral poet, piously anxious to preserve and utilize
whatever seems to him best in the work of his predecessors, will at
times fuse together features derived from different local versions,
and at others duplicate an incident rather than sacrifice either
version of it." Again, it will explain the presence of a few seem
ingly seventh-century elements in a substantially eighth-century
poem: such things as the allusions to hoplite equipment which ap
pear sporadically in the Iliad (see §v) might well be thoughtlessly
slipped in by a reciter in the course of improvisation, but are less
easily understood as deliberate yet apparently motiveless 'inter
polations' in a written text. And finally, it will explain why, while
Hesiod's Theogo?y evidently presupposes homer, the Homeric
poems appear in places to imitate the Theogony; for we know that
reciters transfer passages from one poem in their repertory to
another, just as actors transfer lines from one play to another.

It seems clear that the comparative study of oral poetry
full of pitfalls as all comparative study is-must in future be
a matter of serious concern to Homeric scholars. The material
for it exists in abundance, particularly in the three stately
volumes of the Chadwicks' great work, The Growth of Literature
(Cambridge Univ. Press, 1932-40), and in Parry's still un
published collections of Jugo-Slav oral poetry at Harvard.
Some of the questions which it raises for the Homeric scholar
are discussed in Bowra's new book, Heroic Poetry (London,
Macmillan, 1952); but much remains to be done. It will also be
necessary, if the view taken above is correct, to adjust many
traditional positions and arguments to the consequences that flow
from Parry's work. Obviously, on this view, 'naive' unitarianism
will cease to be tenable (if it ever was); but scholars will also have
to abandon finally the sort of 'naive' analysis which claims to
recover older poems from the Iliad and the Odyssey by a process of
simple subtraction," since in oral transmission successive poets
not only incorporate but as a rule remodel earlier work. Analysts,
again, will have to be more cautious in using arguments from
contradiction, since in this matter oral poetry is naturally more
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tolerant than are written compositions; but this principle of 'oral
tolerance' has limits, which can only be settled, if at all, by com
parative studies. So too with arguments from repetition. We
know now that most of the recurrent elements are formulaic, and
are drawn from an ancient traditional stock; every poet uses them
as often as he needs them. But it will still be open to the analyst to
point to cases where lines evidently composed for a specific situa
tion are elsewhere misapplied to a different situation, and to ask
whether the original poet is likely to have so misused his own
invention. In these respects as in others the Homeric Question is
far from being chosejugee.

iv. Homer and the Philologists
BY L. R. PALMER

The progress of philological research into the Homeric lan
guage may conveniently be reviewed in 1954, since 1953 saw the
completion of the first full-scale grammar of the Homeric lan
guage, since Monro2 and van Leeuwen. While grammatical
work is necessarily concerned largely with minutiae, a brief
survey' must confine itself to generalities.

It has become increasingly clear that many of the forms pre
sented in the manuscripts of Homer are orthographical errors
which occurred early in the tradition. Meillet4a has summarized
the problems of reconstituting the Urtext with his customary
lucidity. False division of words is responsible for certain strange
forms such as v?6uiio (B 2 and K 187), a metrically convenient
form which was then generalized (e.g. v 79). The adjective
óKPU6EIS had a similar origin (see below). Leumann has given
other instances of this phenomenon.

It is well known, too, that the original text of Homer did not
distinguish between long and short and o respectively. The
transcription of and into the conventions of the reformed
alphabet offered difficulties in the case of words no longer current
in the spoken language: hence KAIPOEON was rendered as

lpocrcv instead of tpoocv, OEOMEN as OEfoxn' instead
of Mom, etc. Meillet also believed that, double vowels in
hiatus were written only singly in the original text. Thus a(r)E'
àvSpcv was written KAEANtPON and this accounts for the

C
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phrases, rarely in short descriptive passages, the geometric more
frequently in the way that the poets tell the story or in similes.
Though some things in the Odjssey are as old as anything in the
Iliad, and some things in the Iliad as young as anything in the
Odyssey, the Mycenaean content of the Odyssey is much smaller.
So far as archaeology is concerned, this could be caused by
difference of subject or of author or of date. In both poems the
post-geometric element is small, and since our knowledge of
geometric Greece, and still more of geometric lonia, is defective,
even the things listed are doubtful. The type of Odysseus' brooch
(but not its design) is fairly securely dated in the seventh century,
but a new and interesting form of brooch was likely to find its way
into the poems where a striking token was needed for identification.
The couplet describing the Gorgoneion seems to be an alternative
devised to please a generation used to blazons. The presentation
of the robe and the moving of the aims cannot be dated as post-geo
metric with certainty on archaeological grounds; the argument
rests rather on their uneasy adjustment to their contexts and the
accumulation ofunusual features. Nothing which can be shown to
be post-geometric is organically incorporated in the poems. Some
post-Mycenaean elements obviously continued into the seventh
century and later (e.g. the use ofiron), but it is noticeable that the
undoubtedly geometric custom of using two spears with a parry
shield slung on a telamon is not misunderstood as it is on seventh
century 'archaising' vases. 23 It seems established that the epic
tradition admitted innovations freely until some date not far
removed from 700 B.C. and then ceased to do so; opinions differ as
to whether this could have happened if the poems were transmitted
orally down to the middle of the sixth century.

Almost all the scholars mentioned in §i-iii above took account
of the archaeological evidence available when they wrote and
thought that it supported, or at least could be reconciled with,
their divergent theories. There are questions which archaeology
cannot pretend to answer. The mass of evidence from Egypt to
Scythia and from the Atlantic to the Euphrates with a range of
dates over a millennium, and the disagreement of archaeologists
on its interpretation, make it easy to concentrate on one group of
facts or on one interpretation to the exclusion of others. The
paucity of evidence from all countries from the decline of Mycenae
until the late eighth century, and from some countries, notably
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the west coast ofAsia Minor, in all periods, casts just suspicion on
the argurnentum ex si.lentio, and this suspicion is easily transferred to

periods in which a solid body of positive evidence gives the
negative argument real significance. For the Mycenaean period
this has been increased by the discovery of isolated exceptions to
some accepted generalizations, until some critics come perilously
near to arguing that an object must have existed because it has not
been found. By using these arguments, and by assigning all that is
common to the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age to one of them, it
is possible to reduce the contribution to the poems made by the
other. But neither period can be eliminated, and such a combin
ation of features of widely different date can be explained only by
a tradition of oral poetry lasting for centuries and ceasing to
develop at about the time when inscriptions in the Phoenician

alphabet first appear. By establishing this, archaeology has

largely contributed to the measure of agreement which has been
reached.
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lJebb's book includes a useful sketch of the history of the Homeric question down

to his time. For the period 1887-1923 there is a full critical bibliography in G.
Finslcr's Homer, third edition, Leipzig, Teubner, 1924. The developments of the
next ten years are described by Nilsson in Homer and Mycenae, and by Dclatte and
Severyns in L'Ant. Class. 2 (1933) 379ff; while A. Lesky's Die Honzerforschuvg in der
Gegenwart (Vienna, SexI, 1952) gives an invaluable survey of recent work.

By 1865 Mark Pattison could write 'We may safely say that no scholar will again
find himselfable to embrace the unitarian hypothesis' (Essays, 1.382). But in England,
at least, a good many men of classical education continued, like Gladstone and
Matthew Arnold, to cherish unitarian views.

Homer and the Epic (1893); Homer and his Age (1906); The World ofHomer (1910).
Lang wrote with wit and elegance; but his interpretation of the culture described by
Homer as belonging to a single 'age oftransition' can no longer be sustained.

Die Bedcutung der Wiederholungen fur die homerische Frage (1890); Die Bedeutung der
Widerspruche für die homerische Frage (1894); Die hlias als Dichtung (1910); Die Odyssee ate
Dichtung (19i4).

Something not unlike the 'lay-theory' has recently been put forward by G.
Jachmnann ('Homerischc Einzellicdcr', in the Festschrift forJ. Kroll, Symbola C'olonie,m-
Sb, Köln, 1949), for whom the Iliad is a 'Corpus' or 'conglutination' without any real
architecture; but such views are nowadays exceptional. On the genesis ofthe Kalerala
see Comparetti's edition, and his Traditional Poetry of the Finns (Eng. trans., London
1898).

Homer: on Introduction, 104. Cf. Murray, C.R. 36 (1922) 75: 'we all believe in the
unity of Homer: it is only when we try to explain what that unity is and how it has
come about, that the Homeric Question begins'.

Introduction a l'Iliade, par Paul Mazon avec Ia collaboration de Pierre Chantraine,
Paul Collart et Rend Langumier (Paris, 'Les Belles Lettrcs', 5942); Theilcr in Fest
schrift Tiiche (Bern, Lang, 1947); P. Von der MUhll, Kriiisches Hypomnema zur Ilias
(Basel, Reinhardt, 1952).But it remains possible that the name belongs to some much earlier poet, to whom
all the best epics were indiscriminately ascribed in Callinus' day (and down to the
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fifth century). E. Bickel, in a book modestly entitled homer: die Lôsung der /zomerisclzen
Frage (Bonn, Schcur, l99), supposes Homer to be the man who invented the hexa-
meter c. 2000 B .C. On the whole question of the name see Wilamowitz, Die Ilias und
Homer, chap. i8, and E. Schwartz, 'Dcr Name Ilomeros', Hermes 19W.'For the evidence see now Von der MuhIl, OP. Cit., 369ff.1 Erich Bet] e, Homer: Dic/ilung und Saga, vol. I (Leipzig, Teubner, 1914).11 Praefatio ad hliadem xxviii.52 On the lateness of the Doloneia the observations of P. Chantraine (MélangesDesrousseaux, 1937, 5gff), H. Hcusingcr (Si ilistische Untersuchungen zur Dolonie, diss.
Leipzig, 1939), and F. Klingncr (Hermes 2940) appear decisive against Shewan's
defence (The Lay ofDolon, London, Macmillan, 191 i).13 Wilamowitz, Die Ilias und Homer, chap. 2. Schadcwaldt's elaborate defence of
Book VIII (hliass(udien, Abh. Sachs. Akad. 1938, chap. 4) has not convinced the present'writer that %Vilamowitz was wrong.14 That the similes are the work of Ionian, not 'Achaean', poets was proved byArthur Platt in an article in the journal of Philology, 24 (1896) 28ff, which is still
worth consulting. Sec also below, §iv.11 Sir Arthur Evans thought that the roots not only of Greek mythology but of the
Greek epic went back to Mycenacan times (J.H.S. 32, 1912, 277ff). This speculation,which has been revived by Severyns (Ham/re II), will gain greatly in probability if it is
finally established that the language of the Mycenaeans was Greek.




16 For a criticism of the 'faded gods' hypothesis see Farnell, Greek Hero Culls andIdeas ofImmortality (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1921), chap. xi. Among Homeric figuresHelen seems to be the only really convincing instance. The fantastic speculations of
Charles Autran (1-lorn/re et lee origines sacerdotales de l'épopée grccque, 3 vols., Paris, Denoel,
1938-44) havedone nothing to enhance the probability ofthis typeofview. The presentwriter can only regret its reappearance in a book whose first chapter makes an originaland important contribution to the understanding of Homeric religion, Fernand
Robert's Homère (Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, 1950)-17 quote the characteristically incisive judgement of Wilamowitz: 'any one who
in regard to language or religion or manners throws Iliad and Odyssey into one pot canno longer claim to be seriously considered' (Die Heimkehr des Odysseus, 171).16 E. Bethc, op. cit. nro, vol. 11(1922); E. Schwartz, Die Odyssee (München, Hueber,
1924); V. Bérard, Introduction a l'Oqyss/e (3 vols., Paris, 'Les Belles Lcttrcs', 1924-25);P. Von der Mühll, art. 'Odyssec' in R.E. ('); F. Focke, Die Odyssee (Stuttgart,Kohlhammer, 1943); R. Merkelbach, Untersuchungen zur Odyssee (Münchcn, Beck,
1950-19 On folklore in the Odyssey see also L. Radermacher, Sitzb. Men 178 (1915) 1, and
K. Reinhardt, 'Die Abenteuer der Odyssec', in his book Von Werken und Formen
(Godesberg, Kupper, 2948). Rhys Carpenter's attractive book, Folk-tale, Fiction and
Saga in the Homeric Epics (Berkeley, Univ. of California Press, 1946), contains some
valuable chapters, but suffers from an excessive preoccupation with bears.20 On the date of Book XXIV, or rather of XXIII.297 to the end, the English reader
may consult Allen's Homer: the Origins and the Transmission, 218ff, and Mackail's essayinGreek Poetry and Life, Essays presented to GilbertMurray, ff (1936). As the latter points out,the 'Second Nekyia' is strikingly different in style from the rest; and there is somethingto be said for Schwartz's view that it was taken over by the Continuator from an older
source.21 Consultation of a spirit seems to have been an element in the original folktale of
the Wanderer's Return; but the abrupt changes in style, treatment, and scenery makeit difficult to regard the present Nekyia as an imaginative unity.22 Von der Mühll has tried in the interest ofsimplicity to dispense with this assumption; but it may be doubted whether his analysis does full justice to the complexity of
the evidence.23 See K. Meuli's brilliant essay, Odyssee undArgonautika (diss. Basel, 2922)." Cf. Woodhouse, chaps. 8-o6 (mainly from Wilamowitz).26 That the 'Tcleinachy' must have been composed as an expansion of the Odyssey,not as an independent poem, was already seen by Niese in 1882; but the authority of
Kirchhoff and Wilarnowitz has led analysts generally to accept the other view.26 See Schwartz, op. cit. (n18), 22ff.
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7 Cf. Leaf'sjudgenicnt: 'the Odyssey, whatever the original materials on which it was

based, is in its present form at least a poem due to a single poet', whereas 'the Iliad is a
growth from a single poem'.28 Some ofthe reasons for attributing the present form of the Odyssey to the seventh
century are stated by Carpenter, op. cit. (n 19), chap. 5.

Sec the introduction to Allen's Homer: the Origins and the Transmission.20 The classical statement of this point of view is the Abbé Bremond's La p0/sic pure
(8925); but it was already widely held in France and England some years earlier.31 Engelbcrt Drcrup, Das Ilomerproblem in der GegenwaTt (\Vurzburg, Becker, 192!).
He had already published in 1913 Dos fiinfte Buch der Ilias, Grundlagen eincr homerischen
Poetik.
82J. T. Sheppard (Sir John Sheppard), The Pattern of the Iliad (London, Methuen,

1922). Other Unitarian writers with a mainly aesthetic approach are S. E. Bassett
(The Poetry ofHomer, Berkeley, Univ. of California Press, 1938) and E. T. Owen (The
Story of the Iliad, New York, O.U.P., 1947) both ofwhom have made good observations
on Homeric technique.33 The oversight has been convincingly explained by A. B. Lord, T.A.P.A. 69 (1938)
445, as due to the influence of a conventional motif- the aged father mourning his
warrior son. Pylaemenes continues to be the favourite Aunt Sally of unitarians: both
Bowra (Tradition and Design 97ff, Heroic Poetry 3oof) and Fernand Robert (Homre 287)make great play with him, while passing in silence over more serious structural dis
crepancies.U Readers should also be warned that, whether from an imperfect knowledge of
German or from the carelessness engendered by apostolic fervour, Scott (op. cit. 76)
actually attributed to Wilamowitz the view which the latter set out to refute, that the
Iliad is 'a miserable piece ofpatchwork' (Die Ilias and Homer 322). The libel is unfortun
ately repeated in Bowra's Tradition andDesign, p. 9.




36 Examples are the dropping in the Odyssey of old cult-epithets whose meaning had
long been forgotten, and of obsolete forms like the pronoun -rvr; and the outcroppingofsignificantly new words like 8iou8i', 'godfearing'. There is still need for a systematicand disinterested study of variations in vocabulary, grammar, and metre throughoutthe two poems, a study for which the new Lexicon to homer, Hesiodandthe Older Epic, nowin preparation at Hamburg, ought to provide a secure foundation. Meanwhile,
Leumann's exploration of semantic shifts within the poems (see below, §iv) points to
conclusions which support the analysts.36 Sir Philip Macdoncll, C.R. 55 ('94') x6. Hypcrhistoricism of another sort pervades the singular book ofEmile Mireal.Lx,Lesporncs honc'riques et l'histoiregrecque (2 vols.,Paris, Michel, 1948-49). While tracing back the Trojan Cycle not to the Trojan Warbut to 'collective rites', he holds that both poems 'have well-defined political aims' in
relation to the commercial ambitions of rival Greek states in the eighth and seventh
centuries.

Drerup, Homerproblem 273ff; Carpenter, op. cit. (nig, chap. 3. Among analysts,Bethe was equally sceptical; but the theory of displacement ('Sagcnvcrschiebung')
by which he accounted for the origin of th Trojan Cycle was severely (and justly)criticised by Drerup.88 w Schadewaldt, Von Homers Well und Werk, second (enlarged) edition, Stuttgart,Koehler, 1952, 177; H. T. Wade-Gery, ThePoet of the Iliad, 7. Wade-Gery suggests that
the invention is datable a porte ante, Homer's Hector being named after an historical
Hector who once ruled in Chios (he thinks c. 800 B.C.). But the reverse relationship,assumed by Wilamowitz and Schadewaldt, seems at least equally probable; and if
Ventris proves to be right in deciphering the name Hector on a Mycenaean tablet, the
foundation ofthe argument will vanish.

Nilsson, op. cit., 33.'° Against the view of Leaf and Jacoby (Sitzb. Ben. 1933, 682ff) that the Catalogueis a late interpolation, V. Burr (NEA)N KATAAOrO, Kijo Beiheft 39, 1944) thinks thatHomer composed the Catalogue himselfon the basis ofa Mycenaean document; but itseems much likelier that it was transmitted in the tradition of heroic poetry (and subjected to some working over). See Bowra, Tradition and Design 7011; and Wade-Gery,op. cit., Appendix A." H. L. Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments 480. Both Miss Lorimer and Von der
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Muhil (op. cit. fl7, 1590 think that the Embassy was composed by Homer as an after.
thought and was worked into the Iliad by the later and inferior poet who concoctedBook VIII. This curious theory seems to rest on little more than the assumption thatwhatever is best in the Iliad must be 'Homer's'. But if Athens could within half a
century give birth to three poets of genius, may not lonia have produced more than
one?" 'Tradition und Geist im honicrischcn Epos', Studium Generate 4 (ogi) 334ff." There are still last ditches occupied by Old Believers. The latest editor of the
Odyssey (2 vols., London, Macmillan, 1947-48), %V. B. Stanford, rejects virtuallynothing, not even the Continuation (which Homer may have composed when he was
'aging or tired').44 See nig. It is hoped that Reinhardt will publish a book on Homer in English.41 J. T. Kakridis, Homeric Researches (Lund, Gleerup, zgcj; written in English). The
author's further speculations about the influence of the I\Ieleagcr-poens on the Iliad
may be thought less convincing.' H. Pestalozzi, Die Achilleis als QueUe der ilias (ZQricis, Rcntsch, 1945); E. Howald,Der Dichier der Ilias (ibid., 1946); \V. Sclsadewaldt, 'Einblick in die Erfindung der Ilias',
op. cit. (n38), i55ff.' One may fairly contrast the effective use of an Aethiopis-motif at Iliad XXII.2o8ff
with the clumsy adaptation at VIII.8off. On the possibility ofreciprocal borrowingsee
Murray, Rise of the Greek Epic, 177ff, and §iii below.48 F. M. Combeliack, A..7.P., 71 (1950), 340. Milman Parry had uttered a similar
warning, Harvard Studies, 1930, 75-41 A recent example is the suggestion that Penelope behaves so oddly in Odyssey XIXbecause she has correctly divined the stranger's identity, although by a 'subtle artistry'on the poet's part her discovery is never mentioned (P. \V. Harsh, A.J.P., 71, 1950,if).90 For a criticism of the 'Fernvcrbindungcn', of which Schadewaldt in particularhas made a great deal, see Jachmann, op. cit. (n5)-51 Parry acknowledged his debt to various predecessors, notably H. Düntzer in re
gard to the formulaic style and M. Murko in the comparative study of oral epic. Cf.
also §iv below, on the work ofWitte and Meister.52 Other important articles by Parry will be found in T.A.P.A., 59 (igs8), 233ff, and
64 (19), 30ff.151 E.g. Richard Harder could say in 1942 that 'no one any longer doubts that
Homer could write, and wrote his poetry down' (Das Xeue fluid dcr Antike, ed. Bcrvc, p.
102).64 Sec Nilsson's summary of Parry's work, l-Io,ner and Mycenac, I 7gff and his inferences regarding the development of Greek epic poetry, ibid., 205ff; also Hermann
Fränkel's inferences, Dichtung und Philosoplzie desfruhen Griechenta,ns (New York, A.P.A.,
1951), 7ff.

Bowra, Heroic Poetry, 241-56 Wadc-Gcry, The Poet of the Iliad, 39f-57 Parry, Harvard Studies, 1930, 137ff. On the unmetrieal use of formulae see his
Lesformules et la métrique d'Ho,nire (Paris, 'Les Belles Lettres', 1928); on their inappro
priate use, L'épithite grad., 146-81.38 This was noticed by Cauer, Grundfragen der !Jo,nerkritik (third ed., 2 vols., Leipzig,Hirzel, 1921-23), 451. Striking Odyssears examples are 1.29 &IiIsovoS Alytetoto; 1.70v-rlOsov HoxOpsivov; 14.18 àsrdO¬om JVlO p05 14.22 etc. cijthisis, óPXooc àv5pcisv;and the misuse of Iliadic formulae at 14.419, 22.296, 308, and elsewhere (sec Monro'sedition of Odyssey XIII-XXIV, p. 328ff).99 H. Apoll., 172. Cf. Homer's Demodoeus." Bethe, Buch und Bud im AltertuTn (Leipzig, Harrassowitz, 1945) iG, ito. Cf. Birt,Antike Buchwesen, 277, and Collart in Mazon's Introduction a l'Iliade, 70r-61 Carpenter, op. cit. (nmg), 14. Cf. early Scandinavian poetry, which 'must havelived orally in Iceland for many generations before it was written down', although therunic script was available (G. Turvile-Pctrc, Origins of Icelandic Literature, O.U.P.,1953,7 , 74).Cauer, op. cit. (n58), 1.5: J. Wackernagel, Spracimliche Untersuchungen zu Homer (seebelow, §iv).



HOMER 35
' Most of the ancient evidence is collected in Allen's Origins and Transmission,

226ff. That until then the poems wcrc orally transmitted is specifically stated by
Joseplius, c. Apion. 1. 2. 12 (omitted by Allen).

" Lehrs, Rh. Mus. 17 (1862); %Vilarnowitz, Horn. Untcrsuchueçcn 2351F; Allen, op. cit.
23911.See especially R. Mcrkclbach, Rh. Miss., 1952, 231T; also C. Thomson, The
Prehistoric Aegean (London, Lawrence and %Visliart, '919) 5681F, and Carpenter,
loc. cit.46 We hear of Greek rhapsodcs doing this, sehol. Pindar, J'fem. 2.1. For expansion
and compression in modern oral recitation cf. Chadwick and Chadwick, Growth of
Literature II, 146, 250, and Fränkcl, op. cit. (n54), 27.' For the rapid growth of variants cf. e.g. Chadwick and Chadwick, op. cit., II,

for examples oftheir conflation, ibid., III, 163-70.48 As the Germans express it, 'Schichtenanalyse' will have to give way to 'Elementen
analyse'. The older analysts were misled by the analogy of excavation, in which it. is
often possible to expose untouched layers of earlier material. In a traditional oral poem
we can never hope to find untouched layers.

Iv
1 P. Chantraine, Grammaire homirique, i. Phonétique et morphologic, 1942. ii.

Syntaxe, 1953, Paris (Klincksicck). For word-formation we have an exhaustive
survey in E. Risch, IVortbildung der /iomerischen Sprac/ze. Berlin, 1937. Etymologies
of a number of obscure Homeric words were contributed by F. Bechtel, Lexilogus
zu Homer, Hallc, 1914.D. B. Monro, A Grammar of the Homeric Dialect, 2nd edn., Oxford, 1891.

1J. van Lecuwen, Erich iridium dictionis epicae, Leyden, 1894.
Useful surveys of linguistic work on lIomer are given by P. Cauer, Grundfragen der

Homerkriti/c, c. vi, 3rd edn., Leipzig, 1921; M. P. Nilsson, Homer and Af)cenae, c. iv,
London, 1933; P. Chantraine in P. Mazon, Introduction a l'Ihiade, c. iv, Paris, 1942;
A. Mcillct in Aperçu d'une histoire de la languegrecque, 3rd edn., Paris, 1930.4a Rev. Et. Cr., 31, 1918, p. 277ff.

M. Leumann, Ho,nerische Wörter, Basel, 1950, p. 36ff.
E. Sclswyzcr, Griechische Grammati/c, I, Munchen, 1939, p. 102f.

'Loc. cit.
Introduction, p. go.

'Op. cit., p. 18.10 Introduction, p. gof; Grammaire, I, p. 75ff.
Bezzenberger's Beitrage 4, 1880, 251T and Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu homer, p. 66fL12 Cr. Gram. I, p. 104-13 A. Gercke and E. Nordcn, Einleitung in die Altertumswissenschoft I, 6 Sprache, 3rd

cdn., Leipzig, 1923, p. 93-14 E. Hermann, Z.f. vergi. Sprachforsch. 46, 1914, p. 241ff.15 Listed in Schwyzcr, Gr. Gram., p. ,o6ff.16 E. Meyer, Forschungen zur alien Geschichte I, 1892, p. 132. More recently upheld by
G. H. Mahlow, J'[eue Wege durch die griechische Spraclie undDichtung, Berlin, 1926, p. 260ff.17 J Wackernagel, Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu Homer, Gottingcn, igt6.I'M. Nilsson, op. cit., p. 162. -10 U. v. Wilanlowitz, Sb. Berlin. Akad. 14'mss., 1906, p. 6sf., 'Ueber die ionische
Wanderung'; 1'. W. Allen, 'Homersang the language he spoke' (sec section ii, p. ii).20 Op. cit., p. 168.' F. Bechtel, Die Vocalcontraktion bei Homer, Halle, tgo8, in which the author
repented ofhis earlier construction of a primitive Aeolic Iliad (in E. Robert, Studie,i zur
ilias, Berlin, igor.)' 'Was Homer a Chian?', Cambridge Philol. Soc. Proceed., 1915, p. 7ff.23 Witte summed up his researches in Pauly-Wissowa RE VIII, 2213ff.24 K. Meistcr, Hornerische Kunstsprache, Leipzig, 1921.21 See P. Chantraine, Granimaire I, p. 1 ,6ff.

Introduction, p. 104.
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Occasion and Early Use

Sir M. Bowra in A Companion to I ker

p. 59 It has been sucgested that the Iliad and the Odyssey were comnosed for per

foriiance at some great festival like the Panionia at Hycale, when the hard would have ar

more time at his disposal than he would normal-1y have at a feast in the household of such

kings as Odysseus and Alcinous. After the midd'e of the sixth century the poems were

recited at the Panathenaea at Athens.

A. B. Lord in A Companion to Homer

p. 195 while it is pleasant to think of the Iliad being performed. from beginning to

end as we have it at one of the festivals of ancient
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Starr, Chester G., The Origins of Greek Civilizationll0fl-650 B.C. (New York:
Alfred A. opf) l9T fIsPi. oflhStOr/ at TJniveritv of Illinois.

p. 15R scholars have placed it (( the Iliad)) by nersiiasige argments anywhere

from the twelfth to the sixth century B........... historically speaking, we can feel

reasonably sure only that the Iliad had assiec1 its enduring forn before 700 P.C.

p. 265 If we set the Iliad before 750, then the Odyssey will fall about 74-720.

The_(ford Classical Dictionary (1949) article by C. M. owra on Homer

p. 434 The Greeks, with significant exceptions, believed that both the Iliad and

the Odyssey were composed by Homer, but they had no certain or accepted facts about his

life. His date was variously given, as contemporary with the Trojan WaiTzetz. Chil. 12

l3), soon after it ('Plut.) Vit. Horn. A.S), at the time of the Return of the Heraclidai

(? Crates Theb. ap. Tatianirn Ad Cr. 31), at the time of the Ionian wandering (Philostr.
/

p.}, in the middle of the ninth century (Hdt. 2.53), and 500 years after the

Trojan War (Theopomp. lust. i\p. Clem. Al. Strom 1.117). This great divergence indicates

that external evidence was lacking and that the Greeks knew little more than we do

Archaeology . . . forbids an early date, since the sitting statue of Il. 6.302-3 cannot

be earlier than the Pth century, the shield of Agamemnon in Ii. 11.19ff. may be even

later, and the use of the phalanx in warfare Ii. .l3.i3lf. may be still later . . . The

Iliad . . . certainly does not describe the culture of the Mycenaean age as a con

temporary document should. Literary evidence gives at least a terminus ad mien in the

7th century, when Terpander is said to have recited Homer at Sparta and echoes of

him are to be seen in Tyrtaeus . . . We may then perhaps place the date of Homer before

700 B.C. though we admit that there is always a possibility of his text having been

altered and the indications of date being additions.



Dates re Homer

Sir M. Bowr on "Composition in A to Homer (ed by Wace and Stubbings)

p. 40 Though Homer is a real name, nothing at all is known about the man who held

it. Even if we dismiss those Greek antiquarians who made him a contemporary of the Troj

an War, his date remains without external authority, since Herodotus (ii.53.2) puts

him in the ninth century, and Theopomus in the seventh(fr. 203 Jacohy)

Though his name was known to Xenophanes . . and Heraclitus . . . , yet it was not

associated with either the Iliad or the Odyssey, while Simonides . . . and Pindar

regard him as the author of Ift other peoms not known to us.

p. 41 a few facts emerge. First, the poet or poets of the Iliad and the Odyssey

were connected with Ioia . . . Secondly, the main body of the poems may have reached

something like its present state c. 700B.CThirdly, it is significant that

the poems were after all ascribed by name to Homer. It is not customary to ascribe

an oral poem to anyone

p. 45 (( the poems)) seem to have been written down c. 700 b.C. After being written

down they were subjected to serious alterations and accretions.

The New Century Classical Handbook (Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1962)

p. 574 According to Herodotus, Homer lived c. 850 B.C. Others give a later date,

and some,date as early as 1200 B.C.

r,
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Whatmough, Joat, Poetic Scientific and other Forms of Discourse A New Approach
to Greek and Latic) Literature. University of California Press, Berkeley and Los

v Angeles, l9
''

p. 81, 82 From composite dialect such as "Homer's", Composite composition must
follow; authorship is not the word. Even a sixth-century Iliad has no
"author, but many contributors, and so has even a reconstituted text, as

-çnear as we can hope to come to "FIoer" (whatever is meant by that word);
what went before it is beyond our horizon and likely to stay there.

p. 83, 84 The literate "Homer" of a later date did not use a syllabary, but
he was not the composers of our Iliad but the compiler. If, as Wade
Gary has ably argued ,' this "Homer" could and did write, then he used
an alphabet composed of what I should call graphemes, i.e. rc(1Eo(
or elements. the strictly limited number of which, with their limited per
mutations end combinations, are statistically determined. But it is
hard to believe that literacy and the Iliad came at the same date;
otherwise I do not find the differences of opinion so great.

p. 84 In the first place I am no "separatist" - that is, I have no confidence
in the attempts to analyze (on either literary or linguistic grounds) the
Homeric poems into a number of distinct compositions. I have no interest
whatever in any such undertaking, which I regard as unnecessary and bound
to be unsucceesul. It is not useful to ask, or to know, who wrote what
among the many contributors to the multiple tradition( for I am no

I I "unitarian" either),"Homer" being the work not of one but of many, the
f /

creation of centuries, no longer presented solely in oral, but also in
visual shape. In fact, the deciphering method (of Ventris) may be
applied to any visually presented code. A frequency count of Etruscan
phonemes would be a necessary first step toward interpretation of
Etruscan documents that, so far as I know, has never been taken.

p. 89 Let me say at the outset that the matter, whether "Homer" is one or many,
is not of earth-shaking importance; but that, if it were, it ;iould have
to be conducted with the same kind of scientific precision as thet with
which engineers conduct their affairs,

Not that literary critics are all on the 'unitarian" side. The recent
works of Merkelbach and Jachwann, aetained by Wackernagel's 1rlier

lin
guistic discussion, are able defenses of multiple authorship, but there
is often a deplorable misapprehension of the linguistic facts on the part /

p. 90 of advocates of "unitary authorship," who seem capable of any distortion / ?
in striving to gain a point . . . . Either a phoneme exists or it does not;
there is no "in between" or "transition" stage. Only the assumption of
different dialects . " , different authors . . . , and different ages can
account for the observed facts, as every tyro in linguistics knows. An
editor who does not know this is, in my judgment, and in the judgment of
all who know the history of Greek, or of any language, simply incompe
tent to edit Homer, and a corrupter of youth whom he is educating in the
misuse of evidence, evidence of the clearest and most convincing kind.







1thatmoih, Joshua, Poetic Scientific and other Forms of Discourse U. of
Calif., Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1956.
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p. 91 The contributions of erchaeoloy to the solution of any literary or lin
guistic problem are not primary except in the recovery of new written
documents. Opinions of the archaeologists themselves on the question of
authorship, for example, fluctuate too widely and too often to inspire
confidence. Their criteria seem to be inapplicable to this particular
question save in so far,which is not very far, as they may furnish support

p. 92 to linguistic criteria end judgienta, which after all are, and must be,
paramount when the evidence of any written document is summoned, "words
not shreds." It may be noted, however, that a recent archaeological pro
nouncement, that of Miss Lorimer in her Homer arid the Monuments( London

/ 1951), is on the side of multiple authorship . . . . I have preiouely
/ indicated . . . my opinion that a unitary force played a leading part,
about the eighth to the sixth century b.C., in shaping the Homeric pea
as we now have them, whether a "great poet" (as Professor Z'acKay believes)
or merely an "editor" of unusual talent, as I augested. But we agree to
this extent, that one man enters the picture at this stage, and my view
is not really very different from that expressed by soixe other Homeric
schola on this point as well (p. 84 above) as on "separatism."

p. 93 It is obvious that we have further proof' of multiple authorship. The
passages Ii. 3.205-206, 11.139-141, and 24.234-235 were composed by three
different singers. Not that it makes much immediate difference. But
attention may be directed to Leumarin's chapter vi on the appearance of
"poetic' words not in poetry, but in prose, in inscriptions, or post
Homeric writers, and in non-Attic Greek, or in the grammarians, which
should crac some ironclad illusions about the nature of poetic discourse
in general, and of Hox.eric usage i particular.

Postscript

p. 279 . . . . (i) Professor i.acKay (CF 51, 1956, 88-89) suggests t~At
easentialist and existentialist better describe the two schools of
thought about "Homer" than Unitarian and separatist, which no longer
correspond to their actual views. I agree.







X1 jsstcl. Studies edited for tp Department of Classics by G. . Kirk and Adam
Parry. Vol..

201
Homeric 5tudies (New Haven & London: Yale Univ'r3tty Press) 1966

-,

p. 215 hot we can conclude with some certainty is trit the analogy which Lord
assumes between conditions in twentieth-century Yugoslavia and eignt-century B.C.
lonia is very shqIr, and that his stqtements about the effect of writing on im
provising poets c'nnot be applied in qny sirle wy to the composer of the 11jad.
The corollary to this is thqt the not ion explored by Leslçr, Whitman, Wade-Gery, 0nd
Bowra, that Homer himself knew the art of writing, is in fact

p.216 not ruled out by modern research into the processes of oral. poetry, as
Lord and Dow would have it.

Tne two trincirles w;ich Lord nas articulated concerning comosition and trans
mission of rotry in the improvising style are, we remember, that (I) qn orqlly com
poses poem cannot be nanded on by the tradition of oral song without fundamental.
change and (2) "the 1oral poet's powers are destroyed if he learns to read nd write.'
Kirk has rightly fett that it is all too easy for such principles, suprorted cy the
dubious analogy of Yugoslav and ancient Greek poetry, to become standard belief. But
Kirk's attack on the first principle has not been successful. The second principle,
whicn Kirk accepts, seems in fact the weak point of Lord's argument, for it rests on
tne weakest port of tne Yugoslav-Homeric analogy.

If Lord's first rrinciple is correct, as I believe it is, the Iliad will. some
now nave been rut into writing 5t the time of its comrosition. Lord nas insisted on
dictation os the only wp; this could have been done because of hls(as I believe)
mistaken notion of the impossibility of a bard who can write. If tne man who,on
this nyrothesis, put the poems into writing wqs more an amanuensis then a recording
scholar in the manner of Farry qnd Lord, tnen perhaps the difference between tnis sort
of dictation and qctually writing by nand would not be enormous.

In either case, we hqve the striking coincidence thqt in tne Il and tne
Qs we have roems far longer than imrrovised heroic poems are likely to be, longer
than tne usual conditions of improvised singing(as we learn from the Ili and tne
O4se- 9s well as from comparative studies) would suggest or a'low; and. thatthat in this
very sane period, the use of writing becomes avail ,bl.e. It seems difficult not to see
in the use of writing both the means and the occasion for the composition, in tne
improvising style, of poems which must have transcended tneir own trodition
in profundity as well S length, just as that tradition itself surpqssed all subsequent
traditions of heroic song.








-

Lord, A. B., "Homer Find Other Epic Poetry"(in Com'pnion to Homer ed. by Wce and
3ttibbtns, New York; Macmillan Co.,, 1963)

r




p.1.79 The Chqdwicks, eapecil1y in The Growth of Literature, and C. M. BowrR in

Heroic Poetry have brought en1red vistas of epic to our view of Homer and in doing

so have taken the camera from the hands of the sepqrqtists; for we now re,lize thqt

to compare Homer with other epic songs does not necessarily entail the theory of

mult itle authorship.
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